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Introduction

To the newspapers they mean headlines. To Deputy Heads they

are an inquisition or at least an imposition. To constitutional experts

they are a necessary instrument of Responsible Government.

They are the PACs: Public Accounts Committees. Most

every Legislature following the British model long ago instituted

such a Committee. Yukon opted to do so in the Fall of 1979. The

Standing Committee on Public Accounts of the Yukon Legislative Assembly

is, however, a little more modest than its ancestors. It seeks neither

to achieve headlines nor to petrify public servants but its members do

believe it will advance Legislative control of the Public Purse.

The General Election of November 20, 1978, first saw the Yukon
Legislature formally divided on party lines. In October of 1979 Canada
granted Yukon a measure of responsible government. In the same month

another event of some constitutional significance occurred.

The first Public Accounts Committee (PAC) in Yukon’s history

was established by motion of the House following a recommendation in a

report of the Rules, Elections and Privileges Committee. The report was

concurred in on October 11, 1979, and the Public Accounts Committee was

appointed on October 22, 1979. The Committee consists of one Minister,

two Government backbenchers, and two Opposition members.

Committee Procedures

The Committee held its organizational meeting on November 17,

1979, at which time, following the British and Canadian practice, the
members elected a member from the Opposition as Chairman. It was

generally agreed that a member from the Opposition would be more keenly
interested in pursuing an in—depth critical study of the Public Accounts
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than a Government member, while bound to fairness by the majority from the

Government side. At the organizational meeting the members passed several

motions of a procedural nature, the most pertinent being in essence:

1) THAT the Committee conduct Formal Hearings only when
the House stands adjourned or prorogued.

This is in recognition of the fact that during Session the

members are far too occupied with the business of the House to devote the

time and energy required to conduct fruitful Public Accounts Committee

Hearings. It also recognizes the fact that the Minister on the Public

Accounts Committee would not be free to attend daily Hearings over a

two-week period because of ministerial responsibilities.

2) THAT Deputy Heads be the chief witnesses before the
Committee.

The Committee decided to call Deputy Heads rather than

Ministers for several reasons: The Deputy Heads have the information

and the responsibility for the financial management areas which interest

the Committee; Ministers, on the other hand, are concerned with questions

of policy. Having Deputy Heads before the Committee should preclude

policy debate which is not, of course, in the mandate of the Public

Accounts Committee. The Deputy Heads are free to bring along any staff

that may be required to provide detailed background information.

3) THAT expert advisors from the Office of the Auditor General
be requested to assist the Committee with its business.

As Yukon does not yet have an Auditor General and as the

Auditor General for Canada audits the Territorial Accounts, members felt

it would be beneficial to them to have officials from the Office of the

Auditor General available to brief members on matters to be raised during

the Hearings. Because the Report of the Auditor General provides the

topics for examination, it follows that representatives from that Office

should be on hand to offer expert assistance during the deliberations.

They do not, however, speak during the Hearings or examine witnesses.
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4) THAT the Committee have the right to examine
a) the Territorial Accounts, b) all published
reports of the Auditor General, and c) all
financial information used by the Auditor General
on Government Departments and Crown Corporations
in preparation of his annual report.

The Territorial Accounts and the Reports of the Auditor

General stand referred permanently and automatically by the House to the

Committee pursuant to the Standing Orders of the Assembly. In addition

to the actual reports, members felt it would expedite the proceedings if

they had access to background material so that they would not have to use

the limited sitting time with witnesses to gather routine but essential

information.

5) THAT the Committee may issue special reports if matters
were deemed to be of pressing importance.

As the Committee usually sits while the House stands adjourned

or prorogued, members felt that a situation might arise wherein they were

not ready to publish a full report but might feel that a particular matter

should come to the attention of the House immediately after a Session

commenced. With this provision, the Committee could issue a special or

interim report.

6) THAT the Committee hold Formal Hearings in the
Legislative Chamber in camera with the provision
that transcripts of the evidence be appended to
the final report.

The members decided that meetings would be held in camera

for several reasons, the chief one being that the lack of publicity during

the meetings means that the members are less likely to concentrate on

“sensational’ aspects and pursue instead a less newsworthy but more mean

ingful line of inquiry. in camera meetings also preclude the possibility

of the media and/or the public drawing premature conclusions based on

partial information as it may take several days to examine fully the

officials from a particular department.
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As the meetings are held in camerc, transcripts will be

appended to the Committees report, thus providing a complete public

record of the Committees proceedings.

When the Committee members agreed to the procedures to be

followed, they agreed to them on a trial basis. It was decided that if,

in time, they were found to be inappropriate, they would be changed.

This “gentleman’s agreement” ensures that procedures found to be inadequate

will not be looked to as irreversible “precedents” or “practices” that

would bind the Committee to an ineffective modus operandi.

As the size of the Committee makes a Steering Committee

unnecessary, to expedite its business, members agreed that there should

be three distinct meeting formats; 1) Executive Sessions; 2) Formal

Hearings; 3) Informal Meetings.

1) Executive Sessions are meetings at which only Public Accounts

Cogunittee members, Public Accounts Committee staff and representatives from

the Office of the Auditor General are present. Minutes are kept and

parliamentary procedure is followed. It is during these Sessions that all

formal Public Accounts Committee decisions are made by motion. Each regular

meeting of the Public Accounts Committee is an Executive Session as is the

Session following the Formal Hearing each day. This allows members to

review, comment on, and in one way or another dispense with the issues

raised in examining witnesses. It allows the members to have a frank

discussion on the evidence without doing so before the witnesses. It

allows for more productive use of time because it precludes any procedural

wrangles during the Formal Hearings.

During the Sessions following the Hearings, the evidence

presented that day is discussed with various areas flagged either as items

to be pursued further in the Hearings to follow, or to be included as

Report items. As well, it is decided who the lead—off questioner will be

on each agenda item at the next Hearing so that the members involved can

be fully briefed on the issues.
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2) Formal Hearings, scheduled for two hours each morning for
approximately two weeks, involve the examination of witnesses by the
Committee. In 1980, two Departments were called but the number may
increase in the years to come.

During the Formal Hearings, the Committee members sit on the
Government side of the Legislative Chamber, the Clerk to Committee and
the representatives from the Office of the Auditor General sit at the
Clerk’s Table, and the Deputy Head and his officials sit on the Opposition
side of the House. When proceedings begin, the Deputy Head may give a
ten-minute opening statement. When he has finished, the member briefed
on the topic at hand begins the examination. At any time, another member
may seek recognition from the Chairman for a supplementary question.
Except for a fifteen minute recess, this process continues for two hours

or until the business is completed.

3) Informal Meetings may be held from time to time in order to
discuss Committee business in a more relaxed manner and perhaps to reach
a consensus on matters that aren’t required to be recorded in Committee
minutes.

Informal Meetings may be used as an avenue for meeting with
people not connected with the Committee. For example, in December, 1979,
the members met with the Deputy Heads in Yukon Government in order to
outline to them the role and functions of the Public Accounts Committee
and to give them some idea as to what would be expected of them when
appearing before the Committee in Formal Hearings.

Although traditionally a Public Accounts Committee deals with
matters that are of a “past” nature, that is, with expenditures that have
already been made, this Committee is attempting to play a constructive
and future—oriented role. They hope to make recommendations, based on the
evidence that they have heard, which may be applied with good future
effect on the financial management systems and controls used by the
Government.
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Realizing that its primary objectives are to ensure the

exercise of due regard for economy, to maintain the high standards of

government efficiency, to strengthen the internal financial and manage

ment systems, and, perhaps most importantly, to complete the process of

accountability, the members of the Public Accounts Committee endeavour

at all times to act in a co—operative non—partisan and judicious manner.

Each member takes an active role in deciding what issues should be raised

and in examining the witnesses. The members agree that the first Hearings

were productive; they anticipate, however, that as they gain experience

and expertise they will perform more efficiently and effectively in

carrying out the objectives of the Public Accounts Committee.

As a rule the Committee adopts the modern process of receiving

the Auditor General’s recommendations, hearing the Departmental witnesses’

response and formulating its own recommendations to the House in the form

of a report. It is the hope of the Committee that when it tables its

report there will be a motion for concurrence and that the report will be

debated at length.

1. Reconunendation

The House make no change in the Committee

structure or procedures at this time.

2. Reconinendation

The House seek to have tabled at each Fall

Session the annual reports of the Auditor

General on his exnination of the accow2ts

mid ftnanctal statements of the Government,

and on “any other matter” arising therefrom,

in order to facilitate the holdinc of Committee

hearings before the Srring Session of the

following year.
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ORDER OF REFERENCE
October 22. 1979

ORDERED, THAT Messrs. MacKay, Graham, Hibberd, Lattin and Penikett be appointed to the Standing Committee on Public Accounts;

THAT the said Committee be empowered to examine and enquire into all matters referred to it by the House and to report from time to time

their observations thereon;

THAT it have power to send for persons, papers and records, and to examine witnesses under oath; to sit during periods when the House

stands adjourned; and to print such papers and evidence as may be ordered; and

THAT the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly be responsible for providing the necessary support services to the Committee.
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EVIDENCE
Wednesday. February 6. 1980

Mr. Chairman: The Public Accounts Meeting One. Formal Hear
ings will now come to order.

I say good morning, gentlemen and Madam Clerk, and welcome
you to this first formal meeting of the Standing Committee on
Public Accounts.

The Committee was established by motion of the House on Oc
tober 22. 1979. It is the first time in Yukon that a Committee has
existed to complete the circle of Parliamentary control over the
public purse. Previously, as we all know, only the Estimates had
been examined.

It is this Committee’s intention to proceed in a co-operative and
non-partisan manner to examine thoroughly and systematically.
the expenditures of certain departments to ensure that they have
been made in the proper manner and that the public is getting
value for money spent.

Without further ado, we will get down to the business before the
Committee which is the Auditor General’s Report for the year
7978-79.

This morning. I would like to welcome Mr. Raymond Dubois.
Deputy Auditor General of Canada. and Mr. Harold Hayes, the
Principal in the Auditor General’s Office, who will be assisting this
Committee during its deliberations.

Gentlemen, would you please take a seat at the table?
It is also my pleasure to welcome today, our witnesses, Mr. Andy

.Johnston. Territorial Treasurer, and Mr. Grant Wilson. Director of
Budget and Financial Management.

Welcome, gentlemen.
I understand. Mr. Johnston. that you have prepared an opening

statement for the Committee.
Mr. Johnstom Yes. Mr. Chairman. I have.
Mr. Chairman: Proceed. Mr. Johnson.
Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman. I have several documents for dis

tribution. if I may, prior to the presentation.
Mr. Chairman. Committee Members and Committee Advisors.

the Department of Finance is honoured to be the first department
to appear before the Government of Yukon’s new Public Accounts
Committee. We certainly recognize the necessity of this Commit
tee and wish you well in fulfilling your difficult mandate. The
Department of Finance will make every effort to assist you.

My presentation today. while short and not aN inclusive, will
hopefully provide background to the Committee which may be
useful in the examination process. The topics covered are:

I. authority of Treasurer
2. role of Department of Finance
3. organization of departments
4. responsiblities of Treasurer
5. functions of the branches
6. resources.

Firstly. the authority. Section 4(1) of the Financial Administration
Ordinance states that “The Treasurer has the management and
direction of the Treasury Department. the management of the
Yukon Consolidated Revenue Fund and the supervision, control
and direction of all matters relating to the financial affairs of the
Territory.” The Treasury Department and the Department of Fi
nance are one in the same.

The role of the Department of Finance is to ensure that the
financial resources of the Government of Yukon are well planned,
properly utilized and controlled in a manner consistent with the
goals of the Government.

Organization of the Department. as can be seen from the Organi
zation Chart which is in the other package handed out to you, the
Department of Finance has three branches. Accounting Services.
Revenue and Taxation and Budget and Financial Management.
These branches are further broken down into smaller units called
sections.

I will get back to the Organizational Chart and the functions of
those branches in a moment.

The responsibilities of the Treasurer, as Chief Financial Officer
of the Government of Yukon, the Treasurer has the following re
sponsiblities:

I. advise the Cabinet on the financial and economic aspects of
Government legislation. fiscal policy, and resource allocation;
and advise the Cabinet on the appropriateness of the Government
of Yukon’s internal financial policies and operations.

2. advise deputy heads of departments and corporations on
financial matters relating to planning. operations, control and
evaluation.

3. administer and maintain the necessary controls to
safeguard the Yukon Consolidated Revenue Fund.

4. develop policies, systems and procedures for financial ad
ministration.

5. provide accounting services such as processing accounts
and payroll, collecting revenue and taxes and preparing financial
statements.

6. advise the Internal Audit Committee on the coverage and
scope of Internal Audits, review audit observations and recom
mendations and ensure that corrective actions are taken as re
quired.

7. provide overall direction to the staff of the Department of
Finance.

8. It is interesting to note that the Treasurer is currently the
chairman of. and member of. or an advisor to. approximately ten
Government of Yukon and intergovernmental committees.

The functions of the branches within the Department of Finance.
it might be useful here to refer to the Organizational Chart.

The Accounting Services Branch:
I. process all centrally paid accounts payable, payroll and

other financial transactions and ensure that adequate controls
over financial transactions are maintained.

2. maintain a central accounting system for the processing of
accounts, cheques and other financial transactions: prepare in
ternal financial statements for the Government and prepare and
publish all Government of Yukon financial statements.

3. provide departments and corporations with financial and
other reports in an accurate and timely manner.

4, maintain and safeguard official accounting records; liaise
with the Auditor General of Canada on the audit of the annual
financial statements.

5. maintain a central accounting system to record. control and
safeguard assets and maintain accounting records of the physical
assets of the government and periodically ensure that these are
reconciled with the physical inventory.

6. maintain a system of financial signing authority as an integ
ral part of the system of financial control.

7. the Director of this branch handles general administration
for finance including co-ordinating preparation of departmental
variance reports and budget submissions.

8. the Director is the department personnel officer handling
staff recruitment, staff training, leave forms, et cetera.

The second branch, Revenue and Taxation:
1. review existing legislation governing revenue and taxation.

recommend improvements and draft new legislation.
2. maintain an accounting system for the processing and re

porting of revenue and taxes.
3. collect revenue and taxes in accordance with legislation.

policies and guidelines.
4. maintain a system for monitoring the collection of revenue

and taxes and other receivables, for example, audits.
5. establish and maintain banking procedures for the deposit of

revenue and taxes.

ing.
6. provide cashier services at the main Administration Build-

7. administer heating fuel equalization and homeowner grant
programs.

The third branch. Budget and Financial Management. the
Budget and Financial Management section of the branch:

1. prepare the program forecasts, Main Estimates and
Supplementary Estimates.

2. review, on a continuing basis, the financial affairs of the
departments, agencies and corporations: analyze variances bet
ween planned and actual operations; maintain allotment control.

3. review financial documents and advise on financial implica
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tions of policy proposals; co-ordinate Treasury Board Proposals,
assist in financial negotiations between Canada and Yukon.

4. administer loans from Canada and loans to municipalities.

5. co-ordinate overall government insurance matters.

The Financial Planning and Systems Development section
within this branch:

I. develop policies and procedures for the improvement of the
Government of Yukon’s financial controls and reporting systems.

2. provide financial systems review of various government
functions.

3. prepare financial manuals.
4. provide a staff financial training program in co-ordination

with the Public Service Commission.
5. will assist in developing and implementing procedures for

program evaluation.
The last topic is Resources. As well as various manual systems,

we have many EDP Systems running on an IBM Systems 3 Model
12 computer.

The Department has 36 permanent man years. At present. we
have two vacancies and one will be filled on February 18.

The technical qualifications of many staff members are excel
lent. We have two R.I.A.s. and two C.A.s, one C.G.A.. three univer
sity graduates and eight students at various levels within the ac
counting programs.

The previous work experience of the staff members is very broad
in scope which proves useful in obtaining a variety of views on our
projects. I believe the potential of the current staff is excellent and
I express my confidence in them.

Inclosing, Mr. Chairman, I would just like to recap my presenta
tion. I have covered the authority of the Treasurer, the role of the
Department of Finance, the organization of the Department of
Finance, the responsibilities of the Treasurer, the functions of the
branches and the resources available to us.

I would be pleased to respond to questions.

Thank you.
Mr. Chairman: Thank you. Mr. Johnston,

Mr. Lattin: Mr. Chairman. I would move that the Organizational
Chart be attached as an appendix to our records,

Mr. Chairman: We will take that as a notice of motion. Thank you.
Mr. Lattin.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. MacKay, would you like to lead off with ques
tions?

Mr. Mackay: .Just so that you can follow the proposed train of
questions, Mr. Johnston. what I am going to try to cover, looking
firstly at the FMCS study that was done in 1976. and then followin
from that, the implementation of the recommendations containe
within that with a view to try to elicit where we are today, where we
should be in the near future and what problems you foresee in
attaining the objective in that study.

Firstly, what I would like to ask you. I appreciate that you have
arrived since the study was done, whether you see any major
issues unresolved as to whether or not this study’s recommenda
tions should be implemented or do you accept. in general, all of the
propositions in it?

Mr. Sotmston: Mr. Chairman. I think the Department of Finance
accepts. in general. the recommendations of the 1976 study. There
certainly are some areas within it that we might not think practical
to implement, though in theory we accept them all. In fact. the
FMS projects, I believe, cover the major components of the re
commendations of that study.

Mr. Mackay: The central point in the study. it seemed to me. of
the area where it seems that the greatest strides could occur was
redefining the roleof the Treasurer himself. It was in that area that
there appeared to have been an erosion of the legislative authority
of the Treasurer over the years and this study was aimed at re
establishing that statutory authority that you had.

Do you agree with that as being the major problem to overcome?

Mr. Johnstorn Yes. Mr. Chairman. I believe, at least it appears to
me in my year and a half with the Government. that the authority
and control exercised by the Treasurer perhaps had, to some de
gree, been passed to the departments in many areas. We have
been, for some time now, in the process of bringing that back,
bringing things under control.

been eroded in that. I am not positive of the date of publication of
the passing of the Fioancial Admioistration Ordinance. Certainly. that
gives the Treasurer the power; it is a matter if exercising it. I
believe it was 1976 that the Financial Administraton Ordinance was
passed.

Mr. Mackay: You have indicated in you opening remarks, the
powers of the Treasurer. I just wanted to compare your indication
of what the role is with the recommendation that was contained in
the FMCS study. I do not know if you have that available to you.

Mr. Johnstom Yes.
Mr. Mackay: I would like to go point by point down the various

aspects of the role and just see your assessment today of how close
you are to fulfilling that recommendation.

MT. Johnston: Mr. Chairman. I might point nut that I read the
recommendations on the role of the Treasurer in that paper and
was certainly tempted to copy them but that probably would not be
appropriate. I think they may cover the same areas but certainly
not in the same manner.

Mr. Mackay: You are suggesting that that is not on fruitful
ground.

I wanted to distinguish theory from practice. I appreciate the
theoretical role that you play but I want to try and find out if in fact
there is. in practice. some areas that you have not yet managed to
get a hold ot. The first item in the recommendations was providing
the Commissioner. Executive Council and the Assembly with fi
nancial data necessary to assess departmental financial plans.

That was a recommendation.! presume, that arose from the fact
that perhaps the financial information was not flowing as well as it
should. What projects did you get underway or have completed to
be able to implement that recommendation?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, we have a project underway which
has redefined the classification of accounts that we feel is required
for the Government of Yukon. This classification of accounts is a
system which will collect the financial data in a manner which will
be consistent with the output that we desire at the other end. We
hope that some of the management reports coming off of that
system, effective April. 1980. will provide to the Commissioner,
Executive Council and Assembly, the financial information that is
required to make executive decisions.

As well. in the meantime. I could perhaps refer to Mr. Wilson on
this, but the budget information and the variance report system
that we have developed since this report came out. that we have
improved at least since thks report came out, is providing much
more meaningful information into the executive arm of the gov
e rnme nt.

Mr. Wilson, do you have any comments to add to that?

MT. Wilson: Yes. Mr. Chairman.
With respect to the budget, prior to 1976. the information given to

the Assembly was by programs by department. We have given
more information by breaking programs out to activities, in fact.
giving the detail to a line object. standard object type of informa
tion for each of those activities.

With respect to the variance reports. prior to the study, the
variance report process was fairly inadequate, I would have to say.
Information heing received was not sufficient enough to determine
what the expenditure patterns of the Government would be. We
have, in fact, revised the variance report procedures and in addi
tion to that, created a statement of appropriation and allotments
which indicate the legislative approved figures which then can be
used to make comparisons with.

Mr. Mackay: How often are these reports prepared?

Mr. Wilson: The variance reports are prepared quarterly for the
Executive Council. The internal variance reports for departments
are requested to be prepared by period but they are not analyzed by
the Department of Finance.

Mr. Mackar Are you. at this time then, preparing all that kind of
information for the departments or are they still preparing some
data on their own?

Are there other kinds of satellite accounting systems going?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman. the actual expenditures are pro
vided by the Department of Finance. in some cases. not at the level
of detail that the departments wish it. so in some cases there are
departmental subsystems. if you like, to keep a lower level of
detail. We certainly hope that with the low level of detail provided
in the new general ledger and classification of accounts package
that we are putting forth in April, they will have a lot of informa

I am not sure if the legislative authority of the Treasurer had
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tion, probably much more than they would even use at this point in
time.

Certainly the departments that have been keeping these subsys
tems have indicated that the new system will probably allow them.
after they become confident with the new system. to get rid of most
of their own internal systems. That covers the actual.

The commitment side of the books, the departments are keeping
their own records on that and use this information to project, along
with the actual. to the end of the year.

Mr. Chairman: Excuse me, Mr. MacKay. Dr. Hibberd has a
supplementary on variance reports.

Mr. Hibberd: I am not sure that it has not been covered here but
Mr. Wilson. you indicated that the variance reports were in
adequate. Could you tell us why they were inadequate and what
steps you have taken to bring them in line?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, variance reports were requested
from departments by period. At that time, there was no adequate
information on statement of appropriations and allotments. It was
a direct result of the FMCS report that resulted in our preparin
that particular computer report. What was happening was, base
on the fact that each variance report was by period and the periods
are twenty-eight days long only, the amount of information that
had to be processed was so great by any one department that they
did not find adequate time to be able to give a variance report by
period. In other words, it almost became a pointless exercise.

The variance analysis, in terms of a quarterly report. is looking
at two things: one in the long range. the variances in terms of the
yearly projections which are important from a financial plannin
viewpoint; and then in addition, the variances by quarter whic
would indicate the variance within that particular quarter which
could result in a re-alignment or a re-assessment of the particular
programs that had been approved. So the type of improvements
basically are a major emphasis on those four period variances —

sorry, the quarterly variances, which means that departments can
spend. and do spend. more time, more concern on what the var
iances are and analyze them much more greatly.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman. I have another topic that I wanted
to raise once we finish the variance reports. I just wanted to make
that indication.

Mr. Mackay: I was going to move on, ton, so perhaps if you want to
raise your point --

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I wanted to mention that there are
other aspects in providing the Commissioner and Executive Coun
cil and the Assembly with financial information. The Subcommit
tee on Finance does meet on a regular basis now weekly, and also
more frequently if required. which I believe is a change in the last
couple of years.

The Treasurer, and normally Mr. Wilson, attend all of these
meetings and provide financial advice on the topics being consi
dered. All of the Executive Council submissions of the Government
that have any financial implications, which means almost every
one of them, come to the Department of Finance for comment and
review prior to being processed through the normal channels. As
well, the Treasurer, as I indicated in my presentation, is a member
of many governmental committees in various capacities and we
have opportunity to give our financial advice at those times as well.
The submissions often are processed at Deputy Head Permanent
Advisory Committees and so on. So if we happen to miss one that
has not come to us for review prior to going to the proper channels.
we do hit it in several other areas.

So I think most submissions have been commented on many
times by the Department of Finance by the time the Cabinet make
their final decision on them.

Mr. Mackay: When you assess these submissions, what criteria
are you using to assess them?

Mr. Johnston: We ensure that the Subcommittee on Finance, and
subsequently the Cabinet, have all the financial implications so
that when they make the decision. they will be aware of all factors.

The departments will often make a submission up and indicate
perhaps some financial implications but in most cases the people
preparing these submissions are not financially trained individu
als and the Department of Finance have that background.

As well, we are aware of what is going on in the Government and
are able to put it into perspective and make the proper comments
to the Subcommittee on Finance.

For example. the potential man years involved, the potential
dollars to be expended, those kinds of information.

Mr. Hibberd: You have described how the department becomes
involved in the drawing up of submissions and you indicated that
because of the lack of expertise this was necessary. In view of that
fact, would it not be important for you to become involved in the
actual drawing up of a submission before? I mean, the submission
you might be looking at might be a fait accampli whereas it might
have required that financial expertise be drawn up in the first
place. Are you involved in that step?

Mr. Johnston: The departments do approach the Department of
Finance for advice during the the drafting of the proposal. In fact,
if they do not, the proposal, the Executive Council submission, is
not in fact completed when it hits the Department of Finance after
it has been drawn up in that the routing of the submission indicates
on there, “Department of Finance”, “Department of Justice” and
soon, so that in fact part of the drawing up procedure is in consulta
tion with our department. In some cases it is all typed up when we
get it. but if we suggest changes they are normally made. If they
are not made, we attach our comments so that the Subcommittee
on Finance can merge our comments in with the submission of the
Departments.

Inmost cases. the departmental submissions are unique to their
field of expertise, if you like. In other words, like wildlife, for
example. might be commenting on a wildlife type submission
where we would not really be an expert in that sense, so we could
not really help in developing a policy. All we can do is kind of make
financial comments, which we do.

Mr. Hibberd: So you have a mechanism whereby you are involved
in the actual formulation but this is not an obligatory mechanism,
is that right?

Mr. Johnston: It is, Mr. Chairman, in that the Department of
Finance must be consulted if it has any financial implications.
That is the policy of this Government.

What I am saying, Mr. Chairman, is that often the Department
will give us their submission. In other words, they will have de
veloped it without us but then ask us if we want to make any
comment on what they have done, so our comments are either
included in the submission if they are major. or if they are not
major, they are normally just an attachment where we point out
the extra financial implications not included in the submission.

So in fact, it does go forward from that point on as a complete
package. as a total submission, with the financial implications all
outlined.

The document. Mr. Chairman, is not completed. if you like, until
the Cabinet approves it so all of the steps in there. including the
steps that we are involved in, are part of the process.

Mr. MacKay: I would like to move on to the third recommendation
and that was recommending interpreting government policy, di
rectives and guidelines in all areas of financial management and
control.

Do you consider that today you have the authority to be able to
implement or interpret these guidelines for the departments in
volved? Have you yet reached that stage where Treasury comes
and says. “Well, this is what this means and this is what you shall
do”? Or are you still at the stage of finding out what everybody is
doing and seeing if it complies?

Mr. Johnston: I think. Mr. Chairman, that we probably are in the
developmental stage. Certainly part of this process would be to
provide, in writing, the interpretation of the various financial
policies and procedures that the Government wished to see im
plemented and carried out,

We have made an attempt to issue some instructions to depart
ments. lam sure all of the areas that have not been covered to this
point in time; certainly as well as providing some information in
the way of manuals. we do. on a day to day basis, talk to depart
ments when we become aware of something that they are doing
that we feel should be done differently or,often. they come to us and
request us to assist them in interpreting finanei& situations and
which way they should go on them.

I have to agree that there certainly is room for improvement in
that area.

Mr. Mackay: I am going to come back to you later on and discuss
in detail the various projects that you have underway. I think we
are probably covering. in generalities now. some of the other stuff
that we will get into later on.

If I seem to be moving on faster than you think we should in
certain areas that does not mean to say we have left them behind.

I noticed in your presentation that as one of your departments
you had a Financial Planning and Systems Development section.
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you provide a staff financial training program in co-ordination
with the Public Service Commission and under the recommenda
tion you have. Advising the Public Service Commission on the
qualifications required for all senior financial positions and pro
viding for their training and career development needs.”

Is that where you see the fulfillment of that recommendation
under this paragraph in your presentation?

Mr. Johnston: I see most of it being covered there, Mr. Chairman.
At this point in time, we have not developed this to the extent that
we would like to develop it. During the Public Service Commis
sion’s recent review of staff training in the Government, we cer
tainly made our comments known at that time as to how we would
like to proceed in this area.

We do provide, quite frequently. training programs for Govern
ment for other departmental staff. other than the Department of
Finance. For example. during the budget preparation. Mr. Wilson
and his staff, as we’l as handing out instructions, gather together
the individuals from various departments that would be preparing
the budget submissions and instruct them as to how to carry out
this financial function.

The same could be said, for example, with Year-end in the Gov
ernment, the Department of Finance, right at this point in time.
issues a very substantial document on Year-end instructions. As
well as issuing this document to all the people involved, the ac
counting services director individually talks to these individuals to
make sure that the areas that they are involved in within these
Year-end instructions are clarified to them so that they are aware
of what these responsiblities are.

This goes on on an on-going basis. What we would like to see
developed though, as well as this method of meeting the immediate
area of concern at any point in time, is some kind of system of
training for people in the Government, both in the Department of
Finance and financial people in other departments. whereby when
they enter the Government. they are given some initial training in
the financial systems of this particular organization. We feel that
that would be useful.

Right now. lam sure it is done on an ad hoc basis. In other words,
if somebody starts in the Department of Finance, whoever has
time kind of tells them what their job is and how they fit Into the
picture but it is nnt a very structured method and certainly. I would
believe that in the individual departments. if you have an accounts
payable clerk starting in the department, that the administration
officer, or whomever, would instruct that person as to what they
should be doing. but I think there should perhaps be a more formal
method of introduction to the financial systems of this organiza
tion.

That is what we hope to accomplish but there is a lot of work
involved in all of these projects.

Mr. Mackay: Do you have any formalized situation within the
Treasury for the continuing professional update of your senior
staff? I see you have a number of qualified people there. Do you
have provision in your schedules of time for them to take extra
courses and update themselves in the latest developments?

Mr. Johnston: Yes. Mr. Chairman, we have a number of methods
whereby this is accomplished, First of all, the Government of
Yukon does pay for successfully completed accounting courses so
a number of my staff who are students at this point in time once
they complete a course, they are reimbursed for the cost of that. It
certainly is an encouragement for them to participate in these
courses.

For the members who are graduates. if you like, we do provide in
our budget and also it is provided in the Public Service Commis
sion’s budget. a number of dollars for various seminars, work
shops. during the year. One I can think of recently was the one put
on by, I believe. the C.A.s in town, one was on income tax and one
was on another topic. We sent four or five people to one or other of
those programs.

As well. we try to keep our people updated in the particular field
that they are working in here. Again, I can think of a couple of
examples. There are seminars put on by the Federal Government
on income tax and we have attended a couple of those in the past
year, to familiarize ourselves with the income tax procedures that
we will be involved in shortly. Fuel and tobacco tax is another one;
once a year. we send someone to the western Canadian conference
which discusses a number of issues of the day in these fields. So I
think there are certainly some dollars and time allowed for this.
Whether or not they are sufficient is a matter of interpretation, I
suppose. and your particular preference.

Mr. Mackay: So you have a formalized situation where you en
courage that further education.

Mr. Johnston: The other thing that I could mention perhaps is that
we try to, I suppose, to a minimum extent right now, but we do try
to familiarize the staff in the department with other functions in the
Department of Finance so that if somebody leaves, is ill or on
holidays, we have somebody else who can cover that particular
function so if we have a branch manager or an accountant away,
somebody else can at least do the minimum to keep that job going.

Certainly in this manner, as well as kind of providing back-up for
operational requirements, we do develop the individual so that
when openings exist, promotion is done within the department.
That has happened on many occasions in the year and a half that I
have been here where promotions have been internal.

Mr. Mackay: You have got two vacancies within the department.
one of which is being filled. At what level are these vacancies?

Mr. Johnslorn The one that is being filled on February 8th is a
financial systems analyst working on the FMS projects and report
ing to one of Mr. Wilson’s managers.

The other vacancy is an accounts payable clerk and we are not
actually trying to fill that position. We are in the process of re
aligning duties to come up with a revised job description due to a
change of priorities within the department. so I would hope, in a
short time, we would have this new job description completed and
classified and be out in the field trying to recruit someone,

It would be at probably a senior clerical level when it is reclas
sified.

The other thing that I would like to mention though is that this is
probably the healthiest situation, in my time at least, and I would
think in Mr. Wilson’s time, as far as staffing goes, I would think
that you have to realize that with a staffof 36 permanent man years
and 1.3 casual. that if you lose several key people in short order.
and I know of one leaving shortly. it is very difficult, in a small
organization. to carry on in the same capacity as you were when
you had all the vacancies filled.

It is also difficult to recruit. We have been quite fortunate re
cently in recruiting two chartered accountants in town and several
other well qualified people locally, at the expense, perhaps, of
some local businessmen, one at least. So we have been quite suc
cessful, probably more than we can expect at all times so lam just
saying that if we lose two or three key people, it is a blow to the
operation.

Mr. Mackay: I wish you continued success.

The management prepared position description which you gave
us, what is the status of that? Is that the basis upon which you
accepted the position?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, the position description was pre
pared approximately one year ago by the former Treasurer with
certainly some advice from myself and other people that he had
under him, as well, the Bureau Management Consultant provided
some information on this because they are working with us right
now on all of our financial projects. It was used last summer when
we put forth a new organization package for the Department of
Finance. The Treasurer’s position was not really considered along
with the other positions. It was kind of below the deputy head, if you
like, the organization package. but we felt it would be wise to put in
what the deputy head s duties and responsibilities were so that the
Public Service Commission could use that as a guideline to judge
the individuals reporting directly to him.

It certainly covers the main duties and responsibilities of the
Treasurer’s position and I was aware of it when I took the job. so
yes to your question. that is the current, and I accept it myself, it is
the current and fairly relevant job position description for this
position.

Certainly position descriptions cannot be all inclusive and you
will notice the points are quite short and general. but yet specific
enough so that you know the area they cover. At that level of
position description it is very difficult to get into a lot of detail. You
could take up an awful lot of pages.

Mr. ChaIrman: Is that management job description right now ac
curate?

Mr. Johnstow In my opinion it is fairly accurate. yes.
Mr. Chairman: Is it undergoing revision now?

Mr. Johnston: Not that I am aware of. no, Mr. Chairman,

Mr. Mackay: Looking at it. there a couple of points that I would
like to raise. On number Ii on the second page, you indicate that
part of your job is advising on the coverage and scope of internal
audits, Would you not consider that as rather a conflict of interest
situation where the internal audit department is a separate entity
from Treasury so would it not be defining its own scope in coniunc
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tion with the audit committee?
Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, there are a couple of points I could

make on this particular item. First of all. lam in the position that is
listed in number II, We have not had an internal auditor here for
about a year and a half now and the Treasurer has been put in the
position of providing advice to the Government on internal audit.
The Treasurer was involved in contract with the Audit Service
Bureau to prepare an audit work plan for this Government and
also, he has been involved in contracts whereby they are perform
ing various segments of this work plan for us. and also, he has been
involved in reviewing their recommendations and, in facL. helping
to ensure that they are carried out.

Once an internal auditor is on staff. I would think that the Trea
surer would still be a member of the Internal Audit Committee. I
would think that in that capacity, he would suggest areas that
should be covered because as the chief financial officer of this
Government. he would be aware of areas that should be audited.
That does not mean that the Audit Committee is bound by his
advice but he should be able to advise and certainly the internal
auditor, when one is available, would probably have more senior
advice, if you like, to this Committee but I would think the Trea
surer must have some input.

Mr. Mackar You would not see yourself ever in the position of
controlling what the internal auditor looked at.

Mr. Johnstom No, not at all.
Mr. Mackar Or are you in the position of doing that.
Mr. Johnston: At this point in time I do not control what the Audit

Service Bureau is doing in that the work plan has been accepted by
this Government. All I do is initiate the contract for them to carry
out portions of it. I think, even after there is an internal auditor. the
Treasurer will be involved in. if not responsible for, ensuring that
the recommendations are corrected, the observations and re
commendations are carried out.

Mr. Mackay: Who initiates the request for an internal audit? Does
that come from you or does it come from the Audit Committee?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman. the Audit Committee has just re
centlv been formed and has not vet taken a very active role in
internal audit. I would say that I do not initiate, as Treasurer, the
area to be audited because that has been approved by the Govern
ment. All I do is say that phase one covers, say. September to
December for X number of dollars and I initiate the contract with
the Audit Service Bureau so in fact they can plan ahead and have
their staff here to do that audit.

Certainly, the Audit Service Bureau when they made up the
work plan, talked to deputy heads in the áovernment, including the
Treasurer and other people that they felt were required to be
involved in developing the work plan. They also used their own
expertise in deciding which areas probably should be covered.
They talked to the Auditor General of Canada to find out which
areas should be covered so the audit work plan itself was made up
with advice from many sources and data from many sources, the
Treasurer being one of them so! do not consider that the Treasurer
developed the work plan so therefore I do not think I am telling
them which areas to audit.

All I am doing at this point in time is co-ordinating. I suppose
because there is nobody else to co-ordinate it.

Mr. Mackar Point number 8 in that list says that you are respon
sible for developing, recommending and implementing policies.
financial systems and procedures for the measurement of the ef
fectiveness, efficiency and economy of Government programs.
That is pretty comprehensive.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, you are correct. That is why, as I
say. position descriptions are--. You should put in them what the
incumbent is expected to do in theory but in practice, normally you
do more than what is on there. In some cases, you do not ac
complish everything that is on there but you doother things as well.

Number 8, 1 would suggest that at this point in time there is no
formal procedure in the Government for measuring the effective
ness, effi iency and economy of Government programs. Certainty
it is carried on. The Department of Finance, to some degree. in
formally as it may be and perhaps Mr. Wilson may have more
points to add on that part, looks at these items, but I think the
departments themselves, at their own initiative and also often at
the request of their Minister or the Assembly, review programs to
determine if we are getting value for money. The only difficulty
that I see there is that in fact there is no formal structured manner
so therefore the evaluations would be done in eifferent ways by
different departments.

At this point in time. I certainly know that there are a number of
program evaluations going on. I see this as an item that this Gov
ernment should be striving towards. however, looking at the size of
the organization, the amount of resources we have available, and
the many other numerous projects that are kind of the guts, if you
like, of financial systems and control, this one will not be tackled in
the immediate future as far as lam concerned. If! am instructed to
do so. crtainly I could drop other projects and proceed with it but I
feel that there are many other basic systems that have to be im
proved before we tackle this one.

Mr. MICNSr So this number B really should not be in your job
description right now because what you are saying is that you have
not got time or resources to tackle it right now.

Mr. Johnston: I would say. Mr. Chairman, that it should be in
there as an indication that that is, theoretically, a responsibility of
the Treasurer but I am saying. as Treasurer and I know the
Treasurer before me. would have thought of that as being one of the
last things to be developed before this organization.

I can give you some examples. For example. the accounts re
ceivable system right now, the sundry receivables, is a manual
system and we prepare an aids trial balance which takes many
man hours to produce manually. Now. I would say that within the
next year or so we should computerize that system and probably
monthly. quarterly, whatever is the desire, have statements pro
duced to go out to the individuals who owe money to the Govern
ment and have an aids trial balance produced so that we can
monitor the situation. That particular thing is a basic system that!
think should be in place. It will also save you time and give you
better control over the finances of this Government.

There are many projects like that that are not even listed on FMS
that I think have to be tackled before we can get into something
such as value for money. The Federal Government. as I under
stand, is just getting into it now and they are spending a lot of
money and a lot of time and I do not know how much success they
are having yet. In talking to individuals who are not involved at the
Auditor Genral level but in departments, they are suggesting that
so far it is not very successful so! think we have to hit, if you like.
the meat and potatoes and leave the frills until later. That is my
opinion.

Mr. Chalrmmt That may be an issue that we will want to explore
in greater detail later.

Mr. Mackar The point! was trying to make was, to me,a position
description should describe what you actually do. This describes
more what you ought to do. Would you agree with that?

Mr. Johnston: Well. I suppose it is a matter of opinion.
Perhaps before I go on, maybe Grant might indicate if he feels
there is a more formal system of evaluation,

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman. I think that when you are looking at a
job description like this, you have to consider what is an on-going
type of program evaluation or program efficiency or what have
you. and what may, in fact, be a long term goal. As an on-going
development over the past few years. in terms of looking at the
efficiency of programs. I would have to say that there has been a
fairly large improvement in determining such efficiency.

For example. the process of the planning function and the
budgeting function has improved substantially over the past few
years which is one indication of program efficiency. In addition. as
we mentitned before with the variance report analysis and the
determination of how particular programs are carried out is also
an indication. These are on-going types of improvements which
think would fall under thejob description as determining the effec
tiveness and efficiency of Government tperations.

In addition. information systems have been improved with the
FMS. The present classification of accounts and a number of other
projects are all geared towards the achievement of this type of
goal,

If you are looking at program effectiveness, we have attempted
and will probably continue in the process of looking at a change in
the budgeting process, the planning process through the means of a
zero base budget implementation. This would allow the Executive
Committee to determine particular degrees of program effective
ness by determining what would happen if expenditures were de
creased by X dollars. What are the implications of that?

The whole planning process is a gradual evolution from a period
of time when quite some years back the planning process was a
Federal process basically. I think now we are going more towards
a planning process which is geared directly towards the Yukon
requirements and that type of thing.
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Whilethat itemnumber8does appear broad, I think thatthe type
of things that are being carried out do come under that particular
mandate of the Treasurer.

Mr. Mackay: I would like to move on to status report on the
projects that you alluded to in your presentation.

The last one that we had was. I believe, dated February. 1979. 1
am not quite sure what you gave me this morning. At that time, out
of 29 proaects three had been completed. Two were in the process of
implementation and the balance were either in the “develop
ment”. “planning” or “not started” stage. Do you have such a
table now as to where you are currently?

Mr. Johnstorn Mr. Chairman, we have not updated that particu
lar table, probably in a few months now, certainly there is a more
current one than February 1 believe.

What we have attempted to do is indicate on the more recent
schedule that we gave to you this morning, the projects that are
completed at this point in time, I believe that there are ten of them.
the prolects that will be completed by the end of Phase I. as we like
to call it, because April 1, 1980 has kind of been our goal for the
implementation of some of the major projects.

There are also some active projects right now that we hope to
complete in the next fiscal year and others that we plan on starting.
some have been started very lightly but starting in a real, concrete
way. if you like, and hopefully completing in the next fiscal year or
in the future. depending on the requirements. As we get into them
in detail we will have a better feel for just how long they will take
and resources required to accomplish them.

Certainty. I can address any of the projects that are on here if you

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps before we get into the detail on all of the 29
projects, the Phase I and Phase II projects, which I think we are
spending a fai amount of time on. perhaps this would be an approp
riate time to recess for 15 minutes. I would invite the witnesses to
join Committee Members for coffee in the Members’ Lounge.

Recess
Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, the Committee will come to order. I

would like to welcome, at this time, a new witness to assist the
Treasurer, Mr. Art Nutt. who is in charge of Financial Planning
and Systems Development.

Whe we recessed, we were just beginning a discussion of the FMS
projects.! am not sure if it is 29 or3O according to the numbering on
the list. I believe Mr. MacKay was about to lead some questions on
these items one by one.

Welome. Mr. Nutt.
Mr. Mackay: I think perhaps I would just like to step back. I would

like to get some clarification on some of the answers I got earlier.
With respect to the recommendations of the FMCS report. we
talked about the qualifications of staff. the training, career de
velopment, perhaps! missed the key area and that is. do you now
advise the Public Service Commission on the qualifications re
quired for all senior financial positions? Not only do you advise but
do they accept?

Mr. Johnstoic Mr. Chairman, this was initially discussed with
Mr. McPhail prior to his leaving and he agreed that we should
develop a process whereby we could be involved in all of these. To
this point in time,! would say that it is an ad hoc situation and there
are a number of examples that 1 could give where we have been
involved but! would doubt that we have been involved in them all.

The internal auditor is an example where the Department of
Finance has been asked to look at the position description, sit in on
initial interviews, to screen applicants. The accountant for the
Liquor Corporation is another. There are a number of others so we
have been involved on some of the positions. ! think. as well, it may
be a matter of definition as to what is “senior”. Often the adminis
trative officer of the department is probably, in the most cases, the
senior individual as far as finance goes. but in some smaller de
partments, though. you might have a clerk who would handle all
the financial affairs of that particular department.

It has not been formalized yet but it is being done on an ad hoc
basis.

Mr. Chairman: .Just on that point, is it your intention, now that you
are a relatively new Treasurer and a relatively new incumbent in
the Public Service Commission to take some initiative in the ques
tion of those positions where the financial skills are critical in
terms of the performance of your duties and your mandate to look
at the overview to ensure that you have some input into the writing
of those job descriptions and the setting of the profes5ional stan
dards and qualifications for the applicants?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, the intention is to go that far. It is
just a matter. I believe, of developing a system to work with the
Public Service Commission, and also the departments because
they are involved as well. We have to ensure that we do not over
step our jurisdiction and kind of get into theirs because. to some
degree. the department head is responsible for providing the
proper personnel to run his department. including financial indi
viduals. So we have to ensure that we work together as a team and
it is a matter of developing a formal method of doing that. I think
that is the only thing left to do now. ! think we all agree in theory
that that is what should be done. Certainly it is a project that we
hope to finalize in the near future.

Mr. Mackar Going back one step further, when we talked about
Treasury and recommending and interpreting Government
policies. directives and guidelines, you said that this was some
thing that you were doing but you were not entirely satisfied that it
had been implemented. Do you have any mechanism where you get
feedback as to whether or not people are accepting your interpre
tations? You send out the memo, I guess. how do you know that that
is accepted or that you are not meeting passive resistance at some
other departmental level. Where do you find that out?

Mr. Johnston: We issued a manual approximately a year ago
which contains the Financial Administration Ordinance, the various
financial regulations. financial policies, procedures and financial
directives that this Government has issued in the past. We included
an opening statement by the Treasurer which asked all depart
ments to review the material contained in this manual and to feel
free to comment on any errors or omissions and changes. Certainly
there have been a few comments on it but not very many so we
assume that they have accepted our interpretation of the policies
as they stand at this point in time.

Mr. Mackay: Could we go further and say perhaps that one of the
roles of the internal auditor will be to ensure that that is being
complied with?

Mr. Johnston: Certainly. The Department of Finance has a re
sponsibility to ensure that the financial policies, procedures. et
cetera, of the Government are adhered to but we do not play the
role of the internal auditor, It would be his responsibility to go even
deeper than we go. !f we see something wrong, we comment on it
but it would be his job to actually go out and investigate to find out
what is wrong. not to just see the obvious. Certainly! see it a dual
responsibility of the two positions but certainly, the internal audit
ory has a larger duty to investigate. ! believe.

Mr. MacKay: Has that been the topic or the subject of any of the
contracts that you have given to the Department of Supply and
Services at all? Have they been asked to look at that?

Mr. Johnston: Precisely They have, for example. investigated
the expenditure control of departments which is being done under
certain policies of this Government and they have commented on a
number of situations where the departments. including the De
partment of Finance, have not been, in all cases, following the
proper procedures.

1 might mention, as well, the reason I said this was being done but
there was room for improvement is that in this particular manual.
we are aware that because there are a number of vehicles that
have been used. as I quoted. regulations, policies, procedures.
directives, in some cases they cover the same topic and in some
cases they do not agree with each other fully. What we have done
with this manual is simply issue everything that we are aware of
that exists in this Government. What we have to do now is come up
with a new manual which will improve on the presentation of this
material and also will correct any deficiencies or any situations
where they conflict with each other and also add items that are not
covered at this point in time.

We feel that there is work to be done there. We have done some
work on a new manual and we are finding, to be honest. that it is a
difficult task. Manual writing is a specialty I suppose. We know
what should be in it, it is a matter of how you say it and how you
write it. Also because of the lack of resources we have not been able
to finalize it yet but we hope that we will in the next fiscal year.

Mr. MacKay Do you have a manual like that in preparation now?
Mr. Johnston: Yes. we have. We have spent a fair amount of time

on it. We have not been satisfied with the result so that is why we
feel that we need more time to change it to something that we feel
would be acceptable to other departments and cover the areas that
we should be covering.

Mr. MacKar Are any of the parts of it acceptable?
Mr. Johnston: ! would say no. It is something that is very hard to

issue partially.! think it has to be a complete package. I think in the
meantime, the departments have found this document quite use
ful.

like.



If you want to. for example. find out how you process a travel
advance or how to process an accounts payable. a batch of invoices
or whatever, the information that we have is in here.

Mr. MacKar Does each department have one copy of thator is it a
fairly widely circulated document?

Mr. Johnston: We asked the departments how many copies they
require and we gave them the number of copies that they wanted.
Fifty were issued to 18 or 19 departments. so two or three to each
department, depending upon the size.

Mr. Mackay: Returning for a moment to the partially completed
manual, due to the time that it has taken to get to this stage and the
concern that we would probably have of stretching on into the
future, is there not some way in which you could compartmentalize
that manual so that you could at least get certain things under
control as you go along? In other words, do it on a step by step basis
rather than all at once. Is it not possible to do that?

Mr. Johnston: We have tackled it in the sense that we have broken
it down into units and we have identified chapters that we feel
should be contained in the manual and have done outlines on sev
eral, as a matter of fact.

The difficulty I have with the manual personally, I think, is that
perhaps we are trying to be too sophisticated and get too much
information in there. We are covering things like philosophical,
financial concepts and then getting into detail of how you use the
system.

To my way of thinking, the departments really are not in
terested. Although if you look at manuals perhaps of the Govern
ment of Alberta or the Government of Canada. they are fairly
extensive and do go into the theory first and then how you use the
system. The difficulty we probably have here is that in most de
partments. the financial people using them probably are not as
qualified, because it is a small organization, so they really do not
want to et into the theory. They want to know. ‘How do I use this
system?

The other thing to keep in mind is that as we develop the new
classification of accounts and general ledger system that will be in
place. hopefully, by the first of April. we would want to include that
new concept of using the system in this manual so that in fact it
may be an appropriate time, as this system is developed, to get the
manual out.

Mr. Mackay: Right now, you have got some philosophical prob
lems with the approach that has been taken, is that right?

Mr. Johnston: That is correct, yes.
We have had outside advice on this but that varies as well. We

have talked to other Governments, we have hired consultants and
we are at the point now that we have to make up our own mind as to
which direction we are going to go and proceed with it.

Mr. Mackay: Do you have a timeframe for that?
Mr. Johnston: I do not have a definite date. Mr. Chairman. As I

said, in the next fiscal year. we certainly hope to get it out.
The difficulty is that we do have a few people allocated to this

systems development work and at this point in time, have what we
consider higher priorities in that we have a deadline to meet April
I. Certainly we could have had somebody working on the manual
for the last few months but if we do not meet the April! deadline, we
are in a lot trouble on the implementation of the new general ledger
and so on because it is the first of our fiscal year and the budget will
be input of the new classification of accounts and so on. So we felt
that we had to leave the manual at this point in time and proceed
with other things that had concrete deadlines that we had to meet.

As a matter of fact, we even hired contract people locally to help
us meet that deadline. We have not forgotten about it but we just
felt that we had to put it aside for a few months.

Mr. Mackay To get on to the specificprojects, I think we proba
bly talked about— I was following the list in this order, I think it
talked about the role of the Treasury. It was at the point of de
velopment in February. It is still in Phase I soyou consider thatyou
will have that completed by the end of March. Perhaps you could
describe that particular project as to what you are doing in con
crete terms.

Mr. Johnston: Yes. Mr. Chairman, we have produced several
drafts on the role of the Treasurer and the Department of Finance
and we are hoping that with the information that we get out of the
two weeks here, that we will be able to finalize that particular
document and submit it to the Subcommittee on Finance and then
the Cabinet for approval. Once it is approved, we intend to com
municate it to departments.

We feel that we are at the point now where we should be able to,
as I say. with the information we get in the next couple of weeks
from this Committee and talking to the Auditor General. we should
be able to solidify what our role is and be able to issue that docu
ment shortly.

We had intended, at one point in time, to include it in the manual
that we are talking about but there is nothing to preclude us from
issuing that now and then including it in the manual as part of the
manual when the manual does get distributed.

Mr. Mackay: Is there any significant variance in your draft at this
stage from that recommended by the FMCS study? Are you ex
panding on it?

Mr. Johnston: The FMCS study? It certainly has more detail than
the FMCS study recommendations, It does get into not only the role
of the Treasurer but also the ways by which the role is ac
complished. In other words, the various branches within the de
partment and the functions they perform, also the relationship
between the Treasurer and other deputy heads. for example. in
other departments. so I think there is more meat in the particular
document that what is contained in the recommendations them
selves. Certainly it is consistent with the recommendations but it
has more meat in it.

Mr. Mackay: Do you contemplate any requirement for legislative
change as a result of your project?

Mr. Johnston: No, Mr. Chairman. We feel that the Financial Ad
ministration Ordinance gives the proper level of authority to the Trea
surer at this point in time and it is a matter of detailing how he goes
about accomplishing that role and getting it out to departments.

Mr. Chairman: Are you experiencing any administrative prob
lems as a result of, if you like, complexity created by the fact that
the executive authority is now vested in the Executive Council but
the signing officer is not a member of that body anymore.

Mr. Johnston: The signing officer, which, Mr. Chairman?
Mr.Chalrman: The signingofficer for this Government is still the

Administrator or Commissioner, in law.
Mr. Johnston: The financial signing officers of this Government

are designated by the Commissioner. In other words, for example,
we will take an example, signing cheques. At this point in time, the
Commissioner and the Treasurer have their signature on che9ues
but it states in the Financial Administration Ordinance that the Com
missioner may designate whomever he or she wishes to sign
cheques.

In the case of the corporations, it is, I believe, the General Man
ager of the corporation and the Commissioner.

Mr. Chairman: The Commissioner is now bound by the advice of
the Executive Council but that is not producing any problems from
your point of view?

Mr. Johnston: I do not see any problem. The Commissioner may
in fact change the designated signing officer but that would be the
Commissioner’s choic, probably upon the advice of the Executive
Council,

Mr. Mackay: Just to recap then. you. on this particular project.
got a draft. resumably, of the recommendations at this stage. is
that correct,

Mr. Johnston: Yes, we have, On the role of the Treasury?
Mr. Mackay: On the role of the Treasury, yes.
Mr. Johnston: Yes.
Mr. MacKay: So you have a draft. You anticipate that from this

session, you will get some feedback.
I should say, perhaps. at this point, that it is unlikely that you will

get a lot of that. Maybe just through talking to the Auditor General
you but from us. our report, and I do not want to preempt the thing
but I would suggest that our report may not be readily available
within the next month. I do not know how long it will take us to write
that report but that is something that we should bear in mind,

Mr. Johnston: I think. Mr. Chairman, just being here and hearing
the conversation for us to go back— The report may not indicate
everything that was said here but I think we will get a feel for what
the Government feels is the role of the Treasurer.

Mr,Chairman: On that point. I would hope that a report of this
Committçe. and these hearings, will be tabled in the House in the
next Session of the Legislature. Whether there will be a debate on it
or whatever the House does with that report, of course we will not
know until that time.

Mr. Mackay: Going back to the timetable then, are we to assume
that after this session, you will then be able to present your draft to
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the Executive Council?. Coincidental with thai. maybe a consider
ation of it will be the PAC report which will come out sometime in
March. I presume.

Mr. Johnston: I anticipate being able to table that with the Execu
tive Council.

Mr. Mackay: You still hope that by April 1. at least you would
have the Executive approval of what you plan to do even if thereaf
ter it takes some time to implement?

Mr. Johnston: Yes. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mackay: The next item was project management and we had

a little discussion about that whether the projects referred to all the
projects that we are talking about or outside projects of the Gov
ernment and assumed that the project management meant that
*here the Government undertakes a project, that the financial
controls that were surrounding these projects were not adequate in
the past and are not now being approved and perhaps you could
explain to us. or have Mr. Nutt explain to us. what improvements
have occurred.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, this particular project was iden
tified by the Bureau Management Consulting and basically. they
said that if we are goinç to be managing our own projects. we
should have a session with people who have done it in the past.
experts. is you like, to give us some guidelines as to how to ap
proach managing projects.

We decided to expand that to include representatives from all the
departments i the Government feeling that they would then under
stand what we would be doing as management projects and also
they might be able to use the information obtained in managing
projects within their own departments, maybe not financial but
whatever projects they happen to be involved in. so we brought up
two individuals from Ottawa, Mr. Ken Stubbings. and I forget the
other gentlman’s name, from the Bureau of Management Consult
ing and they put on a two day seminar attended by a number of
representatives from Finance and representatives of other de
partments, to indicate the procedures that could be used, not
necessarily the only way, but could be used in managing large
projects. We found it fairly informative and certainly we have used
some of the concepts in managing the projects that we are involved
in.

The departments themselves had various comments. Some ap
preciated the information obtained and others said they would
never use it. We found it a session that was made available to all
Government personnel. It was simply a two day seminar.

I believe they put on a half day session for deputy heads and
Executive Council as well, to give them an idea of how you manage
projects. the techniques invo’ved and so on.

That is what that project covered. It was completed in the fall of
1978 just when we were starting into these projects.

Ut. Mackar Maybe just to get specific so that I can understand.
take a project like developing 500 lots in Hillcrest. and that is a real
one that happened. are you aware if any of the information and
techniques that were discussed in that seminar were used in man
aging that project?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, the Department of Finance did not
follow up after the seminar to see if the departments who attended
ever use the process that was explained to them. Certainly they
took the documentation away with them and the experience of
being exposed for two days to these individuals who have quite a bit
of eypertise in that area. I know some of the areas covered. I had
been exposed to before in various courses or experiences that I had
been through myself but some of the items were new but I think I
gained from it and probably put some of the information to advan
tage in the work that I have done since then. I cannot say as to how
other people used it.

Mr. MacKay: So from the session, there has been no follow-up,
other than if individuals took the initiative to use the information
they got, that is as far as it went.

Mr. Johnston: That is right. It did not appear to the Department of
Finance that it was our mandate to ensure that there was a uniform
system os project management in the Government of Yukon. As I
say, we initially expanded it to include the other departments
because we were bringing the individuals here at a certain expense
and that expense did not increase if we had more people joining the
session.

Certainly within our own department we are using the
techniques on a consistent basis because we have a project man
ager who attended the session and he is at least managing other
project managers who are all doing the work so we are approach
ing them all on the same consistent basis.

Mr. Mackay: You mean you are talking about how they manage
people and their time and how to get reporting systems coming
back.

Mr, Johnston: How to assess the data to determine what your
project should entail, how to manage your resources, how to meet
deadlines, how to plan the project and the various steps involved in
it so that if you get to point A and before you go to point D, you have
to have C done so they are done at a time they can interface each
other and move on to point D.

Mr. Hlhherd: In your opinion, would it be of value if this project
management was instituted and followed by the departments?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, that is certainly a difficult question
to respone to. There are many techniques in managing projects. I
think it is a matter of preference as to which one you use. Certainly
a lot of the information that was presented in those two days was
common sense. In other words. I think we have all, even around the
house, when we go to do something. had a plan of attack and I think
it would vary from individual to individual but I think it would be
very difficult to implement it Government-wide because projects
do vary significantly. the people doing them vary as to how they
are approached and their history, background and their training.

I do not know how you would implement it and monitor it. In a
project, you could use the technique for something very minor that
might take you a half an hour or might take you a year. They are
projects that can be handled in the same way even though they are
very different in scope. I really do not think it could be applicable,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairmam Mr. Johnston. perhaps I could just get in a brief
question on this subject. As I understand our discussions of the
briefing of the FMCS report. there was an opinion expressed by the
Auditor General about the responsibility of the Treasurer for
supervising or ensuring that correct financial management sys
tems are in place throughout the whole Government by your de
partment.

We have this item here which is called “Project Management”.
Mr. MacKay mentioned that there was some confusion in the
Committee as to which projects were being referred ta This is one
of three on the progress list that we have which is marked as
completed; however, you have just told us that you really do not
have the kind of follow-up or any kind of review system which
would check on whether those project management systems, or
whatever they are. or methodology, have been implemented by
departments. whether they are small projects or large. I would
assume that there are some fundamental rules or priniciples be
hind such a system. I am curious as to how this item. this project
called ‘Project Management” can be described as finished in the
project report without this kind of review orreferral back or check
ing up zy your department.

Mr. Johnston: It is probably a matter of my not communicating to
you properly then. I would never have identified this as a project if

had been ai’ound when the work plan was drawn up. The aureau of
Management Consulting simply said to us. if you are going to
embark o a number of major financial projects. you should have a
little bit of training as to how to handle them, control them and so
on, We agreed to that.

It happened to be listed in their work plan. this purple book. as a
project for us to do in part of the overall scheme of things so as far
as we are concerned, we took the initiative and we hired some of
their staff to come and give us this two day session and leave the
documentation behind. That. to our way of understandiog. was the
project, to get this training and to use it. We are doing that.

We took it upon ourselves to ask other departments because it
was at no extra expense to take in this information. They came
along a d got the information and they went away. It was never
intended that that was part of the project. I know what you are
saying, once that was done, maybe it should have been followed up
but I think it is not relevant to what we were attempting to do.

Mr. Mackay: Okay. I think you are right there. I was looking.
through the FMCS study and that really was not a recommendation’
of theirs.

Mr, Johnston: That is right. It was simply a method of training us
to take on these projects, of assisting us.

Mr, Mackay: Except to the extent where in the role of the Trea
surer. they do say “approving and monitoring of all financial man
agement and control systems within the Government”.

Mr. Johnston: Control there, Mr. Chairman, I believe would refer
to financial control. not to project management control.

Mr. Mackay: That is where we are getting off the track.
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Mr. Johnston: [think so. That is my opinion, that we are getting
off base.

Mr. Mackay: You still exercise financial management control
over a project.

Mr. Johnston: Yes. if there are any financial projects underway
in the Government. we certainly provide advtce and sometimes
assistance and certainly monitor the results to make sure it con
forms with what we want to see in place.

Mr. Mackar If you reduce the relationship you have with them to
the one where you are talking about value for money. this is where
other Members of Committee were saying that this project man
agement project was a value for money exercise, how to expedite
things efficiently and you are saying that you do not foresee that as
your role yet. that is not within your mandate at the present time.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman. lam sorry. I cannot even tie the two
together, project management and value for money. I have heard
what you said but I cannot relate the two in my own mind.

Mr. Mackar
project management.

I honestly do not understand what you mean by

Mr. Johnston: I guess what I am saying is. we had a project to
bring two people up for two and a half days and we did thatso it was
completed. tam not too sure now. Mr. Chairman, how Mr. MacKay
isrelating that tovalue formoney and soon inotherdepartmentsin
the Government. I am sorry. I cannot understand it.

Mr. Mackar The purpose of these two people coming up was to
explain to the Government—

Mr. Johnston: To the Department of Finance.
Mr. Mackay: To the Department of Finance, and interested

other departments. how to manage a project efficiently.
Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, the purpose of these two individuals

was to explain to the Department of Finance only a means by which
they might manage the FMS projects. The rest of it was something
that we did on our own, thinking that the Government would take
advantage of it but that was not the project.

Mr. Mackay: That. I understand,
Mr. Chairman: There seems to be some problems with this word,

“project”.
Mr. Mackay: So that was the first thing you did in order to be able

to expedite the remaining projects of the FMCS.
Mr. Johnston: Yes.
Mr. Mackay: Now. I have got you. I thought it was how to improve

all of the Goverment systems in handling their different projects.
Mr. Johnston: No.
Mr. Mackay: Okay.
The next item we had was training and career development that

had not started yet last February and it is still not started. Are any
plans underway to—

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, we briefly discussed these areas
earlier this morning, where we said that at this point in time, we do
have informal training sessions with departments when it comes to
that particular point in the year when we want to instruct them as
to how to prepare budgets and so on. but what we are lacking is a
system of financial training for either new people coming into the
Government or just people in the Government who are going to a
new position or also people who might have been here for a year or
two but might want to be refreshed, if you like, on the financial
systems of this Government.

That is something that we have talked to the Public Service
Commission about. We have addressed it in the recent study that
they are conducting on Public Service Commission training prog
raths. We hope that in working with them that we can come up
with some kind of a package for both financial people and non
financial people. individuals who come into the Government at all
levels, at deputy head levels, should be aware of financial systems
of this Goverment and how they go about using them. Certainly,just
telling then that we have a manual available that we shoulu wok
at. we do not do that. They just come in and start working apd if
somebody else tells them what to do they go along and cm it. If
nobody tells them, they struggle.

We are saying that there should be a formal method of training.

As I say, we have done some investigative work on that and
again it is very important but we feel that it is the kind of thing that
is in the later stages of development. It is refinement of what we
are doing now.

Mr. Mackar Do you then anticipate having it developed and im
plemented by March 31, 1981? That is what it says here, is it not?

Mr. Johnston: Perhaps I was being cagey, Mr. Chairman, but the
way I typed that section up was projects to be started in Phase II.

It is very difficult at this point in time to say that all the projects
that are not done by the end of March this year will be done by the
end of March next year. There are quite a few of them and some
that we have not done very much work on yet. We are not really
aware of the resources and time that will be required to complete
them. We are saying that that is one of the projects that we will do
more work on in the next fiscal year. We may. or we may not
complete it. I am not tn’ing to be vague. Mr. Chairman, but it is
difficult to say that all of these will be done in another year. In my
own personal opinion, they will not all be done in the next fiscal
year. We have indicated the ones that we think will be completed.
that is the third category. active projects that will be completed in
Phase II, Phase II being the next fiscal year.

The other ones, we will start. Some we will complete and others. I
am sure we will not. They are quite major. some of them.

Mr. Mackar Time is running out but could you, for tomorrow.
indicate a priority number for each one of these items to be
started? In other words. where you see it in priority coming for
ward next?

Mr. Johnston: Yes. Mr. Chairman. we could do that.
Mr. Mackay: What we are looking at is coming back next year

with you sitting over here and hopefully us sitting over here, and
being able to ask you how it has gone nd whether you will be able to
live up to the commitments you have made so you are quite right
not to make a commitment that you cannot fulfill. At the same
time, we do want to have a clear idea of how faryou are going to get
in the next year and what other items you see as the most important
in fulfilling the recommendations in that FMCS study.

Mr. Chairman: Do any other Members of the Committee have any
questions at this time?

As the saying goes. “My. how time flies when you are having
fun.”

We shall shortly be reconvening into executive session in the
caucus room. Formal hearings will continue tomorrow morning at
9:30 a. .m. I would like to ask you, Mr. Johnston, if you can make
yourself and your officials available at that time?

Mr. Johnston: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman: Following our executive session, sometime this

afternoon, our Clerk will advise you as to which matters we wish to
pursue in detail tomorrow so that you can be adequately briefed.

I would like to thank you for being with us this morning. Mr.
Wilson, Mr. Nutt and look forward to seeing you tomorrow morn
ing.

At this point we will adjourn and reconvene in executive session
in the caucus room.

The Committee adjoume at 11:28 o’clock am.
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EVIDENCE
Thursday. February 7, 1980— 9:38 am

Mr. Chairman: The Standing Committee on Public Accounts,
meeting number two, formal hearings, will come to order.

This morning, we are dealing with the Department of Finance.
Initially, we are going to be going back in some detail over some
items we covered yesterday.

The first question we will be going into in more detail is the
question of variance reports. The second issue we wish to pursue is
the timing and mechanics of the Treasurer’s input into Executive
Council submissions. The third item which was raised yesterday is
the priority rating and timetable of Phase II of FMS projects.

If we clear those, we will then proceed where we left off yester
day, with the FMS project review. Is that all clear?

Perhaps. before I proceed. I would like this morning, to intro
duce to the Committee and witnesses. Mr. Al FaHe. MLA for
Hootalinqua, who is substituting for Mr. Graham this morning.

I would like to welcome again our witnesses from the Depart
ment of Finance, Mr. Johnston, Mr. Wilson, and Mr. Nutt.

If there are no questions about the agenda, I will ask Dr. Hibberd
to proceed with the first question.

Mr. Hlbberd: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am somewhat concerned with regard to the variances that we

got into yesterday to a certain extent because it seems particularly
germaine to this Committee’s function. I am concerned as to how
effective this mechanism is.

Could you explain to me how these variances are transmitted
from your Department to the Executive Committee and what
mechanism is there whereby there might be action taken by the
Executive Committee.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I would like to have Mr. Wilson
handle the topic of variance reports as it is the responsibility of his
branch.

Mr. Wilson: Yes, Mr. Chairman, the variance reports are drawn
up by department personnel by the use of various information.
Initially, we have a statement of appropriations and allotments
which is a computer report which indicates variances by primary
or line object, by activity, by establishment. In other words, by
activity, by program.

The variances are listed as a period variance, and a year-to-date
variance.

They are determined on the basis on initial input from depart
ments as to their estimated expenditures by period throughout the
year, the variance then being the difference between the actual
expenditures for that period or for that group of periods, and the
estimated expenditures that they had thought that they might
incur up to that point.

So, the variances that we ask for are the year-to-date variances
on the one hand. In other words, if there has been a variance of
significant proportion from the beginning of the year to, say, De
cember or whatever period we may be asking, and, on the other
hand, a projected year-end variance based on the information that
is obtained or that is arrived at when the year-to-date variance is
received; then a department is asked to project what further ac
tivities would occur to the end of the year.

So, for example, if there were expenditures in salary allotment
that appeared to have a large variance which would show an over-
expenditure, the department would be asked to explain, first of all,
why there was a variance, why the over-expenditure, and, on the
second hand, ask to project if this over-expenditure would continue
on to the end of the year, realizing that there may be errors in the
initial cash flow projection which would mean that, in some cases,
while there may be a variance for year-to-date, there may not, in
fact, be a variance to the end of the year.

Now, these variance reports, as I said, are prepared by the
department personnel, normally the administrative officers. All of
them are reviewed by the deputy heads of the department. It is his
responsibility to determine that the variances are reported, to the
best of his knowledge, correctly.

There is a policy procedure of this Government that indicates the
variance reports and the forms are explained as well as the steps
and procedures in order to carry out the variances are explained.

When the variances arrive in the Department of Finance, the
budget personnel will, first of all, take the information given,

analyze it to see if it appears to be correct, with the knowledge that
they may have gained from other areas, other sources and basi
cally put the variance down in different form for the Executive
Committee.

This is so that, for example, if the department shows a variance
of, and I will use salary again, that they will be over-spending a
certain amount of money because of a transfer of one man year
from one other allotment to this allotment, then we will explain in a
form that is more readily readable to the Executive Council. This
would indicate the beginning year’s approved budget. the budget
that is approved by the Assembly, plus all of the minuses and
pluses, all of the changes that have occurred according to the
department personnel.

These variances are, as I indicated, reported to the Subcommit
tee on Finance who review the financial position based on the
variance reports. The Department of Finance draws up a financial
position paper indicating the level of working capital, the in
creases, decreases in expenditures and revenues and any other
changes that may be considered pertinent, this ending up to be
summarized on basically one sheet which indicates the working
capital levels.

From that, the Subcommittee on Finance can make recommen
dations to the Executive Council as to whether or not certain ac
tions should occur. If it is felt that certain expenditures that are
projected should not, in fact, occur, then that direction will come
back to the Subcommittee on Finance and will then be directed to
the department involved.

Mr. Hibberd: Mr. Wilson. you described how your department
would deal with the variance report when it received it, would it
Lake into account the normal variations, seasonal expenditures,
that might occur? For instance, Parks would very well have their
expenditures accumulating in a very few months’ time. How would
that be taken care of in the variance report?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, it does to the extent that a depart
ment will project its expenditures correctly.

Now, for example, at the beginning of the year, we have a budget
that is approved by the Assembly. Based on that budget, we will go
back to the departments and ask them. “How do you anticipate
spending this money?”

The budget branch receives these projections. analyzes them in
respect to what happened in prior years to see if certain expendi
tures are not lust split evenly by periods. Say you have got 1,300
and you split it by 13 periods to get $100 per period. If that is not
realistic, we do not want it because it means that the variances
then will be unrealistic and so on.

So, the first step of course is to determine that the cash projec
tions appear reasonable and those we can only do based on past
experience and our knowledge, plus discussions with the depart
ments.

Mr. Mackay: I just want to clarify the role of the Department of
Finance because in your explanation. I was not sure when you
referred to “department”. whether it was your department or the
reporting department. So. perhaps when you answer, you can try
and differentiate clearly between these two.

Yesterday, in answer to a question about variances, you said that
the variance reports for the departments are requested to be pre
pared by period but they are not analyzed by the Department of
Finance.

Maybe I was confused as to which department you were talking
about this morning but I thought I understood you to say that the
Department of Finance does do some analysis work. Now, perhaps
you could clarify who is analyzing the variances and explaining
them.

Mr. Wilson: Yes, Mr. Chairman, the Department of Finance
analyzes quarterly variances only. This analysis is to assist the
Executive Council in its decision-making role.

The individual departments may or may not—in most cases they
do prepare period variances and that is for the deputy head to
determine his role, his decision-making capabilitities and his abil
ity to make changes depending upon the period variance.

So, the Department of Finances does not get involved for every
period, other than the possibility of special requests. For example,
with the Intergovernmental Committee on Federal/Territorial Fi
nancial Relations, at times we do require a special variance report
to be given to us so that we can be more up to date on the financial
affairs of the total Territory, the total Government.

But in most cases, as I say, the individual departments will do it
for themselves for all but the four basic quarter ends.
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Mr. Mackay: In the quarterly reports, do you ensure that the
information contained in that matches whatyou have in your cent
ral accounting system, or do you accept the figures as presented by
the department from their satellite system? Or am I wrong in
assuming that is where the figures come from?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, we use the central accounting system
as the method for the initial variance.

There is provision in that variance, however, to have departS
ments place commitments or other things that they know that have
occurred that have not yet been reported on the central accounting
system.

This provides for a more accurate position in some cases. In
others, it is not needed because there is no necessity. The variances
would not be major.

Mr. Mackay: A final one, with respect to the reference to the
overall financial position of the Government, do you produce a
quarterly statement similar to other provincial jurisdictions, I
guess, in which you can determine a surplus or deficit of the Gov
ernment?

Mr. Wilson: The Accounting Services Branch, Mr. Chairman,
prepares a quarterly financial statement, financial position. The
financial position I am talking about, basically, is a budgetary
financial position, which is fairly different from the two so that
there are in fact two separate types of papers prepared for the
Executive Council.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I might add that on the quarterly
financial statements that, as well as being used internally, they are
sent to Ottawa.

Mr. Lattin: 1 notice, Mr. Wilson, in reading the FMCS Report,
1976, that the Liquor Control Department and the Department of
Highways generally do not report their operating variances. Do
they now?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, the Liquor Corporation does, in fact,
report variances. The Garage Operations, at times, have not pre.
pared variance reports for various reasons, most of which are time
or capability reasons more than anything else.

I receive a variance report and at times they have not been
adequate, but these will vary from department to department.

But, certainly, every branch, department and corporation does
prepare a variance report. his an order of magnitude, let us put it
that way. Sometimes a variance report is not very good, other
times it is excellent. It is a process of learning and teaching as to
what eventually will become a meaningful variance report.

It is a constant upgrading state.
Mr. Johnston: I think, Mr. Chairman, it is fair to say that, because

these variance reports are prepared by a number of personnel in
each of the departments, that their capabilities and interpretation
varies with the individual. So that is one reason as well why you
would get an excellent report versus a medium to poor report from
other people.

Mr. Hlbberd: Perhaps this brings up another concern. If these
variance reports are, indeed that important in maintaining con
trol over government expenditures, do you contemplate any sys
tem whereby you might have either an initial or an on-going train
ing for the people who are preparing these variance reports so that
they might become standardized?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, we do, in fact, have on-going training
on these. I might mention that the third quarter report is in fact
used for the Supplementary Estimate preparation.

So at that point, we have a meeting with all finance personnel in
departments to go over the variance report requirements. Over the
past year, we have sent a number of up-dating letters, basically,
plus individual discussions with department personnel to get them
to appreciate better the usefulness of the variance report.

Of course, we are always finding more areas where we could
have improvement and we continue to basically go back to those all
the time to try and get that improvement.

Mr. Hihberd: Mr. Wilson, how often has the Executive Council
acted on the variance reports that they have received?

Mr. Wilson: The Executive Council acts either positively or nega
tively every time the variance report is received.

In other words, because the financial position paper is given to
the Subcommittee on Finance, those papers are used to determine
various actions in the future. A lot of the cases, in terms of interim
appropriations, are determined based on the variance report.

sive from the basis of original estimates, certain action does take
place. But this is quite often done on a passive nature as opposed to
an active nature.

Mr. Mackay: Are you satisfied, Mr. Wilson, that the whole infor
mation system works where there is the creation of the variance
report following through to your department, following through to
Subcommittee on Finance, following through to the Executive
Committee, and then the feedback down to department? The chain
is complete. mother words, that there is an action and a reaction to
this reporting system that is working? Or do you think there are
areas for improvement?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, I am satisfied with the process. I
think that the major problem is one of training and that was one of
the, I think, major points of this committee, is that it is important to
have the various departmental financial individuals made more
aware, spend more time in this area than possibly has been done in
the past.

Of course what happens is that some individuals are much better
trained and have much more knowledge of the process. Others are
learning it or do not spend as much time in it.

This is a constant process from the Budget Branch. We have
daily communication with all of these individuals. Every time
variance reports are presented to us, we will take a day or two days
out with that individual, have him redo the whole process, get them
to the point where they understand the true process.

So, that is not a problem with the cycle, it is more a problem of
whether the financial information is accurate and timely.

Mr. Mackay: You are generally happy with the explanations you
get, though, from each department.

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, we are generally happy. In most
cases. I should say in a lot of cases, we do not and we will not accept
it at face value. There is always the inter-relationship between
Department of Finance personnel and departmental personnel
because certain things may not be explained fully and we want to
assure ourselves exactly what they mean.

So, there is not acceptance at face value, if that is what you
mean.

Mr. Mackay: Does your role, in your mind. extend to acting as a
brake on over-expenditures? In other words, how do you visualize
your role? Do you visualize it as one in which you just report the
overage further up the line or do you endeavour to find solutions
with that department within the policies that they are trying to
implement?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, I think because of the role that we
have played, the assistance that the Department of Finance gives
is one in trying to look at and trying to suggest other than just
showing over-expenditures.

In other words, if an over-expenditure does show up, the first
question is brought up, where can you under-spend? What can you
cut? Without affecting those programs that have been approved.
what are the areas that are flexible?

So certainly we will approach departments on that basis. and if
we are convinced that they cannot do anything other than do what
they are going to be doing, then we have to accept that and we
report it.

Mr. Mackay: In your mind, who is responsible at the end of the
year, if you have a budgetary overrun in the whole government of
$2 million? Maybe I should not be asking this question. I want to
detcrmine how you perceive your role in the process. I am not
asking you to say if somebody else is to blame. I am just asking
where your role is.

Where do you perceive the ultimate control to rest for that, or the -—

ultimate responsibility?
Mr. WIlson: Mr. Chairman, the deputy heads are ultimately re

sponsible for their budgets. They are the ones, if, based on
Supplementary Estimates, they become overspent. they are the
ones responsible.

Mr. Chairman: Any other questions on the matter of variances?
If not, we will then go on to the second issue which was raised

yesterday, which is the timing and mechanics of the treasurer’s
input into Executive Council submissions.

Would you like to lead off on this, Dr. Hibberd?
Mr. Hlbberd: Mr. Johnston. yesterday you explained the process

whereby Executive Council submissions are drawn up and, as you
perceive the participation of your department in that mechanism.

My concern at that time was, and still is, that the submissionIf in fact some activity within a department appears to be exces
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from your department very well could be vital to whatever the
submission might be. I am concernedthat it might have onealong
way down the road in its development before there is actually
participation by your department.

Can you conceive of any mechanism whereby you might be in
volved at the inception of a plan before it gets too far down the road
and before there might be some hardened positions taken on a
submission? Can you see any mechanism whereby you might be
involved earlier or would you perceive it as being valuable if you
were involved earlier?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I have handed out one document
there, it is titled “Request for Decision”, which may be useful in
this conversation.

Mr. Laftin: A point of order, Mr. Chairman. I would move that
this be attached as an appendix.

Mr. Chairman: I will take that as a notice of motion.
Mr. Johnston: I am wondering if it might be useful if I take a

couple of minutes to review the mechanics of the procedure. I know
I talked about it yesterday, but, perhaps with this in front of us, it
might be easier to understand. Then I can address Dr. Hibberd’s
concerns.

Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, there are actually two forms involved, the one

that you have in front of you is the second form in the procedure.
Attached to it is a summary sheet and these two items, as I say,
form the second form used in the process.

The first form is a more detailed submission, with the same
topics as the summary sheet. The summary sheet is done so that
the Executive Committee can, at a glance, see what the proposal is
all about. Often the submissions are quite lengthy.

So in the formation of the original submission, which is the first
form in the process, these topics are covered. Once the submission
is completed by the department it is signed by the Minister of that
department, One of the items that they do consider are financial
considerations.

There is nothing at this point in time to ensure that the depart
ment talks to the Department of Finance to consider what the
financial considerations are. But the Minister, when he is review
ing this and signing it, must, in his own mind, feel that the financial
considerations are stated fairly.

Once that is prepared and accepted by the Minister, then the
second document, which I have sent out to you, is attached. It is
called a “Request for Decision”.

On this form, this is where the Department of Finance must get
involved. On the first form it is up to the department as to whether
or not they consult us.

This form is started out and, as you can see in Part No. 1. it says
“consulted with Legal Services, Finance, Public Service Commis
sion and other departments if required”. So, in other words, the
Department of Finance is highlighted as one department that must
be considered.

We sign these documents after reviewing them and, at this point
in time, if there are major financial imphcatons that really have
not been addressed in the original submission, we suggest at times
that they be redone.

Other times, if the comments are not major or if, in fact, there is
a time restraint, we attach our comments and where we sign our
signature we say “Comments Attached”. So, at this point in time,
the individual in the department is going around getting these
signatures, after all these signatures are obtained, the deputy head
of that department then signs, at the bottom of Part 1, that all the
pertinent departments have been contacted and the submission
has been discussed.

Again, under Part 2, the Minister of that department that is
submitting the Executive Council submission, reviews this sheet to
make sure that all the steps have been taken and he again, for the
second time, puts his signature into the process.

So. as I said before, he has signed the detailed submission, he has
now signed this Request for Decision form indicating that the
proper steps have been taken. So. he is indicating that as tar as he is
concerned the responsibilities of his department have been carried
out.

Now it goes to the Executive Committee office and they fill in
Part No.3 and they make the decision then as to which committees
this particular document should go to. If it has financial implica
tions, it goes to the Subcommittee on Finance.

There are also two internal management committees that are
listed. They are Economic and Social Planning and Internal Man
agement. Normally, documents go to one or the other, or, in some
cases, both of these committees.

Now, it is important to note that the Treasurer is an advisor to the
Subcommittee on Finance, an advisor to the Economic and Social
Planning Committee, and an advisor to the Internal Management
Committee. So often, by the time this document gets as far as the
Subcommittee on Finance, I have seen this three or four or five
times. As a matter of fact, you almost get sick of seeing the same
submission over and over and over.

But nevertheless, it is interesting in the fact that each one of
these committees and each one of these processes are different. So,
sometimes it draws out different comments even from myself.
because you see it in a different light if a different individual is
talking ahout it.

So, I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that by the time it gets to
Cabinet, if, by some chance, and! do not know how it would happen,
something got to Cabinet without being seen by the Department of
Finance that had financial implications, our last hope is that the
Government Leader, at this point in time, is the Minister of Fi
nance and he has a very good relationship with our department and
insists that every financial item is reviewed by ourselves.

So, if by chance it did get past all the procedures I mentioned,
then he would, at that point in time, refer it back to either the
department or back to one of the committees, where we would have
a chance at it.

So, I think it is a fairly lengthy procedure and I think we have
many chances to get involved. Dr. Hibberd’s question, I believe, is
do I think that we get involved at the best stage, in other words, the
earliest stage, where we might be of some use.

I think I could answer that by saying that although departments
are not obligated in their original submission that goes to their
Minister to talk to us, I would say that where there are major
financial implications, they know that once it gets out of their
hands and into the system, we are going to be there commenting on
it and they want to make sure that the comments are as favourable
as possible.

So, they do come to us on major items. On the ones that are
minor, we do see it very shortly afterwards and, as I say, I do not
believe that we could get involved in the detailed writing of all of
the submissions because, in most cases, they are policies, proce
dures, legislation that we really do not have a knowledge of that
particular field.

I think that that is up to the individuals in the department. They
do, to the best of my knowledge, use us as early as possible.

Mr. Hibberd: Thank you, Mr. Johnston. You have indeed
explained the mechanisms whereby your department does become
involved, but I think you have related primarily to the mechanisms
and how you might be involved in the actual writing of a submis
sion.

I am talking about the actual whatever the project might be and
it is still at the idea stage and it still has major ramifications from
your department. I am talking about the consultative process that
would go on before pen is ever put to paper.

Is there no mechanism whereby you could be involved at that
stage?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I would suggest that many policies.
procedures, suggested legislation starts as a seed, I suppose, at the
political level and these ideas are passed down to administration to
develop.

Certainly, many departments are thinking about the possible
wording, the possible approach to many of these submissions prior
to coming to the Department of Finance, but I would suggest that
until they formulate the approach, the mechanics and so on of a
particular piece of legislation or whatever, we could say very little
about the fiscal, financial, accounting aspects of it.

We would have to know from the department what they are
planning on doing. So, it is a consultative thing and I think that we
do talk with departments. I have meetings almost every day with
departments when they come in and ask advice. I would say that
the more successful departments at least ask us at as early a point
as possible. We do get involved from the very beginning, in most
cases, in most major pieces of policy.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Johnston. let us pursue that for a second.
To extend your analogy of the seed, when some department

presumably has an idea, in order for it to grow, it obviously has to
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be fertilized with money at some point.
Presumably. your department is best able, perhaps not to do

their cost estimates of really what it will cost. I mean, they will
have some ideas about that, but these things have to be paid for.
Surely there is some special expertise that your department has to
bring to bear on that question. as to whether the money can be
found, whether, in fact, the estimates are reasonable.

There has been a lot of public concern, as you know, in recent
years. about the growth of government spending and a lot of that is
Irom some perception that the programs were underestimated or
under-budgeted in their germinal stage.

I think I would just like to pursue Dr. Hibberd’s question a little
bit, is there any formal way that you can perceive where, right at
the start, where the egg is there and it is looking for some seed
money to fertilize it, that your department could have some formal
way of saying, look, this will cost too much, or you cannot do it this
way. or what are you going to do for revenue. I mean asking the
tough-minded financial questions that should be the test of any new
idea in government.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Wilson has some comments to
make, but just before he gets involved, I wanted to say that I think
it would be very difficult to develop a policy whereby you say that
when you are thinking about something you must talk to the De
partment of Finance.

I think the point I am trying to make is that the first form that I
am talking about, prior to the second one being introduced into the
procedure. is where the department is coming up with the idea and
that is where the Minister says, okay. I like your idea. now go out
and consult with all the people who should be involved and come
back tomcat (hat point in time when you are satisfied, as a deputy
head. that you have consulted with everybody on this idea. Then
only at that point in time will this idea go further.

So. I think that until you get the Minister’s signature. it does not
get into the political process. which is Part 3 of the form.

So, we have, in fact, right now. established that. ‘Okay, depart
ment. think about your ideas. put them down as a submission, and
then I will siçn it if I like the idea. Now, I want you to go out and you
get the opinion of the legal people as to the wording. You get the
opinion of the finance people as to the finances. Public Service
Commission as to man years and so on. and any other department
or agency that you think should have some input into this idea.
Then you sign it as a deputy head. Tell me that everything has been
done, then come back to me and I will review thc idea now, and it
will likely have changed significantly from the time that the idea
originally came up,”

It is only at that point in time that it goes on. So.! think we have
established the point that we get involved. Really. the department
is only putting down in writing what their idea is and then they start
consulting. I do not think it could be much earlier.

Mr. Chairman: Let me zero in on this for a second, this consulta
tive process, and that is what it is. Presumably, if Finance expres
sed some strong reservations about the program because of its cost
or its efficiency or whatever. on whatever grounds, what happens.
particularly. on the Request for Decision form. I mean, can you
decide not to sign it?

Presumably you are only signing that you have been consulted.
It does not really say whether you concur or support it or have
expressed your strong reservations or what.

Mr. Johnston: What happens. Mr. Chairman, is there are two
ways of going about it.

The odd time if what we have to say really changes the paper.
then the department will go back and rework the submission.

If the comments are not major or if, in fact, there is not time to
back and rework the entire submission, but our comments are still
major, then in either of those two cases we would attach comments
and where we sign, this simply says that we have seen it, but we do
say “see attached comments” and if those comments are not at
tached then the package is not complete.

Where it is reviewed then in the committees and also in Sub
committee on Finance, if our comments were not there, we are
present to say, “Hey, we have said, ‘See attached comments,’ and
they are not there.”

So, certainly it does not go beyond us without our ideas being
included in the package. The fact that we have signed it does not
mean that we approve of it because in many cases it is a policy, a
political decision whether or not they proceed and we do not pre

tend to be politicians. So we are simply ensuring that the political
level is aware of financial implications.

So, our signature does not say that we like the policy. We are just
saying, “Be aware of these financial implications.’

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, one of the questions you asked was
referring to thepossibility of the budget input and the implications,
the policy implications of new programs or changes in programs
that may be reflected in the budget.

This process. in terms of a Request for Decision, or a policy
request, is one step. It is one of two, basically, one of two steps in
obtaining a policy decision. The other one is through the budgetary
process, the financial planning process. Decisions, through the
budgetary process, we would start out with what we call the prog
ram forecast. which would indicate a department’s requests for
certain levels of funding programs, or what have you. over an
extended period of time, let us say three years, the first year being
the next following budget.

This document is first and foremost reviewed by the Department
of Finance and the Department of Finance makes comments on
that type of thing. Quite often what will happen is that a new
program. for example. will be put forward. we can and will make
comment at that time, and it may. in fact. come up for a possibility
to be put in the budget.

The dicussion then will carry on to a broader extent after that
time for a Minister to ensure that his department and Department
of Finance are satisfied with the types of funding that are provided
in there and so on.

So. that is another side of this process.
Mr. Johnston: I might, Mr. Chairman, just indicate that! am not

aware. in my five or six months as Treasurer, of any policies that
have been acted upon by the Cabinet that had major financial
implications that we were not aware of.

In other words, this is the system and it seems to work. I am not
aware of any exceptions that have got by us. That perhaps proves
that it maybe is working. It does not prove that it is. but it is an
indication that it is.

Mr. Chairman: You are satisified with the process.
Mr. Johnston: Yes,
Mr. Hibberd: Just a comment, Mr. Johnston. it had been my im

pression in the past that the Department of Finance was indeed
concerned that they were not involved early enough. You are satis
fied that that is not the case at any time now.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, within the last couple of years, I
believe during Mr. Sherlock’s time as Treasurer, the Department
of Finance was not always consulted.

The form was changed so that, in fact. we had to be consulted and
also the word was given to the committees and to the deputy heads
that, in fact, nothing would be processed without the Department of
Finance being involved.

So, I would say that you are right, the concern was there and Mr.
Wilson could perhaps indicate the time, roughly, that it started
changing. But in recent history, we are satisfied with our input. We
were dissatisfied a short time ago,

Mr. Wilson: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I think it was probably around a
year and a half to two years ago. It was at that time that the
Department of Finance insisted (in seeing these policy papers that
had financial implication. We had to see them; certainly if,an
Executive Council Member decided to take it into Cabinet by him
self we did not see it, well, there is not really very much we can do,
but that displeasure, if you want to put it that way. would be made
known at the Subcommittee on Finance level.

Mr. MacKay: I think you are to be complimented on obtaining that
kind of improvement.

Mr. Chairman: Thank you, Mr. MacKay.
Okay, if there are no further questions on this particular matter,

then we can perhaps move on to the next item we have left over
from yesterday, which is a request from Mr. MacKay near the
close of yesterday’s proceedings, which was a priority rating and
timetable of Phase II of the FMS projects.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, again I have distributed an exhibit
that indicates a priority rating and also a timetable. If you like, I
can address the document.

Mr. bun: Mr. Chairman, I give notice of motion that we would
like this attached to the Appendix.

Mr. ChaIrman: Thank you, Mr. Lattin.
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Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, what we have attempted to do with
this document is indicate to you, for the active projects that we
have right now that we are going to complete, we hope, in the next
fiscal year. we have indicated, in our opinion, the priority of them
within that particular group and also the expected completion date
in the next fiscal year.

The second part of the submission indicates the projects that we
plan on starting in Phase 11 and again we have assigned a priority
within that group of projects. We have said when we expect to start
them.

It isonly after westart them, Mr. Chairman, and geta feel forthe
magnitude of them and the way that we may be proceeding with
them that we will be able to put an ending date on them. But it does
indicate our starting date, it is a commitment to start them by that
point in time.

Mr. Mackay: Just so that we define our terms, when you say
starting dates, what do you mean by that? Does that mean when it
goes into the planning stage or the development stage?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, we have indicated that these pro
jects will be started in Phase II, however, in the past year and a
half on some of them we have done some investigative work al
ready.

For example, on asset control, we have talked to other jurisdic
tions and ohtained information on one or two systems in place in the
country already. So we have done some investigative work.

Projects to be started, I guess that phrase means to me that we
will actively pursue that project. We would investigate the project.
we would come up with some observations, some alternate ways of
attacking the projects and, I would suggest. finalize the approach
that we are going to take.

In other words, there might be alternatives one, two, three, and
we might say we are going to take number three. At that point in
time, we will have to assess the magnitude then of that project. In
other words, if we picked alternate number three, is it going to take
six months, two months, three months, how many man years. how
many dollars. We are going to have to use consultants, buy
software packages or whatever.

I think, at that point in time, we would be able to say. okay, based
on what we are aware of now, we can either pursue it, because we
have the resources, or we cannot. So, I would say that by starting it
we would get to that point. We would determine what is required to
finish the project.

Mr. Mackar As a lot of these projects are resulting from the one
FMCS study and it seems to me that they are inter-related in many
ways, my concern would be that the order in which you implement
the programs might leave some significant gaps.

Do you foresee that problem arising? For example. the big
start-up date is April 1 for your new central and planning system.
Can you successfully carry that off without having a financial
administration and accounting control manual in place at that
time?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, the comments are well taken in that
yes. many of these projects are inter-related, That is why, as you
will notice, we have assigned the same priority to several, for
example. in the first category, because we feel that some of them
should be carried out at the same time. The same as in the categ
ory, we feel, for example, that the audit verification and pre-audit
function, which is talking about accounts payable, should be car
ried out the same time as we review whether we should centralize
or decentralize the accounts payable process, which is on the sec
ond page.

So, yes, some of them are inter-related. someof themyou have to
do at the same time, or it is wise to do it at the same time.

I would suggest that what we are attempting to do for April 1
would certainly be more complete if we had a financial administra
tion and accounting control manual which will, in some cases,
refer to the system being implemented, but I still feel that we will
be successful in starting up April 1. The departments have been
very involved. We have had all kinds of meetings; we have been
working with them because they have been doing some of the work,
that they will be familiar with the system and be able to use the
system without a new manual.

But certainly, if we had a manual to hand out on April 1, we would
like to have that, but it will not be possible. It does not appear that it
will be possible at this point in time.

Mr. Mackay: What about mechanical things like internal
charge-backs? Are they programmed now in your new accounting
system or is it something that is just not going to be there until you
have completed this project?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, that particular project is not to
initiate internal charge-backs. They are happening now, for
example with equipment. labour, and so on,

What we want to do is evaluate our method of doing that. We feel
that we can improve on the system. So, on April!. the subsystem of
charge-backs or several subsystems of charge-backs have been
changed so that they will now interface with the new general ledger
package. as they interfaced with the old one,

But the method of internal charge-backs will not be changing. So
the program of internal charge-backs itself will evaluate all of the
various charge-back systems that we have and, perhaps suggest
changes and make those changes.

If you want more details on charge-backs. Mr. Nutt could indi
cate some of the chargeback systems.

Mr. Mackay: I am afraid we are getting into too much detail. I will
ask this directly, are you conscious of any defects in your system,
that is to start on April l,which are significant enough to give some
concern as to the accuracy of the information you will receive? Are
you conscious of anything right now that you are worried about that
will be corrected when these other projects are completed?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, we do not feel that we have any
major deficiencies. We feel that in the changeover that we will, in
[act, be improving the system substantially. There certainly still
are areas for improvement, but the departments will be inputting
data at a lower level and, because of that and because of the new
classification system of classifying data once it is input, the
number and type of reports that are coming off at the other end,
particularly for the department’s managemcnt reports, are much
more varied, much more detailed in some cases. In some cases
they are vet-v high-level reports. There is quite a variety of reports
that will be used by different levels of individuals within the De
partment for different financial functions.

As well. the Department of Finance’s Central Açency will be
getting better control reports off, It will also be getting our finan
cial statements produced by the computer for the first time ever.
Right now we take a trial balance and add all kinds of accounts
together. it takes us days, and then we type up financial state
ments: That will be done automatically.

So. we feel that there are many improvements in what we are
putting into place and we feel that, along with these improvements.
that there will be enhancements that we must work on in the future
to further develop the information for departments.

Mr. Mackar This is really an aside, but do you consider the
existing equipment that you have in the EDP centre sufficicnt to
handle the immediate future, the next year or two?

Mr. Johnstmu Mr. Chairman, that is a very interesting topic.
When FMS was started, the EDP branch. Data Systems and Com
puter Services was part of the Department of Finance. At that
point in time, we had had a number of projects listed that were
related to EDP because it was, in fact, our responsibility. Since
then, as you know, it has been taken nut and put into the Depart
ment of Government Services.

We did investigate, when we got into these projects, the
capabilities of the equipment to the point that we decided that we
were going to buy a general ledger software package rather than
manufacture one in-house. We went out on the market to see if, in
fact. we could get one for the equipment that we had. The system
that we picked we purchased from Software International.

This particular company has implemented this general ledger
package and I think it is 1,500 systems around the world, 300 of
them on the same equipment that we have. So, what they have had
to do is they have had to develop a unique package, all these
packages have similar features and they had to develop a package
for the IBM System 3 Model 12 that we have and a package for
another IBM machine and so on.

So, they have the same system that can be used on many types of
equipment. So we went to that for the reason that we have the IBM
equipment now, but if we want to change in the near future. then all
we have to do with the software people is pay the difference in
price, if there is any, from what the original cost is of the new
package we want and the new package that we originally bought. If
it was $2,000, we would pay $2,000 and get the new package and just
put it downstream.

So, we did in fact look at the EDP situation and we feel that any
particular system that we want to develop in the future could be
done on this equipment. Now, we would, if they had new. more
powerful, fancy equipment —I should say not fancy”. that is a
poor term, but more economical, efficient machinery, than, cer
tainly. we would be happy but we can run our new system on this
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equipment and we can, in fact, make changes to payroll, accounts
receivable and so on. on this equipment.

Mr. Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Johnston. We will take a short
break now,

Before I declare a 15 minute recess, I would first excuse the
witnesses and ask them to be back here at 10:45, if that is possible.

The committee will stand recessed until that time.
Recess
Mr. Chairman: I would like to welcome our witnesses back again.
We were in the process of discussing the priority rating and

timetable of Phase II of the FMS projects. Mr. MacKay has the
floor,

Mr. Mackay: I am a bit concerned about the implementation of
your new system on April 1, without having a manual to go with it.

We discussed yesterday the idea of breaking down that manual
to constituent parts and issuing it piecemeal. You thought you did
not like that.

The original study recommended a manual with eight parts. One
of these parts was accounting systems and reporting. What is the
problem of not issuing that at this time?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, it is probably, I suppose, an in
terpretation of what the financial administration and accounting
control manual is.

I was uncomfortable with the answer I gave early this morning,
so I thought perhaps I should clarify. I am glad Mr. MacKay has
raised the point.

On April I, we will be implementing a new general ledger pac
kage and a new classification of accounts. They are two separate
projects. The general ledger package was a software package that
we purchased from an international company. With that package
comes seven manuals.

Okay, the manuals cover a variety of areas: the input forms to be
used in the system. the electronic data processing procedures in
the system, the audit reports coming off the system and various
other reports coming off the system. So, in fact, we have complete
documentation of the new general ledger system going into effect.

The classification of accounts is another topic. On that particular
topic, we have developed ourselves a new Classification of Ac
counts Manual, which has already been distributed to departments
so that they could, in fact, prepare their budget based on the new
system.

This new manual, which Mr. Nutt has a copy of, defines the
system being used, defines all the elements of it, defines every
thing about the new classification system, it indicates all the actual
numbers. In other words, Salaries, permanent staff, is 6100, or
whatever the number happens to be. So, in fact, the two new major
systems going into place April 1 are well documented.

The Financial Accouflting and Administration Control Manual,
to my way of thinking, is something similar to the manual that we
have already issued, which indicates all of the policies, proce
dures, all of the financial policies, procedures, legislatiQn, et cet
era, of this government. With, certainly, other things included, but
that would form the main part of it.

That is what we have to develop, but I think as far as the system
going into place, they are well documented. The individuals in
Finance and departments are well aware of the documentation and
have the parts that they require to use the system.

So, I feel that is well covered, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. Mackay: So each department will have a copy of the code of

accounts with instructions as to how to classify each thing?
Mr. Johnston: Yes, sir, they have that now.
Mr. Mackay: And each department will have some of these man

uals?
Mr. Johnston: Each department will have the parts of the manu

als that they require. In other words, how to fill in various input
forms, they will have that. How to review various reports coming
off the edit list, they will have that. There will certainly be some
details in here they would not require, for example, how the elec
tonic data processing system works. Now who would have that
would be the data people and they would have that in their office so
that they can run the system.

Mr. Mackay: So, you visualize the manual that the FMCS study
proposed to be a sort of umbrella manual through which you would
refer to the subsidiary type manuals. You would say, okay, for
classification of accounts see manual such-and-such. It will form

part of the overall manual, but it will not be just in the same
package, is that it?

Mr. Johnston: That’s right, Mr. Chairman. Another manual, for
example, that we have developed and distributed, I know it says
that it is not complete on our list because we have a couple of
sections to do yet, hut in our own Department, we have developed
an internal operating manual for our staff that indicates, for
example, to te individual processing fuel tax returns, that you
receive this document from the company and this document from
somewhere else, you add this to that and subtract that. It gives
them every step they must use to perform their function,

So, again, we have many manuals in place and I think it is just a
matter of terminology as to what manual is missing.

Mr. Mackay: With respect to the status of the projects then--
Mr. Chairman: Mr. MacKay, I wonder if you could just excuse us a

second. I recognize Dr. Hibberd for a supplementary.
Mr. Hibberd: Mr. Johnston, what have you done to ensure that the

people who are involved in the utilization of these manuals are
developing skills to use the manuals?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, as the departments are becoming
involved in the process. and the one process I can go back to, one
part of it would be for example the budget process. The Depart
ment of Finance held a meeting with all the staff that would be
involved in the departments in preparing the budget under the new
classification of accounts. At that time, the coding manual was
distributed. It was explained how it would be used. The budget
people were there to explain the new forms that they had developed
to, in fact, accommodate the new classification of accounts and
instructions were drawn up, actually in English; we did not just
give out forms, we actually gave out instructions indicating how to
use these new forms,

So, in fact, everyone involved in that process was instructed.
both with a verbal presentation and with documentation they could
take away with them. As they then went through the budget pro
cess. certainly they had problems with it, because it was the first
time around and they were continually in contact with either Mr.
Nutt or the budget branch, getting clarification as to how to use the
process.

That will continue, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Nutt has scheduled edu
cation seminars with departments to indicate to them how, for
example. they input a journal entry into the system. As that is
explained to them, they will get a copy of the pertinent section of
the manual showing the form that is going to be used and what they
put in each part of the form.

So, it is a continuous process and it is not given to them all at one
time. It is given to them as they require to know it so that they can
practise it while it is being explained to them, which is the best way
to learn.

Mr. Hlbherd: Then you would agree that there are some problems
in bringing these manuals in at the department level.

Mr. Johnston: I am sorry, Mr. Chairman, I am not clear on the
question.

Mr. Hibberd: You have described to us a procedure whereby if
there are problems encountered how you might deal with them.
Are you telling us then that as this manual is being implemented
there are problems with this implementation?

Mr. Johnston: I am talking, Mr. Chairman, about the manuals
that have to do with the new system we are bringing into place on
April 1. What I have said there is that we are giving the depart
ments the required sections of those manuals and we are giving it
to them in piecemeal form, as they require that particular section
so that they can learn each section as they go along.

The overall manual that Dr. Hibberd. I think, is referring to, has
not been completely developed yet. Certainly we have some con
cepts and we have spent quite a bit of money and time developing
some concepts.

What I am saying is that we have not finalized that manual so
therefore we do not want to issue it.! suppose it is possible to issue it
chapter by chapter, but! honestly do not think it is required at this
time and I think it would be less effective to issue it part by part.

Mr. Hibberd: Mr. Johnston, I have not made myself clear. You
have described how you are disseminating this information to the
departments and I am asking you if there are problems with this
information you disseminated and what you intend to do about it so
that the new system, when it does come in, will be handled
adequately by the departments.

Mr. Johnston: Okay, I understand the question now, Mr. Chair-
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man. As I indicated, for example. during the budget process. we
did, in fact, disseminate the information that was required by the
departments. In fact, when they then left the meeting, because it
was completely new to them, when they went back to try to put it
into practice. certainly they had questions and, at that point in
time, they dealt either with the FMS group or the budget group to
clarify the situation and to better understand.

As far as I am aware, the budgets then came in in very good
shape. I do not think there were very many major problems with
them and. in fact. if a department did have minor difficulties we
would go back to them and say you have misunderstood how you
use this and we would explain it to them.

Mr. Wilson. could you comment on the quality of the budgets?
Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, the submissions based on the new

classification of accounts were done very adequately. There were,
of course, some concerns and those concerns, with respect to the
actual numbers and where certain things are placed within the
budget. were discussed with the financial assistance branch in
co-ordination with the budget branch to ensure that there was, in
fact, a consistency in both the terminology and how it would show
up in the Main Estimates.

So, in that respect. it would appear to me that from a coding
classification of accounts area, that this has been readily accepted.
The next area, of course, isthatonce the information starts tocome
out, then there is another process of training, so to speak, and this
process is on-going and, in fact, has already been discussed with
department personnel.

Mr. Mackay: Just to follow up one further step then, presumably,
on April30, or the 28th if you are on a 28-day cycle, you do your first
month’s end run. then you would really know how effective your
training program has been to that point. What plans orcontinçency
plans do you have in case there is an obvious breakdown in the
whole system? Do you have personnel available to then rush off to
the various departments? Are you going to spend a lot of time
analyzing the data at that time, or will it take months and months
and months for the basic errors to appear in each department?

In other words, how are you going to monitor this system im
mediately it is implemented?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I would like Mr. Nutt to answer
that.

Mr. Nuft: Mr. Chairman, with the present system, or the system
we are implementing, we have two options. As we edit the data
throughout the period, naturally we are not going to wait until the
end of the period and have a mass of data all at once. We will edit it
daily or every second day or whatever, we have not defined the
actual timing as yet, hut as the data comes out we have an option of
either the systeçi will take the batches, because it is a batch entry
system, it will take the batches, if there are errors we can either
process the batch and kick the errors into a suspense account or
reject the batch entirely.

Because it is a new system and there are going to be a few minor
problems, we have said no, we are going to kick the batch out
entirely and correct the edit report and correct the batch at that
time and re-submit it.

In other words. we are not ping to let a suspense account build
up and build up because, traditionally, or historically these types
of things are the last or one of the lowest priorities and then you do
have a problem later on. Ve are going to correct them as we go.

In response to some of the other implications, yes, we do have
people available to go and assist the departments, as we move
along. In fact, we are doing that now,

Mr. Mackar So you anticipate no problems?
Mr. thitt Hopefully.
Mr. Johnstojt Mr. Chairman, we are realistic. We know that

there will be problems, but we think we have the capability to
resolve them and get on with the job.

Mr. Mackay: Okay.
If nobody else hasa question in this area, I would like to go on

with the project review.
The projects we started in Phase II, you have indicated the

starting date. Can you give us a rough, I mean rough within, say,
six months either way of the completion, you anticipate of these
Phase U projects to be started.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I could certainly give an indication,
but I would feel uncomfortable with doing that.

Mr. Johnston: Well, I was going to explain why I would feel un
comfortable.

First of all, I think that we know now as we have been on this for a
year and a half, the magnitude of some of these projects. As a
matter of fact, the classification of accounts and the general ledger
package have been much larger than we thought a year and a half
ago. very much larger.

A couple of these items. the ones thatare listed as priorities 1(a),
tb), and (c), are yen’ large. We feel that there is no way we could
probably do all three of them at the same time. maybe two of them
is a possibility. They may take six months to do. One of them may
take six months of all of our resources, or it could take three
months or a year.

As I have indicated before. until we investigate them further and
co,me up with some kind of a work plan, it is difficult for me. I do not
think there is any sense in me fooling you by saying, okay, I will
have them done at the end of next year. In my own mind. I know
that all of these projects will not be done at the end of the next fiscal
year.

There is no sense in me making a commitment I cannot keep. It is
no good for either one of us.

At the same time, I suppose I could guess at some wild number.
but I really do not know that that would be of any use to us. We have
not analyzed and developed work plans, so until you do that I
honestly feel that I cannot give an ending date to these projects.

Mr. Mackay: What is the problem with getting them done? I am
concerned that time is drifting by. I know it has not all been under
your tenure in the office. These are recommendations that date
back to 1976. We are now looking at some of them not starting until
five years later, in 1981.

What is the problem?
Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I think the previous statement has

tobe clarified in that the study was done in 1976. It was received by
this Government in early 1978 and tabled with the Government, in
April or May of 1978. Immediately upon that tabling and upon the
Government recognizing there were weaknesses, the Department
of Finance did, within a month of that time, enter into a contract
with the Bureau of Management Consulting in Ottawa to, in fact,
assist us in developing a work plan and helping us on some of the
projects.

So, in fact, we are looking at the middle of 1978, not 1976, as far as
when this Government actually became aware of and started tak
ing action,

Mr. Mackay: Could I interrupt? Why the time lapse between 1976
and 1978? Why did it take a year and a half to surface in Yukon
when this study was apparently completed before?

Mr. Johnsto,u Mr. Chairman. lam in no position to answer that. 1
believe the Auditor General of Canada would have to answer that
question.

Mr. Chairman: We may ask it.
Mr. Johnstort Mr. Chairman, I think the point then tn remember

is that there were many areas identified and the Government
agreed that most of them, yes. were areas that we should tackle.
The Government then allocated certain resources to that job.

Unless those resources were increased substantially. there is no
way they could all be done in a very short period of time. I do not
think it was ever thought they would all be done, for example, in a
two year period. We have now been on it for less than two years.

The other thins is. and I should mention it here is Earn afraid of a
lot of change all at once. I think that we should, to some degree.
make changes and become comfortable with them and then de
velop on those changes. lam talking not so much from the Depart
mentof Finance’s personnel, but from the other departments in the
Government.

Right now we are making two major changes April land because
that is the implementation date, that does not mean that it will all
be rosy on April 1. I would say that six months after that point in
time we will still have some difficulties to clear up, but we will work
on them and clear them up.

If we, for example, made major changes to the internal charge-
back systems, if we introduced a commitment system, if we intro
duced asset control and many other major changes all in that short
period f time, I do not think that the personnel would be able to
cope with them, That is my own personal opinion.

Mr. Mackay: You need not feel uncomfortable, Mr. Johnston. So, I think that, okay, we are making hay slowly, if you like. We
are making continuous progress and Iknow the people working on
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the projects are putting in many hours and I think we are getting
value for money for the resources we have allocated to it,

Mr. Macxar Is it a fair conclusion then that you have two ap
proaches to this problem. One is that you did not have any more
resources available at the time, in the past. to proceed any faster
than you have. Another one is that you did not want to proceed any
faster anyway because you do not think this would absorb the
changes as well.

Mr. Johnston: Right. As I say, the first one is a fact, about the
resources. The second one is a personal opinion and I have only
been in charge for the past few months, so I am not too sure what
the previous Treasurer may have thought of that.

Certainly, I believe in getting as much done as possible in the
shortest amount of time. But lam suggesting to you that we cannot
change everything all at once. It just would not work. In practice it
would not work.

We have to get on with the day to day business and if you change
everything all at once, then all the day to day business changes and
lam saying that you should introduce change and have it accepted
and move on and introduce more change and so on.

Mr. Chairman: Let me ask you a question about your opinion on
the practical matter that you have raised. You obviously consi
dered it carefully. Is it not potentially a problem, on the other side
of the coin, in that if these projects are not implemented at a faster
rate you could see here, in the coming years. a process where, for
the personnel of the Government. the financial systems are under
going a process of continual change which could be equally as
unsettling as trying to absorb, if you like, a fairly radical change in
a short period of time?

Mr. Johnston: I think, Mr. Chairman, that the one problem I have
with that concept is that people out in the departments, again
having limited resources, and everytime you change means that it
takes them much longer to do a job. As well, while they are using
the old system. up until we will say the end of March. they are as
well learning the new system for the first of April and on.

So up until the end of March they are using the old, learning the
new. Once they get into the new system, they have another learning
process and that is actually using the new. It is one thing to kind of
learn it and have instruction and soon, it is also another thing then
to actually use it and get some results out of it.

So. what I am saying is that I do not think we can have these
people continually learning new and using old. I think there has to
be some kind of--you put something in place and you start using it
and become comfortable with it and are getting some results out of
it. We work on other projects and then, a few months later we say,
okay, now that we have kind of got that under our belt, now here is
another major change.

You can only Lake so many major changes, from my experience.
and get the job done.

Mr. Chairman: Surely, the point, even though you have not corn
mitted yourself to any deadlines in any of these projects, you have
outlined some starting dates and what, it seems to me, you have
really given is a program of continual change for approximately
the next five years.

Given your point about them absorbing this, it means they are
going to have to. if it is “suffering” for them, suffer through those
changes for a much longer period than they might have with an
alternate strategy.

Mr. Johnston: Well. I do not know. I think it is the kind of aru
ment or discussion that you really cannot draw a final conclusion
to.

Mr. Wilson. you wanted to say something?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, I just might mention one other thing.
that the projects identified under the FMCS and being carried out
by FMS are not the only projects that, in fact, are being carried out
by the Department of Finance.

In the budget process, either the variance report process, the
total budgetary process and the financial planning process. those
also are being carried out with the resources that we have.

Certainly they may not be carried out as quickly or as efficiently
at certain times as might be required because of a certain amount
of pressure on achieving some of these FMS projects. So, I just
would like to say that it is not--the whole direction of the Depart
ment of Finance is not on FMS necessarily. There is a constant
change through all the areas, revenue areas, accounting services
areas and the budget areas also.

on, as Mr. Wilson has indicated in your other projects?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, over the last few years we have had
a number of vacancies in the Department and it has only just been
recently that we have had a full complement of staff.

It has been difficult in my first year and a half with the Govern
ment to kind of keep up with every project and every demand that
was placed on the Department of Finance. We are hoping that with
the lull complement of staff that, if we can keep them for awhile,
we will be able to get on at a faster rate and also, at that point in
time, we would better be able to evaluate if. in fact, we have enough
people.

Certainly, a lot of it depends on the rate of progress that we
proceed with these projects. If we wanted to proceed at a faster
rate. I am sure that our complement would not be large enough.
But I think we have to realize, too, that the Government is a fairly
small organization in relation to other organizations in the country
and that there is probably no way that you could afford, if you like.
to bring a lot of people and spend hundreds of thousands of dollars
more per year than we are now to move faster on this.

I think that we have a basic system in place. with relatively
adequate controls and that we are improving those and certainly
when we improve them then there will be less reason to have
suspicion that the controls are not adequate.

But, we feel relatively comfortable with what we have now and.
as well as recognizing that there should be improvements, that is
why we are working on them, but I guess that is a political decision.
but I cannot see the Government I suppose allocating very many
more resources to this project.

Mr. Falle: Mr. Chairman, lam going to ask the obvious question
because it has been bothering me here. You have got 1(c) Asset
Control. Surely, we have some record of asset control now and you
said it would probably take six months in the implementation of
this.

Can you explain this to me?
Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, we certainly dohave a form of asset

control now. As a matter of fact, we have two man years in the
Department of Government Services that do control the assets of
this Government. As well, we have a Board of Survey which con
trols the disposal of the assets of this Government, of which 1 am
chairman.

We have, within those two man years. as well, a system of con
trolling the assets. They are reconciled to the general ledger of the
Government, but we are saying that we should improve the sys
tem.

Again, I think it is fair to say that almost every project listed here
is an improvement here to what is in place now. There is an internal
charge-back system, there is a commitment system within the
departments. We have to look at whether or not it is adequate.
whether it should be centralized, whether it should be controlled by
Department of Finance, by the departments. whether it should
remain decentralized but put on the computer.

So, what I am saying is that all of these exist now. I do not think
the Auditor General has said that they do not exist. They are sayin
that we should improve them. Even when we get these improved.
am sure the Auditor General will come up with other areas that we
should improve.

It is just a continuous process and eventually, many years down
the road, it will look better and better, the same as this year. it is
better than it was five years ago. All I am saying is that we have to
put it into perspective.

Mr. Chairman: I am sure you know how disappointed we are that
you will not have achieved perfection when you have completed
these projects.

Mr. Hilberd: Mr. Johnston. do you feel that the resources of the
departments are adequate to meet these changes at the present
rate you are planning to implement them?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Nutt, would you care to comment? You are
dealing with the matter.

Mr. Mutt There again. Mr. Chairman, that is a value judgment
on my part, but I think it varies from department to department. I
am not going to name them, but some can handle it very capably
whereas others cannot. To be very hiunt, no, they cannot.

Mr. Hibberd: In what way, how are they falling down?

Mr. Null: They do not have the qualified people.

Mr. Hibberd: Is it your responsibility to point this defect out or to
do something positive to correct it in terms of training programs’
Do you have anything—?Mr. Nibberd: Mr. Johnston, do you feeL that your Department’s

resources are adequate for carrying out these changes and to carry
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Mr. Null: We are currently working with the individuals that are
presently in the department. trying to. I do not know whether it is
the right phrase or not, get as much out of them as we can with
explaining the system, explaining it at their level even. I am not
trying to be facetious here, but we have some ladies in our group
that go out and they will deal with, say. the people who code the
invoices, try and talk on the same level with the individuals con
cerned. One of my main concerns is that, say, some of the top notch
administrative people. they are not going to have any problem, but
when you get down to the grassroots where the people who feed the
input, the original documentation, into the system that is where the
level of comprehension varies just like night and day.

Over and above that, I think Mr. Johnston indicated prior that we
are going to implement training sessions on a standard or uniform
basis, once this system is up. We do it now on an ad hoc basis as
certain things come up, but one of the things that we do have to
formalize is a training system basically for FMS.

Mr. Hibbard: By which you tell me that there are certain depart
ments that are falling down in this area.

Mr. Mutt: Getting back to the original question, sir, yes. You
asked me whether I felt they were qualified to handle it. Some are
and some are not.

Mr. Hihherd: Given that some are not and it certainly is going to
affect the overall effectiveness of your projects, do you feel that
anything more should be done in terms of adequate selection and
training of these people within the departments?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I suppose we come to some ques
tions where we do not know how we should respond, where,
perhaps, it is out of our jurisdiction, or at least partially out of our
jurisdiction.

I think the departments, all departments in the Government
have various levels of qualified people, not only in finance but in
other areas, other operations. Certainly we find that some indi
viduals are better at their job than others.

I think we have to realize, too, that within different departments,
they have individuals, they have positions classified at different
levels. In other words, one department might have an Administra
tion Officer 1, another an Administration Officer 2, some other
department may not even have an administration officer, but may
have an accounts payable clerk or an accounting clerk. That is the
level we are dealing with.

So, it does vary and this often depends on the size of the depart
ment, what they can justify for their operation. It also, to some
degree, depends on what the deputy head of that department feels
that he wants in his department as manpower and where he puts
his priorities.

So, it is a difficult question. We certainly advise where we feel it
is appropriate, but sometimes it gets into a situation whereby you
are not too sure what you should say.

Mr. Hibberd: Mr. Chairman. I was concerned, we have been dis
cussing in these meetings the implementation of various programs
and it occurs to me that the whole essence of the effectiveness is
when it gets down to the departmental level and whether they can
be implemented and you can garner your information as required
and yet we seem to have the potential for a major defect here. My
concern is. what do you think can be done about it and what do you
think should be done about it?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, what we have done already is the
people that are grasping it, if you like, not as quickly as others. ,we
are spending more time with them and I think that is producing
some results.

I would suggest that because of the of number controls within the
system that certainly the input going into the system cannot be
wrong. Perhaps we may have to go back and say. Correct this,”
but the final input, once it is edited, the system has controls and it
has to meet all of the criteria of these controls before it gets posted
into the general ledger.

As to what we can do, I think we have suggested that we are
working with the Public Service Commission to come up with
training programs. I think Mr. Nutt is not saying that the people
are not capable of learning in some cases but perhaps they do not
have the previous training or experience and that by developing
some training programs for these individuals that we would in fact
inprove their capabilities to work within the government systems.

Again, it is a value judgment on our part. Some people may think
that in finance there are people more capable of solving their
problem than others. It is always a value judgment. To some

degree it is our responsibility to make sure that the financial sys
tems in the Government are running properly and that other re
sources. for example, manpower within the departments are
adequate. I do not know that we could point out and say that that
individual is not adequate at all for the 1ob but that individual may
be weaker than others in that similar job elsewhere.

Mr. Mackay: To put this whole question into perspective and
going back to yesterday and the role of the Treasury. one of the
recommended roles was that you would advise the Public Service
Commission on the qualifications you require for all senior finan
cial positions and provide for their training and career develop
ment needs.

We started yesterday at the top and now we have come down to
the bottom line and this is why that recommendation is there. In
your draft proposal in the role of Treasury. do you include specific
recommendations in this area whereby Treasury would have that
authority to go to the Public Service Commission and say. If you
are going to put a financial officer in that department, it has got to
be somebody with X amountof experience.” Is that going to be part
of your submission?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman. I cannot recall if it is included or
exactly what wording is included in the role of Treasury on that
particular aspect of it. I could find out for you but I do not have it
with me and I do not know what it is off-hand.

Mr. Mackay; Would it be possible to perhaps have a copy of the
draft of that position now? I do not know if that would be exceeding
our authority but it would be very interesting just to read that.

Mr. Chairman: I am not sure about our authority. Perhaps we
could request it from Mr. Johnston for tomorrow morning’s pro
ceedings and if he is able to provide us with it, no doubt he will.

It seems to me. as to Mr. MacKay’s point, that it does seem to be
a central point arising out of the FMCS study and the long discus
sion we had yesterday about the role of the Treasurer and whether
some of the duties that have been identified ought to be more
expressly specified in the job description as such.

Mr. Wilson. you wanted to get into this?
Mr. Wilson; Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would just like to say with

respect to the ability of the Treasurer to make recommendations to
the Public Service Commissioner, they would in fact be only that.
The Public Service Commissioner has an ordinance which pro
vides him with the authority and the final word, basically, on the
selection and on the certification of individuals, so in many re
spects, this particular question cannot be taken separate from that
responsibility that the Public Service Commissioner does have
under his ordinance.

Mr. Chairman: I would just add the comment that there are a
number of Members of the House, to my knowledge, who have
come to the conclusion that perhaps that is one ordinance that
might be due for revision so we would be particularly interested in
the recommendations of record of the Treasurer on that score
because this may be a legislative area that the House may want to
address itself to.

Mr. Mackay: Just one more on that, has it been the practice in the
past for Treasury to be able to sit in the selection of candidates, for
other departments, who are actually going to be carrying out fi
nancial functions?

Mr. Johnston: I was going to make this point and I think I can
make it now with Mr. MacKay’s question. Within the departments,
often they have several levels of financial positions and I think the
financial systems naturally then have input from these different
levels. We have been in the past, and currently are, involved often
with senior level people within the department but we do not get
involved with some of the clerks who are in fact providing input for
the central system.

I think that is perhaps where the difficulty would be. We just
could not afford the time to sit in on all the interviews on every
individual in the Government who is going to have some input into
the financial systems. I would say that there have been many
examples recently in the last couple of years where we have had
some discussions or actually sat in interviews for senior level
financial people within the department.

Mr. Chairman: Just on a point, for the junior positions. Mr.
Johnston. givenyour natural reluctance to participate in the inter
view for every clerk in other departments, would it not be possible.
however, to define in some way where they are a financial officer.
or whatever grade. some qualifications you would recommend to
the department. minimal qualifications for that person or minimal
levels of experience as Mr. MacKay has suggested?
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Mr. Johnston: It is certainly possible. Mr. Chairman. I do not
know if it has been done in the past or not.

Mr. Chairman: You have not been invited to do this?
Mr. Johastoic I have not been involved and I am not aware of the

department being involved in the time I have been here but I could
not say that for sure. In other words, I do not know if the former
Treasurer was involved or not.

Mr. Mackar In the light of all of that. I would state my concern
that the training and career development is priority two and not
commencing until December 1. 1980. Can you explain why you
would put that in a lower priority than perhaps asset control, where
you already have ? system, and in training and career develop
ment where there is not really very much.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, just to clarify, I think the project
that we should be talking about then is financial orientation train
ing. The training and career development is within the Depart
ment of Finance itself. The orientation training is for other de
partments which is September 1.

I think what we are saying is that we expect that the projects that
we are on now, even though they will be implemented the first of
April. will take some time to kind of get it all under our belt and
getting it running smoothly. As well, summer time is a rough time
to start new things because not only are many of my staff on
holidays, but other departments are often on holidays so we are
suggesting that early fall would be the time to start into that. We
feel it would be the soonest time that would be appropriate.

For example, if it is July and August, there is no way because
there is nobody here. Not nobody, but there are fewer people here.

Mr. Mackay: September 1, 1979 would have been more approp
riate because by the time you get into your system you wouldhave
had these people oriented towards it.

Hopefully you are not going to wind up with an awful mess.
Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I am sorry, but I do not like to keep

on--. The difficulty is. as I said, right now we do have training for
the system that we are implementing April 1. This does not mean
that there has been no training done for the employees that are
going to be in the new system. That has been done for months now
and will continue even after the firstof April. What the project
means is that we will want to develop a standard system for the
Government so that when financial employees come into this Gov
ernment at whatever level they are at. they get an appropriate
package orientation. It may be in writing, it may verbal, it may be
a combination so that when they start into their job, they have
some basic knowledge of what they are working with.

This really is different than training people who are going to be
using this system. We are doing that right now. I just wanted to
clarify what that project was.

Mr. Falle: Yes, Mr. Chairman, we have identified a bottleneck in
the system. What we really want to know is, what is your solution to
that bottleneck?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, my staff have nottold me that it is a
bottleneck. They have told me that there are some individuals who
are more capable than others. There are no easy solutions. You do
notf ire everybody that you feel is below a certain level. You try to
train them and we are doing that.

We are still implementing April 1.1 do not think it is a bottleneck.
Mr. Chairmam Mr. dohnston, the time is now approaching 11:30.1

would like to thank you. Mr. Wilson and Mr. Nutt for being with us
this morning. I hope you can stand available to attend the Commit
tee at 9:30 tomorrow morning.

The Committee will now reconvene in the executive session in
the caucus room. Formal hearings will continue tomorrow morn
ing at 9:30 am. in this Chamber.

Committee stands adjourned.

The Committee adjourned at 11:30 o’clock am.
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EViDENCE
FrIday, February 8, 1980 - 9:30

Mr. chairman: The Standing Committee on Public Accounts,
meeting three, formal hearings, will come to order.

We are dealing this morning with two questions: first, the inter
nal audit and then some continuing discussion. later this morning.
with issues arising yesterday from the hearings of the Department
of Finance.

I would first like to welcome this morning the Government
Leader. Chris Pearson, who has kindly consented to appear before
the Committee in his capacity as Chairman of the Internal Audit
Committee. Mr. Pearson, we appreciate your being here today.

Mr. Pearson: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I, in fact, am not the Chairman of the Internal

Audit Committee, but, rather. I am the Minister of Finance. The
internal auditors, when we do have them, report directly to me.

Mr. Chairman: Could I just clarify that thing, because we are
somewhat confused as we were advised by someone else, a day or
two ago, that you were, in fact, now the Chairman of the Internal
Audit Committee. Is that still the Commissioner?

Mr. Pearson: We have an Internal Audit Committee established.
The chairman, in fact, is the Administrator. He was appointed
chairman when he was the Deputy Commissionerand is still acting
in that capacity. The Committee has been inactive, to some degree.
up to this point.

I am prepared to talk to you. if you wish, about that Committee,
its terms ot reference and so on.

Mr. Mackay: It seems rather unfair for me to be sitting on this
side of the House and still be asking you the questions, Mr. Pear
son; however, I have no doubt I will get as astute an answer as I do
sitting on the other side.

On the Internal Audit Committee, Mr. Pearson, are you a
member of that Committee also?

Mr. Pearson: No, The membership of the Committee, it was es
tablished in April of 1978. I should not say that. It was established in
January of 1979. That was when we got the thing really set up.

The Committee consisted, at that time, of Mr. Bell as Chairman;
Mr. Sherlock as the Director of Finance Mr. Weninger from Edu
cation; Mr. Johnston from Government ken’ices; Wr, Baker from
Highways and Public Works; and Mr. Besier from the Public Ser
vice Commission.

Now, since that time, there have been some changes. Mr.
Johnston is now a member of the Committee as the Director of
Finance; Mr. Vantell as the deputy head in charge of Government
Services; and Mr. Roddick as the Public Service Commissioner.

The Committee has met. It has established some procedures and
it has distributed some material to the departments. 1 would
suggest that the change in the Commissioner’s office and soon has
had some bearing on the inactivity of the Committee, to date.

Mr. Mackay: Looking ahead somewhat, do you anticipate the
Administrator, or whoever fills that position, would remain as
Chairman of that Committee?

Mr. Pearson: No, it is just a matter of convenience, because Mr.
Bell is still here in the building physically in the building. It is a
matter of convenience that he has remained as Chairman of the
Committee.

Mr. Mackay: So, in the future, we would be looking at an elected
person as Chairman.

Mr. Pearson Yes, that is right.
Mr. Mackar I understand that some internal audit work has been

done by the Department of Supply and Services at the request of
the government. Are you aware if the Internal Audit Committee
requested that or was it done—

Mr. Pearson: Because of the lack of internal auditors, because of
our inability to hire internal auditors, we have entered into a
number of contracts to try and get work done with the Audit Ser
vices Bureau.

Our first contract was with them to prepare an audit work plan.
They completed that contract, We are now in a second contract
with them to implement and perform phase one of their audit work
plan that they recommended to us.

We anticipate another contract to perform phase two.

workload is going to be such that we will very likely have to con
tract once again, once this contract has expired, with the Audit
Services Bureau, just in order to get everything in place.

Mr. Mackay: I am curious about the initiation of the authorities
behind the requests for this audit assistance, from which depart
ment itemanates, where the impetus for this work is coming from.

Mr. Pearson: At that time, from Executive Committee, now from
Cabinet.

Mr. Mackay: They are making these decisions?
Mr. Pearson: Oh. yes.
Mr. Mackay: When the internal auditor, the Chief Auditor is

hired, could you explain to us how you see the reporting system
working, to whom will he report, who will give him guidance on
what areas to audit?

Mr. Pearson: I foresee that the internal auditors will report di
rectly to me, as the Minister of Finance. I, then, have a responsibil
ity, of course, to report to Cabinet.

Mr. Mackay: Where do you see the Internal Audit Committee
fitting in this system?

Mr. Pearsorn We felt that it would be of benefit to the internal
auditors to have a cadre, a small group of deputy heads that they
could, in fact, sit down, talk to. bounce things oh of.

We anticipated that the membership on this internal audit com
mittee amongst the deputy heads would rotate. possibly on a two-
year basis. Deputy heads would be on the Internal Audit Commit
tee for a specific length of time and, in fact, their appointments are
two years now, and then they would go off. We would appoint other
deputy heads.

I can see it being a method of involvement of all of the deputy
heads in this.

Mr. Mackay: To whom would the Internal Audit Committee re
port then?

Mr. Pearson: To Cabinet.
Mr. Mackay: Directly to Cabinet.
Mr. Pearson: It is a committee appointed by Cabinet.
Mr. Mackay: So, let us just take the example where the Internal

Auditor, then, just having done the work, comes back with a report
indicating that there is a severe weakness in a certain department.
So. that report would go to you as Minister of Finance.

Mr. Pearson: Correct. I have a responsibility to Cabinet to report
that.

Mr. Mackay: For action, then. would that report be submitted to
Cabinet. who would then delegate it to the auditors?

Mr. Pearson: That is correct. I do not foresee, nor do I think you
are foreseeing the internal auditor as being the enforcer of or the
impetus to cause action to be taken. The internal auditor reports
and it is then our responsibility, as administrators, to react tothat.

Mr. Mackay: Sn. the sequence would be he reports to you; you,
then, report to Cabinet, Cabinet then passes it on to, probably. the
Audit Committee for action.

Mr. Pearson: No, no, no, no.
Mr. Mackay: I am having trouble finding where the Audit Com

mittee is going to do anything other than assembling the report.
Mr. Pearson: The Audit Committee was established for the au

ditors, not for the administration. At the time of the establishment
of the Audit Committee, we had hired, or we thought we had hired.
a Chief Auditor.

The question that arose was what is this person going to do? He is
going to walk in here. There are some 1400-odd employees They
are spread all over the country. Who is going to get this guy work
ing? Who is, going to tell him what the Government of Yukon is all
about, how it functions and soon and so forth? The committee was
established, set up specifically for that.

Mr. Mackay: So, it advises the Internal Auditor, really?
Mr. Pearsom That is right. It is a convenience that we foresaw for

the Internal Auditor. It does not perform the audit functions itself.
Mr. Mackay: Nor is it involved in the administrative reaction to

the audit,
Mr. Pearson: No.
Mr. Mackay: Can I turn then to the type of person you have been

looking for?

It is felt that even if we have two internal auditors in place, the
I have a standard government advertisement for this one, the

Chief Auditor. lam not sure how up-to-date it is. The salary range,
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effective April 1, 1979, is $31,000 to $37,000.
I just wanted to get some feel from you as to what kind of person

you are looking for, how senior, experienced, that kind of thing.
Mr. Pearson: Yes. We have advertised a number of times, as you

are aware now, as late as October and November. in all three of the
major auditing, accounting publications, the national publications
in Canada.

Our Public Service Commission has now come to the conclusion
that, although we got a large number of applications as a result of
the last advertisement, because of the salary, primarily, that we
are offering we have received a number of applications that are
probably suitable candidates for the junior, if you like, auditor’s
position. The Public Service Commission, right now, is trying to
re-evaluate, once again, that senior position and we intend to re
advertise as quickly as we can. hopefully at what we anticipate will
be a competitive level to get a competent person.

I am sorry. I could table with the Committee, if you wished, the
job descriptions, if that would help you. I think, probably, that
would be the easiest way.

Mr. Mackar Yes.
I am just trying to get a mental picture of the kind of person that

you would like to have. Would you envisage him, presently, holding
down a pretty seniorjob. say, in industry, involved in internal audit
or working in a public accounting firm or working with the
Auditor General’s Department?

Mr. Pearson: Yes, I think he would have to be because this Gov
ernment is now of the size that it is, in fact, a major industry, it is
getting fairly big.

It has to be someone who will be able to deal with enough internal
authority, I mean internal, in himself, authority for the job to be
done properly, because it is a watchdog type of function.

Mr. Mackay There are a lot of different terms for this. One of the
more commonly used ones is called “operational auditing” and
that is not necessarily as concerned with the asset function, its
legal authority, but more with the efficiency.

Mr. Pearson: That is right.
In respect to the asset function of it, we feel that we have got a

pretty good handle on all departments in the Government. In that
respect, our Department of Finance, in fact, does that now. It is one
of their chief responsibilities.

It is more the operational aspect. Not only the operational as
pect, but I would suggest also the functional aspect. Is it being done
right and is it necessary anymore? I would expect those kinds of
answers from an internal auditor.

Mr. Mackaç The job description indicates the participating and
supervising of the internal audit team on projects. lam wondering
what kind of staffing are you looking at?

Mr. Pearson: Two auditors, we have a staff establishment of two
internal auditors. Maybe the term “team” is used a bit loosely
there, but that is, in fact, what it is,

Mr. Mackay: Would you envisage the internal auditor, and I am
asking this specifically because it has happened in the past, hem
asked by you or by Executive Council to drop his normal duties an
get into this particular investigation of a financial nature?

Let me throw out an example. Perhaps you wanted somebody to
look at the records of White Pass. Would you envisage that person
performing that role?

Mr. Peanoit No. in fact, that was happening in the past and I
would suggest that was a bad mistake. I do not think that that is the
function of a YTG internal auditor.

We have people on staff to do that kind of thing and they are in the
Department of Finance.

Mr. Mackay: Yes. I see that you have a casual man year there for
that kind of consultant, I guess, that you have to bring in,

Okay, just to go back to the role of the Audit committee. I was not
just too sure, would the Audit Committee be involved in following
up observations, say, of the Auditor General?

Mr. Pearson: The observations of the Auditor General?

Mr. Mackay: Yes.
Mr. Pearsorn I would think so, to a large degree. because cer

tainly we have to be cognizant of the Auditor General’s recommen
dations to us and react to them immediately. If something shows
up that is amiss or it is anticipated it is going amiss in one of the
departments as a result of the Auditor General’s report, that would
be one of the criteria for the internal auditor to move in and see
what is going on, to get to the bottom of it and find out what we have

to do to make those changes.
Mr. Mackay: Would you envisage the Internal Audit Committee,

then, sitting down with the — let us take a situation that the Auditor
General’s department recommends changes in the Department of
Education.

Mr. Pearson: Yes.
Mr. Mackar So, these recommendations come to this House.

presumably, or maybe to the Treasurer.
Mr. Pearsom Well, they come pretty well simultaneously to the

House and to the Treasurer, yes.
Mr. Mackay: So, then they might get referred to this Audit Com

mittee, who would, sitting with the internal auditor, decide on the
plan of action of how to correct that?

Mr. Pearson: I think one of the major functions of the Internal
Audit Committee would be programming the work of the internal
auditors, determining, for the good of this Government. where
should the internal auditors concentrate their efforts.

Mr. Mackay: So, it would be a future planning for the audit plan
and then also for reviewing the recommendations of the Auditor
General and, presumably, the auditor himself?

Mr. Pearson: We established this Internal Audit Committee sort
of out of the blue. Ve thought that it was something that could be of
value. If we find a year hence, or two years hence, that it is of no
value at all, then, of course, we will do away with it. Or, if it is not
needed then, you would do away with it.

Mr. Mackay: Perhaps I could comment that the concept of an
audit committee appears to have arisen mainly in a Canadian
context in larger companies where the board of directors appoint a
committee of the board to be in contact with the auditor and act as a
communicating device, really.

Mr. Pearson: This committee will not impinge upon the reporting
procedure of the internal auditors. That has been made clear.

Mr. Hibberd: Mr. Pearson. you indicated earlier that you had had
several applications for the junior auditor position but you did not
fill this?

Mr. Pearson: No, again, we feel that the key position to fill is the
senior auditor position. That is the person who is going to set the
tone and make the function work, as far as we are concerned. That
is the person that we must find, that, in fact, we are better off, at
this point in time, staying with the Audit Services Bureau under
contract, than hiring the junior position and leaving that senior one
open.

Mr. Hibberd: Another question, Mr. Pearson, I am havin a little
trouble understanding the reporting position of your auditor.

I see that he has, in a sense, two bosses, or. in a sense, he is being
directed in his work. I gather. to a certain extent by the Internal
Audit Committee and yet you mentioned that he reports to you, or
he will be reporting directly to you.

Mr. Pearson: He will be directed by the Internal Audit Comrnitte
only in the programming of his work, not in his work. They are not
his bosses by any stretch of the imagination. It will be a consulta
tive committee, someone for the internal auditors to sit down and
talk to primarily about organization in this Government.

A multitude of things happen in this government. I do not have to
tell you but I should tell the rest of the committee, primarily be
cause you are dealing with a large number of people and usually, to
every crisis and everything that happens, there are, in fact, two
sides of the story.

I would suggest that it is critical to an internal auditor that he
knows both sides of pretty well everything that does happen.

We are in a conundrumS Although we are getting big, we are still
small. There are an awful lot of personnel involved, etcetera, and
someone coming in here brand new is going to have difficulty with
that kind of a problem.

We felt that this kind of a committee could alleviate some of those
problems.

Mr. Hibberd: Mr. Pearson, I can appreciate that these are cer
tainly advantages for the auditor, but I am still having trouble
sorting out who he is responding to.

Now. what if this consultative committee were to suggest certain
lines of action that would be most appropriate in their estimation
and what if the Minister of Finance felt otherwise? Where does that
leave the internal auditor?

Mr. Pearson: I am confident the Minister of Finance would pre
vail. I do not think there is any question.

Mr. bttln: Mr. Pearson, after you have got a report from your
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internal auditor. I have a little difficulty to see how you handle it
and interpret it and how you implement his suggestions. Would you
kindly explain where the reports go once they get to you? I see
they go to the Cabinet, but what happens to them from there on in?

Mr. Pearson: Cabinet will issue a directive, normally through the
responsible Minister and it becomes an administrative matter
from that point on, depending upon what the problem is. We have to
make our best judgment on how to react to solving the problem.
Hopefully, we will be capable of solving whatever the problem is.

It is pretty difficult to pinpoint what should be done in any
specific case, but it becomes an administrative matter from that
point on.

Mr. MacKay: One final question, Mr. Pearson, this review of the
salary of the Chief Auditor is underway now?

Mr. Pearson: Yes.
Mr. MacKay: Do you know when it is going to be completed?
Mr. Pearson: It is a priority thing in the Public Service Commis

sion and will not be set aside for anything else. I do know that. They
are working actively on it.

I was speaking to Mr. Durrant as little as two days ago about it
and he said that work is progressing on it. I did not ask him for a
date. I am sorry.

I want to assure that we want this position filled and as quickly as
possible. We have been making every effort to fill it. We have spent
quite a bit of money trying to fill it.

Mr. Mickey: Do you foresee this review being completed perhaps
within this month and then advertising in March?

Mr. Pearson: Oh, I would foresee certainly by the end of this
month, oh, yes.

Mr. MacKay: Then advertising in March and, hopefully, hiring in
the spring.

Mr. Pearson: Yes, we have got an extensive number of applicants
now, as a result of the last advertisement and, as I indicated, the
Commission feels that there are some very suitable, very desirable
candidates for the junior position. We do not want to lose that
opportunity, either, so that has caused more impetus for them.

Mr. MacKay: You mentioned. I think, earlier that you would con
tinue to use the Audit Services Bureau. The Audit Services Bureau
then would work under the direction of the Chief Auditor.

Mr. Pearsoit Yes. That is a very flexible thing. I do not like
closing off all doors anymore than! have to.! want to indicate to the
Committee that that is an option that is open now and one that
certainly will be considered after we are successful in our hiring
campaign.

Mr. Hibberd: Mr. Pearson. this is perhaps a dumb question. How
do you anticipate the role of your internal auditor in relation to the
Auditor General of Canada?

Mr. Pearsorn Do you mean conflict?
Mr. Hlbberd: No. no, what would their relationship be?
Mr. Pearson: Probably our internal auditors would be very, very

interested in the comments of the Auditor General for advice in
respect to ‘these are upcoming problem areas” or “this is a prob
lem area”, things like this.

I would think that our internal auditors would, in fact, react to
information from the Auditor General’s Department.

Mr. Chairman: If there are no further questions, I would like to ask
you, Mr. Pearson, if you would like to make a closinç statement of
any kind. The Committee would be pleased to hear it if you have.

Mr. Pearson: I do not think so, other than I want to assure you that
we want very dearly to get our internal audit system working as
quickly as we possibly can.

We feel that there is a real void without it and hopefully, it would
be something that would be of benefit to your Committee, as well,
in their work.

Mr. ChalnTrarn Thank you. Mr. Pearson, for being with us here
today. We appreciate your taking the time out.

Perhaps we could take a brief recess now rather than later,
before we call our next witnesses.

We will stand adjourned for fifteen minutes.
Recess

Mr. Chairman: Committee will come to order.
We are dealing this morning with the Finance Department. one

small item arising out of yesterday’s discussion, which is the mat-

3:3

ter of departmental co-operation. Then we will continue the FMS
project review.

I would like to welcome this morning, again, from the Depart
ment of Finance. Mr. Andy Johnston, Grant Wilson, Mr. Art Nutt.

Mr. Hibberd: Mr. Johnston. or perhaps it was Mr. Wilson referred
yesterday to the problems that might be encountered in obtaining
departmental co-operation. We thought we would just like to re
view this briefly.

Are you having any problems as far as instituting these FMS
projects with the departments and what might you see as how you
might improve that co-operation with the departments?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, because Mr. Nutt is working on a
day to day basis with the departments, I would like to refer this
question to him.

Mr. Null: Yes. Mr. Chairman I think, on the whole, we can hon
estly say that during this endre process the co-operation with
departments has been, on the whole, very good.

As an example, this was a very massive project that we intro
duced and it is a very radical change. To monitor progress, we
formed what we call a steering committee and, as the work
evolved, the working group. of which lam a member, reported to
the steering committee.

Mr. Johnston. from the Department of Finance, as Treasurer.
was the chairman, but we wanted a cross section from all govern
ment departments so we had the Superintendent of Education,
Director of Highways, Director of Health. Director of Library and
Information Resources. and the Director of Government Services.
So. that gave us a cross section of some of our major, maybe not
major, but bigger departments.

This type of monitoring, if you like, served two purposes. One, it
kept us on our toes in that we had to report our progress to them on a
periodic basis. Also, it communicated to the people in those de
partments the importance of the project, just the fact that their
deputy head or their boss was involved. It sort of communicated
the importance and they had vocally and by means of their actions
supported us all of the way through. So, in terms of that, I think we
have had excellent co-operation.

That is at the very high level. Then we go to the other end of the
spectrum where we have got the clerical people and what have you.
One of our initial projects, which we called User Survey, we went
out and canvassed every department in the Government. So, by
means of that project we sort of forced, if you Like, though it is
probably not the right word, but we encouraged participation and
we did not let up. For example. if the departments were shy or
whatever about coming forward, we pursued until we. in fact, had
input from every single department.

I guess basically what I am saying is that no state of the prolect
was developed in isolation. It was done as a result of the consulta
tive process.

Going back in time, this entire project was conceived. if you like,
as a resultof the original FMCS study. What we did, we took that in
conjunction with the Bureau of Management Consulting report, we
hired them to give us assistance, plus the User Survey. So. we took
the three sources, put them together and then came up with our
own work plan and those are the projects that we are going through
item by item.

So in terms of co-operation and involvement. I think that. really.
except for the odd incident here and there, which you have in any
case. I think co-operation has been very good.

Mr. Mackay: Supplementary to that, Mr. Nutt, we are aware that
there are subsidiary accounting systems in existence in some of
these departments. Are you running into any problems about pos
sessiveness by the people who have nurtured these things along?
Are they reluctant? Do you feel now they are convinced that your
system isping to be able to replace their system and they will be
better off.

Mr. Null: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Eventually, our system will be
able to replace theirs.

We have adopted the view that, in the short run. we will let the
system gain its own credibility. We are not asking them to divest
themselves of or get rid of their satellite systems immediately, hut,
as they gain confidence in the system, we know in our own minds
that we can provide enough information that they will not need
those systems any longer.

Mr. Mackay: What timeframe do you have in mind to see them
phase out these satellite systems?

Mr. Nun: Of f the top of my head, I would say approximately a
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year.
As an example, our present system has approximately 20,000

accounts in it. Okay, counting the corporations which were running
on the separate general ledger systems, we now have just under
100.000 accounts. So. the order of magnitude is tremendous in
terms of what we have as to what we are going to.

The willingness, if you like, to give up the systems varies. Some
departments are ready to just drop it right as of April 1 and we are
saying, even ourselves. “No. hang on to your own until you are
satisfied in your own mind.” We are going to monitor it very
closely. In the User Survey, that was one of the points that we
brought out was the fact that the reasons that satellite systems are
being kept is because they felt the central agency accounts were
inadequate.

Mr. Mackay: I will look forward to asking you about that again, 1
guess next year, to see how many of these systems have witnered
on the vine and how many you are going to have to chop.

Mr. NuN: Mr. Chairman, if I may clarify one point. We are bring
ing in now a new classification of accounts, along with the new
general ledger package. There is one area that we have identified
in Phase II that will have to be brought in before they can com
pletely divest themselves and that is the question of a central
commitment accounting system.

At present, the raw financial data would be fine but the depart
ments still will have to manually, or in some form, keep track of the
commitment system. We plan to incorporate that in, as we have
indicated, during Phase II. That is why! said that when you asked
me how long it would be at the end of the central commitment. At
that point in time, then, everything would be.

Mr. Mackay: Thafleads very nicely into the questions! was going
to start asking Mr. Johnston, if! could.

That is with respect to the priorities which you outlined to us
yesterday of the Phase !I projects.

guess! had a problem with the priorities assigned to the central
commitment system and to the internal charge-backs, these two in
particular. in that. just dealing with the central commitment sys
tem, it seems that is the starting point at which you begin to
control, at the point of decision you begin to control the Govern
ment’s expenditures.

Now, when you make the commitment is when you committed
the funds, so once the funds have been committed, everything else
is really historical, the data you are generating.

The point at which you make the decision to commit is really the
key area for gaining control, yet I see that central commitment
system—I know that it is replacing the existing satellite systems.
but! see that central commitment system only coming in, it seems,
or work commencing later on in this year. with the view, presuma
bly, of having it completed by. although you could not give this
commitment, but presumably by a year from now.

Should that not really be moved up into your active projects
immediately and perhaps drop the EDP policies manual down into
a lower priority because you have, in fact, got EDP manuals in
place for the new system. supplied by yourself or consultants.

So. my question is. just to recap it, the central commitment
system seems to be a very, very important project.perhaps more
important in the scheme of things that the EDP policies manual,
would you consider moving these priorities?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, that is a very good question. The
reason the EDP policy manual, for example. is indicated that it
would be completed in the near futureor. ifyou like. in Phase 11. is
that this is one project. and most of the other ones as well, being
carried out by other areas of the Government. We are just monitor
ing the progress on it.

The Department of Finance is not, in fact, preparing the manual.
The Data Systems Branch of Government Services Department is
doing that.

The transportation policy, for example, as well, that is being
developed by the Government Services Department, the Supply
Services Branch. All we are doing is monitoring the progress on
them.

Whereas the central commitment system, which we will be per
forming ourselves and, as ! indicated yesterday, we expect that
with the major projects being implemented the first of April, that
there will be quite a bit of effort on our part for the first three to six
months to ensure that they are implemented properly. We felt that
we would need that much time before we could take on another
major project.

central commitment system and internal charge-backs. They are
kind of both priority ones. We are saying that we would start them
both and, hopefully, do them in conjunction with each other.

So. that is the logic that we have used.

Mr. Macxar Jn view of what Mr. Nutt said in terms of being able
to phase out your satellite systems. it seems that that is going to be
a very key component, getting a central commitment system in
place.

Mr. Johnston: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Mackay I guess what lam asking from you is an assurance
that this is really the top priority.

Mr. Johnstom Mr. Chairman, it is.
One other thing I should point out is that the general ledger

package system that we have purchased does not, at this point in
time, have the commitment capability within the package. !t does
not mean it could not be a separate or subsystem, but the company
is working with the Province of Nova Scotia at this point in time,
and implementing a commitment system there which they will
then include with the general ledger package.

So ! am not too sure of the deadline, but they are, as ! say.
currently working with that province. We hope, in the next few
months to have word that it has been successful and that we could
then purchase that subsystem, if we wanted it, to include with our
general ledger package.

So. we are tying a number of things all in together and it is
unfortunate that we cannot give you all this information, but there
are just so many pieces that it is very difficult to provide it all on
one piece of paper.

Mr. Mackar So you are really somewhat in the hands of your

consultants in this then, as to when you can implement it. if you are
waiting for the software package?

Mr. Johnston: Normally it is cheaper to go that route. If you tried
to develop in-house, it takes quite a few resources, manpower
resources, which are difficult to get into the Yukon. if you like.

As an example, the software package for the General Ledger
cost us $18,000 and that included all the manuals you saw yester
day, that included educational sessions where they came up and
explained the system to us. and it is a very massive system.

For the $18,000, we, in fact, got the package and just put it on the
computer and it was running. To develop that in-house it would
probably cost $100,000 and several years of effort. So, we are at
tempting to go that route.

Mr. Mackar ! am making the observation that you can give us all
the assurances you can about when this system is going to be
implemented. but really you are still in the hands of your consul
tants. When they have succeeded in doing it in Nova Scotia, then we
can get it here. Is that not the case?

Mr. Johnston: Yes. Mr. Chairman, that is correct. !f we decide to
go with that package. we are in the hands of the consultants.

Mr. Mackar What other projects are presently being done by
departments other than yours? You mentioned transportation and
SOP as being done by Government Services. Are any other pro
jects the responsibility of other departments? I am talking about
the Phase II projects, either underway or about to start.

Mr. Johnston: I will just quickly run down them here.

The Central Shipping and Receiving project will be done in con
junction with the Supply and Services Branch of Government Ser
vices. As well, asset control would be done in conjunction with that
same branch, because they, in fact, have the two man years that
handle the asset control for the Government,

[would suggest that we would be dealing with otherdepartments
on a consultative basis on items such as invoice, accounts payable
invoice processing. whether that should be centralized, decen
tralized. The account verifications and pre-audit function, in other
words the checking of the invoices, the preparation of them, we
would, as well, be dealing with departments to get their ideas on
how this perhaps could be improved on.

So, many of these would be done in conjunction with the depart
ments, but the three or four that! mentioned, actually a lot of work
would he done by a particular branch.

Mr. Mackay: What are you doing right now, apart from answer
ing our questions? What is your department doing right now in
terms of projects?

Mr. Johnstoiu !n terms of FMS?

You will notice that we have indicated that we will take on the Mr. Mackay: Yes. Well, tell us about the other ones, too, because I
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Mr. Johnston: Okay, I will turn it over to Mr. Nutt, but the point I
would like to make before he gets involved is that we have three
permanent man years for FMS and two of them are filled and one
will be filled the 18th of February.

As well, we have three local people on contracts that come in on
an as-need basis to help with the input into the system, setting up
account numbers and so on. checking the tests that come out of the
computer.

So we, in fact, have five today and shortly six people working on
that pretty well fulltime. So there are a lot of resources on it.

I think I will turn it over to Mr. Nutt now. He can more ably
answer the questions.

Mr. Null: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Presently we are devoting 100 per cent of FMS efforts to what we

term the classification of accounts project. In simple terms that is
an umbrella project that includes the program activity structure.
responsibility centre accounting, and appropriation of allotment
control, as well as, of course, our new general ledger package.

As I indicated prior, with the new system we will have approxi
malelyorjust under 100,000 accounts and it is a massive task to get
that up, tested and running by April 1 of this year. So, in simpliest
terms, that is what we are divesting our total effort to, at this point
in time.

Mr. MacKar So that is your department now. Are there any pro
jects that you have, Mr. Johnston? I think we have covered the role
of the Treasury as something you have under active consideration.
Anything else?

Mr. Johnston: The one thing I could add to Mr. Nutt’s comments.
Mr. Chairman, is that the Workers Compensation Board, because
they are on a different fiscal year than we are. are already running
on the new general ledger package in the classification of accounts.
So. in fact, we will be monitoring the acitivity there for the first
three months with quite an amount of interest because it will give
us any indication if there are problems with the system.

I do not believe lam, myself personally— the administration, as
you can see by the organization chart is myself and a secretary and
that the casual man year in the department is charged to my
allocation. I do not think I am personally involved on a day-to-day
basis, very actively in the FMS projects.

What I would like to perhaps indicate is that if you want some of
the things that lam involved in, besides the Public Accounts Com
mittee. there are about ten other committees that the Treasurer
spends an awful lot of time in, They do not all meet every week, but
certainly a great number of them do.

The general administration of the department takes up quite a
bit of time. I guess I had mentioned the responsibilities. Rather
than going into all of them, I think I will just pass.

I should, perhaps, speak for the two branches that are not rep
resented here. The Accounting Services Branch is very actively
involved, at this point in time, in preparing for the year-end. The
one major project that the Director just completed was the year-
end instructions, which is probably about a 25 or 30 page manual
that goes out. That is just ready for printing at this point in time.

We are certainly getting the various account analyses and work
ing schedules all started. The Auditor General will be here. I be
lieve around the lath of February, to start their interim audit for
this current fiscal year. So that Branch will be very involved in
liaison with these people.

The Revenue Branch is involved in, as well as the day to day
operations. well, right now we are very busy with motor vehicle
plates being sold, that particular function. through the cashier
services, But, we are working on a number of areas, some which
we have not received a policy approval on yet so I cannot mention
them here, but with a view to improving some of our operations.

Certainly, we are working on various pieces of legislation and so
on for the upcoming Session and the Fall Session, again which I
cannot divulge.

We have, in the Accounting Services as well, naturally the year-
end for payroll, which means getting T-4’s out this month and other
related things such as setting up the new master file for the new
calendar year.

I think we are getting into a lot of detail here, but! just wanted to
indicate some oflhe major areas that the department is working
on.

be completed in Phase I, There are about half a dozen of them.
appropriation and allotment control, program activity structure.
responsibility and accounting, delegation of financial signing au
thority, EDP hardware and software considerations, and the role
of the Treasury. I am wondering who is doing these things.

Mr Johnston: I can address that, Mr. Chairman.
The delegation of financial signing authority, I have a draft

policy on my desk that was prepared by the Accounting Services
Director. The reason that individual prepared it is that, in fact, she
maintains the signing authorities for the whole Government. There
is the master manual to go with all the specimen signature cards
and so on that is in her office.

So she has reviewed both what we are doing now and also the
comments of the Auditor General and the way the Federal Gov
ernment interprets their section of their Act which is written al
most word for word as ours is. I guess it is the other way around, we
have copied off of them.

So, we have come up with significant changes which we are
proposing to the Cabinet before the end of March.

The other items which you have mentioned, appropriation of
allotment control, program activity structure, responsibility ac
counting are all tied in with the new classification of accounts. We
areproviding. for example, management reports on appropriation
of allotment control that will be better than the ones that exist now.
They will be used both by the central agency and by the depart
ments.

The program activities structure, this was a very interesting
predure. We worked with every department in the Government
and drew up charts, which are avaitahle in our offices, on large
pieces of paper, showing all the programs that they have, broken
down by activities within the programs and even finer, by activity
elements done within the activities.

These charts are all signed off by the departments and they are
part of the new coding structure,

The responsibility accounting. for three departments we have
come up with responsibility centres. That is for the Department of
Education. all of their schools, for example, are individual respon
sibility centres. The Department of Highways, all of their work
camps. is another example. Renewable Resources is the other
department where they have actually come up with responsibility
centres.

The other departments are accomplishing responsibility ac
counting by the program activity structure of the account number.
because, in fact, their management is structured along the same
lines. In other other words, the manager would be responsible for
an activity or program. so they did not have to develop a separate
system for responsibility accounting.

I believe that covers the three areas, Mr. Chairman, but, in fact.
they will be done as soon as this system is implemented and that is
what we are saying.

Mr. Chairman, we did not ask Mr. Wilson. A couple of the major
projects he is working on you might be interested in.

Mr. Wllsoit Mr. Chairman, at this time of year, the Budget
Branch is basically involved in the Main Estimates’ and
Supplementary Estimates’ preparation.

In addition, we are presently reviewing the financial planning
process, the program forecast method of planning for the future
financial requirements.

At this time of year, we are also preparing information for the
Intergovernmental Committee on Territorial/Federal Financial
Relations, and in the process of preparing Treasury Board submis
sions for capital requirements for the following year.

We are reviewing all our government insurance requirements
and also capital policies and guidelines for the major projects, that
type of thing.

Mr. MacKay: Perhaps more for our education, so that we know we
have a handle on this next year, perhaps we could discuss in a little
more detail what some of the projects that we have not gotten into
so far will involve and what your goal is, not only in terms of
completion, but in terms of accomplishment.

I am particularly interested in the account verification and pre
audit function project. Is that going to be undertaken by your
department or would the internal auditor perhaps be doing that?

Mr. Johnston: At this point in time, Mr. Chairman, we would plan
on doing that project ourselves, as! mentioned earlier, in consulta
tion with some of the user departments, just to get a cross section of
their ideas.

think it is important that we get a balanced viewpoint.

Mr. Mackay: I was looking at the summary of FMS projects that
you gave us the first day here and there are active projects that will
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Mr. Mackay: What is it actually going to do, this project? When
you say account verification, what does that mean?

Mr. Nutt: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Presently there is a considerable
amount of duplication and, basically, it pertains to payment of
bills, invoices or whatever. The department does certain functions.
It seems like the same function is being repeated in Finance and it
is slowing down the process considerably.

Well, we have to review the situation to find out what is happen
ing and streamline the process to find out who should be responsi
ble for signing what and just the approval process.

It is a project. I think, once we get into, it will not be all that long
in terms of completing, but it is something that has to be addresseii
and has not been as yet.

Mr. Mackay: The pre-audit function is—, that does not mean an
auditor, that means that the department is going to scrutinize each
account.

Mr. Nut Each invoice or what have you, as it comes in.
Mr. Johnston: Checking to ensure that the extensions or correc

tions are correct, that, in fact, the goods were received and pay
ment authorized and these types of procedures.

As Mr. Nutt indicated, the departments prepare the invoices and
process them up to the central agency, the Department of Finance,
in batches of 25 or less. We, then, take them and do an audit of them
and, in some cases, we are doing the repeat of exactly what the
department did.

We feel that, possibly, if the responsibilities could be clearly
outlined and if we were confident in each other’s work, that, in fact,
everything would not have to be checked again.

So, I think it is just a matter of clearly identifying who has what
responsibilities and communicating thatto the proper individuals.

Certainly with an internal auditor on staff, it would be then up to
the auditor to ensure that the responsibilities of the departments
are being carried out properly by checking to make sure that they
are doing their work on some kind of a work plan that he would
have.

Mr. Mackay: Would you envisage, then the Treasurer having less
work to do, as a result of this project, you would be doing less of the
checking? Or would you envisage you doing all of the checking and
the departments doing none?

M!. Johnston: Well, we have not investigated it, but, as a gut
feeling, I would suggest the departments would probably not be
doing any more because they are doing most of it now, but we likely
would not be checking as much as we are checking.

So, I would suspect that it might be a little less work for us and
likely the same amount of work for them.

Mr. Mackay: Will this project involve the process by which pur
chasing is done? Presumably you are going to tie in your invoice
and your supplier to your shipping document and then. perhaps. to
the purchase order. Would that all be part of this process?

Mr. Jotniston: I would suggest. Mr. Chairman, that we would go
back, to the very start of the process, which is the actual purchase
itself.

Again, this is tied in with commitment accounting, it is tied in
with Central Shipping and Receiving. That is why these projects
are indicated that they would kind of be done in conjunction with
each other, have the same priority, roughly the same start date.

Mr. Mackay: Are you aware of any purchasing going on in the
Government now that does not fall within the policy guidelines.
with respect to, say. departments buying thins on their own au
thority. without going through Central Purchasing? Is that a prob
lem in the Government?

Mr. Johistorn Mr. Chairman, I do not know that it is a major
problem, but it does occur. A short time ago, the Supply and Ser
vices Branch was part of Finance and we certainly were aware
that it was happening at that time.

I believe certain controls have been strengthened in the mean
time and, certainly, watching the reading files. Purchasing very
frequently comments to departments that they are not followin
the proper procedure and outlining what the procedure is an
telling them they had better start doing it.

So, certainly, it is something that happens. It is being monitored
and controlled as much as possible under the current system.

Mr. Chairman: Are there particular departments where this is a
problem?

and Services Branch of Government Services Department would
have to answer that. lam just looking at it from an outsider’s point
of view. I do not know the details of it, I know it does happen.

Mr. Mackay: Would you envisage that problem being partially
solved by this project, a better system being developed whereby it
would be pretty hard to circumvent the policies?

Mr. Johnstnm Not likely. Mr. Chairman, because the project that
we are looking at. we say that we would go back as far as the
purchasing function, but, in fact, the aspect that we would address
in our FMS project would be from the invoicing process and the
payment of it.

I should say that I know the Executive Council have taken strong
measures over the last couple of years that I have been here to
encourage adherence to purchasing policies. I know that, if for
example, a department tries to issue what we call a confirmation
purchase order, in other words, you have already done it but you
have to get the papers so you can process the invoice, they must. I
believe, submit a letter, signed by either their deputy head or their
Minister, indicating why they circumvented the procedure.

So that activity dropped off drastically when that step was put
into place.

That step was put into place by the Executive Council when they
became aware of the problem. I think it curbed a lot of it.

I guess what I am saying is that there are still some things being
circumvented, but I think it has improved tremendously.

Mr. Faile: This new system you are putting in place, do you
anticipate a cutdown on duplications?

Mr. Johnston: Which project are we talking about?
Mr. Fa!ie: I am talking about the new computer system you are

putting in place here, your package system you call it. You mention
that there are a lot of duplications. Would you envisage this cutting
down the duplications?

Mr. 3ohnston: Mr. Chairman, the duplication I was referring to
was in the checking of invoices. It would not be affected by the
system we are putting into place, but that particular system will
cut down on other duplication.

For example, one major thing I could tell you is that the Depart
ment of Education, right now, keeps cost records by each one of
their schools on a manual system. Under the classification of ac
counts we have set up for that particular department. we have, as!
indicated, set up responsibility centres for each school so that
every time they code a charge to their department. they will indi
cate which school it is for. The computer will then run off a report at
the end of the month with charges by each school, so that their
manual system will no longer be required. So that would cut down
on a lot of duplication.

Mr. Faile: Will it cut down on the actual volume of paperwork,
streamlining the system?

Mr. Johnstom We believe it would, yes.
Mr. Mackay: Are there any significant savings in man years an

ticipated in this, or do you anticipate that just increased volume of
Government activity will use up the existing staff’s time.

Mr. Johnston I think, Mr. Chairman. that if we were producing
the same amount of information, certainly the number of man
years would probably decrease as far as the actual involvement
with our system goes.

Because we are attempting to produce much more management
information, in fact, it is a harder system to maintain. Right now,
as I said, instead of a choice of 20,000 account numbers, they will
now have a choice of 100.000 because they want better information
off the other end. So. I would say that the system will be harder to
keep, but the fact they can drop some of their own internal systems
should offset that.

So. I think that we wou’d come up with a computerized, central
management information system that provides everything which
is required and in a much better way, in that certainly using the
computer. with standard input forms and so on. is going to give you
much more accurate information than 18 departments keepin
their own little systems, some of which have certain controls an
some of which do not,

So, I do not see a drastic decrease in manpower, but I see better
information being provided.

Mr. MacKay: The internal charge-back project, what is the prob
lem with the system as it is now and what improvements do you
see?

Mr. Johnston: r cannot answer that, Mr. Chairman. The Supply
Mr. Johnston: I think I will refer most of the comments to Mr

Nutt, but, in general, the problem is we have internal charge-hacks
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right now and they are being charged through departments. The
difficulty is there is not a very good method of authorizations by the
departments before they are charged and there is not a very good
method of following up to find out what the charge was.

Mr. Nutt, can you add to that?
Mr. Nun: Thank you. Mr. Chairman. What Mr. Johnston said is.

in a nutshell, basically it.
The charges flow through from our subsystem into the general

ledger in just summary form. So, if an individual in a department
wants to identify a charge, it is a massive job to follow the audit
trail back through. It is there, but eventually what he does he
comes in, he looks at the computer report and then he has to go
back to the subsystem and then he has to go back to the original
source document and then back to the Department of Highways.

So it is very, very cumbersome and obviously what happens is
that people become busy, they just sort of, carte blanche. have to
accept the charges.

In internal charge-backs, we do have a system. the charges are
there. What we are anticipating is some kind of work order system
which would give proper authorization, that the authorization now
is. as an example. one of the rural schools needs a driveway plowed
or something. They phone the maintenance camp and the fellow
goes down and clears the driveway for them. Well, by the time that
cost flows through to administration, to find it is a massive, mas
sive task. (a) They do not know who authorized it. and (b) they do
not know what it is unless they walk right back up to the Depart
ment of Highways and find the individual employee’s time sheet.

So, I guess in the simplest terms, we need some kind of work
order system that incorporates the proper authorization and al
lows for proper identification of the costs.

Mr. Mackar So this internal charge-back system that exists
today will be implemented with the new system and then you are
looking to find a way of improving it.

Mr. Mutt Yes. Mr. Chairman. Due to the volume or the massive
size of our general ledger system, we had to make a decision to try
and change the subsystem at the same time, or just correct or
properly interface it to the new general ledger and then look at it
subsequently. That is what we are trying to do.

Mr. EMIt: I would like to just get a little more on this charge-
back, because I do not really understand it.

You were mentioning the gateways or the school driveways and I
would like to know how you people come up with a charge-back
system on. we will say an individual driveway? How can you come
up with a cost on that? Let me explain myself. the machine is there.
we are paying the man. how can we get a justifiable cost that this
driveway or this school property costs X amount of dollars to plow
when, in fact, we own the equipment, we hire the man, we are going
to be paying that man regardless?

How can we say that that particular driveway cost S50 to plow?
Mr. Johrnton: Mr. Chairman, I will let Mr. Nutt explain how the

charge-back is obtained.
The only opening comment I would like to make on that though is

that the Government tries to determine the cost of the individual
programs within the Government so try to keep that in mind.

Now Mr. Nutt will explain how the costs come in and why they
are charged the way they are.

Mr. Mutt: Yes, Mr. Chairman. We do not attempt to distinguish.
say, if you are plowing out a driveway or clearing snow off the side
of a road in two different locations. We do not say, well, one job is
worth $S0 and another job is $100 type of thing.

What we do do. as you mentioned, the Government does own the
equipment, we do pay the employees. The money that is budgeted
for the type of information is in the Department of Highways ini
tially. Based on operating costs, the wage costs and that type of
thing, we set what we call standard rates.

In other words, for every time a grader goes in to a certain place.
it is charged out at a specific rate, The employee driving that
grader, for example, his wages are charged out at a standard rate.
So, if the Department of Education requires assistance from
Highways. they know that if Joe Smith, or whoever, comes in and
plows out the driveway and he works for four hours, then that piece
of equipment is charged out at four hours at its standard chargeout
rate and the individual’s time is charged out at four hours at his
individual chargeout rate.

activity cards. At the end of each day hefills out a time sheet and he
allocates where he has spent his time for that day. Based on that.
that flows through the system and the charge is generated against,
in this case, Education.

Mr. hilt: We will take the Department of Highways. when they
budget for their general budget. they put in their budget money to
plow or to grade. You are shaking your head. I just wonder if they
allocate monies to look after a road. This is in their estimates and I
understand that we do pass that money to them.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, maybe Mr. Wilson would like to get
in here in a second, but, basically what happens is that all fhe
charges originally go to the Department of Highways for all of the
types of activities that we are talking about now.

In other words. the costs of running the equipment, the cost of
paying the drivers of these pieces of equipment. but what we at
tempt to do then. and it happens during the budget process, as Mr.
Wilson can explain, is to get all the costs out of the Department of
Highways that are applicable to other departments so fhat you can
come up with the true cost of a particular program within the other
departments.

I think Mr. Wilson might better aptly describe how it is handled
in the budget process. In fact, what happens, actually, also is done
in the budget process.

Mr. Wilsom Mr. Chairman. the charges. either for equipment
rental or for labour maintenance. in other words, the charge for
having that individual doing a piece of work. is budgeted by de
partment on an estimated basis. In other words. if Education, over
a period of years. finds it has to spend $20,000 doing some work on
its driveways, then they budget that as an equipment rental type of
charge and a labour type of charge.

The budget within Highways, however, is shown on a gross basis.
In other words. we show the expenditures, but then we show a net
recovery equal to those expenditures. In other words, every time
that we have, for example. a million dollars budgeted for doing
road work or some other type of work like this, we will— to other
departments. I am saying in this case, that we have that, we show
an internal charge-back, charged to other departments basically,
So you are looking at that expenditure twice but you are really only
voting it once and that is you vote it to the department involved and
the information. the break-out of that information is shown in
Highways.

Mr. Falle: The Department of Education, we will say, has so
many school yards to plow out. When they ask the Department of
Highways to plow that school out, then you are telling me it is
charged to the Department of Education and the Department of
Education pays to the Department of Highways. Is this not what
you are telling me?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, that is correct. It is a paper trans
action, The Department of Education would get a charge. The
Department of Thghways would get a credit so by the end of the
year, all of the work that was done for other departments would
show up as a credit in the Department of Highways.

You could carry that further, and we are thinking of other areas.
For example. the central data processing unit of the Government
does work for a lot of the other departments in the Government, so
what we are saying is, the cost of processing data is not allocated to
the departments, so in fact you do not really get a true cost of what
it does cost to run the Department of Education or the Department
of Finance because I have a lot of work done on the computer but
the charges do not show in my budget. So you really do not know
what the full cost of running the Department of Finance is. That is
another possible kind of charge-back. So it is just simply a matter
of trying to allocate charges to the department that gets the work
performed.

Mr. Pub: I must ask: the Department of Education knew they
had so many gate ways to plow out and it was going to cost them X
amount of dollars, they put it in the budget and we passed it. Again,
money is in the budget of the Department of Highways to cover the
cost of the equipment, the fuel, the whole upkeep of that depart
ment. Where does this double charging come in? It seems we are
allocating the money twice,

This is my opinion so far.
Mr. Johnston: From what you have said, it seems that way but if

you take it one step further, we are not. Mr. Wilson can explain it.

Then, the employees involved in Highways have what they call Mr. Wllson:Mr. Chairman. I think maybe another example would
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be more appropriate and that is with respect to the accommoda
tions charges of this Government.

In the Department of Highways, there is approximately a million
dollars that is charged to that department and the Department of
Highways is responsible for incurring all those expenditures. They
pay the bills. they maintain the buildings and so on but in order to
more readily indicate what it is costing various departments to
operate their programs, the Department of Highways charges
those costs against all other Departments.

Now in a budget, there is an item foreach department for a rental
of building space and that is the amount that is voted. Over in the
Department of Highways, however, there is an expenditure of one
million dollars and there is. further, a recovery, an internal
charge-back of one million dollars, so the net cost to Highways is
zero. So you are not voting it twice. You have information in two
places but the voted requirement is in each individual department
involved.

This is the same as for the rental of machinery and also for hire of
individuals who will operate that machinery.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I was just going to suggest. in
Highways, you can see the gross of 900.000. For example, in 1978-79.
there was $932000 for salaries, fringe benefits, rental of buildings,
maintenance and so on. so that showed up in the Department of
Highways to indicate the type of costs they incurred. Then right
under that line we said that they are going to charge out the same
5932.000 so their costs will be zero at the end of the year.

Then under all the other departments. you will et an internal
charge for rent and that adds up to $932000 as well. In fact, High
ways will end up getting some of their own charge because they
occupy some of the buildings.

Mr. chairman: Mr. Johnston and Members of Committee, you
know that we still have an outstanding item we want to discuss in
connection with the Estimates. I hope we will do that on Monday. so
raiher than get into a long discussion of the Estimates right now.
perhaps we could just continue with the FMS projects. Perhaps
there is one other item we might get to before adjournment today.

Mr. Mackay: It is probably an appropriate time to get into it
because we are talking about charge-backs. There is a qualifica
tion on your audit report this year with respect to the road equip
ment replacement account and there are two problems involved in
that, I feel. One is that you have a statutory problem that the Fourth
Appropriation Ordinance, 1971 did not contemplate any more than a
million dollars being accumulated there.

I would like your opinion on that.
The second problem that I am going to ask you to address is the

efficiency of the method in which you are charging for depreciation
and the purpose of this account, whether or not there are other
ways of achieving the same objective without what may. in fact, be
setting up reserves which are beyond the voting control of this
Assembly.

Mr. Johnstom Mr. Chairman, the question was two-part.
On the first part. the statutory problem. we agree. yes, the limit

has been exceeded.
Depending upon what we do on the second part of the problem.

rectify that by the end of this fiscal year.
On the second part of the problem, what we have done already is.

we have started discussions with the Department of Highways. We
have started discussions amongst ourselves in the Department of
Finance and we are also reviewing various documents that we are
aware of. for example. the report on the Accounts of Canada. and
soon, to look at the philosophy of this kind of account. We hope that
between now and the end of March that we will be in a position to go
to the Executive Council with some kind of recommendation. I do
not know what it will be yet so I cannot say whether we would agree
or disagree with continuing this type of account.

At that point in time. if we decided to recommend that we should
continue with this type of account, then we would have to deter
mine a reasonable limit on that type of account. It may be a million
dollars. it maybe less, it may be more, but we would have to ensure
that it covered the activity that we would propose would be going
into that account.

If we decided that the account should be changed to another
system, then we would not have to worry about the limit in the
future, we would have to worry about it for this current fiscal year
because we are using the present concept. It will depend on the
recommendations that we come up with as to how we tackle the
statutory problem.

where the Government of Canada is not to have these types of
accounts because you erode the ability of Parliament to be able to
vote on specific items? You are aware of that, are you?

Mr. Johnston: I am aware of that. Certainly if we recommended
that we stayed with the type of account, we would ensure that there
was some method for the Assembly to vote on the dollars in it.

What I am saying is that it is very difficult now to get into a
discussion of what we would recommend because we are just start
ing the research on it.

Mr. MacKay: I just want to make sure that you remember the
poor legislators in your recommendations.

Mr. Johnston: Yes, sir.
Mr. Mackay: The mechanics of changing this system to another

would involve, it seems to me, a distortion, shall we say. of one
year’s budget. For example, if it was decided not to retain this
account, my debit and creditwould wind up with. somehow. that2.5
million being credited to revenue. Is that a possiblity?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I find it difficult to discuss what
may happen because, as I say, we are just investigating it now. I
understand what Mr. MacKay is saying in that if you have a
surplus in yourcharge-backs in a particular year, then that money,
if we did change the system. may end up in general revenue;
however, you would also have capital expenditures for that year
which would come out of our money as well.

They would offset each other or one might be more or less than
the other, I agree. yes. I do not think the amount of equipment
purchased would change because that is based on requirements of
the government but the method of accounting for the surplus from
the charge-backs and the method of accounting for the costs of
replacing the equipment would change if. in fact, we recom
mended a change in the procedure.

Mr. Mackar As I understand the history of this thing. it resulted
from the Federal Government gifting to the Territorial Govern
ment a certain amount of equipment, say, of up to a million dollars
at a particular time. So the Territorial Government, at that time,
decided that we better set aside amounts for the replacement of
that equipment as it wears out because we cannot expect it to come
out of general revenue in any one year. Is that the correct history?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I am not aware of the history.
Perhaps Mr. Wilson might be aware of it.

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, that is partially correct. Really, one
of the major reasons for setting up the equipment replacement
account was. of course, to replace that equipment that had been
received but more important was the fact that we were maintain
ing Federal Government roads, if you want to call it. In other
words, federally funded highways. the Alaska Highway and what
we used to call Territorial engineering agreement type highways.
In order for us to be able to allocate certain charges and ensure that
we would be able to replace that piece of equipment after use on
those highways, the system was set up. -

The road equipment replacement account cannot be considered
separate from these other operational accounts because, after all.
it is created up and down: the input into it. of course, is the rental
plus various othercharges. the profit. so to speak, of operating that
piece of equipment. That in itself was one of the major reasons for
setting up that account.

Mr. Mackay: Do you agree that that equipment that was given to
us by the Federal Government so that we could maintain federal
roads was then proceeded to be charged back to the Federal Gov
ernment again through the cost of maintaining these roads, is that
one interpretation?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman. in effect. that is correct. The alterna
tive, of course, is that since we received federal funding for our
capital. it would have happened that way anyway.

Mr. Mackay: Okay. I do not really have any more questions on
that other than the fact that I. as an accountant in my private life.
fully understand the need for you maintaining these accounts so
that you are recovering your costs but as a legislator, I hate to see
any proliferation of that type of account whereby we lose direct
control of what capital purchases are going to be made in a year.

That is your dilemma and I will look forward to your report.

Mr. Johnstom Certainly. Mr. Chairman, we hope to have our
report well substantiated. We are just looking at it now so it is
awkward for us to indicate. We have no preconceived idea of the
result of the report yet.

Mr. ChaIrman: If we have no further questions on the items on our
agenda today. perhaps I could. before we reconvene into executive

Mr. Mackay: Are you aware of the recommended procedure now
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session, advise you. Mr. Johnston. the one major point of discus
sion that I think we wish to pursue Monday is the question of the
form of the Estimates. There may be one or two other matters
which, following our meeting today. we can advise you of this
afternoon. In any event. I think I could probably safely predict that
Monday. in all probability would be the last day that we would need
to make demands on your time. I hope that whatever staff you may
need for that mceting on Monday may be available.

Mr. Johnston: Yes. Mr. Chairman, they will be.
Mr. Chairman: Thank you.
At this point, we will recess and reconvene in five minutes or so

into executive session in the caucus room.
The witnesses are excused.

The Committee adiourned at 11:22 o’clock am.
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EVIDENCE

Monday, February 11, 1980 - t34 a.m.

Mr. Chairman: The Standing Committee on Public Accounts,
meeting four, formal hearings, will come to order.

This morning, we welcome as witnesses Mr. Andy Johnston, Mr.
Grant Wilson, again, and, this morning for the first time, Mr. Wilf
Chaisson, who is the Assistant Budget Director.

We have for tabling this morning two documents from the De
partment of Finance, which arise from our discussions on Friday
of the internal auditor’s position. They are the class concept for
both audit positions and position description for the chief auditor.

Mr. bttin: Mr. Chairman, I give notice of motion that the class
concept and the position of the auditor be appended to the proceed
ings of the formal hearing.

Mr. Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Lattin, for that notice of motion.
This morning, as we announced, we are going to begin with what

I anticipate to he a fairly general discussion on the form of the
Estimates, which would be precipitated by a number of comments
and observations made by the Auditor General in at least two
reports about that subject.

Mr. Hibbert Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Perhaps as a kick off to
this, we could have a brief description of theprogram forecasts and
the way that they are drawn up. Are you still using the ABX system
and what do they mean?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Wilson is our resident expert on
Main Estimates, et cetera, and he will be handling most of the
discussion this morning.

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, with respect to the program forecast.
we do presently use the method that is used in the Federal Gov
ernment. Program Planning Budgeting System. This particular
document is modified to be used for our particular needs. of course.
and we do, in fact, request submissions from departments for an
operation and maintenance program forecast for a period of three
years and for capital program forecasts for a period of five years.
the following year from the Estimates being the first year.

Those requests are received from departments. based on an
A-level, a B-level, and an X-level type submission, the “A” being
for on-going programs. volume related price increases, though the
forced growth type of increase required for particular programs.
This B-level is the new type programs. enhancements in programs.
that type of thing, and the “X” being deletions, eliminations of
certain aspects to a program. So. that particular system is still
used.

We are reviewing this, of course, on an on-gothg basis and adapt
ing, as I indicated. certain requirements for our needs under this
procedure.

Mr. lflbert Mr. Wilson, I have before me the FMCS report and
perhaps I could quote from it and ask for your comments. ‘We
were informed, however, that several departments do not identify
cost-specific workplans as the basis for aggregating activity costs
for their Main Estimate submissions. Further, we were also in
formed by some department managers that they have little or no
input into identifying the resource requirements of the programs
they are expected to manage.”

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, the budgeting process, by starting
out with the program forecast, does, in fact, assist or provide for
the input from the departments at all levels. In fact, when we give
out the instruction manual for the program forecast, we do request
that the department personnel making that program forecast dis
cuss with the individual department managers, those people who
are responsible for certain activities, certain programs, to have
their input into that.

The program forecast level is: of course, a broad level. It does not
get into too much detail at that time. It is more an incremental type
system, whereby you may have original estimates and you are
adding on or subtracting from that original estimate.

At that point, we do get the input from all levels of departments.
The Main Estimates’ targets, let us put it that way, are derived

from the review of the program forecast and once those levels of
expenditures are approved, the departments, once again, will go
back to their line managers to receive particular input from those
at all levels,

Mr. Hibberd: When you are making the adjustments, after you
have initially received the estimates from the departments and for
some reason it is found necessary to make alterations in their
submissions, how are they consulted on that basis?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, this varies from situation to situa
tion. In most cases, however, if there is a decision at the Subcom
mittee on Finance level that particular action should take place,
for example that certain funds requested should not be approved,
that is notified to departments by the budget branch to indicate the
direction that the Subcommittee on Finance has indicated how
they would like to go. Based on that then, we will receive input back
from the departments to resubmit to the Subcommittee on Finance
for their consideration.

Mr. Hibberd: I would like to further quote, Mr. Wilson. “The YTG
does not have a formal policy requiring a detailed review and
analysis of continuing departmental programs and activities to
ascertain whether or not their original objectives are still valid, the
current level of activity is still justified and whether they are
achieving theirobjectives”, the question being that a formal policy
requiring detailed review and analysis.

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, the formal policy, as such, probably
does not exist as a separate policy, hut is incorporated under a
numberof functions that the Department of Finance does carry out
and functions that the Subcommittee on Finance also carry out.
That is that the review’ of departmental priorities, the programs
that they would like to see and so on, is done through the program
forecast and Main Estimate route.

The after-the-fact review is. in fact, more a financial review than
would be what is being referred to in the comments, I must agree
with that. In other words, it is more a variance report analysis.
Individual department activities are reviewed by the budget
branch on an on-going basis throughout the year to determine if, in
fact, what has been approved by the Assembly is. in fact, what is
going on. but this review is done mainly on a financial basis, as
opposed to a program evaluation basis.

Mr. Hibbert In other words, there is no evaluation of whether the
objectives are still valid, whether it is actually achieving the objec
tives which were originally outlined.

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, formally. I would say that is correct,
but, informallu, there does tend to be an evaluation. There is a
review, I would put it, that projects are looked at from time to time,
but I would have to agree that there is no formal process of prog
ram evaluation, at this point.

Mr. Mackay: In the preparation of the Estimates, I have heard
around government circles where the word will be out that this
year you only have 9.7 per cent increase, or last year it was 6.4 per
cent. Is it the habit of Treasury to tell their departments the size of
the increase they are allowed before they go into the estimating
process?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, this is done on various terms, once
again. The Main Estimates’ targets are arrived at from review by
the Subcommittee on Finance of the various documents before
them, the major one being the program forecast. Based on the
amounts of revenues and grants anticipated, a certain level of
expenditures can be given.

Now. this is not done on a global basis. In other words, if. for
example. we could afford ten per cent increase overall for the
government for next year, this is not announced that everybod
gets ten per cent. Each dcpartment is reviewed by the Subcommi -

tee on Finance and a level of expenditures anticipated, at least a
guideline, is given based on the certain requirements of each de
partment.

That guideline is given to the departments in a dollar amount, in
total, on the one hand. It is also detailed as to what new programs
have been approved in the Estimates for the next year, what other
provisions, for example, price increases, would be allowed and
other volume increases and so on.

So this can equate, of course, to a particular per cent for any one
department, but it is not stated to the departments that you have
got X percent to go with and go ahead and give us an estimate. That
is not the case, it is much more detailed than that.

Mr. Mackay; Could you explain to us your understanding of the
meaning of the term “zero base budgeting”?

Mr. Wilson: Yes Mr. Chairman, there are really twq steps in the
zero base budgeting process. The first is the financial planning
process which will break out certain programs and activities into
levels oi activity, so to speak, say, to start out with, a certain level
being the existing level of activity, so many man years, so many
dollars. Other levels may be three man years less, so many man
years less: that sort of thing, which would assist, in this case, the
Subcommittee on Finance to determine certain levels of activity
that they could carry out the programs with. This is a planning
process which would be used to assist in the allocation of certain
funding.
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The next process, once the levels of activity are approved
through the zero base, is a submission by departments of their
estimates by activity, possibly even a lower level, by the lowest
possible level of expenditure, the line object. These amounts, the
budget is basically made up from the round up. In other words,
each expenditure item, each line object item is substantiated fully.
For example. if there is a travel budget, the budget is not last
year’s plus ten per cent. but, in fact, consists of air travel, cost for
accommodation and so on and so forth for these five or six specific
trips.

So. in that respect it is the basic outline of the zero base system.
Mr. Wibberd: Perhaps, appropriate to that, Mr. Wilson, a further

review here of the rMcs ‘Heport, it is stated that “This review
program, by the Subcommittee on Finance, or by the Territorial
Treasurer, cannot be fully effective since resource requests sel
dom provide the necessary information to allow for constructive
assessment of departmental plans.” Do you have a comment on
that?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, this comment was mainly relating to
the capital requirements of departments and I would say that the
program forecast method does allow for a number of reviews of
any particular submission. For example, we receive a program
forecast on capital in January of the year. It is reviewed by the
Subcommittee on Finance and general guidelines are given, based
on the original submissions, realizing that we are a full year before
these requests are actually put in the Estimates.

There will be a further review just shortly before April to provide
us with some backup in our negotiations with Indian Affairs and
Treasury Board, at Intergovernmental Committee on Federal-
Territorial Relations. Then, once again, there will be another re
view, usually in August, to provide for the final figures so that we
can go to the Assembly with our Capital Estimates.

So I would have to say that, in some cases, there may not be as
much information as may be required, but that information is built
up over the period of time, so that by the time the Estimates do
come out, I would say they are fairly well documented and can be
quite reliable.

Hihherd: This comment, though, Mr. Wilson, refers to the
ability of the Subcommittee on Finance and the Territorial Trea
surer to evaluate the Estimates, not the Assembly. Therefore, I
would have to go back to your first phase, which is before your first
meeting in Ottawa, that, at that time, the concern was that there
was not adequate information to evaluate the program.

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman. I would say that, probably. at the first
submission, that would be correct. To a large extent the requests
by departments are in the beginning stages. In other words, there
have been no architectural drawings, no conceptualizing; some of
these projects have not been put down into a solid basis. In other
words, we may not know exactly how much it costs. how we are
going to go about it and so on. at that time, but it is a planning
process. one that has got to bc flexible, and I think that, initially.
the submissions may not be as adequate as required, but over the
period of time they are built up so that Subcommittee on Finance
does, in fact, receive that information.

I just might add that because of these comments that were raised
in the FMCS study, and because Treasury Board also looked at
this, in terms of the Government of Canada requirements, the
Treasury Board did put out a policy guideline for the management
of major Crown projects that we have reviewed and we will try and
incorporate some of those suggestions within that policy and
guideline paper that would give more assistance and information
to the Subcommittee on Finance.

Mr. Mackay: I wonder if I could ask Mr. Johnston if he is familiar
with Chapter Six of the ‘Financial Management and Control Sys
tems Study”. I think it was done for the Federal Parliament.

Mi. Johnston: I have, in the past, looked at the document, but I do
not know it in detail.

Mr. Mackar Perhaps! could just preface my remarks by saying
that it is part of the’ 100th Annual Report of the Auditor General of
Canada’

The thrust of the thing was that, in order for parliamentarians to
exercise their proper function, that is to control government ex
penditures, to vote them, that they have to be given perhaps not
more information, perhaps less, but of a different kind.

Do you have a copy of the 1979-80 Estimates in front of you?
Mr. Johnston: 1979-80?
Mr. Mackay: Look at the lead sheet on Tourism, please.
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Mr. Mackay: I did not look at that one, but! suspect the problem is
exactly the same.

I would just ask you if you would agree that the description of
the--I am looking at page 134 of the 1979-80.

Mr. Johnston: I have it, yes.
Mr. Mackay: Would you agree that the description of the use of

these funds is perhaps a little brief?
Mr. Johnston: Yes. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mackay: Fine. I made the point and the point is, and I want to

talk to Mr. Wilson about the methods by which to improve that,
Parliamentarians have a great deal of difficulty standing up and
sounding coherent at the best of times, however, at times when we
have to debate a budget in which we have about eight words to
describe a million dollar expenditure, we have a lot more diffi
culty.

Mr. Wilson, have you looked at the problem—or. perhaps Mr.
Johnston wants to, have you been looking at the problem?

Mr. Johnstom Mr. Chairman. I lust wanted to say that, yes, the
Department of Finance agrees that, in the past, we had tried to
simplify the process by cutting down on the amount of numbers, if
you like, shown to the Assembly so that they are dealing with a
higher level of decisionmaking. We have, to some degree, neg
lected to. when we cut down on the numbers, increase the amount
of words available to fully describe the programs.

Mr. Wilson can speak to that, but we are certainly in the process
of trying to upgrade that part of our Main Estimates.

Mr. Mackay: I want to phrase this properly.
Here is the context of the report and I would like you to try and

address ways of answering this, it says that, and] am quoting now
from Chapter Six of this report, ‘Our proposals assume that in
considering changes to the form of estimates, all Members of
Parliament will wish to make the procedures agreed to in 1969
more effective and that the Estimates should disclose the govern
ment’s plan in a way thatpermits them to be understood, debated
and compared to past performance, thereby establishing with gre
ater certainty accountability for the fiscal year concerned.”

I am concerned about “permits them to be understood, debated
and compared to past performance”. You do have information that
allows a comparison on a very basic level. Perhaps this example is
not the best one that! could have picked for you because the actual
1978-79 is a single total and I know that there were changes within
that department.

Can you give us someof yourown ideas of howyou could improve
this particular presentation to try and meet the objectives that are
outlined in that previous statement?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, with respect to the actual figures in
the Estimates, that is correct. The 1977-78 actuals were not
adequate. the major reason being that during 1978-79. there was a
major reallocation of resources, a number of new departments
were created and the difficulty in going back into 1977-78 to break
those figures out was, in some cases, insurmountable. The same
breakout was not necessarily given in a priot year.

So. most of those cases in 1977-78 were determined in terms of
actuals by activities and by programs. but. in some cases they
were not.

With respect to how better the numbers can be shown. I would
say that from the information given, both in the Auditor General’s
“100th Annual Report”, and in other documents, most numbers,
put it that way, on the summan’ sheet, for example, would appear
to be there. The only one that! would say that may not be would be a
column for difference. In other words, the difference between
1979-80 and 1978-79, but that could readily be calculated and could
be put in.

Mr. Chairman: Just to make an observation. Mr. Johnston.
perhaps I will put a question to you, because I do not want us to get
too much off track and into too much detail on this. It seems to me
the substance of that report that we are dealing with. the ‘900th
Annual Report of the Auditor General”, was that. from a point of
view of Parliamentarians, the Estimates contained, perhaps in
some ways, far too much financial detail but not nearly enough
narrative detail.

One of the things, it seemed to me that I learned when I was a
municipal politican and dealing with municipal budgets there, was
something that would come as no surprise to you, that not every
politician can read a balance sheet like a poem.

In fact, the debate, at the municipal level, as I recall, often the
best debate was, in fact, about the narratives. That is not such aMr. Johnston: I have the 1978-79, but I have not got the 1979-80.
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bad thing, it occurs to me, because what we really, as legislators
ought tote talking about are the main goals of the program and
whether the programs of the department are working towards
achieving those goals, whether the activities under those prog
rams, in fact, are achieving the ends of those programs and the
goals, some kind of indication, some big trends about the variances
in terms of the spending and the performance of the department,
that kind of narrative detail in words, which seemed to be much
more the medium of our kind of exchange than numbers, much of
the time, more basic kind of figures.

It seems to me if we continue with the kind of format that we now
have in the Estimates, what ends up happening is the kind of
debate, because we have so little to do with it that we want to break
down the detail and we end up discussing the relative merits of a
new social worker in Riverdale, or a police car in Johnson’s Cros
sing, rather than the philosophical and principle questions behind
the overall expenditure.

It seems to me that even if the Legislature is persuaded the
budget should be cut or increased by ten per cent, it should not be
our business to discuss cutting the police car in Johnson’s Crossing
or adding the social worker in Riverdale. It seems to me what we
ought to be doing is, if we ever, on that basisof an opposition motion
propose to cut it, it ought still to be the line department that makes
the management decision about whether that comes.

What happens now, it seems to me, the form of the Estimates
invites exactly that kind of discussion from us, rather than the
higher level discussion, which a good narrative would precipitate.

Let me just put this general question to you, Mr. Johnston, is this
an issue to which you had an opportunity to address yourself at all
yet?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I have to agree with you that the
narrative is lacking, in that my observation last year, the first
Mains I was involved in as an observer, I suppose, was that a lot of
the initial discussion in the Assembly took place on what is the
program.

In other words, the Members could not prepare themselves in
advance because there was not that description on the program
there. They had to ask that question and debate back and forth as to
what the program was prior even to getting into the Main Esti
mates for that year.

Mr. Chairman: That is exactly, Mr. Johnston, why we asked the
question. The Minister gives the explanation and we are hearing it
[or the first time, trying to follow it, and then having the debate
from there. Whereas, if it was laid out clearly, we might, in fact,
spend less time debating the Estimates, but might have a better
cuality debate for the time we spend.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Wilson has indicated to me that the Budget
Branch is in the process of upgrading, providing more information
in the narratives. I think we would be best to ask him as to exactly
how far he has got on that.

Mr. Wilson: Yes1 Mr. Chairman, I might just give a little bit of
background on this. We are well aware that the information, the
vote wording, as such, was just exactly that, it was strictly to
achieve a guideline for particular departments to carry out a prog
ram within that vote wording and that was the sole intention,
initially.

We, as I indicated in another Session, went from a book that
basically had no information to one that had a lot of information
and now we are changing that again so that and Twill talk about the
numbers for a second, rather than showing 25 or 30 numbers in a
row, we will be going to a standard object level which will indicate,
at most, seven specific areas of concern that you could address, not
only looking at those seven concerns—it actually goes up to ten, but
in most cases, we will be looking at a maximum of seven, we are
looking at those separated by activities.

With respect to the description of the programs, last year was the
very first year that we had asked departments, when we called for
the budget submissions, to give us a description of their programs,
their goals and objectives of those programs and of the activities,
being well aware that this is the interest of the Assembly to delve
into that area.

Unfortunately, because there has been no consistency in the
submissions, some of them being very good and others maybe
three or four pages long, since some programs are quite difficult to
try to explain in a concise and proper manner, we have had to, once
again, request for the 1980-81 Main Estimates, this same informa
tion. I must admit that I am very doubtful that that specific infor
mation will be placed in this book.

were presented to the Assembly, at the beginning of each discus
sion of each of the Votes of each department, the information that
was given was, in fact, read out to the Assembly, realizing that this,
of course, does not allow you any time to look at it. to delve into it
very deeply. I would suspect that this may. in fact, be the same
case for the 1980-81 Estimates, but it certainly is in our long-term
goal to provide a narrative information on the activities, informa
tion on the programs. because that is really what we think the
Assembly is most interested in.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Johnston. how receptive do you think your
department. and perhaps others in the Government. might be to
the process which seems to be underway in Ottawa whereby the
Auditor General, in this report, has made the number of recom
mendations about the format of the Estimates.

Tam not quite sure whether it is the Comptroller General or who,
but someone has assisted a couple of departments in developing
sample kind of formats, along with the old format and, in fact,
presented them simultaneously, or are in the process of presenting
them simultaneously. Do you see any prospect for, with, perhaps,
some assistance from outside from our friends from Ottawa, some
similar kind of process emerging here?

Mr. Johnston: I think it already has started to emerge. in that
because of comments made and because of our observations of the
activity in the Assembly. as Mr. Wilson indicated, last year we did
ask departments to provide narratives and this year we nave asked
them again, because last year’s results were not exactly spectacu
lar.

suppose the difficulty we have is that we want to provide very
good information and we feel we have to polish up the narratives
prior to putting them into the Main Estimates, as it is a published
document.

Certainly, if we could get assistance from Ottawa, that would be
most welcome. Tam not sure exactly what definitions or guidelines
we gave to departments to assist them in the development of the
narratives. Perhaps it was a lack of time on our part to assist them.
Mr. Wilson, perhaps you could comment on what information was
given to them.

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, the basic information was the defini
tions of the programs and definitions of activities. Tn terms of the
objects and goals, those particular definitions may have different
understandings by different departments.

This is, T am sure, the subject of another kind of review, other
than a budgetary review process, whereby, and I know this has
happened in the past, departments have, in fact, had general meet
ings to discuss their goals, to discuss the objectives, and so on, allot
those being quite important with respect to the Estimates, but not
necessarily being very consistent with one another.

So, T would say that that is probably the starting point, is to
determine truly the goals and objectives of departments, at least
what they themselves feel they may be and then writing those up
within the program activity structure that we have in the Esti
mates to make a meaningful document.

Mr. LaWn: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. When you are updatin
your information. I notice on the capital program. in the FMC
Report. it is noted that the policy is being developed to show that
capital budget section of continuing capital programs in the main
budget is not showing the actual cost to date and, secondly, the
estimated cost to complete the project, which extends over more
than one year. is not very clear.

Now, T realize you are updating these, but how have you addres
sed these two particular points?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, within the Estimates for each of the
capital projects that run over one year, we do indicate the revised
cost. In other words, we will say that this is a second year of a
three-year project, costing X million dollars, and I must admit, the
costs to date are not recorded in the Estimates. They are recorded
in the Territorial Accounts.

Certainly, it is a direction that we will consider.
Mr. LaWn: On the capital projects, T notice that if there is more

than one prolect, the Terriloral Treasurer maintains allotment
control, but the Legislature and the Cabinet are not provided with
enough information to know how one is going compared to the
other.

What have you done to correct this, or what is your intention to
correct this error?

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, the allotment control is, in fact, con
trol for each project, in this case. So, for example, if there is aHowever, I would indicate that the 1979 Estimates, when they
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project of $5 million, that is one allotment, as opposed to a project
of $5,000.

The control within that $5 million is determined through the
variance report analysis and subsequent reports to the Subcom
mittee on Finance and also reports to the Assembly through the
Territorial Accounts.

Mr. bib: On the other thing, too, back on salaries, if you had a
salaried position that was not filled for quite a length of time, there
would be a certain amount of money that would not be spent. How
do you show where this money goes to? I was not quite clear when I
was reading over the report. There seemed to be some confusion
that this was not identified or shown where it went to.

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, I am not exactly sure of the question,
butt would say that there is a policy on salaries and if, for example,
there is vacancy and salariesbecome available, departments can
not spend that salary money unless they receive approval by the
Executive Council.

Mr. Hlbberd: Perhaps we could swing back to this business about
the narratives and, at the risk of belabouring what is not quite a
dead horse, I refer to the FMCS Report.

You have described your efforts in trying to obtain co-operation
with the departments in improving the quality of the submissions
and of the narratives. I see in the recommendation in this report
that three words are used to improve the quality of the reporting,
and those three words are, first of all “developed”, as you have
talked about. The second and third are ‘documented” and ‘com
municated”.

Nave you developed any system whereby you are documenting
what procedures the departments have to follow? I can go on to
Further elucidate what that recommendation states. It says ‘de
velop, document and communicate regarding the preparation of
estimates including supporting structures analysis of both finan
cial and non-financial nature, the role of the Subcommittee on
Finance and the Treasurer’s Department, and the review and
assessment of all continuing programs within the government to
assure compliance with stated objectives and priorities.”

Now, again I refer back to the fact that you appear to be preoc
cupied with developing something to improve this, but I have not
heard a word yet about if you have documented any procedures to
improve this rather serious lack,

Mr. Wilson: Yes, Mr. Chairman, with respect to the role of Sub
committee on Finance and the role of the Treasurer, we have
discussed that and it is subject to a manual being drawn up. which
will be in Phase II, under the FMS study or report.

With respect to the Estimate preparation, each year we put out a
document, which is the Main Estimate instructions, as well as the
program forecast instructions, and, in addition, the Supplemen
tary Estimate variance report instructions. Those are not only
given to the departments as a written form, but there is a discus
sion, a meeting with the deputy heads, in one instance, and then the
financial administration type officers, those people who will be
preparing these documents, on the other case.

During this review, the instructions are gone over in detail, as
well as certain requirements that may not be withinthat document
that have come up. We request feedback and then we follow up
later with specific discussions with individual departments who
may have various problems with it.

So, I would say that, in this respect, the full financial cycle is Rone
Dyer at least once a year, quite often more frequently, depending
upon any problems that we anticipate.

Mr. Mackay: I would like perhaps to move just a litt!e ahead on
this. Perhaps Mr. Johnston should answer this one initially. Is
there any formal process whereby the accounts or the objectives of
the departments and their performance are compared

Perhaps, more simply put, are the actual Estimates tied in
exactly to the performance, the dollar performance? Is there a
relationship between these two things? Do the Territorial Accounts
get compared directly to the original Estimates at any point?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, the results in the various depart
ments are compared on a quarterly basis, through the variance
report system and the variances from budget must be accounted
for, This takes place through the whole year and then the final
results of the department are published in the Territorial Ac
counts. So, yes, I would have to say that there is a formal procedure
for comparing the results of the department with the planned prog
ram for that department.

Mr. MacKay: As I understand from last week, we talked about the
variance reports, that this data was derived from within the de

partment’s own system.
Mr. Johnston: No, Mr. Chairman, that is partially correct. The

actual expenditures for the individual departments are derived
from a central system, controlled by the Department of Finance’s
computer system.

The commitments, which is the other amount that the depart
ments have to account for, are maintained in departmental com
mitment systems. which are, in most cases, just a manual system.

So, the answer then is, as we get to the end of the year and all of
these commitments are recorded in the last quarter, then, in fact,
they are all in the central system because they are recorded by
means of accruals. So, for the first three quarters, part of it is from
the central system and part from the manual systems within the
department.

Then, for the last quarter, in fact, it is all recorded in the central
system.

Mr. Wilson: Yes. Mr. Chairman.! would just like to say that, with
respect to the Anal, year-end figures. those that are within the
Territorial Accounts, we do request a variance report indicating,
by departments, exactly why and in what areas the variances
occurred from the Supplemental Estimates or the original Mains.
whichever was the last one and the actual results.

In other words, no matter if a department is over-spent, under-
spent or what, we do receive a report from every department,
based on the actual expenditures for that year, on that basis.

Mr. Chairmam If I could, just for a moment, there is another half
to Mr. MacKay’s question which does not seem to have been picked
up on.

As I mentioned my municipal experience earlier on. one of the
things that became very clear when you looked at those narratives
on an annual basis was there might be plenty of evidence in the
financial information that the department had really substantially
changed its programs or objectives, but if they had not updated the
narrative it became painfully obvious.

Of course, if they are in the budget process updating the narra
tive, that shift in emphasis and goals and programs and activities
will show very clearly in the narrative, much more clearly than it
will in the financial information that we are presenting.

I think the other thing that has to be asked is do you have any
way, from the point of view of your department. of. in fact, becom
ing aware of that, other than just sort of vetting the expenditures?
Is there a formal way in which the department advises you that the
top priority is no longer this, that it is this?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, the departments account for their
expenditures by activity within programs and when the)’ vary
from the budgeted amount, then they must account for the differ
ence. In theirsubstantiation they then indicate the reason why they
varied from the budgeted amount which would indicate the change
in priorities, I suppose.

During the year. if there is a major shift within a department, in
priorities, and a major change within and how they want to spend
their dollars, they must come to the Executive Council for ap
proval for those major shifts before they take place.

Mr. Hlbberd: Perhaps. continuing on that, Mr. Johnston, you are
assuming that there has been a deliberate shift in the priority
within that department and they must receive approval for it, but
is there any monitoring system whereby one can be assured that
the department is continuing on to maintain the objectives as orig
inally outlined?

Mr. Johnston; Mr. Chairman. the levels of control are quite low in
this Government, as opposed to a large Government like Canada’s.
or maybe some provinces’.

The allotment control takes place at basically two levels, one
being the salary. the other is a grants type of situation, so that if
any expenditures are up or down within that area, those have to be
explained, but. in addition, they are also controlled by activity and
by program, so that it does not take very much change in any
direction of a department before that shows up somewhere or
another in an expenditure area which would twig questions to be
asked, in fact, which we do ask, if a department appears to be going
in a different direction.

That is basically the way, other than a voluntary submission by a
department during the preparation of the variance reports that a
department has indicated that rather than going a certain direc
tion, we have gone a different direction to achieve the same means.
We certainly do get reports based on that type of information on the
variance report analysis, yes.

Mr. Hibberd: It is a form of reviewing process whereby you would
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be able to ensure that a continuing program is following the origi
nal track.

Mr. Wilson: Mr. Chairman, once again, we are getting back to the
program evaluation aspect and I would say that is correct. We do
not have a formal program evaluation section or function at this
point in time.

Mr. MacKay: You started out your previous answer saying that
the level of control was low in this Government.

Mr. Johnston: He meant the level of control was low, that it was a
low priority.

Mr. Mackay: I just wanted to clarify that before we went off and
wrote our report.

Mr. Chairman: You have to be careful, Mr. Johnston. four people
make notes.

Mr. Johnston: I was going to pick up on that, but then I thought
when nobody asked a question that it was understood.

I think, Mr. Chairman, as a department manager, when you look

P
at the operations within my own department, it is broken down by
various activities within my programs and if, for example. I tried
to spend a lot more on salary dollars in one particular activity than
I should, that would certainly be picked up the very next variance
report.

P There are always ways of getting around that. I could charge
people to the wrong accounts, I suppose, so that the variance did
not show up, but I think we have to assume that all the activities are
honestly accounted for.

Mr. Mackar I got a bit sidetracked further back by some
supplementaries. but you did say. at the end of each year. there isa

1’ formal process whereby you take your actual results as are to be
reported by the Territorial Accounts and compare it to your budget
estimates, as prepared by Mr. Wilson’s department a year or two
earlier.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, it is the same process that we use at
the first three-quarters of the year. It is also done at the end of the
fourth quarter.

Mr. MacEar In this instance, you know the numbers are correct.
because you have all the numbers in at this point.

Mr. Johnston: That is right. At the end of the year. we have all of
the accruals for any commitments for goods or services that are
going to be received by the end of March into the system.

Mr. Mackar What happens to that comparison? Is it Treasury’s
role, then, to go and seek explanation for major variances or do you
report the variances to some higher level?

Mr. Johnston: All of the quarterly variance reports are com
municated to the Subcommittee on Finance, who, in turn, com
municate it to the Executive Council, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Mackar So, there it rests, or do they come back to you and
ask you to inquire as to this particular item or that particular item?

Ii Mr. Johnston: In most cases, I believe we have the information
and can explain the variances to them. Certainly, if there is some-
thing that they feel should be accounted for that we have not ac
counted for in the explanations from departments, then we. or the
department. would have to provide the information.

Mr. Mackar Is that information in such a form that perhaps it
would be useful to this Committee to see?

Mr. Johnston: I was going to ask that question myself, Mr.
Chairman. There are a number of documents, procedures that we
have referred to whereby we say we do communicate instructions
out to departments. For example, for budget preparation or var
iance report preparation that we have manuals on, if you would
like, instructions, small instruction manuals. If any of those are
required we could table a number of them with the Committee so
they could have a look at them.

Mr. Mackay: Perhaps I could suggest to the Chairman, for our
hearings next year, that we be given a copy of the final variance
reports where we could tie it into Territorial Accounts versus the
Estimates. That would be useful.

Mr. Chairmait Very well.
Perhaps, Mr. MacKay, we could just take that as a notice of

motion for our executive reports, because we do not need to deal
with it in terms of this year.

Mr. Wilson: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to make one other
comment upon what Mr. MacKay was talking about. This is with
reference to what action the Department of Finance might make
on certain variances.

4:5
certain variances are known, go back to the department&to deter
mine what impact these variances will have on the coming year’s
Estimates. In fact, in many cases, if there is an under-expenditure.
certain requirements will be needed over and above the Main
Estimates that have been approved so that those requirements are
indicated to the Subcommittee on Finance to receive interim ap
propriation.

In other cases, when there are over-expenditures, quite often an
estimate will be reduced by any over-expenditures. This is at the
discretion, of course, of the Executive Council. So, certainly, ac
tion is taken on a number of those variances.

Mr. Mackay: I would just like to summarize this morning’s dis
cussions with a few quotes from a study that was done for a prop
osed reporting standards for Estimates and Public Accounts, De
cember 1979.

I am going to read them more for the record, but I would like to
get your comments at the end of it.

“Estimates should include:
- All significant components, activities and operations of the

entity.
-Narrative descriptions which explain the entity’s activities.

its results, its organization and the resources it uses.
-Significant assumptions used in determining resource re

quirements.
-Internal or external events or constraints which significantly

affect program delivery or resource requirements.
-Functional, program and activity information relating costs

to purposes.
-Historical comparisons and future projections. along with ap

proporiate explanations of trends and assumptions.”
There are other items and lam sure that we can obtain copies of

this for you, but does that sound like a reasonable goal for you to
seek in (he presentation of Estimates?

Mr. Johnston: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I did want to make the point
that, on the narratives, we do not foresee including very much
improved narratives in the 1980-81 Main Estimates, but we do
have, as a goal, to provide much better ones for 1981-82.

Mr. Mackay: One final comment, to perhaps summarize our
frustrations. “our” being on the Opposition side, having to deal
with it. Onyage 128 of last year’s Estimates, we were asked to
approve a $o.5 million expenditure, with the explanation that it was
to provide funds for the development of land throughout Yukon.

If I could flag thatone particularly to you. the kind of information
we would like to have had was where, how much per lot, what were
the main expenditures— lands, acquisition of sewer, roads, how
does that compare with previous performance, what was the in
ventory of land on hand; all the management type information that
you would require to make a decision to spend $7.5 million.

I will leave that one with you.
Mr. Chainnan: Mr. Falle?
Mr. Falle: My question has been answered.
Mr. Chainnan: Dr. Hibberd?
Mr. Hibberd: My question has been answered, too. Good sum

mary, lain.
Mr. Chairman: Just sot can zero in on this question. Mr. Johnston,

can this Committee understand that you have, today. given us a
commitment to revise the former content of the Estimates in the
light of some of the recommendations from the Auditor General on
this subject?

Mr. Johnston: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: We began the discussions with the Department of
Finance, and, in your opening remarks, you referred to some prac
tical problems, implementing the FMS and the FMCS recommen
dations.

I wonder if you would have any closing comment you might care
to give to the Committee at this time before we excuse you?

Mr. Johnston: I do not have any closing comments particularly
about FMS, Mr. Chairman, but I do have a couple of words I would
like to say.

The Department of Finance has been pleased to appear before
the Public Accounts Committee and we hope that our answers are
adequate to allow you to reach proper conclusions.

g

At times, we, in the Budget Branch. will, after the analysis and All of the Finance witnesses have found the sessions to be infor
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mative and held in a co-operative manner. We look forward with
interest to your report to the Assembly.

The one major comment I would like to make, along with these
others, is that we feel that most of the points raised here have been
good points, however it should be kept in mind that all of the items
have been addressed by the Department of Finance and that some
thing is in place on all of them.

We. I think, all agree that, in some cases, there could be im
provements made and that there has been a very active effort on
the part of this Government. through the Department of Finance.
to provide certain resources that were not available a couple of
years ago, both in manpower and dollars. to. in fact. implement
some improvements and I think there has been, certainly, some
progress in the last year. We see a lot happening in the coming
year.

So, hopefully next year at this time, we will have further good
information to pass on to you.

Mr. Chairman: On behalf of the Committee, Mr. Johnston. I will
just say that I am glad the experience has not been too unpleasant
for you and that I hope it has not been ton time-consuming. I know
this is a busy time of the year for you.

I would also express the hope that you will continue to find the
Committee future and positively oriented, rather than dwelling on
negative aspects of the past record in the Government. I hope that
will continue to be the case and, therefore, will not make your
appearances here too unpleasant.

I would like to thank Mr. Johnston, Mr. Grant Wilson and Mr.
Wilf Chaisson for being with us here this morning. The witnesses
from the Department of Finance are now excused.

The Committee will now recess until until 10:45 when we will be
moving on to our next agenda item which is the Department of
Tourism.

Recess

Mr. Chalrmart The Standing Committee on Public Accounts,
meeting four, formal hearings, will come to order.

This morning, we are dealing with the Department of Tourism. I
would like to welcome, this morning, as witness, Mr. Peter Kent.
Deputy Head, and Mr. Karl Crosby. Director of Tourism Yukon.

Mr. Kent. do you have an opening statement to make?
Mr. Kent Yes, a small one. I guess it was my intention today to

have George Sinfield here, the man responsible for administration
and financial management, but he is sick. I hope to have him here
tomorrow.

Because this is new to us. there may be some questions that we
cannot answer and we will have to take on notice, because we are
not sure of the exact line of questioninç. so. if I bumble a little bit. it
is because I am perhaps not as well informed as I should be.

As ‘veil. I should note that I was not in the employ of the Territo
rial Government in 1978-79. so there may be some questions of
matters that arose during that year which I will have to defer to my
Director of Tourism.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Kent, perhaps I could lust explain something
about the tone and the manner of proceedings of the Committee
which may assist you.

We intend to be essentially non-partisan in our approach. We will
be avoiding policy questions and deal substantially with adminis
trative questions. It is not our intention to observe the tradition of
some public accounts committees to dwell on horror shows in the
past. We may deal with some negative historical observations, but
the whole tone of the Committee is intended to be future-oriented
and positive.

So, even if there are some financial control systems that the
Committee may find wanting, our whole emphasis will be to ex
tract commitments for the future rather than to be dwelling on the
past.

I think I should explain that our method of proceeding is to get
into fairly general kinds of questions today. We will be meeting in
Executive Session at 11:30 where we will determine what matters
that have come up in general discussion that we want to pursue in
further detail and we will notify you this afternoon, and each suc
cessive afternoon if necessary, what those matters are so that you
can be adequately prepared to come before the Committee the next
day.

Mr. Kent: I wonder if. before you start your questioning. I was
advised I could have five or ten minutes.

I guess what I would like to talk about for that ten minute period
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is basically the tourism industry, what its contribution to the
Yukon economy is and some of its major problems and oppor
tunities are, and I think perhaps that will give us a context within
which we can deal with the department and what Government does
to help that industry.

The statements lam about to make refer to 1978. I guess I would
start off by saying, in that year, we had 367,000 visitors or tourists
to Yukon. That represents approximately 15 visitors for every
Yukoner.

In that year, total expenditures were something in the order of
$42 million, is what was injected into the economy by the tourism
industry: $33 million of that was direct expenditures and $9.1 was
indirect, through multiplier effects.

Those expenditures represent something in the order of 11 per
cent of the gross Territorial product. In terms of jobs, the tourism
industry employed approximately 1,800 people in that year which
is approximately 15.3 per cent of the labour force. That statistic of
15 per cent, incidentally, compares with something like II per cent
in mining. So, basically what I am saying is that the tourism
industry, and it is a fairly broad definition of the tourism industry.
employs more people than the mining industry in Yukon.

I should also state that in the mining industry, approximately 80
per cent of expenditures are imported from outside the Territory.
That is in terms of construction, machinery, et cetera.

In tourism, where there is a great deal of local content, the
percentage is something in the order of 37 per cent of tourism
imports are imported.

Unfortunately. Government revenues from the tu:’rism industry
cannot be quanfified, though lam making efforts to do so. Nonethe
less, they are substantial in terms of gasoline tax, the Yukon share
of personal and corporate income taxes. property taxes, etcetera.

I should also say that Yukon is one of the few areas or provinces
of Canada that has a travel trade surplus. In other words, people
coming into the Territory spend more money than Yukoners spend
outside the Territory. I think Yukon and one other province in
Canada share that attribute.

I guess those are some numbers. In terms of qualitative state
ments. I think! would like toput the role of tourism in the context of
stability and diversity. Yukon historically has been dependent
upon the mining industry, which are large, discreet projects that
come and go and contribute to that boom and bust that you people
know better than I.

My feeling is that. unless we can diversify the Yukon economy
and stabilizç it by having different sectors of the economy depen
dent upon different factors. you will always have that.

Tourism has some considerable advantages that may not be
available in other sectors It supports over 3otTbusinesses. Number
one, they are small, family-oriented type businesses, which I think
is socially desirable and economically desirable instead of being
dependent upon three or four large businesses.

I should also say that tourism is diversified throughout Yukon.
which is another useful economic and social attribute.

In terms of tourism expenditures. the numbers are something
like 49 per cent in the Whitehnrse area, 17 per cent in the Watson
Lake area. I7percent in theKluane area, and something like l5per
cent in the Klondike area.

Tourism also has the benefit of providing recreation benefits and
facilities to Yukon residents, as weLl as to outside tourists. It also
permits a better level of services, by both government and the
private sectors, than could be justified by the expenditures of
Yukon residents only. In essence, the tourism facilities we have, be
they Takhini Hot Springs or be they the bars or restaurants, simply
would not be here if we did not have tourists to provide that basic
nut or contribution to their overhead.

In terms of trends, a couple of numbers: over the last two de
cades, visitors have increased at an annual rate of 10.2 per cent and
real exvenditures by 7.Gper cent per year. When I say “real expen
ditures ‘,that is if inflation is 10 per cent, then expenditures, on an
average, have increased by 17 per cent. It is on the basis of those
kinds of numbers, those kinds of statistics you get that desire to
diversify the economy that we feel, and I think the Government
feels, that tourism is a very important part of Yukon economy.

Now, perhaps I could just give an overview of what we see as
some of the trends in Yukon. Twill not quantify them,! will just give
qualitative statements.

Approximately 65 per cent of our visitors to Yukon enter Yukon
as single vehicle traffic along the Alaska Highway primarily as a
transportation corridor between Alaska and the southern United
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States and the passive wilderness experience.

P Our feeling is. because of the energy situation, because of the
trend toward shorter but more vacations, because of the trend to
smaller vehicles as well as the price and availability of gasoline.
that these kinds of vehicles are not appropriate for that kind of trip

fl
anymore. We think that is a market that does not have a lot of
growth potential. As well, a couple of inadequacies in this market
are that usually the expenditures are very low in self-contained
recreational vehicles.

Now, if we are going to develop Yukon’s tourism industry as a

fl strong contributor to its economy, we think what we have to do is
develop Yukon as a prime destination area. In other words, people

- . are not stopping off here and spending a few bucks on their way to
Alaska. They are coming here to enjoy our attractions and our
destinations, which are primarily history and wilderness.

When I say ‘wilderness”, I do not mean driving a recreational
vehicle up the Alaska Highway and looking at trees. I am talking

• about things like white water rafting, fishing, backpacking, horse
back riding. This is a real growth market where expenditures are
high, in the order of $1,000 a day, not the $26 a day or so that the guy
spends for groceries.

We think that is the way the tourism industry has to be de
veloped. We also think that we have to develop the mass mode
transportation system, both to develop markets away from our
traditional basis, such as southern United States, but into Europe
and other areas.

Basically, this kind of mass mode transportation is in response to
the energy situation. It is also quicker than the vehicle, which
responds to the trend of the tourism people or visitors for shorter
vacations.

Now, when I say that the highway travel market has no growth
potential, it is still a big market• It is 65 per cent and one of our

r prime thrusts is going to be to divert that traffic into destination
areas where they will spend a lot of money because, basically.

U highway travellers have a large amount of discretionary travel
time.

When they come up here, they usually are coming up through
British Columbia, Alaska, Yukon. Our exit surveys have shown
they have about a week of discretionary time. In other words, they
say let us set aside a week and take it as it comes. That is a real
Dpportunity for us to capture, but we have got to have the attrac
tions. we have got to have the facilities and services, otherwise that
money will be spent elsewhere.

Another problem that is often referred to is seasonality. Okay.
one response I can make to that is that, in a sense that problem is
perhaps not as serious as we think it is and, by illustration I will
give you an example of where I come from, which is Nova Scotia.

Nova Scotia has a longer mild season, if you like, but it is a total
family-oriented vacation. So that means, regardless of the season
or the weather, the tourism industry in Nova Scotia is July and
August because that is when the kids are out of school.

Yukon’s market is different than that. It usually does not have a
strong family orientation and that is why we have an opportunity
here for a much longer tourism season than even southern pro
vinces.

Our efforts are to broaden and enhance that season and a good
illustration of that is that if you could increase off-season occu
pancy rates in hotels, even by lOper cent, that would make a major
significant contributions to the viability and growth of the hotel
industry.

I guess the last point I would like to make. and! do not wish you to
judge me unfairly. hut I had an opportunity a month or so ago to go
down to Anaheim outside Los Angeles to take a look at one of these
consumer shows we run and when I was down there, I was enorm
ously surprised at the service I got. People would come up to me
and they would smile, they would say. “Yes, sir.” they were proud
of their job. they would give you good service, they were courteous.
they really realized that I, the tourist, was important to them, their
livelihood and their economy.

I think we have a lot to do with that in Yukon, in terms 01 the
attitudes of people, the service we provide, the level of training in
management. I think that is an essential part or measure that has’
to be taken in the development of the industry in Yukon.

So, basically, I think I would like to consolidate the statement I
just gave you into a one or two page document that I could hand out
to you people.

Mr. Chairman: I will look forward to receiving that document and
we will entertain a motion to append that to the record at that time.

Mr. Hibberd: Thank you, Mr. Kent, for your most informative
remarks.

Your department was kind enough to issue us some information
prior to this meeting. Included in that was an organization chart.
but I see that it was dated February 1. 1978 and, as this is now
February 1980. do you have a more recent organization chart of
your department available for us?

Mr. Kent: Today, the organization of the tourism division of the
department is identical to what is shown on that organization
chart, with the exception that the Tourism director reports to the
Deputy Head of the department, rather than a Minister, today.

Mr. Hibberd: And the personnel?
Mr. Kent With the exception of clerical staff, it is the same, but if

you would like me to supply you with another one of these, with the
changes and the names of the clerical staff, I would be pleased todo
so’

Mr. Hibberd: Thank you.
Mr. Kent, this might be a difficult question for you. in view of

your recent assumption of your duties. but could you outline to us
the duties and responsibilities of the Deputy Head?

Mr. Kent I am not sure that twill he giving this to you in a clearly
laid out, concise manner and I might backtrack a bit, but I will do
my best.

Basically, in two sentences. my job is to advise the Minister on
policy and other matters related to Tourism and Economic De
velopment and then to execute his directives. That is a very simple
general definition.

I guess I have about four responsibilities. One is to manage and
administer the department. that is in terms of a staff responsibil
ity. I have written up a paper on that, because when I came here I
wanted it very clearly understood from my Minister what I did and
what he expected of me, I wonder if I could take that on notice and
provide you with that paper tomorrow?

Mr. Hibberd: Good, thank you.
Mr. Chairman: That will be fine, Mr. Kent.
Mr. Hibberd: What activities take place in the marketing de

velopment branches and how do they contribute to your tourism
goals?

Mr. Kent Perhaps I will start at the end and work back, and I
may refer part of this question to Mr. Crosby.

In terms of our marketing programs. I guess I will quote a
number to start off with. For every dollar in Government invest
ment in the tourism industry, that generates something in the
order of $112 in tourism expenditures. That, incidentally, is the
highest statistic in Canada. It is lesser in every other jurisdiction.

As well, and lam movingfrom yourquestion. Twill come back to
it, but I have it here. Tourists spend an average of $1,200 per
Yukoner in Yukon, which is also the highest in Canada.

Now, coming back to your question, I will answer in general and
if you have any specific questions. 1 will ask Mr. Crosby to handle
them. Some of the specific programs we have are magazine adver
tisements. We place advertisements in a number of travel
magazines throughout Canada and the United States, primarily in
the western markets. That is one tool.

Another tool are the consumer shows, which are the travel trade
shows in the United States, where the department goes down, sets
up a booth, and with private industry from Yukon, has a general
awareness program.

As well, we participate in what are called trade consortia shows
with the Canadian Government Office of Tourism, As well, we have
a program of familiarization tours, where various wholesalers,
travel agents, people who might want a package and promote
Yukon, are brought to Yukon on a co-operative basis to show’ them
Yukon, what the area is about, and hopefully, that will provide
them with the incentive to develop a package to sell Yukon. As well,
we participate in various market shows with travel wholesalers
and agents and operators.

This is just simply external marketing you are interested in, Mr.
Hibberd?

Mr. Hibberd: No.
Mr. Kent: The handout I provided you, the things I am talking

about are generally described on page 4 of the handout.

U,’

Basically. that is my view of the Yukon tourism industry. why it
is important and why my department is here. I wonder if I could ask you to lead questions from that. Mr.
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Crosby, would you like to add something supplementary to this?
Mr. Crosby: Mr. Chairman, when we assessed the marketing

program within the department, we have to relate that specifically
back to the goals and objectives that we have established consis
tent with the marketing program.

If you look at the document that Mr. Kent refers to on page 2, the
document is entitled “Department of Tourism and Economic De
velopment”, on page 2. the goals and objectives of the tourism
program are identified. For those who relate marketing activities
directly to those goals. it is a relatively simple process.

The basic tourism objective of the department is to stimulate the
development of a tourism industry which will contribute to the
social and economic well-being of residents of the Yukon Territory.

That is the basic objective of tourism, but those objectives, or
that major goal is broken down into several objectives, many of
them directly related to marketing. such as to develop Yukon as a
destination point for visitors. That is a specific marketing under
taking which requires certain activities to achieve objective.

Of course, to increase the gross flow of money into Yukon in the
form of visitor expenditures on goods and services, to increase the
growth potential for existent businesses and to provide oppor
tunities for new enterprise in tourism related service fields, to
encourage private sector participation in decisions influencing
tourism development, and to develop expertise in the Yukon
tourism industry.

Now, in our marketing program, we relate to that one specific
goal and those sub-objectives in achieving our marketing objec
tives. To give you an example of some of the activities that we
carry out, we produce and distribute something over 400,000 pieces
of literature annually. This is not random distribution, because
unlike our competitors in the provinces and other jurisdictions
outside of this country who are also promoting tourism, who can
afford sometimes to be extravagant in literature distribution, we
have to be very market-specific. This requires a modest amount ef
research on our behalf to ensure that our expenditure is cost effi
cient in the area of literature.

Last year, the travel counselling section of our department hand
led over 100,000 tourism inquiries. These are from people who have
been encouraged to solicit more information from Tourism Yukon
to help them prepare for a visit to the Territory.

We do advertising, again, using the rifle approach because we
cannot afford to create consumer awareness in specific markets.
Over the years, our advertising program has been extremely small
when compared to other competitors in this particular industry.

We have samples of the types of advertising that we do and also
the studies that we do, the conversion analysis that we do to deter
mine if our advertising is effective or cost efficient.

We participate very closely with the Canadian Government of
fice of Tourism which is within the Federal Department of Indus
try, Trade and Commerce. There are really thirteen partners in
tourism in canada. There are ten provinces, the two territories and
the Canadian Government Office of Tourism. We all co-ordinate
very closely, our efforts in selling Canada on a regional basis for
internal sales, but also in North America and markets outside of
North America.

We participate in a process which will not only motivate the
consumer who is buying travel to buy the Yukon as a travel product
but we work very closely with the travel industry and that is the
trade within the travel industry, including retail travel agents,
wholesalers, large transportation companies such as airlines and
others, automobile associations, to encourage their efforts to sell
the consumer on Yukon’s travel products and many activities are
undertaken to motivate the travel trade to represent our products
for us.

We participate in a number of marketplaces, as Mr. Kent refer
red to. more on the trade level than we do on the consumer level.

Our philosophy there is that with the amount of money that we
have to expend to create identification, interest and awareness of
our product in consumer markets is more effective to spend our
money in trade development which motivates a much larger
number of consumers.

In other words, one travel agent may motivate thousands of
consumers in his particular sales market, where if we tried to
make that representation on an individual basis, it would be very
costly and consume more time than we have when we look at the
critical timing for tourism sales.

We support a close co-operation with the Yukon Visitors’ Associ

ation which is the umbrella trade association for tourism in the
Yukon Territory.

We develop co-operative marketing programs through a joint
committee which the Association chairs, to encourage the support
of Yukon’s private sector in tourism marketing. not only in the
activities associated with marketing, but the expenditures. the
input of private sector money into our marketing programs.

We participate in international and overseas marketing prog
rams which are very specific market developments. For instance.
we have been working in the West German market for the past
three years with good results and as well as new markets in the
Netherlands.

We have made no efforts, to this point in time, to develop the
Asian markets. the PanAsian markets, of Japan or Australia.
primarily because when you look at tourism development as op
posed to tourism marketing or in conjunction with tourism market
ing. it is like an equation and it must be balanced. Once that
equation becomes unbalanced, you lose a tremendous amount of
credibility in the marketplace and also your ability to be effective
to develop the tourism industry. For example. the Japanese mar
ket is a mass movement market which requires hundreds of
thousands of bed-nights in the Yukon which we are unable to pro
vide at this time.

So our efforts in the Japanese market, initially when we ap
proached that market problem, will be to develop specific small
group markets that the Yukon can accommodate and handle.

Mr. Nibbert Mr. Crosby, you referred to your goals and objec
tives in the information that was given to us and I note that these
goals and objectives were formulated in 1974. 1 am sure that you
are aware that from 1974 up until the present time, there was a
marked shift in the emphasis given to your department, first, away
from the marketing more to the development aspect of it to create
a better climate for the Yukoner involved in travelling throughout
the Yukon and then again that was shifted backwards to a more
extensive outside market.

In the face of all these, changes have happened in where your
programs are directed since 1974. and yet your goals have re
mained the same?

Mr. Kent: If I can take that, I think the goals are unchanged, the
strategy to achieve those objectives, which are your programs and
their priorities, have changed but the objective remains the same.

Mr. Hibbard: Perhaps! could put it another way. Was there not a
time when the number of tourists arriving from elsewhere did not
go on what has been an increasing scale throughout the years and
which was attributed by your department to the lack of marketing
of that industry in the outside?

Mr. Crosby: ff1 could just reiterate. I know it is a very simplistic
approach to a complex problem and that is maintaining that equa
tion which is necessar’. I might comment that these goals and
objectives are not identical. The goal is the same as was developed
several years ago but the objectives have changed. Some have
been added and some have been deleted over the years. so this
document that I am referring to which specifies the goals and
objectives was updated to 1978.

Mr. Hibbert So it is not actually as it is formulated here, as it tells
us.

Mr. Crcsbr The first development of the goals and objectives for
tourism was undertaken in 1974 and that is correct. These goals.
internally within the department, have been updated and changed
as not only conditions changed in the marketplace and internally
here in the Yukon Territory, but they changed with our ability and
emphasis. or the emphasis which was placed by the Yukon Gov
ernment on marketing and development.

Mr. Hibberd: Mr. Crosby, if I may, I think your approach is ad
mirable and I think your ability to try to keep abreast of the times
and what your goals might be is indeed an admirable thing but 1
think it is incumbent on you to report to this Committee what your
goals and objectives are at the present time rather than telling us
now that they are 1974 objectives.

Mr. Kent: Mr. Chairman, this is a problem. My understanding is
that these were the goals and objectives that justified if you like.
the expenditures in 1978-79. 1 understand that we are deating with
18 or more months ago, but this is part of the learning process on
this Committee, we thought your attention was being directed on
the expenditure programs of that year so you needed goals, objec
tives and strategies in which to measure the efficiency and effec
tiveness of those expenditures.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Kent, that is exactly correct but if there has
been a substantial change, presumably the changes are made, in
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part, as a result of some reflection on the previous goals and
strategies and cost effectiveness of them or the performance ac
cording to those goals; therefore, if it is possible, we would ap
preciate some kind of explanation as to why those goals and

L strategies may have changed and how they will serve the increas
ing value for money of the department.

Mr. Kent: Just for clarification, are you interested in the transi
tions of goals, objectives and strategies from 1974 to 1978 or from
1974 to now?

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps I could let Dr. Hibberd—
Mr. Hibberd: I think, Mr. Kent, what we are interested in, we have

been given a document which outlines your goals and objectives. It
is stated in here as being 1974. We have heard from both of you that

t. I these are 1978 objectives. I would just like clarification on what
your goals and objectives are.

Mr. Kent The question as to whether they are the same, whether
they are 1974 or 1978 goals. Twill simply have to refer to Mr. Crosby.

Mr. Crnsbr It is true that the first exercise that undertook to
define the goals and objectives, not only of this department but of
all of the departments within Government was conducted in 1974.

F Since that time, there have been additions and deletions which are
not shown on the document which you have here, They are not
substantial changes.

For instance, the basic tourism objectives as shown on page 2. to

U
my recollection, is an incomplete list. T believe that there were
eight basic tourism objectives and I would be pleased to bnng that
information to this Committee to show that complete list.

Mr. Hibberd: While you are doing that, could you elucidate for me,
you have outlined here that Information Services and Parks are no
longer part of the tourism branch but they were in 1974. Are these
goals and objectives applicable to them as well?

Mr. Cmthr No, these are the tourism objectives of that program.
At that time, the program had three operating divisions, or the

P
department had three operating divisions. In fact, it was a branch
of the Department of Tourism. Conservation and Information Ser
vices, which included tourism, parks, historic resources and in
formation services, what is known today as the Bureau of Public
Affairs within this government.

U Other branches within that department were Game Manage
ment and Library Services, which, today, Game Management is
located within the Department of Renewable Resources and Lib
rary Services has formed the basis of the Department of Informa
tion Services. So at onetime, within Tourism and Information, as it
was called, that program was responsible for tourism and with
separate goals and objectives. Tnformation Services with its own
goals and objectives, and Parks and Historic Sites with their own’
goals and objectives.

What is shown here is only the tourism goals and objectives for
that period.

Mr. Chairman: Could T just get in here with one supplementary.
This is a problem of definitions that I have. Mv understanding of
goal” is something that can be achieved, a short term goal. An

“objective” is something that may not be easily or immediately
U achievable but is, in the long term, desirable. I wonder if it miht

be useful to Committee if we could start, in some of these descrip
tions. differentiating between the two.

Mr. Kent Perhaps T should give the definition that I work with
and maybe we will work one out between us,

My understanding is that a “goal” and an “objective” are al
most synonymous. Basically, in terms of effectiveness or evalua
tion, they are the things that you measure your programs against.

Now, if I can refer to this document, as I read what our basic
tourism objpctives are, as I understand it, those are really
strategies. Those are the methods by which you are going to

. achieve that goal. You are going to achieve that goal of stimulating
the goal of developing the tourism industry by developing destina
tion areas. You may have another strategy of developing tourism
so really, to get some common terminology, most of the things that
I would call basic tourism are going to achieve your goals, your
programs.

You start off with your goals or objectives, I use the same word,
strategies come next and then your programs come after that.

I am prepared to accept any other convention. This is a little
misleading but is that approach satisfactory?

Mr. Chairman: That is fine. We just wanted to understand what
your terms were.

fun. We have reached our point of adjournment for today. The
Committee will be reconvening into executive session.

I would like to thank you, Mr. Kent and Mr. Crosby, for being
with us today. We would appreciate it if you could be back tomor
row morning at 9:30 am.

Some time this afternoon, following our executive session, we
will advise you as to what matters we may want to go back into in
more detail, though! think it is fair to say that the Committee has a
number of general questions yet and we are still only a short way
down that list.

You have identified a number of documents that you are going to
bring to us.

Mr. Kent: I would like to review those before we terminate.
Mr. Chairman: Could I ask you for one other thing that you might

add to your list, because we are interested in value for money and
the performance standards. You gave some figures at the outset of
your remarks. I think it was an annual rate of increase of tourism
of 10.2 per cent and T seem to remember a 17 per cent figure, an
annual rate.

Mr. Kent: Seven per cent on expenditures. That was an average
over a 20 year period.

Mr. Chairmam Over the same period, would it be possible to give
us some kind of figures. over the same period of time. of the growth
of man years and spending by the department?

Mr. Knit Okay.
Mr. Chairmaw Even ping back to the days that there may have

only been one officer involved,
Perhaps, Mr. Kent, we should work from your list of documents

that you have.
Mr. Kent I was going to undertake to provide you with a docu

ment that more or less outlined, in point form, the statement I
made when I introduced; a paper outlining the basic respon
sibilities. the functions of my position. T think that was the question.

think that is what I have got listed but T may have missed some
thing.

Mr. chairman: Would it be possible. 1 do not know how inconve
nient it would be. to give us some update of your organizational
chart with regard to the incumbents in the positions that are iden
tified on that chart.

Mr. Kent Okay. but as I advised you, there will be only about two
changes in clerical positions but I will be pleased to do that.

Mr. Chairman: T notice a couple of other people that have left the
Government service on this chart, the head of marketing, for
example.

Mr. Bell is mentioned on the chart,
Mr. Kent In any case, T will have it updated.

Mr. Chalrmaiu Is that agreeable, on that?
Thank you very much, Mr. Kent and Mr. Crosby. We look for

ward to seeing you tomorrow morning.

The Committee adiourned at 11:32 o’clock am.
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As we said the other day, time seems to fly when you are having
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EVIDENCE
Tuesday, February 12, 1DSD- 9:35 a.m.

Mr. Chairman: The Standing Committee on Public Accounts.
meeting five, formal hearings, will come to order.

This morning we are dealing with the Department of Tourism. I
would like to welcome as witnesses, Mr. Peter Kent, Deputy Head;
Mr. Karl Crosby, Director of Tourism Yukon; Mr. George Sinfield,
Assistant Director of Tourism Yukon; and Mr. Russ Graham,
Chief of Planning and Development. Welcome, gentlemen.

I understand you have a Yukon joint
Visitors’ Association. Can you tell me
that the private sector is meeting its

Mr. Kent: Yes, sir, the funds provided to the Yukon Visitors’
Association are managed jointly by a committee of Tourism Yukon
and the Yukon Visitors’ Association. As well, they are required to
provide us with quarterly financial statements.

Mr. Mackay: Are these financial statements audited?
Mr. Sinfleld: Yes.
Mr. Mackay: By a qualified auditor?
Mr. Sinfleld: Yes.
Mr. Hibberd: In your statistics, you refer to Yukon Tourism 1978.

Do you make allowances for Yukon residents who are travelling by
air or across borders?

Mr. Kent: If you are referring to the numbers I gave you yester
day, they are included. If Yukon citizens go through a border
crossing or travel by a commercial airline, they are included in
those numbers.

Mr. Hibberd: So anybody who travels, whether they are here on a
commercial enterprise or as a tourist, per se, or is resident.

Mr. Kent: Yes, sir. I should say that we recognize the inadequacy
of that information. We have recently conducted, though not com
pleted, an exit survey of tourists, which will give us a good handle
on the various proportions between government, business,
tourists, et cetera.

Mr. Hibberd: Does the department itself conduct that exit sur
vey?

fl Mr. Kent: It is a joint study by the Canadian Government Office
of Tourism, Yukon Government, and the Northwest Territories
Government.

Mr. Hibberd: Is that how it is funded, Mr. Kent? I was asking who
is conducting the survey itself.

Mr. Kent: I may ask George to correct me if I am wrong, but I
believe the study is being implemented by CGOT. The study costs
something in the order of $150,000. I think we are putting up in the
order of $10,000 towards it.

Mr. Hibberd: Who is actually managing the survey itself.?
Mr. H. Graham: The project is managed by ourselves, that is the

field work portion of the project, in conjunction with CGOT, but we
provide the on-site field supervision.

Mr. Hibberd: Is that survey run during the summer or is it run on
an all year-round basis?

Mr. A. Graham: No, it is run from May to September.
Mr. Hibberd: May to September?
Mr. A. Graham: The study is in place during that period. May to

September of 1978 was when the field work took place for that exit
survey.

Mr. MacKar Perhaps we could have your definition of a tourist
before we get too far into details. What do you consider a tourist?

Mr. Kent: Our definition of a tourist is that which is applied in all
other provinces of Canada. Basically, it is anybody who travels
more than 50 miles.

f] Mr. Mackay: So a prospector driving from Whitehorse to Dawson
I City and staying there for five nights, or for two months, is consi
Li dered a tourist under your statistics.

Mr. Kent: That is correct, as is the case with all other provinces in
Canada.

Mr. Hibberd: So your exit survey would not include that kind of
information.

Mr. A. Graham: No, that is correct. An exit survey, as the word
suggests, is a survey of people as they exit the Territory, so that
anyone who drives in Yukon is not interviewed.

Mr. Mackay: Would it be possible for you to produce the audited
financial statements of the YVA and KVA for 1978-79?

Mr. Sinfield: I will be able to get that information, yes.
Mr. Hlbberd: Do you have an inventory of potential consultants

that you use for the variety of reports that you do?
Mr. Kent: Yes, sir.
Mr. Hibberd: Do you have a list of such consultants?
Mr. Kent: Yes, sir.
Mr. Hibberd: What criteria do you use for the selection of these

consultants?
Mr. Kent: I will give a very general answer and if you want more

specifics, I will give it to Mr. Graham.
Based on the expertise, the skills, the background of the consul

tants, and the price, the quality of their proposal or methodology as
to how they plan to do a piece of work. I think those would be the
main criteria.

Mr. Hibberd: Do you ask for a variety of proposals when you are
asking for a contract to be done?

Mr. Kent: Yes, sir, we have never done a study in the last several
years without asking for at least three proposals.

Mr. Hibberd: On what basis do you select the successful candi
date?

Mr. Kent: On the basis I just described to you, sir.
Mr. Hibberd: Do you have any method by which you would have a

cost benefit analysis made of these proposals?
Mr. Kent: No, sir. Perhaps you would like to rephrase that ques

tion, but technically you cannot do a cost benefit analysis on a
proposal.

By this I mean, suppose you hire a consultant to do a feasibility
stuuy on a certain matter. I cannot understand how you can do a
cost benefit study on his proposal. You might ask him to do a cost
benefit study on a particular idea or concept, but you cannot do a
cost benefit study on his proposal.

Mr. Hibberd: Well, then, what do you do to assess the adequacy of
a proposal that you have received?

Mr. Kent: Basically, when you give an invitation to a consultant,
you tell him what you want him to do and he provides you with a
methodology as to how he proposes to do it, what skills he plans to
brtn to bear on the job, how much he is going to charge, how long it
is going to take, what expertise he can bring to bear on the subject
and how much he is going to charge, as! said earlier.

It is on the basis of those criteria that you generally select the one
that you feel will do the job the best.

Mr. MacKay: Just perhaps to clarify or put it in a different light.
included in the proposal. do you ask them to show how they intend
to assess the value of their proposal, if it is implemented? For
example, if they are suggesting a certain marketing strategy, do
they include at the end of it, say. ‘Okay, we, having done all this.
we will then be able to tell you what impact the implementation of
our proposal has had on the problem at hand”? That is the kind of
cost benefit. I think, that we are talking about, is how you measure
how good that thing has been at the end of it and do you insist that
the consultants include, in their proposal, that measurement de
vice?

Mr. Kent: Again that will depend. For example, suppose I hired
engineers to design an information centre. There is no way that I
would ask them to evaluate the benefit or effectiveness of that
information centre.

So, it all depends on the terms of reference, what you ask the man
and that, I think, is going to depend on each individual study
analysis or consultant study you want to do.

Mr. MacKar I noticed that reference to the Yukon Tourist De
velopment Strategy. In that particular instance, did you have such
a measurement included in that strategy. whereby they will be
able to tell you, if you implement this, how successful or unsuccess
ful the program has been?

Mr. Kent: Jam going to refer this to Mr. Graham, but one thing I
should say is that tourism strategy did not identify specific, hard
programs. In order to assess cost benefits you would have to know
what the programs are, what their dimensions are and what they
are going to cost to get your cost factor in order to assess potential
benefits and measure them to get the ratio.

If you would like further elaboration on that—. I think that
answers your question.

Mr. Hibberd: Mr. Graham,
marketing with the Klondike
how the Government is sure
obligations?

Mr. ChaIrman: Just a general question then, Mr. Kent, so, I under
stand that Tourism Development Strategy did not have that kind of
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detail in it. Did you have any idea at all, when it was received, what
kind of global figures you might be talking about in terms of im
plementing that strategy as it was outlined in that proposal?

Mr. Kent: I was not here at the time, Mr. Penikett, so Twill refer
that question to Mr. Graham.

Mr. ft. Graham: The financial cost of implementing the strategy?
Mr. Chairman: The global terms of implementing the kind of

strategy proposed in that report.
Mr. ft. Graham: We had ideas of how much each of the measures

would cost, given the fact that each one of them could be im
plemented on a number of levels. For example, the suggestions
that proposals regarding tourist attractions, any one of those
tourist attractions could be built for $250,000, perhaps, or $2 mill
ion.

So. with that type of latitude, yes, we knew what costs were
involved. Costs were not, of course, specifically identified in the
Strategy Report, as you know.

Mr. Mackay: The Tourist Development Strategy Report, you said
it was of a general nature and did not identify specific projects.
Doesthatmeanthat. inordertoimplementthatparUcularstategy.
we will now have to hire further consultants to propose specific
implementation of the general suggestions?

Mr. Kent That would depend on the kind of programs you had,
but I would think, if you followed the approach that was used in that
strategy, to carry it one step further would be to identify the
specific kind of projects and programs required to implement that
strategy. Some could probably be done in-house, some may require
outside expertise.

Mr. Mackay: When you requested that general development
strategy, did you know that you would have to have a two stage
program or did you expect to be able to get, from that strategy,
some specific things to do?

Mr. t Graham: Yes, we did know that. That was exactly the
intention.

Mr. Hibberd: I am sorry, what was the intention?
Mr. ft. Graham: The intention was to proceed on those two stages.

as Mr. MacKay has suggested. Your first stage is a general
framework, a direction for development of the tourism industry,
which the document called “Yukon Tourism Development
Strategy” provides.

As you implement that general framework and as you move in
that direction, further detailed studies and assessments are re
quired of the priorities as you work with them.

Mr. Hibberd: What have you done with the Tourism Development
Strategy?

Mr. N. Graham: I will tackle that.
The Tourism Development Strategy. since it was completed in

October of 1978, has been used in a variety of ways. both internally.
within the department and our own planning and program fore
casting and as a document to deal with the private sector in the
Yukon to inform them of the direction that we see taking in tourism
development. It has been used as a working document in a variety
of things in terms of development projects.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Kent, do you still see the document as the basic
funding document for the department, at this stage?

Mr. Kent: I see it as one input.! think there are other inputs, other
factors. It is a useful document, but I would not say that was the
be-all and end-all of tourism.

Mr. Mackay: What did this study cost, Mr. Kent?
Mr. ft. Graham: The total cost of that study was approximately

$70,000.
Mr. Mackay: What was the original proposal supposed to cost?
Mr. ft Graham: The original proposal by the consultant was ap

proximately $40,000.
Mr. Mackay: That is an 80 per cent overrun. Can you give me

some explanation of the reasons for that overrun?
Mr. B- Graham: There were three reasons for that amount of cost

overrun. Number one, after the project started, the Yukon Gov
ernment, the Commissioner’s Office at the time, announced a pol
icy or a program of public involvement in planning, which we were
not aware of when we wrote the original contract; therefore, we
added in a public participation program, which involved additional
costs.

Mr. Mackay: Excuse me, could I just know where the initiative
for that public hearing process came from? Did you say it was from

the Commissioner’s Office, or was it from the Government?
Mr. B. Graham: Well, as I understood the process, the Economic

Research and Planning Unit had developed a program or an ap
proach to public participation. It was then announced publicly by
the Yukon Government.

We took that as an indication of direction to proceed with a public
participation component for our tourism development strategy
and proceeded on that basis.

The second factor was the pipeline and the fact that the timing of
our project coincided closely with the pipeline arriving on scene, if
you will recall, in late 1977. What eventually happened was that we
set side the Development Strategy. after some work, and pro
ceeded with a separate report on the pipeline and its effects on
tourism and then went back to the original Strategy document
which created delays in time, unfortunately, overlap in the field
work and the putting off of the original strategy.

This, again. led to the third problem, which as the oriinal pro
ject wore on, we were getting close to the Yukon Visitors Associa
tion Annual Convention and it necessitated an additional field trip
to attend that convention and present findings, which was not
envisioned at the original.

So. there were factors that came after the strategy was under
way that we were not aware of at the time of signing the original
contract.

Mr. Mackay: Was the entire bill presented by the consultants paid
then, or did you dispute some parts?

Mr. B, Graham: No. the entire bill presented was not paid. The
invoice that was sent by the consultant for cost overruns was in
excess of $40,000. We paid only 530.000 of it. The balance we felt was
work that was included in the original terms of reference and was
simply a miscalculation by the consultant on the amount of time
that he might spend.

Mr. Hlbberd: Mr. Kent. or whoever you wish to refer this to. this is
a document that has been prepared at the bequest of your depart
ment by someone who is a non-resident of Yukon and there has
been some considerable work put into this.

I gather that this document has been accepted as policy by your
department. What has been the input of your department into
editing a document that has been prepared by someone who lives in
another part of Canada or are you merely accepting what he is
giving you as a document. per se. without your own input of your
own department?

Mr. kent: I think there are several questions you are asking
there. One is, it is my understanding that that document was ac
cepted as a working paper or a working document by our Govern
ment. It was not accepted as Government policy, that is item one.

Item two is the man is not a resident of Yukon; however, the
expertise to undertake that kind of work was simply not available
within Yukon, on a professional basis. I think that perhaps that
inadequacy, in terms of local participation, was met through this
participation process.

Mr. Hibbert Perhaps I could on on a general basis then. When
you do get a contractor’s report. how to you go about assimilating
that into the policies of your department?

Mr. Hlbberd: Would you not agree that with the expertise of your
own department, it should be a major factor in any government
policies that might...?

Mr. kent: I beg your pardon.
Mr. Hibberd: Would you not agree that, with the expertise within

your own department, there should be major input into such a
resolution of such a document?

Mr. kent: I am sorry. I do not understand what you mean by “a
resolution”.

Mr. Hibberd: Well, you are calling this a working paper towards
developing policies within the Department of Tourism. All I see is
this document. How has it been used to develop policies in your
department?

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps, Mr. Kent, before you get into that. I feel I
must caution the Committee and the witnesses opposite. We may
be getting into an area where we are very close to a policy discus
sion and 1 want to preclude that possibility before we get into it.

Perhaps I could ask Dr. Hibberd to consider perhaps rephrasing
his questions so that they would be more clear to you and, perhaps
in the meantime, Mr. MacKay might have something he wishes to
pursue.

Mr. Hibberd: Perhaps I could on on a general basis then. When
you do get a contractor’s report, how to you go about assimilating U
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that into the policies of your department?
fl Mr. Kent: It would vary upon the type of report. Some consul-

tants’ reports may contain certain recommendations which are
immediately implemented, in terms of programs, expenditures,
legislation policy. Some may be just background papers. Some
may provide direction for further work, such as suggested by Mr.
Graham.

But I do not think there is a general rule. It depends upon the
study, its terms of reference, the output.

Mr. Mackay: Mr. Kent, you may want to refer this to Mr.n Graham. I am concerned about the overrun. I think what I am
more concerned about is how do you become aware of these over
runs, how often did you have to authorize the work to continue.
based upon new overruns, under what basis do you monitor your
projects. generally, and in particular, how did you follow this one
through?

Mr. Kent: Can I answer that question generally, and I will ask
Mr. Graham to deal with that particular one.

The policy of our department now, in terms of financial and
f quality control, management of consultantstudies is: number one.

the terms of reference have to be tight. They cannot be loose.
general, vague. It has to specify a final product by which you can
measure whether the guy completed his task or not. It isto specify
an upset, final price. It is to specify per diems for the various types
of people who will be employed in the project and how many man

( days for each of those people. It will provide a budget that esti
mates how much each component of the work you are going to do is
going to cost. There will be constant management of the consul
tant, with progress reports on a regular basis.

So, that is today’s policy.
Mr. A. Graham: During the course of the project. there were a

number of checkpoints that were instituted. There was a steering
rn committee which directed the project and which directed the con-

sultants to carry out certain tasks and certain work and go through
[he whole process of the study.

Invoices were received and processed and evaluated, during the
course of the study. Time and field work costs were assessed, as
they related to specific tasks, such as the public participation that!
have mentioned.

The cost overruns that you are alluding to were known early in
the process. We knew, for example, that the public participation[ exercise would involve some cost overruns. We tried, as much as
possible, to accommodate that in other field work. That is. if we
were in an area, such as Dawson City. we would hold a public
participation meeting at that time so that we were not duplicating
field work,

The costs were accumulated, the time was accumulated
throughout the exercise and the final figure. as I say. was then
negotiated, if you like, so that we were not paying the total cost of
the overruns, but only those costs which we thought. which we
decided were additional work added after the contract was signed.

Mr. Chairmait Mr. Doug Graham, you have a question for Mr.
Russ Graham?

Mr. D. Graham: I have one question. How many of these overruns.
of the three areas that you are speaking of. came as a result of
direction provided by other than Department of Tourism officials?

By that question, I mean how much of this cost overrun could be
directly attributable to direction that you received from the
Executive Committee?

Mr. ft. Graham: Of the three areas that I mentioned, I suppose two
of them would fall in that category. The public participation exer
cise was outside of our department. We understood it to be, it was
announced as a general policy of Government that that process
would take place.

The pipeline factor was totally outside of our department. The
decision to include the consultants and use a presentation at the
annual YVA conference was a decision of our department, with
direction from our Executive Committee Member of the day.

Mr. Hibbard: Mr. Chairman, I am going to excuse myself from
further questioning at this hearing, at this moment, because I was
a Member of the Executive Committee at that time and I must
directly refute what the witness has told this Committee at this
time. None of this evidence was ever brought to Executive Com
mittee.

Mr. R. Graham: No, I did not say Executive Committee.
Mr. Mackay: Moving right along, could I switch the grounds a

little bit. I just want to examine some of the basis for the statistics.

My feeling is that the statistics are somewhat loose and we do wind
up making decisions based on these statistics.

So, on your Annual Report from the department in 1978, there are
some curious anomalies. If you turn to page 15, Exhibit 5, in 1976,
306,000 people entering Yukon are estimated to have spent $20
million, approximately. In 1977. 300,000,6,000 less, are estimated to
have spent $29 million, which is approximately a 50 per cent in
crease in dollars while there was an actual decrease in numbers.

Can you explain that, because I do not think your methodology
changed between these two years.

Mr. Kant: I believe it did, sir.
Mr. ft. Graham: Yes, there were several factors involved there.

First was in the method of estimating expenditures. In 1976, for the
first time, we used a technique called a tourism expenditures
model, which is a computer based model provided to us by the
Canadian Government Office of Tourism. That was a different
method of estimating than up to 1975; therefore, we found that we
had been slightly over-estimating the expenditures on our previous
techniques.

The other factors were that, in 1976, if you recall, it was a year
when international travel trends were disrupted by such things as
the Olympics. it was an American election year. the first of the gas
crisis in the States, with a shortage of gas and price increases and
soon, all of which affected international travel. So we did have a
decrease in travel receipts in that year.

Mr. Mackar I followed the difference between 1975 and 1976.
when you switched to the tourist expenditures model. You still
have not explained to me. while using the tourist expenditures
model in 1976 and in 1977, we have a marked 50 per cent increase in
expenditures while there has been a decrease in numbers. I do not
think you explained that to me satisfactorily. There did not seem to
be a change in methodology between these two years.

Mr. A. Graharu No, the methodology is identical in both years;
however, some of the other factors which influenced that were
increases in hotel occupancy, increased length of stay, increased
expenditure— that is, an increased daily expenditure by visitors,
and probably another factor is better data in 1977.

Mr. Mackay: Okay. Would it not be true that in 1977. that there
was probably a very large increase in the number of people spend
ing longer periods of time in Yukon. due to economic developments
other than straight tourism— pipeline hcarings and that kind of
thing?

Mr. Kent: It could very well he a factor.
Mr. MacKar So. given that and given the fact of the previous

answer that travel within the Territory by Yukoners. such as min
ers and so forth, are all part and parcel of these things. I am not
trying to downgrade the volume of tourism, but Jam saying how do
you separate out the real tourists from these statistics. I mean a
real’ tourist is somebody who comes to visit Yukon in the tradi

tional touring sense.
Mr. Kent: I think Twill be the first to concede that our data base is

poor and I think that is a reflection of two things. It is a reflection of
the resources and the dollars and the staff to get a good data base.
and the, if you like, interference, the political difficulties of impos
ing all kinds of questionnaires on all kinds of people.

The only information that we collect on an annual regular basis is
basic information at the tourism information centres and hotel
accommodation/occupancy surveys. That is the only information
the department collects upon which to generate statistics.

Now, what we do, like in 1978, the exit survey was started. The
information will be available within the next month or so, the final
report. That will address some of those ratios. The questionnaire
says where do you come from, what are you doinç here, what
motivated you, etcetera, and that will give us some kind of ratio of
the breakout of whether it is business, whether it is mining,
whether it is tourism.

I guess what we will do is we will apply those ratios for the next 40
or 50 years until we can do another exit survey.

But generating that kind of statistics costs money and imposes
burdens on a lot of people that people resist. So, Jam the first to say
some of this information is inadequate, we recognize the problem.

Mr. Mackay: lam glad you recognize the problem and I think that
my concern is that from these statistics that you are then going to
spend money directing your tourism budget, your rifle shot at your
target groups and so forth, Do you have sufficient data, really, at
this point, to make sure you are spending that money in a meaning
ful way?

Mr. Kent: It is a question of, the more data I had. the more
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confidence I would have. Ill had twice as much data, I may have
twice as much confidence. But I cannot apply numbers on to that. I
cannot say I have 50 per cent confidence or 70 per cent confidence,
that because of the data inadequacy, which would cost a lot of
money and resources, some of the decisions we make, some of the
information that we have to deal with, is. to a large degree. by the
seat of your pants.

Mr. Chairman: Okay, Mr. Kent, I think we are getting into the core
of the kind of issues that this Committee is concerned with.

Earlier. Dr. Hibberd asked about the question of contracts. Yes
terday. Mr. Croshy made a reference which I have heard Mr.
Tracey also make about the horrors that would result from spend
ing a lot of money in Japan because of the multitude of 747s that
might be landing here that we could not accommodate.

Could you. essentially for the laymen in this Committee, outline.
in the period we are talking about, or. if they have changed.
perhaps you might indicate how they have changed, the kind of
performance indicators you use. If you are spending a lot of money
tn one market, advertising, how, at the moment, other than the
things you have already indicated, if there are any other means of
assessing if you spent some advertising dollars. some information
dollars in this area you are getting any tourists in this area?

For example, there was reference made yesterday to, I think,
100.000 inquiries in writing, whether we have any follow-up method
to find out at all how many of those 100,000 people might have
visited here. That kind of performance indicator.

Mr. Kent: One thing we do is what are called conversion studies.
Perhaps if I give you an illustration it will help. We place an
advertisement in a travel magazine, whose circulation, let us say,
is California and in and on that advertisement is a coupon for
further information send off to Tourism and we will send you some
brochures and some maps. That coupon comes in, we send it out to
the person.

Now, what a conversion study is is sometime later, six months, a
year, you conduct a survey and you send those people a question
naires saying, did you come to Yukon and, if so, where did you go
and what did you do and will you come to Yukon?

On the basis of that kind of information, you can measure cost
effectiveness.

The last one we did was in 1977, because, again, that is somethin
you should be doing periodically because people, the impact an
benefits of different kinds of advertising media changes over time,
but that, again, is a survey that costs money. We have done them in
1977.1 would be pleased to provide a copy of that conversion study
to this Committee.

Mr. Mackay: Could you perhaps just briefly summarize its find
ings? How successful were we betng?

Mr. Kent: Well. we did this conversion study primarily on the
travel shows where people fill in coupons and we send them the
information and media advertisement. On the basis of the conver
sion studies, we stopped advertising in certain magazines. Certain
magazines showed a good rate of return on investment and certain
ones did not.

I do not know if I could make a general statement, because the
study was on each different kind of media. Some of them showed
very large rates. If you would like me to, I will give you one or two
illustrations?

By way of illustration, one magazine called Holiday Ma9azine, for
every dollar we spent in advertisement in that magazine, there
was approximately $48 spent in Yukon. It seems to be a reasonable
one.

Now, another example is one magazine called Backpacker, for
every dollar that we spent in advertising, the tourist spent 70 cents
in Yukon. We terminated that advertisement very quickly.

Those are the ranges, but this is something you have to look at
each kind of media, each kind of program and it is how you evolve
your advertising program.

Mr. Chairmam Because this is the kind of information we are
particularly interested in, let me throw out a kind of situation, a
hypothetical situation, perhaps, and ask you what kind of proce
dures you would go through in assessing this kind of situation and
how this might have an impact on your strategy?

You have a year in which you have a number of indicators that in
California. which has done relatively well in all those delightful
octogenarian retired school teachers that come up in the Westour
buses and so forth, that at some point, there are indicators that you
may have saturated that market, that they are not coming back
and their numbers do not seem to be increasing. At the same time.

the kind of services, facilities that we have here for those people,
such as hotel rooms of a certain type, Travelodge. so forth, are
packed to the limit in the summer.

How would that situation change your strategy? Would you. in
fact, talk about changing some of your goals and objectives or
would that produce a shift? How quickly could you respond in any
year to some kind of indication that. perhaps, there was not any
room to grow in some area?

Mr. Kent: I guess one point I should make, and I will ask Mr.
Crosby. perhaps. to speak in a little more detail, is you cannot
develop a market overnight. It is not something you say we think
there is some potential in Puerto Rico or something, so let us
launch a blitz advertising program and six months later you
evaluate it, Because, without a question, at the end of that six
months period, that short term evaluation would demonstrate that
it was a poor investment.

I am advised that to test a market requires a minimum of two
years. Now, to remove yourself from a market does not take much
work. You just stop advertising there, but still, the previous work is
still going to have an impact on that market for three or four years.

Mr. Chairman: Let me ask you a specific question. then. During
the period we are talking about, how long are your advertising
contracts for, the kind of contracts you have with your major
advertisers?

Mr. Crosby: Perhaps a contract is a misnomer because we really
do not have a contract. We have a letter of understanding with our
advertising agency which appoints our agency of record for a two
year period. That was undertaken in 1978. We have never had an
agreement with an advertising agency up to that point in time.

Mr. Chairman: Let me ask you. Mr. Crosby. what is the difference
between a contract and a letter of record, is that the term you used?

Mr. Cmsbr There is a contractural process and perhaps I might
ask Mr. Sinfield to give you more detail, if it is required. but we do
not, for instance, sign a contract which isa normal type of contract
with an advertising agency.

ft is based on performance. The agreement we have with our
present advertising agency can be terminated within 30 days by
either party.

Mr. Chairman: Based on performance, what are the performance
indicators in assessing the advertisor’s performance?

Mr. Crosby: Primarily in the area of creativity and design, in
meeting production deadlines and effectiveness on the mar
ketplace when it comes to placement of media or advertising.

Mr. Chairman: I can understand how you assess the third of that
list of four which you gave, but how do you assess the first two and
the last one.

Mr. Crosbr To give you an example about creativity and design.
and I am speaking primarily of the requirement for our literature
production and other sales and collateral materials supporting
sales in tourism. Yukon has won three international design awards
for its literature production in North America in the last fouryears.
That is directly as a result of having an extremely competitive
agency that has been able to produce that type of material for us.

Itshould not be confused with the fact that we did not goout to win
designs. We went out to sell people on coming to Yukon. That was a
bonus that we received, but it is also a sign of measurement of the
expertise and the effectiveness of the agency that we employ.

Mr. Chairman: Thank you. The last question on the market effec
tiveness, I think was the term you used, what are your measure
ments there and you have got some kind of an arrangement with an
advertising agency for two years. How, in that two year period, do
you assess their performance in terms of their impact on the mar
ket? As Mr. Kent says. you cannot assess the impact on the market
overnight, you cannot have an impact on the market overnight.

Mr. Crosby: Of course, in the area of advertising, conversion
studies are perhaps the best vehicle to assess the effectiveness of
advertising expenditure. But we have spent very little in advertis
ing and that only represents a small portion of our total marketing
mix.

Mr. Chairman: The conversion studies have been the principal
tool by which you have done some assessment up until now, is that
correct?

Mr. Crosbr Yes.
Mr. Ciirran: Okay, let me ask you about the literature. What

kind of quantities are we talking about. in terms of pieces of litera
ture?

Mr. Crosby: We are producing. at the present time, and [stand to
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be corrected. 150.000 pieces of our main piece.
Mr. Chairman: At what kind of cost in the year in question that we

are talking about here?
Mr. Crosby: I will defer that question to our administrator at that

time, Mr. Sinfield.

U
Mr. Sinfleid: Can I clarify one point? In this question we are

talking about 1978-79. In 1978-79, the literature cost came to about
$100,000.

Mr. Chairman: Is the figure of 150.000 pieces correct?
Mr. Slntleid: In that year it was 125,000. Currently, it is 150,000.
The final figure of printing actually was about $105000, I think.

Then. on top of that there were freight charges.
Mr. Chairman: Is it standard for the literature to include any kind

of coupon such as has been referred to in the advertising?
Mr. Sintleid: The literature itself does not, no. It includes the

address to write to for further information.
Mr. Chairman: Have you attempted to do any conversion studies

on the responses to the literature, in terms of written inquiries?
Mr. Sintield: No.
Mr. Kent: I should note that the literature is primarily sent out on

the basis of coupons, so that is part of the conversion process.
Mr. Chairnian: Do you dump any literature into the market on a

speculative basis with travel agents in an area where you do not
have any previous indicators of interest?

Mr. Kent: Well, I would not say “dump” it, I would say on re
quest.

Mr.Chairman: lamsorry. lusedtheword”dump”becauseofthe
quantities involved. “Place”. I think, is the polite word.

Mr. MacKar Just to pursue this, I thought you said yesterday.
Mr. Kent. that there were some 400.000 pieces of literature distri
buted.

Mr. Kent No.
Mr. MacKar No? I wrote it down yesterday. sol had a question.
Mr. Kent Well, I never said that, but someone says it is true.
Mr. Mackay: Perhaps it was Mr. Crosby who said that.
Mr. Crosby: Perhaps just to clarify this, we produce, at the pre

sent time, two major pieces for distribution to sell our tourism
products. This is what Tourism Yukon produces. One main piece.

[ which contains general information and specific information on

t facilities, in other words, it is a sales and service piece combined.
The second piece is a map of the Yukon Territory.

We also produce and distribute a number of other items. This

P year. for instance, we will be using tour shells, something that we
have wanted to do for sometime, and that is to encourage the use of
the development of Yukon tours by providing some incentive to the
wholesaler or tour operator to develop a brochure on our specific
products for his sales.

We also have another shell, if you will, that can be used by the
small operator in Yukon, who normally. in the past. has not been
able to afford to produce his own brochure or sales aid. This is a
four colour blank brochure, if you will, that he merely fills in the
space with the information on his own facility. It can be used by any
small operator in the travel industry.

We also distribute the publication which is produced by the
Yukon Visitors’ Association, that booklet, under an agreement
with that trade association,

Mr. Mackay: That is where the 400,000 came from yesterday.
Mr. Crosby: Yes, and that figure could be corrected by Mr. Sin-

field. I was trying to give you a global number, a concept of the
amount of materials that we handle.

Mr. Chairman: Just a couple of brief questions1 Mr, Kent, before
we leave this area, the letter of understanding with the advertising
agency fascinates me. Is that a standard kind of contractural
document between a provincial government, say. and an advertis
ing agency?

Mr. Kent: My understanding is that it is impossible for us to
U specify a final product with an advertising agency, so it is impossi

ble to specify a specific price. So, basically, and I understand it is
applicable throughout the trade, it is on what I guess the layman
would call a retainer basis.

You have given us a proposal, we have seen the quality of your
work, we have seen your reputation, we will take you under re
tainer to be our exclusive advertising agent for the next X years.
But each specific activity or expenditure has to be jointly agreed

and negotiated between both parties.
Mr. Chairman: Let me understand the process a little bit. Given

that we now have, as I understand it. a couple of agencies here in
Yukon. and there may be a number of agencies in the country that
might be interested in the Yukon Government as a client, espe
cially the Department of Tourism.

What kind of tendering procedures, if I can use that word.
perhaps it is the wrong word, might you use to look for the advertis
ing agency? Do you invite proposals?! guess you cannot do tender
ing because you do not know the price, but do you invite proposals
from a long list or is there a short list?

Mr. Kent: We, within the next month, month and a half, will be
inviting proposals from advertisers to handle our advertising ac
count for the next period of time. In that invitation, all Yukon
companies that have any skills nr expertise in that area will be
asked to submit proposals. F

Mr. Chairman: How was that done in the past?
Mr. Crosby: The Yukon Government first employed an advertis

ing agent in 1968-69. At that time, I believe the total expenditure in
advertising was something like $12,000 to $15,000. Although I was
not here, I was advised that it was extremely difficult to find a
competent agency that would even talk to us for that amount of
expenditure. That is not a large billing. That is what you pay for a
modest priced ad. let alone a program or a campaign.

But there was an agency in Vancouver that recognized future
development_of the account and of other accounts in the Yukon
Territory and undertook to put together an advertising program
for the Yukon Department of Travel and Information, as it was
known at that time. That advertising agency was Fosters Advertis
ing Agency in Vancouver.

From that beginning, the advertising account of the Department
of Travel and Information increased, but only in a very small way,
but was retained by that agency based on the criteria that I men
tioned previously. The principal account executive for that
agency. in 1972. formed his own agency and we made a decision at
that time to have that particular individual retain the account.

• Mr. Chairmait So until this coming year, there has never bcen in
process before where proposals have been formally invited from a
number of firms. , I.

Mr. Crosbr There has not been a recognized need that we have
seen to go to proposal because there have never been local agencics
until just two years ago.

Mr. Kent: One point I want to make, even if there were not local
agencies, we would still be insisting that there be competitive
proposals.

Mr. D. Graharu I have a couple of questions on the conversion
tables. Are they done on an on-going basis now?

Mr. Kent: No.
Mr. D. Grahanu Recognizing the expense, they are not.
In your opinion, how accurate were the ones that you did do?
Mr. Kent With the exception of the timeframe, who knows? If a

guy read an advertisement today, it may not sink into his head for
two years, but other than that time factor, I think they are quite
accurate assessments.

Mr. D. Graham: So you would say they were a useful tool, at the
time that this one was done.

Mr. Kent: A good evaluation methodology.
Mr. 0. Graham: Okay, thanks
Mr. Chairman: I guess this would be a good point to take a short

recess. I thank the witnesses for being with us and hope that you
can be with us at 10:45, when we will come back to order.

Thank you, gentlemen.
Recess
Mr. ChaIrman: Committee will come to order.
Mr.Mackay: Okay, I would just like to clean up a couple of items

relating to the Tourist Development agreement.
Mr. Kent: I beg your pardon?
Mr. Mackay: I would just like to clean up a couple of items relat

ing to the Tourist Development Strategy Study so that we have it
very clear on the record.

First of all, can you give us a copy of the original contract and
any amendments that were agreed thereto as it progressed?

Mr. Kent: I can give you a copy of the base contract.
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Mr. R. Graham: The amendments to the total cost, is that what you
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Mr. Mackay: Presumably you entered into an agreement for
some $40000 that they would perform this job.

Mr. H. Graham: Yes.
Mr. Mackay: On that file, as changes arose, there must be some

documentation of how these changes were agreed to.
Mr. A. Graham: Yes, that would come about in the form of steering

committee minutes, of which there are a number of volumes.
There were a number of meetings, a great deal of discussion about
these changes and the direction for the study. There are minutes
from those meetings, of course. That is where the decisions were
made, at least in terms of directing the consultant.

Mr. Mackay: So. do I take it then the steering committee au
thorized the additional work?

Mr. R. Gnhant No, but that is where the documentation for pur
poses of instructing the consultant to do certain things, subject, of
course, to our own internal authorities in Government.

Mr. Mackay: I want to examine these internal authorities. The
problem having arisen, your steering committee having discussed
and haying then made a recommendation, who then approved the
expenditure?

Mr.A. Graham: Then it would be up to me. as chairman of the
steering committee, to take that back to the department and to my
director and hence, in most of the cases we are talking about here.
to the Member of the Executive Committee for his direction.

Mr. Mackar Mr. Crosby was then the Director to whom you
reported, is that correct?

Mr. A. Graham: Yes.
Mr. Mackay: Perhaps I could direct the next series of questions to

Mr. Crosby.
Haying received the recommendations of the chairman of the

steering committee, and probably being aware then of the prob
lems which were on-going, you were faced with the problem of
authorizing continued work at a higher price than originally con
templated. Is that correct?

Mr. Crosby: That is correct and the first such consideration was
the study that was done within the study, addressing the impacts of
the proposed Alaska Highway Pipeline on tourism in Yukon.

Mr. Mackay: Before we get into the details of what the changes
were, I just wanted to get the administrative framework clear.

You became aware of the probability of overruns and I want to
know, did you then go tn your Executive Committee Member and
say look, we budgeted $40000. With the Alaska Highway Pipeline,
it Iookslike it is going to be $50,000 now, for example. Do you hereby
authorize the $10,000 overrun?

I am simplifying it, but please tell me how you did this?
Mr. Crosby: That is correct.
Mr. Mackay: Did you feel that you had any authority on your own

to authorize increases in that contract?
Mr. Crosby: To some extent, yes.
Mr. Mackar Is there a dollar limit on that? Do you have a dollar

limit which you can have discretion on?
- Mr. Crosbr Yes, my spending authority only goes to a certain

limit.
Mr. Mackar What is that limit?
Mr. Crosbr It changes. I believe, at present, it is $15,000.
Mr. Mackay: At the time we are dealing with?
Mr. Crosbr It was $10,000 at the time.
Mr. Mackar So, you had a $10000 spending limit. In this particu

lar case, then, you determined that the cost was going to go more
than $10,000, I presume, and got permission then from the Execu
tive Committee Member to proceed with the contract on the re
commendation of the steering committee.

Mr. crosbr Not at that time, because these cost overruns, with
that particular study. did not become apparent until quite late in
the year and quite late in the contract period, as a result of the
requirement for a large number of public meetings throughout the
Yukon Territory and an appearance by the consultant at the Yukon
Visitors’ Association’s annual convention of that year.

Mr. Mackay: I am not sure how you keep the,records in these
things, but is there a minute or a memo in the file approving the
overrun from your superior?

Mr. Crosby: Prior to the payment of that overrun expenditure? I
believe there is a communication, but! should explain that most of

that communication was verbal communication between myself,
Mr. Graham, and our Executive Committee Member of the day.

Mr. MacKay: Is that the normal procedure? Was it the normal
procedure?

Mr. Crosby: For most of our operations, at that time, it was the
normal procedure.

Mr. Mackay: Is that now the normal procedure, where you are
dealing with a cost overrun, to have all the communications, or
most of them. in verbal form. Mr. Kent?

Mr. Kent Not today. sir.
Mr. Chalrmam Mr. Kent, just to summarize this point so that we

do not belabour it. could you just review for me very briefly, if
there were an identical circumstance today. what procedures
would come into place if a $40000 contract were budgeted and then
it appeared there were going to be substantial overruns because of.
perhaps. some additional work that may have been authorized or
some other reasons that caused the overruns.

Mr. kent How would I deal with it today?
Mr. Chairman: Yes.
Mr. kent: If there was a cost overrun because of an extra that

either the consultant identified or that we identified, what I would
do is I would discuss it with my Minister, as a matter of courtesy. if
it was a technical matter. If it was a policy matter, then I would
discuss it with him very seriously and leave it with him as to
whether he wanted to make that decision or whether he wanted to
go to the Cabinet.

If the funds were available within the budget. and the Minister
supported it and I thought it was a good thing to do. then I would
approve the extra. subject to funds being available within the
budget.

Mr. ChaIrman: Could I just ask, just very briefly because there is
some confusion in the previous question, how exactly that would be
documented? Would there be an Executive Council minute or some
kind of memorandum to yourself from the Minister?

Mr. kent: No, if funds were available in the budget. I would
consult verbally with the Minister. because I would have the au
thority to approve that expenditure.

Mr. Chairman: You would, at some point, sign some kind of docu
ment approving that overrun.

Mr. kent: Yes.
Mr. Chairman: Okay.
Mr. 0. Graham: Mr. Kent, did these dollars, the extra $35,000 or

$40,000, come as a supplement?
Mr. Kent I believe they did, sir, yes.
Mr. 0. Graham: They did come as a supplement.
What I am trying to bring out is the procedure if those dollars

were going to be found within your own budget, what would that
procedure be. just so everyone here gets to know just exactly what
happens. If those dollars were going to be taken from some other
area. say lapsing salaries or something like that, what would the
procedure be?

Mr. kent If the funds could be accommodated within the budget
and it was a good thing to do, had no major policy implications,
then I would approve it and we would simply advise Finance if
there was to be any change between primaries.

Mr. Mackay: Just to wrap this up, I will address it to you. Mr.
Kent, who authorized this original contract?

Mr. Kent: The original consultant study?
Mr. MacKar The original contract, who authorized it?
Mr. Crosbr It was authorized by the Executive Committee

Member responsible for the department at that time.
Mr. Mackar Was that the same Executive Committee Member

throughout the time of the contract that they were dealing with?

Mr. Crosby: I do not believe so. We have had so many. but the
contract did covera twoyear period. Itwas not a one yearperiod in
which that particular work was done.

Mr. Mackar I would just finally say that I would like to see
whatever evidence you have on your files respecting the authoriza
tion and the documentation of the overrun. We would like to have
that.

Mr. Mackay: I think that is the last question on that. unless there
is something here.

Mr. Chairman: Can I lust ask you lust one brief question while we
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are on the question of overruns? Was there in that year a substan
tial overrun in the Tourism budget for the whole year?

Mr. Kent: Yes, sir.
Mr. Chairman: Can you recall the figures?
Mr. Sinfield: The total overrun, which was covered by two sup

plemental votes, was $96,000. in round figures.
Mr. Chairman: Just briefly for a moment. we do have the one

quantity which has been identified. The other amount that would
make up that $96000. do you happen to recall what that was?[ Mr. Sinlield: The initial indicator that we were going to have an
overrun in 1978-79 came in August. after the period four accounting
period. By that time, we had also been getting quotations for the
printing of literature and a number of other factors beyond our
control, forcing us into volume and price increase situations.

So. in August. I estimated then that we would be $67,000 over at
the end of the year. By the end of period nine, in December. when
the variance report was produced, on which is based the Supple
mental Vote Number 1. we reduced that estimated deficit to
$56,000.

The circumstances leading to these, as factors that made up this
deficit, was $36,000. caused because the estimates were drawn up
in November of the previous year and it was December of the
previous year before we knew the printing quotes for that year.
They had increased dramatically. So, for the 1978-79 print, they had
increased even more.

So, what we budgeted, the $72,500, was going to come in at some
thing like $110,000 or more. There was an estimated $36,000 there.

fl We had had increases in demand for our literature and these
were unsolicited requests so we had no control over this. There was
a much greater increase in demand for bulk supplies by travel
agents in different markets. These bulk supplies were sent by[ surface carrier and we paid the freight. Individuals who sent a
coupon in or a letter, that goes in the mail and another department
covers the postage, but where it is bulk shipments, we pay the
freight.

We estimated that there would be a deficit in what we budgeted
for freight charges of $5,000.

There is an increase in the amount of activity we did jointly with
the Canadian Government Office of Tourism and neighbouring
jurisdictions of Alberta, B.C., and various out-of-country offices.[ At the same time, the quality of mail service had deteriorated so
that it was taking 14 days for a letter to get from Ottawa to here,
five to ten days for a letter from Vancnuver or California. and we
had to resort to long distance telephone calls more and more. We

U
are anticipating a deficit in that area of $4,000.

The increase in interest that was being exhibited by travel
agents. tour operators, outside media people. both TV. radio and
writers, the pressure being brought to bear on CGOT in Ottawa by
the Minister of DIAND. after he had representation made to him by
the local YVA to spend more money to help promote tourism to
Yukon. this produced a number of familiarization tours by travel
agents, for which we had not budgeted, but which we were honour
bound to pay part of the cost. We pay about one-third of the ground
cost and the Canadian Government Office of Tourism, the carrier
concerned, they pay the rest.

But, in these visits by media personnel and travel agents. we
foresaw a deficit of $13,980, $14,000 in round figures.

There were a number of unforeseen travel requirements. For
example, the Federal Minister of Tourism, in conjunction with the
provincial ministers, organized a task force of deputy ministers to
look into what was wrong with tourism in Canada. For the first
meeting of that task force in Ottawa we were required to pay the
travel expenses of the Director to go there. We then pleaded pov
erty to Ottawa and they paid all the other expenses for subsequent
meetings.

The Dempster Highway Co-ordinating Committee was formed.
Some of their meetings were here, some were in Yellowknife,
which entailed travel.

It goes on.
Mr. Chairman: Perhaps we could just move on now.
Mr. Lattin: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Kent, I would like to

get on to the planning approach. Have you defined objects that you
are trying to fulfill, would be my first question.

Mr. Kent: The objective of the department? I think, Mr. Lattin,
the paper we provided you earlier as an introduction to the de
partment provides that answer.

This is the paper entitled “Department of Tourism and
Economic Development”.

“Tourism goals: to stimulate the development of a tourism in
dustry which will contribute to the social and economic well-being
of the residents of Yukon Territory.”

I guess one thing I should say, in terms of goals, hecause I know
performance evaluation is important to your Committee, you have
to be able to measure goals in order to know if you have achieved
them or not,

So, this is a general qualitative goal. in terms of measurable
goals, sometimes you have to corrupt your goals in order to make
them measurable, do you know what I mean. because you cannot
measure that general statement I just made.

In terms of measurement, I would say to increase employment
and income opportunities in the tourism sector, that is measure-
able and to diversify the Yukon economy, that is measurable, too.

Does that answer your question. sir?
Mr. Laftim Partially. yes
Mr. Mackar In tn’ing to achieve these goals. you obviously must

plan certain tactics of strategy and you have outlined what was
called “Basic Tourism Objectives”, which] think we agreed was
your strategy.

To get into more detail, how do you identify the markets you are
trying to influence?

Mr. Kent: These are goals or strategies of 1978. Okay now, how do
you identify what, sir?

Mr. Mackay: How do you identify the markets you are trying to
influence? There is a demographic way and there is a geographic
group, you are going to Germany, you are going to Japan, or are
you going to Seattle? How do you decide where to go?

Mr. Kent: I would like to answer part of that question, but refer
the balance to Mr. Crosby.

In this tourism exit survey, which will be finalized in a month or
so in there are a number of motivational questions which were
asked: why did you come to Yukon? What are you doing here?
What are your preferences? What services do you demand, et
cetera? Those kind of motivational questions will form some of our
appreciation of market opportunities.

Other than that, and perhaps more general. I will turn over to
Mr. Crosby.

Mr. Crosby: We use various methods to identify principal mar
kets or new markets for new market development activities.
Primarily, when you go offshore in Canada, it is very confusing, to
use for an example, the West German market, to identify a particu
lar region within Canada; therefore, when we go to Europe and sell
Yukon’s travel products, we identify with a region known as
Canada-West.

But, in our traditional markets, and we do have traditional mar
kets for the Yukon Territory, and that is the Pacific westcoast of
North America. Other markets which we have identified and have
some demographic information on are the eastern United States,
eastern Canada, and also some information within our own region.

Mr. Mackay: Excuse me, Mr. Crosby. The question I was trying
to get the answer to was not what markets you are going after, but
how do you determine which markets to go after?

Mr. Crosbr Based on limited research, knowledge of travel
trends. information received from the Canadian Government Of
fice of Tourism, which has a large marketing analysis branch. also
our associates within the region. but we carry out. very little basic
market analysis identification ourselves.

Mr. Chalrmarn Mr. Crosby. could I just get a supplementary? Can
I assume from your statement then that the basic strategy has
been to improve upon the existing markets?

Mr. Crosby: To this point in time, that is correct.
Mr. Mackay: Just to refer back to Mr. Kent. you are saying that

the exit survey you are doing now is an attempt to meet this lack of
hard information that we have had in the past.

Mr. Kent: It is an attempt, but those are only one or two of the
questions in the exit survey. The exit survey covers more than that,
but I should say that we think that, in the future, we have to do more
than rely on our traditional markets. We think there are new mar
kets, more higher value markets, and those are areas that we are
looking hard at, although, I will be quite honest, in terms of hard,
quantifiable research, it is not very good.

Mr. bum: Before you approach a new market, do you attempt to
establish how you will measure the impact of your efforts?
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Mr. Kent: What you generally do, that is certainly the case, but
you measure your marketing tools rather than your market.

By that, suppose, again in the West German market, we could do
advertisements, as we talked about earlier, then you would apply
your conversion studies to that advertising campaign in that mar
ket.

So, yes, one would certainly want to evaluate whether you have
been successful in penetrating that market and if your money had
been cost effective.

Mr. bUm: Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Do you have an inventory of services available? This is a two

part question, by locality or area, and, second, by type of tourist
market.

Mr. Kent: Yes, sir.
Mr. bum: Would you elaborate a little more on it, please.
Mr. Kent: That information is largely contained within the

printed material. It identifies the services, facilities attractions
within Yukon and within its various regions. Over and above that,
we have supplementary information for things like fishing, et cet
era.

Mr. bttin: Do you have a review on these inventories and when
would be your last review on that? lam interested in your updating
of this information.

Mr. Kent: The inventories are basically, as I understand it, cor
rect me if I am wrong, updated every fall.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Lattin, would you like that information that
has been provided to the Committee appended to the records?

Mr. Lattin: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I give notice of motion that I
would like the information appended to the proceedings of the
formal hearing.

Mr. MacKay: Turning from the planning process now to the post-
evaluation process, do you maintain any statistics on tourist vol
ume by type of tourist, those that come by bus, those that are over
the age of 50, those that like to go on wilderness outings? Do you
have any statistics of that type?

Mr. Kent: The exit survey will give us that. As I say, these exer
cises cost $150,000 apiece and if the Legislature, in its wisdom,
wants to provide us that money every year, we would be more than
pleased to do an exit survey every year.

Mr. MacKay: The Legislature, in its wisdom, provides something
like a million dollars a year on other items and we are wondering
the value of that without the $150,000. I think that is what it is
coming to.

Mr. Kent: You have a point, but, on the other hand, if you gave us
a million dollars for evaluation, then we would have no programs to
evaluate.

Mr. ChaIrman: It raises a provocative question, Mr. Kent. Let me
ask you a purely speculative question because it really asks a very
tough performance question in the tradition of zero base budget
ing.

Have you any idea what would happen to the tourist volumes
here if we spent no money on promotion and advertising what
soever?

Mr. Kent: One point I would like to make on evaluation, I suspect
that if one jurisdiction had a million dollar marketingprogram and
another jurisdiction had a 20 million dollar marketing program,
the cost of evaluating both of those programs would probably be
pretty close to the same because you have a fixed overhead, so you
run into a problem where you have one of the smallest marketing
programs in Canada, and yet the cost of evaluation is the same as
for Ontario, a trade-off between dollars becomes very difficult.

Mr. Chairman: On the same score, of course, theproportion of the,
if you like, Provincial or Territorial budget might be just as high
here, therefore, the value for money question becomes critical
from the Legislature’s point of view.

Mr. MacKay: You have an exit survey going on. Have you con
ducted any other kinds of surveys?

It seems to me that I remember being in the airport a year or two
ago and being asked questions by somebody interested in tourism.
Wave you had any other studies?

Mr. Kent: That was the exit survey. We do an accommodation?
occupancy survey. It is voluntary by the various hotels and motels
in Yukon on a monthly basis and they comply to varying degrees.
We also have short questionnaires at the information centres.
Those are the only surveys that we carry out on a regular, on-going
basis. Other than that, when we can corral the funds, we do specific
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kind of surveys on a once-only kind of basis.
Now, there have been other ones done. For example, a number of

years ago, there was a survey done in Dawson to look at people’s
expenditure patterns, how much do you spend here per day and on
what kind of goods and services. But the only one, because of
budget limitations, we do on an on-going basis are the occupancy
surveys and the information centre questionnaires.

Mr. Chairman: Let me just ask one brief question. When was the
decision made to undertake the exit survey?

Mr. H. Graham: It was made during the course of the tourism
development strategy exercise which we discussed earlier. It be
came apparent during that exercise that our data base was incom
plete in many areas but more specifically, the types of information
that we would need in future to make the development decisions
that we were talking about, specifically, 1978 was the key year
because it was envisioned in 1979 that new highways, such as the
Dempster and Carcross?Skagway Road, would open and would
affect travel trends in Yukon to a considerable degree; therefore,
we did the base data for 1978 and the decision to go ahead was made
in late 1977.

Mr. Chairman: .Just let me understand, it sounds like the decision
to undertake this exit survey was taken at a point when you were
already over budget. the decision was made to start this very
expensive project. Could I ask you about the authority for that?
Who made the decision about the exit survey?

Mr. H. Graham: In terms of authority and financing, it was an
internal decision because we assumed that there would not be a
dollar available to carry out the exit survey.

The only money that was spent in the course of the exit survey, of
Yukon Government funds, was some salary money for field staff
and that was taken out of our existing salary money, so there were
no additional funds required or sought to carry out the exit survey.

Mr. Chairman: There is no way that the exit survey contributed to
any overruns at all?

Mr. H. Graham: No.
Mr. Chairman: Do any of the Members have questions on this

particular area?
Mr. MacKay: A fascinating phrase was used yesterday in terms of

having the “rifle” approach to marketing. For a very vivid exam
ple, I am wondering if, Mr. Kent, from what we have talked about
today, because of the lack of surveys, the lack of real knowledge of
the type of visitor you have and what he is interested in and why he
might come back, whether the rifle approach was really fired at
the sky or was fired at particular targets.

It seems to me that we have been using traditional approaches,
we will concentrate on the existing market, but we have been
unable to identify. so far, positively, the more lucrative markets
such as the tourists from Europe and Canada who would come to
the Yukon for the Yukon’s sake. This is something that the depart
ment is now addressing, is that correct?

Mr. Kent: Yes, sir.
Mr. Chairman: Let me ask you a supplementary question to that,

Mr. Kent. It is conceivable at a certain point that our promotions
may be so successful that we will be bringing tourists here that we
cannot house. Do you have any flexibility in terms of your program
or strategy to provide or develop plans for developing incentives
for increasing the number of rooms available in the market, or the
transportation infrastructure?

Mr. Kent Do I have a mandate in that area in terms of policy
formulation? Yes, sir.

Mr. Chairman: Are you doing any planning in that area?
Mr. Kent: Very intensively, sir.
Mr. Chairman: Let me ask you another planning question because

there have been several references made to the pipeline and! know
there is a strong division of opinion among experts in the field on
this question. One body of opinion in Alaska has it that the tourist
industry is very fragile, the markets are very fragile, that during
the period of pipeline boom in Alaska, many of the facilities were
filled to over-flowing and they could not accommodate the genuine,
narrowly-defined tourist during that period and they were in
danger of losing their position in the market following the pipeline
boom. Do you anticipate any similar problems here?

Mr. Kent: I will give a quick—. My personal opinion would be yes,
we anticipate problems but part of the study addressed that issue.
Perhaps you would like to speak a little more on it, Mr. Graham.
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n Mr. Chairman: Before you answer that question, let me be more
specific on the question and just ask if that indicates to the depart
ment that they should, in promoting tourists for the period when we
can expect a pipeline, indicate to them that we should perhaps cut
back in promotional expenditures?

Mr. H. Graham: That is one possiblity; however, the other possi
blity, to answer your specific question, would be that we increase
promotion to alert people to the pipeline construction activity and
ways and means of adjusting their visit to Yukon so that it does not
conflict with the pipeline.

Mr. Chairman: Conceivably it could be a period when we would
like the people in campers much more than the people who want to
use the hotel facilities because they might not be available.

Mr. H. Graham: Or we might want to steer them to other areas
such as away from the Alaska Highway and into other com
munities where the pipeline activiy is not an influence.

Mr. Kent: Or wilderness activities.
Mr. R. Graham: Mr. Chairman, that was the subject of the study

we alluded to earlier, an action plan for tourism in light of the
pipeline.

Those issues are dealt with in some detail in that report.
Mr. Chairman: Do any other Members of the Committee have any

further questions?
Mr. Mackay: Yesterday in some remarks that were made, I think

it was Mr. Crosby again, indicated that the department had de
cided that it was more beneficial to approach travel agents directly[ to promote the Yukon holiday rather than trying to hit the tourist
himself. lam wondering what was the basis for that decision? Was
it a cost factor, limited dollars, or is it a more effective way of
advancing into the market?

Mr. Kent: 1 should say that that is not a decision. It is a question[ that we are intensively looking at now, what are the best
mechanisms to market Yukon, direct to the consumer, through
wholesalers. 1 am not sure that the question is going to be resolved
with a yes or a no but an appropriate balance or mix. That has not
been a decision, sir, it is something that is under review at this
time.

Mr. Mackay: I guess the other area, and perhaps this would be
tied in with your previous answer, some wag has said, looking at
the department’s budget, that it is not the Department of Tourism,[ it is the Department of Tourists, when you look at the travel budget
for the department. I do not really go along with that but I am
wondering if you are reviewing the areas to which your counsellors
are travelling with a view to tying it in to the targets that you are

U
trying to promote and the approach of going to travel agents rather
than going to the advertising medium and so forth. Is that under
review?

Mr. Kent: That is under review but it is part of the more general
review in the sense that our objective has not been just to say,
“Let’s see how we can cut down travel.” The objective has been,
“Let’s see what we can do to have the most effective marketing

L. program possible and what is it going to cost to deliver that prog
ram?”

Mr. MacKay: Certainly the Committee on Public Accounts would
not like give the impression. I think, of suggesting that the dollars
are being wasted in promoting tourism. I think we are concerned
about trying to determine the best way to spend them and I am
pleased to see that you have been addressing that problem.

Mr. Kent: Very much so.
Mr. Chairman: Did you, Mr. Kent, have any remarks that. you

want to conclude with today?
I should explain that we are going into executive session at 11:30.

There may be some questions that we will want to pursue. picking
up from today’s discussion tomorrow. It is also possible that the
Committee might conclude that they have heard enough and are
happy with what they have heard. I cannot prejudge either possi
bility. I would hope that in either event that you could, yourself and
any officials you may need, stand available for 9:30 tomorrow
morning. We will advise you early this afternoon if we will be
sitting fomorrow morning and what particular items we will be
going to go back to. if there are any.

If you so wish, you may wish to make some concluding remarks
at that time, if we sit tomorrow.

Mr. Kent: Okay.
Mr. Chairman: The Committee will stand adjourned. We will re

convene into executive session in the caucus room.

The Committee adjourned at 11:28 o’clock a.m.
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EVIDENCE
Wedeesday, February 13, 1980- 9:37 tin.

Mr. Chairman: The Standing Committee on Public Accounts.
meeting six, formal hearings, will come to order.

We welcome this morning, as witnesses, again. Mr. Peter Kent.
Deputy Head; Mr. Karl Crosby, Director of Tourism Yukon; Mr.
George Sinfield, Assistant Director of Tourism Yukon; and Mr.
Russ Graham, Chief of Planning and Development. Welcome,
gentlemen.

This morning, there are two items which follow from the previ
ous two days’ hearings, which the Committee wishes to examine in
mare detail.

The first of these questions is the question of cost overruns and
contracting authorities and procedures.

Mr. Mackay: Yes. Mr. Kent, I must say, on reviewing the tes
timony of the last couple of days, my brain is befogged in the
process of how the one particular contract we were referring to, the

O Tourist Development Strategy, was authorized, but, also in gen
• eral, how your department and, by inference, I guess, all of the

Government makes decisions to spend money.
So, I think there are probably two parts to the question. One is

how is it done today and, the second is how does that differ from the
way it was done on the particular contract we are referring to?

Let me just get some specific questions to you along that line.
Each year you prepare your budget for the ensuing fiscal year. You

, lay out programs that you plan to undertake. That may include the
hiring of a consultant to carry out certain studies and you then take
that to your Minister, explain it to him and get his approval of that,
is that correct so far, is this the procedure you follow?

Mr. kent His approval to submit the budget to Finance, Treas
ury Board and the Subcommittee on Finance.

Mr. Mackay: So. having agreed within the department and with
the Minister that this is what you would like to be approved, you
then take it to the Subcommittee on Finance, who presumably go

__

through it and approve or disapprove it. It then goes to Executive
J Committee, who go through it. approve or disapprove, and finally,

it winds up on the floor of the House as part of the Estimates.
Mr. Kent Yes, sir.

fl
Mr. MacKay: So far. so good. The House passes it and this is where

I begin to get into a few problems. You then have spending author
ity rrom the House to proceed with that budget. What are the steps
that you then take to. again narrowing it down to one thing. hire a
consultant? The funds are already budgeted, the price of the con

n tract may be in the range of say. $50,000. What are your steps now to
I I hire that consultant? I am referring mostly to your authorities.
U your spending limits, your channels of communication with Treas

ury, with Subcommittee on Finance, with your Minister. Would
you describe the process for me, please?

U Mr. Kent: Stop me if I am on a slightly different area. You start
off by preparing the terms of reference, or is that an area that you
do not want me to get into?

Mr. MacKay: I have got a series of questions later, I think about

U
the criteria for selecting a consultant. lam not too concerned about
that right now. I am more concerned about how the money au
thorities are in place.

Mr. Kent Okay, you select your consultant, you draw up a con
tract and enter into that contract. At that time, it enters the “com
mitment ledger”, if you like, as a charge against a particular
budget item.

Mr. Mackar Excuse me. it enters that commitment ledger at
what point? When you decide which consultant you want to hire, or
when you have signed the contract? And who signs the contract?

Mr. Kent When the commitment is made, the contract is signed,
then that is a commitment. that is a charge against a particular
budget item.

Mr. Mackar And you sign the contract?
Mr. kent: It depends upon the level of authority, but yes.
Mr. Mackay: If it was a $50,000 contract.
Mr. kent: If it was a $50,000 contract I would sign it, yes. sir.
Mr. Mackay: Do you have any limit to your spending authority?
Mr. kent: My understanding is I have authority to sign up to the

limit of the budget.
Mr. Mackay: So once the budget is passed, as long as you stay

within the framework of that budget, the dollar amount, you have

authority to enter into any contract on behalf of the Government. Is
that correct?

Mr. kent That is my understanding of it. sir.
Mr. MacKay: There is no point at which you have to refer back to

Subcommittee on Finance or necessarily, you probably will, but
necessarily to your Minister. There is no point where you say,
okay. $50,000. you go into Subcommittee on Finance, like the
Treasury Board in Ottawa will approve expenditures for quite
small amounts. That process does not exist in your department, vis
a vis the Subcommittee on Finance or any other money. You do not
have to go back to anybody.

Mr. kent That is my understanding. sir.
Mr. Mackay: That was what I thought it all came down to. I am

glad that we have determined that.
Mr. kent: One qualification on this, if the contract exceeded

budget authority, then I would have to take different kind of action.
Suppose I estimate it was going to cost $50,000. but when we
selected the consultant and the budget, the maximum was $50,000
and the contract ended up being $60,000. then I would have to go
through certain actions to get more funding authority.

Similarily, if I felt that the contract was contentious or that it
involved certain policy elements where I needed direction, then I
would go to Executive Committee, but probably not Subcommittee
on Finance.

Mr. Mackay: So as long as you are following your budget, you are
following the policy that was evolved in drawing up the budget, you
are implementing all that, you have the authority to just proceed.

Mr. kent: Yes, sir, that is my understanding.
Mr. MacKay: And that is no different today than it was in 1977.
Mr. Kent I will have to refer that to Mr. Crosby.
Mr. Mackay: Mr. Crosby, I understand you were in that position

in that year. Is that the way you understand the system to work,
too?

Mr. Crosby: No. sir. it is not. 1 do not mean to go back over ground
we have just covered particularly, but unless authorities have
changed that lam not aware of, and also Mr. Kent is relatively new
in this position. the procedure is correct up to the point, as
explained, until the amount of the contract is determined, based on
proposals. if we are talking about consultants in this case.

The spending authority by the deputy head or a director, as it was
at that time in the department, was $10,000.1 believe that has been
changed now, it is $15,000. Any amount above that figure must be
signed or cleared with signature by an Executive Committee
Member.

Mr. Hibberd: Well I wanted some clarification on that particular
point and I think Mr. Crosby has clarified it, except, Mr. Crosby.
you say it requires the signature of the Executive Council Member,
Are you inferring that it goes to Executive Council if it does exceed
that amount, or does the Minister have the authority to sign for a
larger amount than what you have indicated?

Mr. Crosby: In my experience, the contract, in its final form, does
not go to the Executive Council, but the Executive Council Member
does have that authority. I do not know what the level of that
authority is but all contracts from my department that exceed that
director s spending authority go to the Executive Council Member.

Mr. LaWn: Excuse me if lam asking a frivolous question, but all
this procedure seems to be wishy-washy to me. Have you any
manual or procedure or what? I am bothered, I cannot pin it down,
Is there a manual or something that you follow. Mr Kent. on this?
What is your authority to go whichever way you do go?

Mr. Kent I guess one point I should make is the question of
whether I have signing authority of $15,000. or whether I have
signing authority of the maximum of the budget. I was advised by
the Department of Finance two days ago that I had signing author
ity to the maximum of the budget. Now, if the policyThas changed
since then. I am not aware of it or. perhaps. I was misled by
Finance.

In terms of the procedure to be followed, I believe there is a
procedure. Would you like to knowjust if there is a procedure? Yes,
it is documented.

Mr. LaWn: Yes, I would like to know, because it seems to be quite
a grey area that you are existing in and I just want to see if a
situation comes up, how do you handle it? What is your reference
point? Up until now, I cannot see what your reference point would
be. That is what I want to know. Do you have a manual or a
procedure and what is it?
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Mr. Kent: Yes, sir.
Mr. Hibberd: Mr. Kent, I understand from your direction from

Treasury in the last two days, there might have been some adjust
ment that has not seemed to be clarified yet.

You say that you have the signing authority to the limit of your
budget. What do you mean by the limit of your budget? Do you
mean the line item you are referring to, or are you referring to a
particular establishment?

Mr. Kent I have authority to spend up to the maximum of the
budget for the intent and purpose and programs specified in the
budget.

Mr. Hibberd: Thank you.
Mr. MacKar So to go from the general to particular again. Mr.

Crosby. on the particular contract we were referring to. and we are
talking about the Tourist Development Strategy, I take it from
your answer previously that, in that instance, the initial contract.
which was some $40.000, was signed, authorized in writing by the
Executive Council Member at that time, who was in charge of the
department. Is that correct?

Mr. Crosbr That is correct, sir.

Mr. MacKar That the subsequent overruns were also signed or
authorized by an Executive Council member who is in charge of
that department also. Is that correct?

Mr. Crosby: That is correct. sir, with some qualification. The cost
overruns that were incurred, respecting that particular contract.
were approved through Supplemental Estimates, which I under
stand went through Executive Council approval, not just the
Executive Council Member.

Mr. Hibberd: Apropos to what you said, Mr. Crosby. when in rela
tion to the recognition of the cost overrun was this supplement
proposed?

Mr. Crosby: The first identification of the cost overruns, with
respect to the Tourism Development Strategy, were identified in
May. 1978. The account was satisfied, with respect to overruns, in
March, 1979.

Mr. Kent Well, Mr. Chairman, if I could say something, when
you talk of overruns, there are two kinds of overruns. One, you
oyerrun a contract. The other is you overrun a budget. They are
different things and you can have one occur without the other
occurring.

Mr. Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Kent, we may well get back into
more detail about overruns later. Perhaps we could just do some
thing about the contract.

Mr. II. Graham: Being as refined and as subtle as I can be here, I
am going to ask the question that everyone in the front row here
would like to ask and none of them are quite as blunt as I am, I
guess.

The particular contract we are talking about, did you guys blow
it or did you not? That is essentially what it is down to. everyone
would like to know.

Mr. osbr Mr. Graham. in reviewing the circumstances sur
rounding this particular contract, it would appear that certain
formalities and fiscal considerations were overlooked. I genuinely
believe that this oversight was a direct result of three things:
enthusiasm to deliver a quality product on behalf of the contractor
and our urging to do so: the pressures of valid deadlines associated
with the requirement of that contract; and the desire to involve a
broad cross section of Yukon’s tourism industry for good private
sector input into that study.

The magnitude of the overruns regarding that contract were not
identified until late in the contract. I beLieve the blame for this
could be shared between the control procedures within the de
partment, as well as the contractor’s tardy accounting procedures
within the company.

Mr. Chairman: Dr. Hibberd. just a second, this is fascinating to
hear Mr. Graham sounding like an opposition member and Mr.
Crosby sounding like a Cabinet minister.

Mr. Hibberd: I think for the record, and we really seem to be going
around and around on this contract, soT would just like to ask some
basic questions, just for the record to get it straightened out, if I
may.

First of all, Mr. Crosby. what criteria were used to select the
consultant in this case?

Mr. Crosby: I refer that question to Mr. Graham.
Mr. H. Graham: In this particular project, six written proposals

were received according to the terms of reference which we distri

buted and invited consultants to propose. Of those six, we carried
out an evaluation which covered a number of different areas. It
was an evaluation of their individual methodology, which included
awareness and understanding of the problem, direction and com
pleteness of their methodology, attention to fieldwork, originality
and so on, an assessment of their personnel, the people they prop
osed to use in the project team, their background experience,
related work and so on.

We used a numerical assessment, that is a ranking on a scale of
100 points, so that we had a ranking of these projects in our estima
tion. We then considered cost, what we were getting for our money,
based on each proposal, and we made our recommendations for
acceptance of one or the other consultant. on those bases.

Mr. 0. Graham: I have one other question. if I may. Mr. Hibberd,
on this subject, it is my understanding. after speaking with some
people yesterday, that the person who got the contract was not the
organization that the Tourism Department recommended. Is that
correct?

Mr. R. Grabanu That is correct. It was not our first choice.
Mr. 0. Graham: Would you explain that?
Mr. H. Gnham: Our first choice was a contract with a proposal

that was valued at $86,000. which. needless to say. was far in excess
of our budget. We considered, at one point, requesting a
Supplementary Estimate to accept that $86,000 proposal, because
we had evaluated it and considered it the best proposal and most
complete proposal.

It was obvious, however, that those funds would not be forthcom
ing. We had some internal opposition, as well, to accepting that
proposal, based on the differential in cost, and we then adopted the
second choice, which was the firm of Frank Wolman and As
sociates, which was considerably less in price.

Mr. Hihherd: Perhaps I could have a turn at trying to get some
basic information on this, Mr. Graham. Did these consultants
submit a proposal for the work to be done to you?

Mr. H. Graham: I am sorry, I did not hear that.
Mr. Hibbard: Did Frank Wolman submit a proposal and did the

others submit proposals for the work to be done?
Mr. H. Graham: Yes, there were written proposals received.
Mr. Hlbberd: Did they submit dates that they established re

ported progress during the study, did they milestone it?
Mr. H. Graham: Yes, that is all part of the proposal, as we re

quested it. We set out a format for each proposal and requested
certain information to be supplied to us, as part of the proposal. So
they would propose a schedule, a timetable of tasks.

Mr. Hibberd: Did Wolman and Associates fulfill these milestone
criteria?

Mr. R. Graham: Yes, they did,
Mr. Hibberd: Who signed the contract?
Mr. H. aham: Do you mean by name and position? Our Execu

tive Council Member of the day who is the Assistant Commis
sioner.

Mr. Hlbberd: What date was that signed?
Mr. H. Grahant If I recall correctly, August 22. 1977.
Mr. Hibberd: When did work begin?
Mr. H. Graham: It had, in fact. begun the previous week. We had an

agreement.in’principle to sign the contract and the consultant had
been selected early in August and in order for him to get here and
physically be present at meetings and to sign the contract, we
reached an agreement-in-principle prior to the formal signing of
the document.

Mr. Hibberd: What was the date of the first biLling from the con
tractor?

Mr. L Graham: I will have to refer that to Mr. Sinfield.
Mr. SInlield: August 31, 1977.
Mr. Hibberd: Can you tell me when the department first became

aware that there was a cost overrun?
Mr. H. Graham: The fact that there would be cost overruns was

known to me during the course of the project, simply due to the fact
that we were adding work to the consultant’s original proposal. The
magnitude of it and the dollar amounts of those overruns were
known in April of 1977, the exact dollar figures.

Mr. Hibberd: Gentlemen, you tell me —

Mr. H. Graham: I am sorry, April of 1978.
Mr. Hibberd: Then did the department take any action at that
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time to advise the person who signed the contract, your Minister at
the time, that there was likely to be an overrun? Did you discuss
that with him?

Mr. Crosby: Yes, sir. I discussed the possibility of those overruns
with the Assistant Commissioner and with the Department of Fi
nance.

Mr. Hibberd: When did this occur? Was this on a continuinç basis
or when did you first precipitate that discussion? Can you give me
an idea, Mr. Crosby?

Mr. Crosbr That was in May. 1978.
Mr. Hibberd: Did the Assistant Commissioner of the time, who

was your Minister at the time, sign the amendment to cover the
overrun?

Mr. Crosby: There was no procedure, sir, for endorsing or signing
an authority for those overruns, that I was aware of. at the time.

The magnitude or the amount of the overrun was not known until,
to my knowledge. late April or early May.

Mr. Hibberd: But, when you became aware that, indeed, there

U were going to be overruns, is there no procedure whereby the
Government has some form of procedures or controls when such
overruns occur, or is it just on, as you are suggesting, an ad hoc
basis?

U
Mr. Crosby: lam not aware of the procedures for endorsement or

authorization for overruns, other than the variance reporting pro
cedure that is currently in existance within the Government.

Mr. Hibberd: I can understand this if the overrun is of a fractional
r nature, but we are talking about a considerable overrun. Do you

think, then, that perhaps there should be some procedure whereby
there are controls directly on such an overrun.

Mr. Kent: Perhaps I can speak to that. My view is a couple of
things. In a contract with a consultant, unless it was very unusual,

U there would be a fixed price on the contract and the consultant
would be instructed and legally bound to produce a final product as
specified in the terms of reference.

I cannot think of why there would be an overrun unless you
n assigned the man extra work. As a policy, at the time you assigned

him the extra work, you negotiate a price for that extra work. If
Li that extra is consistent with Government policy, if it can be ac

commodated within the budget, then the extra contract if you like,
is drawn up at that time. If it cannot be accommodated within the
budget, then you advise Subcommittee on Finance and Executive
Committee whether they are prepared to provide you with the

Li extra funds.
So, I would say there is a policy and there is a procedure, in my

view, to deal with extras and overruns.
Mr. Hibberd: Well, I have one point of confusion then. From the

answers we have received so far, it became a process where you
gradually became aware that there was a cost overrun but, from
what you tell me Mr. Kent. it was your department that instituted
the overrun. Is that not correct?

Mr. Kent: That is my understanding, sir.
Mr MacKay: The overrun, we have had explained to us, was a

result of three things. One was the pipeline planning. It became
apparent afterwards: after the original contract was signed you
had to allow for planning around the pipeline, as well. You had to go
into a public hearing situation.

The third thing, 1 am sorry, I cannot recall.
Mr. Kent: I believe it was the attendance at a YVA conference.
Mr. MacKay: Right, it was the attendance at the YVA conference.
That latter one would appear to me to be a very small amount.

One person going to a YVA conference would not appear to be of a
very large cost. Is,that not correct?

Mr. Kent It was $3,450.
Mr. MacKay: Okay, the pipeline, I noticed that in the list of

tourism contracts, there is, in fact, a separate contract for $14,000,
with Wolman and Associates to carry out a study concerning poten
tial pipeline impacts on Yukon’s tourism industry.

Mr. Kent: Could you direct that question to Mr. Crosby?
Mr. MacKar Yes. There was, in fact, a separate contract for that,

is that not correct?
Mr Crosbr Yes, sir, that is correct.
Mr. MacKay: Okay. So the overrun then boils down to some

$30,000, less $3,400 for the visit to the YVA convention, leaving some
$26,000 which is because of the public hearing process. Is that
correct?

Mr. IL Graham: I would have to go into a great deal more detail to
explain how those costs are arrived at.

Mr. Mackay: We have already given three reasons for the over
run. I have covered two of them.

Mr. IL Graham: Well, you are right. It is just that there are many
divisions of work and factors that enter into those broad areas.

For example, in the process of preparing the pipeline study.
which you have just referred to, it was necessary to prepare a
summary, in advance, of the development strategy as it had
evolved to that point. See, the two were very closely connected and
it was impossible to divorce a study on pipeline effects on tourism
industry without really considering where the tourism industry
was going at the time.

Mr. MacKay: Okay, if I could just stop here. At the point where
you entered into the second contract, for $14,000, did you negotiate
with Wolman, these other costs that would arise in the original
contract? Did you nail them down at that time?

Mr. H. Graham: No, we did not.
Mr. Mackay: That, essentially, is where the whole problem is

though. You authorized additional work without nailing down what
it was going to cost.

Mr. H. Graham: That is correct.
Mr. Hibberd: Perhaps this is not important, but it seems to me I

remember, at the time that this report was becoming public, you
mentioned that a YVA meeting was one of your cost overruns. Did
that include an audio-visual presentation that you had prepared?
Was that part of the contract?

Mr. H. Graham: No, it was not part of the cost overruns.
Mr Hibberd: It was part of the original budget, was it?
Mr. H. Graham: As a matter of fact, no. The total cost of that

audio-visual presentation was paid by CGOT, the Federal Gov
ern men t.

If I might add, Mr. Hibberd, the original cost of the contract was
a similar arrangement, where the original cost of $48,000, I believe,
on that contract, of that amount, $18,000 was paid by the Yukon
Government. The balance was paid by CGOT and DIAND.

Mr. Hibberd: Well then, we do run into problems, do we not? We
have been talking ahout the costs with reference to YTG’s partici
pation and now you are telling us that the original cost to YTG was
$18,000?

Mr IL Graham: That is correct.
Mr. Hlbberd: What was the final cost then?
Mr. H. Graham: $48,000.
Mr. Hibberd: We heard a quotation yesterday of $90,000.
Mr. H. Graham: But I am referring now to the Yukon Govern

ment’s share.
The project was cost-shared with the Federal Government. It

was not entirely paid by the Yukon Government.
Mr. MacKay: I think that is probably an interesting sideline, but it

does not really affect our examination of the procedures of how
these contracts are handled. It is all the taxpayers’ money sooner
or later.

I would like to return to the authorities here. I want to be abso
lutely clear, so we do not have to call you back tomorrow morning
on this, where you have a contract that was within the budget, it has
been authorized by the Legislative Assembly, you have the author
ity in that contract and it is within the policies that you have
proposed.

Mr. Kent: The Department of Finance has advised me that is
correct, sir.

dollar limit. I mean, there is a $15,000
It does not, in your opinion, presently

Mr. Kent Well. I have heard of this, sir, and because of the
uncertainty, I talked with Finance and they advised me as such.

Now, obviously, it still appears to be a contentious issue. What!
will do is check it for the third time.

Mr. Mackay: Do other people in the department have other spend
ing limits or is it just the deputy head that has this? If this $15,000
limit exists, is it just yourself that has this and everybody else in
the department has to have your approval or do you delegate

Mr. Mackay: There is no
limit we have heard about.
apply.
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spending authorities to them?

Mr. Kent: I have spending authority for $15,000 delegated to Mr.
Crosby and Mr. Sinfield,

Mr. Mackay: And Mr. Sinfield. Okay.
Mr. Chairman: It is $15,000. Mr. Kent?
Mr. kent: That is correct.
Mr. MacKay: Provided that they are operating within the budget

and the policy has been approved.
Mr. Kent: That is correct?
Mr. Chairmaru Could I ask you just one question about the proce

dures here. We just heard an example of a contract which was
issued, the department had made a recommendation for a contrac
tor and the Executive officer in charge of the department at that
point made some other decision,

Now, it appeared to be based on a largely budgetary considera
tion. As we were operating in the year 1978-79. or as it might reflect
on the operations of the department now, is there a procedure
whereby you. Mr. Kent. having made your judgment, would have
received a number of proposals from people who wanted to do work
for the department. They were within budget, you were ready to
make a choice or commitment in terms of the particular contrac
tor you wanted. Is there any procedure whereby which you would
have to obtain any kind of approval. then, from the Executive
Council or from your Minister, Or is it that the buck stops entirely
with you?

Mr. Kent: I believe there is no requirement, sir. Now, I would
certainly advise my Minister, as a matter of courtesy and just for
good communiciation and information flow, but I believe that is not
mandatory,

Mr. Chairman: Let me ask the question from the other direction,
are there any procedures, manuals, standard instructions and so
forth which give you any parameters for choosing those contracts.
which are n°t based on your kind of normal and professional con
siderations, cost and so forth?

Mr. Kent: There are professional management manuals on how
to evaluate consulting proposals and our own internal
mechanisms, but there is no government policy on the kind of
criteria that will be used to evaluate proposals.

Mr. Chairman: To give you an example of the kind of thing I am
thinking of. recently this Government made announcements ab
out, I think, highways and public works contracts and some prefe
rential bid system for, in fact, local contractors. You have no
criteria or standards or guidelines like that in place. in terms of
your department.

Mr. Kent: That is correct.
Mr. MacKay: Just a couple of clean-up questions: the exit survey,

was it part of the reason for the overrun in the Tourism Develop
ment Strategy, or was that a completely separate project?

Mr. Kent: There is no relationship between the two, sir.
Mr. MacKay: The cost of that exit survey. I got somewhat con

fused, I thought somebody said $150,000. at one point yesterday
and, later on, we were told it was really absorbed just in the
budgets of salaries.

Could I have some description of what that cost will be for the exit
survey?

Mr. Kent lam going to ask Mr. Crosby to answer that particular
question. What I said, though, is we think exit surveys are useful
tools for evaluation and data collections. I said generally, an exit
survey costs in the order of $l20.000 -$150,000. but I did not say that
in the context of that particular one,

I believe the exit survey was actually done by CGOT and we
made a contribution toward it.

Mr. crosbr I would like Mr. Graham to answer this question.
Mr. R. Graham: The total cost of the exit survey, from the begin

ning of field work to the processing of a final report would be in the
neighbourhood of $150,000. Of that amount, we paid. initially, about
$20,000 !n casual salaries and recently an additiona! $6,000 for
processing and analysis of the final tables and the writing of the
final report. The balance was paid through various programs
which were approved through CGOT, the Canadian Government
Office of Tourism.

The fieldwork, for example, was carried out under a Young
Canada Works program and that was entirely funded through the
Federal Government,

The computer work was done primarily on CGOT computers, at
no charge to us. The cost of the consultant to do the final analysis

and report writing was shared between CGOT and ourselves.
Mr. Mackay: The cost out of your budget is $26,000.

Mr. Mackay: That was budgeted for the 1979-80 fiscal period.
Mr. R. Graham: Approximately, yes.

Mr. R. Graham: Yes, that is correct.
Mr. MacKar Are you within budget?
Mr. A. Graham: Yes.
Mr. Mackay: Good.
Mr. Chairmait Perhaps we might shift ground slightly and there

may be some other questions come up. Yesterday, Mr. Sinfield was
kind enough to give Committee a long description of the reason for
the number of other overruns in the department, many of which
were caused by the fact of a fairly rapid greater inflation during
the period we were considering.

At the end of Mr. Sinfield’s narrative on these overruns, there
was reference made to one unanticipated expenditure. which was
the Dempster Highway Co-ordinating Committee. Mr. Sinfield
mentioned that some of their meetings were here. some were in
Yellowknife which entailed travel. I wonder if I could ask, through
you. Mr. Kent, Mr. Sinfield, how many people from the department
were involved in these committees, how many meetings they at
tended and how many people from your department went to Yel
lowknife. incurring these travel costs?

Mr. Kent I am not sure that that question should be referred to
Mr. Sinfield. I think. perhaps. in terms of money. yes, but, Mr.
Crosby or Mr. Graham?

Mr. Crosby: Mr. Chairman, the question was: how many staff
members participated?

Mr. Chairman: if I may rephrase my question. There was refer
ence made here yesterday, as part of the cost overruns durins the
year. approximately $96,000. I think was the figure we were given,
and, at the tail end of Mr. Sinfield’s description was reference to
the Dempster Highway Co-ordinating Committee. of which there
were meetings here and meetings in Yellowknife which entailed
travel.

I would like to know, one, how many members from your de
partment were involved in this committee: what meetings they
attended and what costs might have been incurred here for them
attending meetings here; and, secondly. in reference to the meet
ings in ‘fellowknile. how many people from the department actu
airy attended those meetings to incur these increased costs?

Mr. Crosby: To answer your first question, sir, myself and Mr.
Russ Graham were both involved in the Dempster Highway Com
mittee.

I attended one meeting in Yellowknife as the only departmental
representative.

There were a number of meetings here and I do not really recall
their number.

Mr. Chairman: This one trip you made to Yellowknife, Mr. Crosby.
would not have been a significant expenditure then?

Mr. Crosbr No, only a contribution to the expenditure. but not
significant in itself.

Mr. Uttin: Mr. Chairman, first I would like to give notice of
motion that I would like this purchase order appended to our for
mal hearings.

Secondly. I would like to ask: could the Committee be provided
with a copy of proposals submitted by Wolman and Associates.

Mr. Kent: I believe that could be done. yes.
Mr. Chairman: Mr. Doug Graham advises us that it is a public

document already. but if we could get a copy, it would be useful. Ve
might want to append it to our proceedings.

Are there any further questions that the Members of the Com
mittee wish to get to before our break?

I will at this time, then, declare a short recess. Let us say until
10:35 and I will ask if our witnesses could be back at that time.

Before we recess, however, there were a number of documents
that we were promised yesterday. I understand we can expect
most of them later today?

Mr. Kent: Yes, sir.
Mr. Chairman: Mr. Kent, are there any problems with providing

us with any of them that we should be aware of?
Mr. Kent Where there is a problem is time. You have (a), (b) and

(d) I can provide for you during the intermission, but it will not be
until later today that I can give you the documentation on the
overruns. That is just a question of accumulating all the informa

8:4 H
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tion.

Mr. Mackay: The tabled purchase order, would that normally be
signed by someone?

Mr. Kent: I understand that a copy of this, which is not here, was
signed by Wolman and sent back to the Government, which is on
file.

Mr. Mackay: Nobody in the Government signs it when issuing it.

Mr. Kent: I believe there is a signature. It is obscured.

Mr. Sintield: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Mackay, perhaps I could exp
lain the system as it existed at that time. A service contract, a
special form did not exist then. It does now. A purchase order form
was used.

In order to get a purchase order issued by the Purchasing de
partment, which has now changed name, the department, ourse
lves, would issue a requisition for purchase and that would be
signed by the Commissioner or the Deputy Commissioner, if it was.
in this case, over the limit of $10,000.

That request for purchase went forward to the Supply and Ser
vices Purchasing Department. who then issued a purchase order
and the purchase order was signed by a purchasing officer.

O
Now, this system does not exist today. There is a very definite

different form of service contract, which is signed by an authorized
officer, depending on the limit. It goes to the contractor, who also
signs it and returns the whole thing to the Government and then he
is given one copy and the other copies go on a file and so on.

Mr. Chairman: So it seems that we have much more formal kind of
contracts now with these kinds of people.

Mr. Sinileld: The system now is very different and much more
formal and better controlled.

Mr. Chairman: If it is not too inconvenient, I wonder if it would be
possible to get a copy of that new contract form.

Mr. Sintield: Yes, by all means.
Mr. Chairman: Could I just ask, was there, in the period we are

talking about, any ceiling, any maximum amount for contracts
under which this kind of form was used?

U Mr. Sinlieid: I could not answer that, Mr. Chairman. There may
have been, but it did not affect us. That form was the type that was
used.

Mr. Chairman: It occurs to me it was a very insubstantial docu -

ment for the kind of sums of money we are, in fact, talking about.
Mr. MacMar One more thing, could we get a copy also of Requisi

tion No. 011481-3. which is the requistion which authorized this
purchase order, so we can follow the sequence?

Mr. Sinfield: Yes.
Mr. Chairman, while I have the floor, I would like to clarify some

erroneous information I $ave Mr. Mackay yesterday. He asked,
relative to the Yukon Visitors’ Association accounts, specifically
the joint marketing account, was it audited and was it audited by a
reputable, qualified accountant?

I answered in the affirmative to both questions. 1 have since
discovered that, in fact, it was with the accountant for a considera
ble time. I understood it was being audited. In fact, it was only a

fl financial statement being prepared, unaudited. I stand corrected
and copies of that unaudited statement will be provided.

Mr. Chairman: Is it the practise now to audit those?
Mr. Sintield: It is now a practise to have them audited, yes. We

had not specified, in previous contracts with YVA, that their ac
counts should be audited. We have now so specified and the current
account will be audited.

Mr. Chairman: It seems like the longest adjournment debates that
we have had in a long time.

Perhaps we could recess now and reconvene at 10:40. That will
give everybody 15 minutes. We look forward to seeing you back
here then. Thank you, gentlemen.

Recess

Mr. Chairman: The Committee will come to order.
We were, when we recessed, engaged in the fascinating discus

sion about contracting authorities. We are waiting an official from
the Department of Finance to join us as a witness, and I will

introduce that witness when he is available.
Perhaps I could just ask Mr. Kent a general question to start off

with and maybe other Members of the Committee have things they
want to go back to and pick up on.

Mr. Kent, are you aware of a document known as the Delegation
of Authority Document, which is a document, I gather, originally
issued under the Commissioner’s authority to deputy heads in this
Government?

Mr. Kent Yes, sir, I am aware of it.
Mr. Chairman: Have you. to your knowledge, been functionin

according to the authorities that are laid down in that document.
Mr. Kent: That is my understanding, on the advice of my director

of administration, sir.
Mr. Mackay: I will leave the authority until we get to Treasury.
Perhaps I could ask a couple of questions on the nature of the

amounts that got to the YVA and KVA. I will try and be as disin
terested as I can. We budget a grant to the YVA of. I think it was
545.000 for the year ended March 31. 1979 and in additon to that. we
have what is called a co-operative joint marketing program.

In your opinion, that joint marketing program, is it a donation to
the YVA or is it a joint effort contract, where you set out to achieve
the objective? Are we looking at straight contributions to the YVA
or are we looking at a joint effort?

Mr. Kent: Joint effort.
. -

Mr. MacKar ‘ So. as a result of that conclusion, the decision was
made to request an audited financial statement, presumably. for
March 31. 1980. Is that correct?

Mr. Kent I believe a good overall policy, but primarily moti
vated by the grant.

Mr. Mackay: You are requesting an audit because of the grant,
rather than because of the joint marketing effort?

In the case of the KVA, could you explain how much was given to
the KVA in the year in question, that is March 31, 1979 and what
were the conditions placed upon that?

Mr. Kent This is the $5,000 item?
Mr. Mackay: Yes. I do not know. I am asking.
Mr. Kent Would you state your question again. sir?
Mr. Mackar How much was given to the KVA and under what

conditions was it given? What were they to do with it?
Mr. Kent At what time, sir ?
Mr. Mackay: March 31, 1979. the year ending March 31, 1979.
Mr. Crosby: There was no grant made to the KVA in that year.
Mi. Mackay: Has there ever been a grant to the KVA in the last

two or three years?
Mr. Hibberd: Mr. Crosby. perhaps you could correct me if I am

wrong. but there was a continuing grant to KVA until this last year.
Cs that not correct?

Mr. Mackay: So there have not been any grants to the KVA in the
last two or three years?

Mr. Crosbr No. there have been no grants.
Mr. Chairman: Mr. Kent, as I understand this joint marketing

agreement with the YVA. there are some travel and expenditures
incurred by officers of this Government under that budget.

Mr. Kent: Yes, sir.
Mr. Chairman: I recall last year, when we were debating the Es

timates, there was some confusion about the reporting of those
amounts. Could you explain to me your rationale for, in fact, hav
ing officers of this Government, even on that joint marketing ag
reement. travelling under a budget of the Yukon Visitors’ Associa
tion, which, of course from the point of view of the Legislature,
makes it hard to report the actual expenditures of travel and
promotion for tourist purposes.

Mr. Kent My understanding, sir, is this year the travel costs of
YTG employees are budgeted within the departmental budget.

Mr. Chairman: So. under the joint marketing agreement, there
will be no more travelling by YTG employees, under that money.

Mr. Kent: That is correct, sir.
Mr. Chairman: Is the official from Finance available, Madam

Clerk?

Mr. Crosby:
berd. until. I
annual grant

There was a continuing grant to the KVA. Mr. Nib-
believe it was three years ago. at which time that
was discontinued, at their request, I might add.
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Madam Clerk: I will check.
Mr. Lattin: Mr. Chairman. I would like to give notice of motion

that the delegation of authority document be attached to the formal
hearings.

Mr. Chirmarn Okay. there is a notice of motion that that docu
ment be appended to the formal proceedings. Thank you, Mr.
Lattin.

Mr. Hibberd: Mr. Crosby, you indicated that the grant to KVA,
which had been on a continuing basis, was discontinued some two
or three years ago and yet I note that there is a KVA grant here for
$5000. Was that a special grant, outside of the regular grant that
had been forthcoming?

Mr. rosbr That was not a grant. Mr. Hibberd.

Mr. Hlbberd: What was it?
Mr. Crosby: It was an agreement for the KVA to carry out certain

services on behalf of the department in Dawson City for that fiscal
period.

Mr.Hlbberd: There was $5,000 in the budget for the Department of
Tourism that was given to KVA for that purpose.

Mr. Crosby: That is correct.

Mr. Kibberd: That is not a grant.
Mr. Crosby: It was not a grant. sir.
Mr. Hlbberd: I see.
Mr. Mackay: That would be similar to the money given to the

Whitehorse Chamber of Commerce to run the information centre
in Whitehorse. It was that kind of service.

Mr. kent:Yes, sir,
Mr. Mackay: Could we have a copy provided to us of the contract

with the YVA, with respect to the services that were to he rendered
under this agreement, for the year end March 31, 1979?

Mr. kent: Yes, sir
Mr. MacKay: Thank you.
Mr. Hibberd: Mr. Kent, I think this question is going to run quite

alien to your department, but I think I would like to ask it anyway.

There have been statements made, not originally by myself, that
the tourism market in Yukon has a saturation point which is,
indeed, just about being reached at this time. Do you haye any
comments on that? Certainly, I realize your efforts are directed
otherwise.

Mr. Kent The saturation point was in what respect, sir?

Mr. Hibberd: In terms of the tourism industry, in itself, has
reached the maximum value that it can.

Mr. Kent: That is certainly not the view of our department, sir.

Mr. Hibberd: No, I agree it is not, but these remarks have been
made.

Our view is that there is a significant potential in
both increase the market in terms of numbers, but
in terms of value.

Mr. Hibberd: If you were to consider the major defect in enlarging
the tourist industry itself in Yukon, in what area would you say that
the major problem was to increase the volume and value of the
tourist industry to Yukon?

Mr. Kent: I would say it would be basically uncertainty with
respect to government policy and government direction. I am not
sure that I know what (hat means.

Mr Hibberd: I will put it another way. You have been describing
to us many of your efforts in terms of marketing over the years,
which you have indicated to us have been quite successful, but
there has also been an indication that the ability of Yukon to absorb
an increase in volume of tourists is quite limited.

How would you view that as a problem as far as your department
is concerned

Mr. Kent: Again. I may not be answering your question, but I
think Yukon has the capacity for significant growth and develop
ment potential in tourism. Perhaps, again. I am not answering
your question.

Mr. Hlbberd: I do not know how many hotel rooms there are in
Dawson City, but there is certainly a limit, which prescribes how
many tourists travelling who require hotel rooms can go to Dawson
City.

In other words, lam referring to the facilities which are availa
ble, which I would construe is a severely limiting factor in the
volume which the tourist industry can accommodate in Yukon.

6:6 [3
Mr. Kent: Oh. okay. That is a contraint, you are right. In terms of

existing accommodations in Dawson, it is at or exceeded its sat
uration point, but that creates an opportunity for enterprise to
invest and develop more accommodations and facilities. I do not
consider that a limiting factor, I consider it an opportunity.

Mr. Chalrmarn Mr. Kent, perhaps I could just, at this point, inter
vene. We are getting into a fascinating area of policy discussion,
which perhaps could keep us here for weeks. It is probably not
within the mandate of the Committee, though.

I would like to welcome now. again, as witnesses two persons.
Andy Johnston. Territorial Treasurer, who probably breathed a
sigh of relief a couple of days ago when he thought that he had left
this Committee for at least a year. and ,Janet Robson. who is
Director of Accounting Services.

Let me, by way of explanation, say the Committee, when we
broke at 10:30 this morning, was left with some confusion as to
some of the formal procedures regarding contracting authorities
and procedures and spending authorities and procedures.

There were also some questions as to spending authorities and
the stages by which contracts were approved.

So, having introduced the witnesses, perhaps I could ask Mr.
MacKay to lead off on this question.

Mr. Mackay: The area that we are interested in examining. I
think, is the delegation of authority from the Executive Council
through Subcommittee on Finance, to the deputy heads. It is that
area that we are concerned with.

The problem. to give an example. we have suggested to Mr. Kent
that his department has a budget that he prepares, it goes through
all the normal procedures, eventually gets passed by the Assem
bly, and then he is authorized to proceed with that budget.

Our concern is at what point does he have to go back to Subcom
mittee on Finance or his Executive Council Member to obtain
specific authorization to enter into contracts. Can you explain
that?

Mr. Johnstorn Mr. Chairman, first of all I should lead off by say
ing that we are in the process of reviewing the signing authority
regulations, but we will concentrate on what is in place right now.

Secondly. I would like to apologize to Mr. Kent, in that recently
one of his staff members did come to the Department of Finance,
Janet was away on holidays and the individual filling in for her
responded to a couple of questions incorrectly to someone from Mr.
Kent’s office. So, in fact. they were probably misled as to the
situation that does exist at the current time.

The signing authority regulations are pursuant to the authority
of the Financial Administration Ordinance, and they are covered by,
first and foremost, a Commissioner’s Order, which limits the
amount that specified deputy heads are allowed to sign for in
respect to requisitioning of purchases and contracts and also the
payment of subsequent invoices coming in then on those requisi
tions.

Mr. Chairman: Is that the Deleption of Authority Document to
which we have heard reference.

Mr. Johnston: It is a Commissioner’s delegation of authority or
der, right.

We. as well, have issued a directive to departments indicating
the various signature cards that they are to fill in and send in to the
Department of Finance. In that directive, it does refer to the limit
that is specified in the Commissioner’s Order.

The particular limit for the department involved. Tourism and
Economic Development, is $15000. The siEnature cards normally
refer to full for the department. but full tor the department only
goes up as far as the limit allows it to be, which is $15,000.

So, as I say, the individual coming up to Finance, I believe, got
the information that full for the department meant total budget for
the department on any one transaction, which is, I think, where the
problem has arisen.

If you want more details on the actual procedures and the in
terpretation, Janet is responsible for the signing authorities for the
whole Government and can certainly answer detailed questions.

Mr. Chairman: Just let me ask before Mr. MacKay proceeds, is it
your department that lays down those limits and do you have
different levels of limits for offices of different rank within the
Government?

Mr. Jolinstorn The Commissioner’s Order, Mr. Chairman, puts a
limit on the specific department head and that department head is
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the only one that can redelegate within his department.
Mr. Chairman: He can delegate to the maximum of his own au

thority.
Mr. Johnston: That is correct. Now, it does vary from department

to department. I can think of one example, Highways has $100,000
for contracts, due to operational requirements it is more approp
riate than, we will say, the $15,000 that I have as a Treasurer.

So it does vary, depending on the operational requirements of
the department. This was increased recently and normally what
happens is the Department of Finance consults with the depart
ments involved to come up with a reasonable amount. It is not
strictly on our advice.

Mr. Mackay: There are two kinds of expenditures, broadly. One
would be the kind where you enter into specific contracts or purch
ase of goods or services, and the other is where you have on-going
expenditures that are generated internally, such as salaries.

So, we are only discussing the contract system here then.
Mr. Johnston: Yes.

U Mr. Mackay: In the event that the contract, after going through
the procedures within the department of selecting who is going to
do the contract, they arrive at a decision of awarding a contract
for, say, $50,000 in the case of tourism. That authorization to enter
into a contract then must be signed by whom?

Mr. Johnston: At this point in time, Mr. Chairman, in Tourism’s
case it would have to be signed by the Commissioner.

Mr. Mackay: Where does the Executive Council Member in
charge of that department enter into this process?

Mr. Johnston: At this point in time, the Minister responsible for
the department would initial the contract, prior to it going to the
Commissioner, but, because of the legislation and regulations in
place, the minister does not have the authority to. in fact, authorize
the contract.

Mr. MacKay: This is a system which has been in place for the past
three or four years.

Mr. Johnstom Yes. Mr. Chairman.

U Mr. Mackay: In a specific instance then, where there was a con
tract entered into several years ago with a Wolman and Associates
for a Yukon Tourism Development Strategy, in that instance, at
that time the Deputy Commissioner was the head of the depart

U
ment so. at that time, it could be possible for the head of the
department to sign the authorization for that in his other capacity
as Assistant Commissioner.

Mr. Johnstom That is correct. Mr. Chairman, in his capacity as
administrator, when the Commissioner would be out of the Territ
ory, he would be able to sign it.

Mr. Macbr In every other circumstance where the Minister in
charge of that department was not the Commissioner or Deputy
Commissioner, that authority would then. for amounts above his
signing limit, go to the Commissioner.

Mr. Johnstom That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mackay: That is the present system.
Mr. Johnston: Yes.
Mr. Chairman: Mr. Johnston, let me get this clear, because we

were, I think, a little confused earlier today. Mr. Kent, perhaps on
the advice of your department, had told us that he could spend to
the limit of the line item in his budget.

U, We are using a hypothetical case of a $50,000 contract. could you
just briefly describe for me what procedures would come into place
from the point at which, having had budgetary approval and been
voted by the House and so forth, Mr. Kent makes a decision that
they have invited proposals from this contract. They are now at a

• point where they want to make a selection of a contractor and it is

L about the $50000 and it is right. What procedures. from your point
-‘ of view, then come into place, in terms of getting final approval for

that?
Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, the way I understand, some of it

would be informal. In other words, it would not be covered by
legislation or regulations, but the procedure I see happening right
now is that the deputy head would recommend to his Minister
which contract should be accepted. The Minister would then re
commend to the Commissioner that it be signed.

Mr. D. Graham: Just one step, maybe, if we could clarify, Mr.
Johnston, before the Commissioner signs that contract, in all cases
now that contract must first of all be approved by the Executive
Council. Is that not correct?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, that is the way it is happening,
however, as I said, that is not enshrined in any of the regulations or
legislation that we have in place. We are looking at officially mak
ing this the procedure to be followed.

Mr. Chairman: Does your department have any mechanism for
vetting contracts or do you have any criteria for approving con
tracts which are outside of your department?

Mr. Johnston: No. We do not have any authority to sign contracts
for other departments.

Mr. Chairman: I am not asking about signing. Is there any proce
dure whereby you might. say—

Mr. Johnston: By ‘approval”, I thought you meant signing, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: I did not mean actual signing. Is there any process
by which you vet the contracts or look at them in any way or initial
them or express an opinion on them?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I believe the Department of Supply
and Services reviews all purchases of the Government, with a view
to ensuring that we get value for dollar and that the proper tender
ing procedures on certain dollar amounts have been carried outl.

Mr. Chairman: You said in certain dollar amounts. would that be
under the same kind of financial ceilings and floors that are laid out
in the Commissioner’s delegation of authority?

Mr. Johnstom No, Mr. Chairman, there is a Supply and Services
Manual which outlines the procedures to be used depending on the
dollar amount and type of contract and I am not familiar with it in
detail. I do not have it with me. but it has nothing to do with the
signing authority regulations that we are talking about.

Mr. Chainnarn The problem we have now, I guess it is maybe
getting clarified but there is somewhat at odds to some earlier
evidence we have heard about the procedures.

Mr. Macbr I would like to look now at the procedure for handl
ing overruns of contracts. Are there any spending limits applicable
to overruns or is every overrun subject to going back to the Com
missioner for approval?

Mr. Johnstorn Mr. Chairman, I will let Janet Robson answer
some of these questions because we are getting to the actual proce
dures that she is using and that she is responsible for.

Mrs. Robsom The Commissioner’s Order states that the depart
ments can increase a contract. Their limits. I believe, are 10 per
cent to a maximum of $1,000, which ever is less. Beyond that, if the
cost overrun exceeds their limit. then they have to go back to the
Commissioner again to get an approval on that cost overrun.

Mr. Mackar Does that involve going through another purchase
order?

Mrs. Robom No. it is usually done as a change order to the
contract, that way we can see flow much the contract is actually
costing. That wodld be the normal procedure.

Mr. Mackay: I presume you have a strict policy somewhere en
shrined that you cannot etiter into a new contract to look after the
problems that have arisen from an overrun in the first contract.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I would say that sometimes it would
be difficult to detect that that was in fact what was happening. We
get copies of the contracts up in Finance and you might get several
contracts for one consultant, for example, in one year and it would
be very difficult to check, I suppose, to make sure that the work he
was doing in the second contract was not really an overrun from
the first one.

Mr. Chairman: Who is it, Mr. Johnston, who looks at evidence of
contracts fitting in. if there is a procedure on that, whose attention
is called to that fact?

Mrs. Robson: All contracts are supposed to be processed through
Central Purchasing, Supply and Services and any change orders to
those contracts are suppose to be fully substantiated to Supply and
Services by copies of invoices, reasons for the cost overruns and
the necessity for a change order.

Mr. Chairman: What about a specific evidence of a contract split?
Who would be the person who would be alerted?

Mrs. Robson: Well. I would say initially it would he Supply and
Services. If the department itself does not identify that the contract
is for specific work or relating to a previous contract, it would be
assumed that it would be a new contract for new work.

Mr. Mackay: Is there a policy written down somewhere that you
cannot enter into a new contract to complete an old contract with
out so specifying?
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Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, there is a policy on cost overruns
which tells you how to handle cost overrun and if it tells you to do it
in that manner, then naturally it is assumed that you cannot do it in
another manner, you cannot issue a new contract.

Mr. Mackay: No specific prohibition written down somewhere?
Mr. Johnston: We would have to look at the contract regulations in

detail. Mr. Chairman, but, as 1 say, if you are told to handle a
situation in one way, then that is the way it must be handled. I do
not know if it specifics that you cannot handle it in any other way
but I would think that if it is not there that it would certainly be
assumed.

Mr. Hlhherd: We have been talking about cost overruns in con
tracts, it does raise the question of what is the obligation of the
person who has undertaken the contract to come in under budget.
How do you approach that?

Mrs. Robson: Doyou mean, how do we make sure that they do not
over-expend? We have a procedure within the Department of Fi
nance, as invoices are passed for payment, they are decommitted
from the original contract to purchase order. Any time that an
invoice puts a contract over its limit, the invoice is rejected and
sent back to the department and a change order requested before
payment is made.

Mr. Mackay: Is the department, at present. working on changing
its procedures with respect to these contract commitments? I am
thinking in light of the present system, as a policy, not having to go
through Executive Council. Is that part of the changes that you
envisage in the future?

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, we are investigating, due to the
political evolution in the Territory, changes for the signing au
thorities. Prior to the end of March, I hope to have that to my
Minister. What happens with it once it gets there will be up to him.

We have several alternatives in mind, and also, it is in the de
velopmental stage so certainly I cannot indicate what it would be
but yes, we are looking at changes.

Mr. Macka I do not want to get into policy areas. There is
obviously a catch-up situation here where political evolution has
got ahead of policy.

Mr. Joknstom That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mackay: I am just interested in the relationship between the

Department of Supply and Services and line departments. Does the
Department of Supply and Services have a higher contracting
authority than say, Tourism?

Mr. Johnstom Mr. Chairman, the Department of Supply and Ser
vices signs all purchase orders so in that sense, yes. they do have a
higher signing authority on that as a contract, if you like. But the
requisition must be duly authorized by either the deputy head or
the Commissioner, depending on the amount.

Mr. Mackay: So the Department of Supply and Services would
never authorize a contract that was in excess of the S15.000 limit in
this case.

Mr. Johnston: No, in my opinion, their signature is only a func
tional signature ensuring that all requirements have been met
prior to the purchase order being issued. It is not authorizing a
purchase.

Mr. Mackay: There is not a control device on the spending limits.
There is no control at the Department of Supply and Services level
on the spending limits of the departments.

Mr. Johnston: No, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Robson: Well, Supply and Services is not supposed to au

thorize the actual purchase unless the requisition has been duly
signed so there is a control in that respect whereby if they receive a
request that is beyond the limit of an individual, they should reject
that request and make sure it comes back to the proper authoriza
tion.

Mr. Mackay: So they have the limit, they have a list of limits?
Mrs. Robson: They have a file of the individual’s limits.
Mr. Johnston: The point! was trying to make. Mr. Chairman, was

that they do not control the expenditures of a department but they
do ensure that all the criteria has been met before the expenditure
is made, before the contract is entered into.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further questions from Committee
Members?

What I would propose to do. Mr. Kent. is invite you. to give any
closing remarks you would like to make, and since there have been
some issues come up here which concern financial controls.

would invite Mr. Johnston. if it would help the Committee out at all.
to make a subsequent observation. if he felt moved to do so.

Mr. Kent: I guess, briefly, what I would like to say is, if you will
excuse the over-zealous people in the department, basically,
Tourism is not, and should not, be a central control agency. You
know, there are agencies in government which are dedicated and
whose sole reason for existing is to make sure certain operational,
management procedures are adhered to within government. If
that was the objective of Tourism, we would not produce any good
for the people of Yukon, so basically we have programs that we
have to deliver, problems that have to be dealt with, opportunities,
we have an industry that we think is very important to Yukon.

Perhaps in some instances, and it was identified today, corners
were cut a bit. I do not think that that is a deliberate effort by
someone to rip the system off. [think it is people trying to do the
best job they can as fast as they can.

Mr. Johnston: Mr. Chairman, I believe that during the discussion,
we have covered the signing authorities quite fully.

I would just like to say. once again, that if we have misled the
department. and subsequently the Committee, we apologize for the
inconvenience and time consumed.

The second, and last thing. is the fact that we are trying to catch
up the regulationswith theevolution that has taken place in the last
few months and hopefully that will clarify some of the ambiguities
in the current procedures.

Mr. chairman: Subject to a decision to the contrary by the Com
mittee in the executive session. I would assume that this would
bring us to the end of the formal hearings of the Standing Commit
tee on Public Accounts. I would therefore, in anticipation of that
decision, like to thank Mr. Peter Kent. Mr. Andy .iohnston again,
Mrs. Janet Robson. Mr. Crosby. Mr. Sinfield and Mr. Graham. for
being with us. It has been an education for us.

lam sure all of us will have reason to want to read the transcripts
as soon as they become public.

We anticipate making a report to the Legislature as soon as we
can possibly write one.

I think, on the whole, these Committee proceedings have gone on
in, as we hoped, a non-partisan. fairly positive way. and I hope that
tone and style will be reflected in our final report. 1 hope that rather
than being depressing. this has been an elevating experience for all
concerned.

I would like to thank the witnesses for being with us. The witnes
ses are excused.

Before we recess. I would like to, for the record, thank our clerk
for her services on behalf of the Committee and most particularly.
since it is the first time we are sitting, Mr. Harold Hayes. Principal
from the Auditor General’s Office, who has been with us through
out these hearings and also. Mr. Raymond Dubois, Deputy Auditor
General of Canada, who spent the first half of the hearings with us
and was of valuable assistance to the Committee.

The Committee stands adjourned.

The Commitlee adiourned at 11:26 o’clock am.
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I’IIAS K - Y £ l’flOJ i:c’i’s

ACTIVE PROJECTS TO BE COMPLETED IN PhASE II

Projected
Project Priority Completion Date

Financial Administration and
Accounting Control Manual 1 March 31, 1981

Department of Finance Operating
Manual 2 June 1, 1980

Transportation Policy 2 Junel, 1980

B D P Policies Manual 2 March 31, 1981

Revic.’ Revenue & Recovery
Recording and Collection
Procedures 2 March 31, 1981

1,

PROJECTS TO BE STARTED IN PHASE II

Projected
Project Priority Starting Date

*Internal Chargebacks 1 — A June 1, 1980

*Central Commitment System 1 — B September 1, 1980

*Asset Control 1 — C June 1, 1980

Training and Career Development 2 December 1, 19B0

Financial Orientation Training 2 September 1, 1980

Account Verification and Pro Audit
Function 3 February 1, 1981



-
Projected

Project Priority Startinq Date

Central Shipping & Ituceiving 3 February 1, 1981 fl
Review Invoice Processing
Procedure—centralized,
Decentralized or a Combination 3 February 1, 1981

U
*prjority 1 projects have been rated in order of importance.
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CHIEF AUDITOR

CLASS CONCEPT:

The employee of this class performs professional management
audit work. The incumbent is responsible to fulfill for
the Commissioner, Executive Committee and Deputy Heads
their responsibilities for internal audit under legislation;to develop and maintain comprehensive audit programs in
order that the Auditor General of Canada may examine and
test the accuracy of Territorial Statements, and to perform
the duties of a Provincial Auditor in respect of Federal!
Territorial cost—sharing agreements. The work requires
the Chief Auditor to review legislation, policies, Yukon
systems, regulations, manuals, agreements and contracts
to determine current, new and changing audit needs. The
work further requires the incumbent to lead an internal
audit team by participating in audits and by delegating
the responsibility and authority to darry out specific
audits to staff members and contracted audit services
on individual project basis; developing terms of reference
for individual audits or entities within Departments,
assessing reports and working papers to ensure that auditprocedures have been corre.tly applied, that all the
standards have been adherc to and that audit programs
have been followed; planning and designing a total rerritorial
audit program, setting policy consistent with legislation
and requirements of external audit groups; reviewing the
work of contracted audit agents, the Auditor General’s
Report with his staff, Federal/Territorial Agreements;
developing audit programs to maximize the revenues availableto the Territory; advising the Commissioner, the Executive
Committee, Deputy Heads and departmental officials on
problem areas; recommending changes in policy and proceduralaccounting and audit practices fcr given Departments,
Branches etc; liaising with Deputy Heads and Financial
and Departmental Administrative Officers and officials
of Treasury. Work is performed with considerable
independence and is evaluated on the basis of results
obtained.

DESIRABLE EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING:

Graduate membership in a recognized Accounting Society
is mandatory in the position, plus considerable post
graduate experience, including a thorough knowledge of
a wide variety of Federal Acts, Cost-sharing Agreements,Ordinances and Regulations, a very good knowledge of
organizational theory, management concepts, computerized
accounting systems and current business practices.

Ability to co-ordinate a professional staff and contracted
auditor services, to resolve complex problems, and to dealeffectively with officials of client Departments, ExecutiveCommittee Members and Deputy Heads in acting as their
financial Advisor.
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AUDITOR II

CLASS CONCEPT

The employee of this class performs advanced professional
and supervisory audit work. The incumbent is responsible
for supervising other professional Auditors and for
developing audit programs and conducting operational,
financial and legislative audits of Government Departments
and Agencies,. Municipalities and Local Improva-nent Districts..
Other duties entail: conducting special outside investigations
in cases where the Government may have a pecuniary interest
or where a Territorial Ordinance is involved; compiling
-working papers, reports, statements, and a variety of
supporting schedules following audits or investigations;
discussing matters arising from audits with senior operating
officials; preparing and reviewing drafts of audit remarks
for further review by the Commissioner; liaising and
discussing with operating officials proposed changes in
accounting systems and procedures. Work is performed with
considerable independence and is evaluated on the basis
of results obtained.

DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS:
-

University graduation in Commerce, with emphasis in the
Accounting Field, and eligibility for admission to
membership as a Chartered Accountant plus considerable
experience in Government or Commercial Accounting or
Auditing; or an equivalent combination of education
and experience.

Thorough knowledge of the principles and practices of
accounting and auditing; considerable knowledge of the
laws, ordinances and regulations governing the receipt
and expenditure of public funds.

Ability to apply the techniques of accounting and auditing
to a variety of complex situations; ability to prepare
comprehensive statements, reports and schedules; ability
to establish and maintain effective working relationships
with departmental officials and members of the public.

3/78
Public Service Commission
Government of Yukon
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PAC #10
‘SOVEBNMENT OF YUKc..a

MANAaFMENT PRPAR5DPOST1Oq DSSCRIPTiON
SECTION I

‘0 r. Irwin a •r.c= .d P. LZ

?aa — t ‘0lSa C— ata

0266 CHIEF AUDITOR CHIEF AUDITOR Vacant

-—

Executive Con,nissionerc OfF4ce
I tfl’I C. .,w

-a—

Commissioner of Yukon

•1 i =— a,

: New class nd uositjr.n

a. — Ifla = .- Paa =

TO fulfill for the Comrn!.ssioner, E:cecutave Conmittee ar.d Do’
Heads their responsibilities for internal audit under Ieqislation. To develo:. a

maintain comprehensive audit programs in order that the uditvr Genernl of Can.
may examine and test the accuracy of Territorial Statcnats, md to rerfont tH2
duties of a Provincial Auditor in respect of Federal/Territorial ccst—sharinr,
agreements.

SFCTION II
1- a — eta —• — : uag — La _ a .., ..t =w. a. —a _ La is flip ‘4—’ wa a rca. — —

rue

Ci) To fulfill for the Commissioner, Executive Committee and Deputy
Heads their responsibilities for internal audit under the
Financial Administration Act, Yukon Act. Yukon Covernmer.t Policy
Manual and other legislation, rules and reculntions by:

a) Reviewina legislation, Federal/Provincial cost—sharinu
agreements, policies, Yukon systems, regulations, manuals
agreements and contracts, to determine current, net and
changing audit needs.

b) Scheduling the broad assignnent of audits between contracted
audit services and internal resources.

c) Leads the internal audit tean by ‘articipation in audits
and by delegating the responsibility and the authority to
carry out specific audits to staff neinbers on an individual
project basis.

d) Developing terms of reference.. for individual auitablo
entities within Departncnts and desic in broad audit
programs for the specific audits.

e) Reviewing the annual aucit assianmct,r. ti th the Commissioner
to ensure that the rnsources required to diocharge assicn
ments will he available, and to set pricritiec and allocate
resources.

t) Assessing reports and working papers to ensure that audit
procedures have been correctly apolied, that all the
standards have been adhered to and that audit trocrams have
been followed and have been amended where required.

g) Maintaining a facility for 5erforina scocial audits, not
scheduled within the annual assinnments, cc nect Cmera?r.Cy
situations or special requests from the Executive Corniitteea

(ii) To develop and maintain a ccnurniiensiva audit .rocran to rDvLdt1

the interim base necessary fot the Auditor ,nera of Cannia
to examine and test to the extent he can uaIifv, den or
state his external opinion on the Territorial Statements b1:

a) Establishing and maintnir.lnr the ovrrall :o1iciis, standards
programs, schedulino and “chow—cD for audits, ensuriac tha
they are maintained effcctivolv and crictnntlv.

9
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The Chief Auditor prepares the annual work plan, deciding which areas

should be reviewed and when. it is his responsibility to undertake
special reviews as and when he judges the situation to warrant such a
review.

___

U
a. at m.v. -r —•—. tA .iaiy ‘a ta. ua.

Financial Administration Act
Yukon Act
Yukon Government Policy Manual
Yukon Government Treasury anua1
Yukon Government Personnel Administration Manual.

— fl ‘ 7 r‘a La ta .at a a = —
None

_____________________ ________________________

__________________ __________________ _____________________I
_________

3 -—

a’ = a — ‘a .•—.• ji s ta a USt b L_ p_4 •fl-.. —‘ — a t fl.nxn
— qi asay 1a 5a

._i, ‘.._ —— x — ‘ —— a 4_
1’ •fl N 4 LU

___ _ _____
____

UIC tfl4JJ4 — ‘-z3— a n = — S a
—I-—— _—I—

- iaa t....—-...
idi na qaA.ay — qcLr hi — .fl— = ia” T’dn— ‘ L.A_J r a
I.e =

:_.I.fl_
a L4S 4fl

•—.— — 7 —..‘_—.

[}——a
Contract Auditors, Audit Service Bureau TeamsIs) =

— U
a c. —‘ t ..ra7 :,t s, ta las

= Y = U‘&A Laa r a a awt

By achievement of goals and performance reviews.

U
Ceecce lo ,Ct

4• CL t1a L pa . —_ pa 1r LI sLazy az aa a .a pa

The Chief Auditor makes recoendations to Senior Management in Urespect of their management and financial practices in the
execution of their programs in terms of the efficient and economical
disbursement of public funds.

[j
h —in pa an lat pa . aata .- y pa . ),.vln. — • a au.

Cormuissioner, Executive Committee. Senior Management.

5l *lm SO 4a — •fl tcaa.a :ri, pa ‘, LI 1*44 —5

Determininq priorities, planning work schedules, evaluating and Uapproving audit plans, tests and specific areas of examination.
Certification of claims against Canada under cost—sharing agreements.

U
U
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b Plannina and designing a total Territorial audit program,
setting pol,.cv consistent with legislation and require
ments of external audit groups. -

c) Reviewing the work of contracted audit agents to ensure
that there is full co—ordination between professional
audit teams and governmental Departments.

d) Reviewing findings with the Auditor General and his
staff.

(iii) To develop the expertise necessary to be able to fulfill the
complete rote of a Provincial Auditor and to carry out these
responsibilities in respect of Federal/Territorial cost—sharing
agreements by:

a) Reviewing Federal/Territorial aarenents to establish
the minimum requirements and developing the audit
proorams to ma2imize the revenues available to the
Territory under suca cost—sharing agreements.

b) At randam reviewing with agents, working papers and
rerts to determine their scope, depth, standards
and that audit objectives have been met.

c) Preparing audit summaries and holding reviews with
with Executive Coimnittee, Directors and other audit
groups.

d) Testing to ensure the proper financial co—ordination
exists between Deoartments.

e) Monitoring the follow—up of observations nde to
ensure that replies are received prior to the closing
of the files.

f) i) Advising the Commissioner and Executive Contiittee
of problem areas requiring co—ordination or
decisions at their level.

ii 4vising &epirtmental officials on problems
related to the audit of accounts, suggesting
methods for improvement etc.

iii) Recormending polic,and procedural accounting
and auditing cracttces for gwen Departments,
Sr3nches etc. includiny adopting by the Govern—
ment as a whlo of Branch policy and auditing
guidelines.

3) L:aisina with Deouty Heads, rinancial and Departmental
Administrative •fEicers and officiaLs of Treasury.

Liaising with external audit agencies, finns, provincial
audit offices and official sot the Federal Auditor
Genrai’s Offic•.

The Person:

The person required to ulfill the mandate, delegated bythe Commissioner, has to be able to manage an audit program
in order to provide the Executive Ccwn:tee and departmental
ianagers with the relevant data upon which to base decisions.He/she must be able to institute and doveloc audit programs
to measure:

Ci) The Government’s programs in terms of the efficient and
the economic use resources;

(ii) as a means of aasurina that desired results are
no,: aced;

mi) t maximize rev, 3UC:’ to eh T.’rricory mder rederal/
Tcrr:;ortzi ccs-sh. rule aers-ments.

3
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Senior Management and Government finances: Mthtagement in terms of
audit observations and Government finances in terms of the
mazi.mization of revenues due under agreements.

LA a S a S —— ,a a is a 1m
Auditor General of Canada and Contract Auditors to revlMw
audit comments, systems and audit practices, Management. Executive
Committee &lembers of Assembly dealing with audit observations and
financial management.

) dIa — a — san. Ltmag. ra aW sAg?

Management/ Executive Committee! Members of Assembly dealing
with audit observations due to the sometimes political or public
implications such as susped fraud, theft or financial U
mismanagement.

El
SECTION III

—-a’ 1C —“—S.;

xseq L5 IS— ——

________

I! ‘-ca at a lS .1 XS.t. asaa’ —a
as — — isa5s aaa7 ta .— ta [.ta. BChartered Accountant, Certified General Accountant, Registered

Industrial Accountant.
- a a 4 La iaa La zi_.

The academic training is mandatory Lit the work due to its specialized
nature and the legal requirements in legislation. U

ci Aa — aL L1 ‘V a fl —

Yes. C.A., C.G.A. or R.I.A. U
U

a —_a wu a5 .. s .,aala a — ala.The position requIres a thorough knowledge or a wice vanety
of Acts, Ordinances and Regulations, a very good knowledge of
organization theory, management concepts, computerized accounting
systems and current business practices. The work requires the
ability to co—ordinate a professional staff and contracted
audit services to resolve complex problems, and to deal effectively
with officials cf client Departments, Executive Committee Members
etc. To plan and schedule activities required for the conduct
of audits.

is - ..tzjatj °V fl’1.L USn c tluam. pza r Ualaca —v !nca at a — MIfl SS4 flAnk dana a SMI

None

U
2. U‘ ‘. : ad ..tC* tsc =a -. .w = ,,V

_______________ Uca
3.tvIS..t, .

Li
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The person must be a highly qualified Accountant, possessing
either a C.A., R.I.A. or C.G.A. professional designation
plus comprehensive audit experience at the management level.
It is impwative that the Government avail themselves of
the services of a professional with sufficient depth so
as to accommodate the expanding role of the Territorial
Auditor. The political climate is changing and with it
aspirations towards Provincial status, thus necessitating
a different approach from that which has been experienced
to date.
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TOURISH

CONTRACTS

1978 - 79
*

DATE
CONTRACTOR AMOUNT DESCRIPTION OF CONTRACT COMPLETED TOTAL PAID

YUKON VISITORS ASSOCIATION $45,000.00 To carry out services In connection with
the Yukon Tourism Industry 79 03 30 $45,000.00

MYRON BALASNO & ASSOCIATES $15,000.00 To provide Marketing services for Yukon
Government, Department of Tourism1 to
purchase materials, place advertisements,
provide design layout services and
printing, and to enter Into approved
agreements and contracts on behalf of the
Department of Tourism. 79 03 31 $15,316.49

BLAIR NIXON $3,224.00 Co-ordinate Visitor Exit Survey — liaise
with technical support in Ottawa, prepare
a report Including problems encountered
and recommendations for future surveys. 78 10 24 $3,224.00

JANE OLYNYK $1,280.00 Under direction of the project leader:
VICKIE TAIT $1,280.00 1. conduct interviews for Exit Survey

2. Undertake research for tourist
attractions

3. Assist in local museum projects
4. Disseminate information to visitors 78 10 23 $2,120.00

-o

n

41
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TOURISM

CONTRACTS

1977 — 78

CONTRACTOR AMOUNT DESCRIPTION OF CONTRACT TOTAL PAID

YUKON VISITORS ASSOCIATION $45,000.00 To carry out services in connection with the $45,000.00
Yukon Tourism Industry

KLONOIKE VISITORS ASSOCIATION $5,000.00 To carry out regional tourism services in region $5,000.00
north of 63 degrees.

KLONDIKE VISITORS ASSOCIATION $900.00 To carry out a visitor profile study in Dawson $900.00
city

PRANK WOLMAN AND ASSOCIATES $14,000.00 To carry out a study concerning potential pipeline $14,000.00
impacts on Yukon’s tourism industry.

FRANK WOIMAN AND ASSOCIATES $48,113.00 To prepare Tourism Development Strategy Report $47,826.46

C C = = = = = = C = = = = = = = C C C
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TOURISM

PROFESSIONAL AND SPECIAL SERVICES

1978 — 79

SUPPLIER AMOUNT DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE TOTAL PAID

GILLIAN CAMPBELL $300.00 To provide entertainment for convention bid at the
Canadian Community Newspaper Association conference. $300.00

UK0N VISITORS ASSOCIATION $26,000.00 Joint Marketing Program $25,000.00

STUDENT SUMMER JOB CORPS $25,600.00 Salary top—up - Yukon Visitor Exit Survey $20,607.8?

FRANK WOLMAN AND ASSOCIATES $30,000.00 To cover cost overruns in preparing the Tourism
Development Strategy Report $30,000.00

YUKON VISITORS ASSOCIATION $45,000.00 To carry out services in connection with the Yukon
Tourism Industry $45,000.00

-c

n

tn



TOURISM

PROFESSIONAL AND SPECIAL SERVICES

1977 — 78

SUPPLIER AMOUNT DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE TOTAL PAID

MYRON BALAGNO & ASSOCIATES *1.325.25 Design, layout and printing of 4.000 Yukon
Travel Questionatres *1.325.25
Less (343.00)
Print return envelopes 186.34
One six digit number stamp 39.41
Obtain U.S. stamps in Canadian funds 441.04
Delivery, postage and handling 101.11 $1,750.15

B.C. RESEARCH MANAGEMENT $2,000.00 Supply computer services and reports in
conjunction with Yukon Inquiry Conversion Survey $2,000.00

YUKON VISITORS ASSOCIATION $25,000.00 Joint Marketing Program $24,406.42

STAR PRINTING $295.88 Reproductions for Frantic Follies $281.09

YUKON VISITORS ASSOCIATION $45,000.00 To carry out services in connection with the Yukon
Tourism Industry $45,000.00

KLONDIKE VISITORS ASSOCIATION *5,000.00. To carry out regional tourisn services in the region
north of 63 degrees $5,000.00

KLONDIKE VISITORS ASSOCIATION $900.00 To carry out visitor profile study in Dawson City $900.00

a C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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YUKON TOURISM iNflLflYq7y MC #17

(A) £LffRTBtIWN TO ECONOJI(

I £IUtKRPLYISITQRS.
364,502

II EwENoITuiiE&NDjtmE

DIRECT Sn,0O0OO0
INDIRECT $ 9,100,000
TOTAL $q2,1ow039

PEPRESRTFS 11 OF GROSS TERRITORIAL PRODUCT

III Efl
IU6 JOBS OR 3,3% OF TOTAL EfWO’1Eff
NINING INDUSTRY REPRESENTS 119% OF TOTAL UPLOYPE’ff

IV WPORT ITAKGES

37% OF GWDS (‘ND SERVICES INORTED AS CO[FRASTED WITH 2QZ IN
MINING IflDUSTRYI

V IjUS
WIG1ft &ff SUBSThNTJAL

VI ThWL TRIkLLS.UFPtUS.

E CF FEW SURPLUSES IN CANADA



U
6) SOCIAL AND ECOU11C BE11EFITS OF tWRISN [1

DIVERSIFIES AND STABILIZES AN ECONOIIY +IICI1 HAS BEEN LARGELY
DEPB’WhF UPON THE “BQYI AND BURST” OF LARGE NINEF\L DGECEION
AD PUBLIC INVESTIH’ff PRWECFS, Li

II CONSISTS OF OVER 300 SMALL PRIMRLY LOCAL ENTElPaEuR/FNiILY
BUSS INESSES,

•i]
III DIVERSIFIED THROUGHOUT YUKON

1.972 EWB’JDITU![S BY REGION

WHIThROFE 49,7% [1
WATS(F1 LAKE 17.7%
KLUANE 17.0% B
KLWDII

•0
IV PROVIDES RECREATION BENEFITS., FACILITIES AND SERVICES BY BOTH 1]

EOWP]*E4T AND PRIVATE SECTOR NICH COULD NOT BE JUSTIFIED OR
VIABLE ON THE BASIS OF YUKQIS RESIIBif POPULATION. 9

..*fl
U
C)
U
U
Li
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SHIP TO: GOVERNMENT OF YUKON TERRITORY

V tepertnnt of rca-in & lnfonation
cz 2703
Uhit*arn, Y. T.

COMPLETE SHIPPING ADDRESS ANO P.O. NUM
BER MUST BE SHOWN ON ALL INVOICES, PACKING
SLIPS. BILLS OF LADING. AND SHIPPING CON
TAINERS. BUNDLES OR PIECES. SEE REVERSE
SIDE FOR IMPORT INFORMATION.

INVOICE TO:
GOVERNMENT OF ThE YUKON TERRITORY

tonriaa & Thfornti
BOX 2703
WHITEHORSE YUKON Y1A 2C6

3HIP VIA: MAIL DUPLICATE INVOICES WITH ORIGINAL
TRANSPORTATION PREPAID RECEIPTS ATTACHED

don
t0C&fl0:ttdca

I I
CZ7tZAL DESQI?flON; Yukon Iburir Veveloprent
Strategy report.

Ua hereby offer to supply the atorie1s awl
parfoni the work or service referred to line—
nuder on the covenants ana agreements contained
and per attached tere of senica or ork conti

DEtUS OF sEaYl.CZ OZ WatX:
Yukon Tourin Duve1orzeut Strattp To prepare
report according to the project tern of nferei
attac)zcd. 1
Contract AsouAt: the arzount of this ccntract s
not cceadz 45,il3 -which is coqaprised of the
fcflowing costs: fl.sa days on project —

fl.avul & other expenas—
I Total— I

Tnr’l asnanc

____

bwt=sbsIotteth
OF pA’1Mrr: Payment )‘11 be nde ca

nontSly i.nvoiäes fofloicLng co!lpletizn of york.
a’iount equal to 25% of the total contract touni
tathela until acceptance of the final reort.

Th,. - 1.-nA at tha eentrwt

PURCHASE ORDER

GOVEFL)ENT OF THE YUKON 1JIToRY
CENTRAL PURCHASING & STORES

POST OFFICE BOX 2703
WHITEHORSE, YUKON-ViA 2C6

Prank o1naa S Associates
390 Uay St. 02609
Toronto, Ontario
M5E m

PAC #21
TELEX 036-8260

PURCHASE ORDER NO.

. IMPORTANT.

1801 &702

REQUISITION NO
013481—3

DATE.
Septembet 2, 1977

PAGE NO. OF

[?rnoY C? tO1Tflc March 31, iSiS.
SHIPMENT DUE AT DESTINATION

:Lrch 31, 1978
I F.O.B. I TERMS I F.S.T. I OUOTATIONNO.

1 Il/A Iet eznpt
DESCRIPTION CODENO. UNITPRICE AMOUNTi TEM QTV UNIT

I . 2 S . 4 5 7

at.

a
cc

an

Ut,

basis of

utah be

not aee.’ri

39,045.0
9,O63

2

48,il3 .00

arC

‘lIE GOODS QVEED DY WIS CPDR ARE FOR TE USE 0 TIi GOVRSVCrC OF TNt VOTE ESt PRI. bC. UNIT NO. - tET PRICE
JI.DN TEIII4ITORY AO INVOLVE THE Qc CROWN FUNDS ARE NOT FOR RE-SALE.

MD AS SjC AflC EZEYPI FRQ SALES 4ID EXCISE TAX. I SALES AND EXCISE TAX 07 702 20 75 . •o.3 NOT DUCTU. PAY.I!NT CF YOUR ACCOUNT WILL BE WIThHELD UNTIL ADJUST.
. ‘‘NT ‘5

SP OATERECD 1PACKINGSLIPNO CARRIER COLLQrPPD W/BNO, REMARKS RECOBY

fl±_____ .-

--f- -4,._Sn5Lth ...

7-ORIGINATING DEPT. COP\’



‘ITPJIS OF REFERDJCE

TOURISM DEVELOPMENT STPATY

A. OBJECTIVES

1. To prepare a tourism development strategy for areas adjacent to
Yukon highways capable of guiding private and public sector
development over the next 5-10 years, w’nich will:

— reflect the overall tourism objectives of the Yukon Government;
— integrate all components C accorrrrodation, attractions, events,

transportation, recreation, travel trade etc.) of the industry
in Yukon;

- optimize use of the Territory’s natural, historical, culture].
and iran-wade resources;

- identify development opnDrtunities, primarily for the private
sector and present preliminary economic evaluations of these
opportunities;

— suggest implementation procedures and phasing, and describe
costs;

— consider briefly the 10-20 year outlook.

2. To prepare a generel “checklist” pf locational requirements that will
be used in evaluating future service coirrercial development proposals
that way requ re disposition of Federal and/or Yukon Territory
Government controlled land adjacent to the highways in Yukon.

3. To identify areas within Yukon that are presently undeveloped but am
cons5 dared economically viable areas for integrated service centers.

B. PR&EJP OUTLUC

The project should be considered in two concurrent parts:

I. preparation of a general tourism development strategy based on
Objective #1 above.

II. preparation of specific policies and guidelines for tourism developrrcnt
adjacent to Yukon highways, based on Objectives #2 and 3.

STAGE I

The methods to be used by the consultant should include an inventory of
relevant data, an analysis including presentation of alteniative strategies,
and formilation of a final strategy. Tasks would include carrying out the
fol)owing:

INVENTORY — the development opportunities and constraints involved in
Yukon’s tourism resource base; the services, facilities and
infrastructure; the specific probleirs such as ranpcwer
capital availability, seasonality, distance from major markets
and rotential developtnt conflicts.

.12
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- market opportunities and constraints afforded by the
consumption patterns, needs and preferences of both
existing and potential tourist traffic. -.

- the relationships between these supply and demand factors
(Note: little data collection is required here; the
majority of this inventory material is available from the
Division of Tourism.) -

ANALYSIS - watching available resources to tourist demands
— what types of development are best suited to Yukon’ s environment

what are the implications of various visitor needs on plant
development and pronotional strategies?

- evaluation of industry goals and objectives
— presentation of alternate development concepts

-STRATEGY — detailed description of a development/marketing strate
based on the concepts considered nost appropriate by
industry and government

- emphasis should be placed on material of use to the investor,
including identification of tential investrent opportunities

- comE)onents should be organized to reflect industry sectors,
government and private enterprise involvement and the
integration between developrrent and marketing activities

— the final stratej would take two forns: a detailed working
docurant for the agencies riost directly involved, and a nore
general, illustrated edition for public infonration purposes.

STAGE II

This stage will involve preparation of site selection ‘iteria fox’ highway
service centers. The bonsultant should consider the following factors:

1. Inventory of existing situation to identify deficiencies in service
levels offered to travelling public.

2. Spacing requirements (i.e. distance between service centers) based
ucon: 9

a) Volume of traffic on highways
i) noderate use

(define for Yukon highways)
ii) heavy use

3. Land area requirelm2nts to include the following considerations: U
1) potential nuclei of new corrruxities (e.g. junction of

Qond2Re and Danoster ft3.gnways)
ii) physical qualities of land necessary for development

iii) highway gc-c:rr2lrics in accessing proposed ar€as
iv) visual qualtes of site needed to cater to travelling public U

U
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4. Role of existing corrnunities in providing necessary services catering
to travelling public.

-. -

S. Policy of oil companies in developing sites in Yukon and the criteria
they use for evaluating locations.

6. Failure rate of prly located facilities in Yukon. -

fl-tm conclusions develoved by the cvnsidenation of the above factors, It
is expected that the consultant shall provide reconirnendations in the foilot.thig
areas:

1. The necessity for additional cormtercial facilities outside existing
conrrnmities.

2. Future policy for land disposal as it affects corrmercial development
(i.e. fee simple, title or lease, restriction from competition for
a period of years).

3. Future government involvement in the provision of tourist related
cormiercial services (i.e. restaurant and autonobile service facilities
in conjunction with, for example, a Dapar’tnent of Public Works uaintenance
camp; or capital development of facilities and subsequent leasing on a
franchise basis of restaurant, autonobile service facilities and/or
lodging facilities to private operators. e.g. npster Highway offers
this approach.

4 Need for eligibility criteria for potential operators; goverrinent managemew
assistance, buying associations (co-operation), native involvement.

C. SCOPE

Ml components of the Yukon travel industry must be considered in this
development strategy: acconmdation, hospitality, transportation, events
and attractions, outdcor recreation, and the travel trade. While strategie
can only be applied geographically to Yukon, consideration must be given to
regional tourism connections with northern B.C. and Alaska. In addition,
the fact that Yukon’s siiall population (22,000) is spread over a large area
(207,000 square miles) must be considered.

0. REPORT

High emphasis is placed on preparation of a report inich is well-presented,
readable, concise, illustrated where possible, and factually supported.

‘flqelve copies of a “final draft” report will be presented by the consultant
for review by the Steering Cariilttee. Three copies of a final report
(including original) wou)d then be submitted, for printing by the client.

E. PROJECT /C.M:KTSfPATJON

The project will be cc-ordinatod by the Y1 Divi5ion of Tourism and
administered by a Steering Conupittee comrcsed of representatives from:

/14
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Division of Tourism, fl’G - -- -

Land Resources, DINA Northern Operations Branch
Renewable Resources, fl’G
Economic Research £ Planning, flT
Daoarbnent of Local Goven-uner1t, Y’Jt
Yukon Visitors Association
Canadian Government Office of Tourism•
Yukon Native Brotherhood
Yukon Association of Non-Status Indians
Parks Canada, Prairie Region

This comittee will provide guidance and contacts for the consultant, but
is not intended to be a substitute for necessary field work.

U
U
U
U
0
U
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U
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H EQUEST FOR PURtHASE PAC#22 070
r OATh GOODS REQUIRED

I VrEOFREOUEST oa 29

________________________________________

- - YEAR MONTH DAY
- BE SPECIFIC

lIP GOODS TO MAIL INVOICES IN DUPLICATE TO

• Department of Tourism
• Box 2703
• WhitbhDrsa, Yu)az

53 OTY. UNIT DESCRIPTION PRICE TOTAL SUGGESTED yEN

R_
- -. “rwrrRM4’rrn-lI rpny

[EL
r 5 nnmred Sn p1etS -

tEL the TCITRTcM bevEtflPME?fl STRMTThr 3fl,gQflflQ

[r__
[-

* ee p±anbpd

J

L—

U

— 1i3cJWlmn, &rr1t Inn..

119 fln-’n Avenua.West

J— 1bzxxiIo,_Tht-rin

__________

LTs&R

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

REQUESTED DEPARflIENT APPRQV CBY /J -,% 77 VOTE EST. P. LOC. UNITNO.

ni 7fl9 I 9fl I cn N
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SJIINATIIFU OF CCNTnACTOq DATE CONTRACTDF

ACCIWTEO ON BEHALF OF THE GOVERNMENT OF YUKON AND I CERTIFY UNENCUMBERED FUNDS ARE AVAILABLE TO COVEREXPEND:TUk1ES UNDER THIS CONTRACT.

Bi t(’1i I LI_ISION%1UIIl OAR 0.’ I E Apj-cIovLn:rITt E,SIGNATtPFIE

COW NC

VhF MAX i:.i: IM AMOUN F I’/YA1ILE UNDER TOTALTills CON FR fC F SI FALL NOT h:XCEE 0.

AMOUNT INVOICING: CONTRACTOR TO SUBMIT INVOICFS
IN_______ .COPIES TO:

ft.
Wo DC] All a

GOVERNMENT OF YUKON
CANADA

SERVCE CONTRACT

- CONTRACT NO.• r •PAC #23

GENERAL DESCRIPTION - a.-- CONTRAaOWS NAME AND ADURESS: -- - . -

OCATFON: - -• . — . •
-

DETAILSOFTERMSOFCONTRACT
— TOTAL

- - - - -- -. -. -.--. Th’. - —.-. -

THIS CONTRACT SHALL;
-

COMMENCE ON:_______________ TERMINATES ON:_____ TOTAL

I/WE AGREE TO SUPPLY THE EQUIPMENT ANO/OR PERFORM THE WORK OR SERVICES AS STIPULATEO IN TI-US CONTRACT AND PROVISIONS AS DETAILED ON THE REVERSE SIDE HEREOF.
-
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PAC #24

HE]

U.
YUKON VISITORS ASSOCIATION

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(UNAUDITED)

MARCH 31, 1979

Accountants’ Comments

Statement 1 — Revenues and Expenditures

Statement 2 — Members’ Capital Deficiency

Statement 3 — Balance Sheet

Notes to the Financial Statements

Schedule 1 — Revenues and Expenditures
Co—op Promotional Tours



ACCOUNTANTS’ COMMENTS

We have prepared the accompanying balance sheet as at
March 31, 1979 and the statements of revenues and expenditures
and members’ capital deficiency for the year then ended from the
records of Yukon Visitors Association and from other information
supplied to us by the Association. In order to prepare these fin
ancial statements, we made a review consisting primarily of enquiry,
comparison and discussion of such information. However, in accordance
with the terms of our engagement, we have not performed an audit and
consequently do not express an opinion on these financial statements.

i tehor se Yukon•
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTSMay 14, 1979



U
YUKON VISITORS ASSOCiATION U

NOTES TO THE FINAIJCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 1979 U
(1JNAuDITED — SEE ACCOUNTANTS’ COMMENTS)

U
1. SUNNARY OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES

A. Membership Revenues

Membership revenues are recognized for accounting purposes on the
basis of the fiscal year end of the Association. Any 1979 dues
collected prior to March 31, 1979 are therefore recorded as deferred
revenues at March 31, 1979.

El
2. CONVENTION

Revenues $ 7,926
Expenditures 7,045

$ 879

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U



YUKON VISITORS ASSOCIATION STATEMENT 1

REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED ?1ARI 31, 1979

(UNAUDITED — SEE ACCOUNTANTS’ COMNENTS)

ACTUAL BUDGET

REVENUES
Yukon Territorial Government Grant $ 45,000 $ 45,000
Membership dues 10,163 12,000

Yukon Host 1,872 2,000
Convention (Note 2) 879 1,000
Transferred from co—op promotional tours

266 5 000
(Schedule 1)

Bank interest and exchange 154
Newsletter 75 500

58,609 65,500

E XPEN DI TIWE S
Wages and employee benefits 27,721i 37,806
Yukon Host 8,098 5,500
Newsletter 3,553 5,200
Directors’ expenses 3,505 2,750
Travel 4,136 8,000
Office and supplies 2,803 3,000
Telephone 1,845 1,400
Rent 1,686 1,500
Advertising and promotion 536 1,500
Professional fees 520 500
Postage 394 750
Membership affiliations .500

54,800 68,606

EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES (Statement 2) $ 3,609 $ (2,906)



H
YUKON ViSITORS ASSOCIATION STATEMENT 2 U
MEMBERS’ CAPITAL DEFICIENCY

FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 1979 U
(UNAUDITED — SEE ACCOUNTANTS’ COMI’WNTS)

11
Ii

1979 1978

BALANCE, OPENING $ 3,631 $ 1,145

Excess of expenditures over revenues
(Statement 1) (3,609) 2,486

BALANCE, CLOSING (Statement 3) $ 22 $ 3,631

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
Ii
U
U
U



YUKON VISITORS ASSOCIATION STATEIENT 3

BALANCE SHEET

AS AT MARCH 31, 1979

(UNAUDITED — SEE ACCOUNTANTS’ COMMENTS)

1979 1978

ASSETS
CURRENT

Cash $ 5,099 $ 100
Accounts receivable 15,194 4,216
Prepaid expenses 1,210 1,876

$ 21,503 $ 6,194

LIABILITIES
CURRENT

Due to bank $ $ 2,538
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 16,425 1,812
Deferred revenue 5,100 5,475

21,525 9,825

MEMBERS’ CAPITAL DEFICIENCY

BALANCE (Statement 2) (22) (3,631)

$ 21,503 $ 6,194

APPROVED BY THE DIRECTORS:

Director

Director



1]
YUKON VISITORS ASSOCIATION SCHEDULE I

CO—OP PRONOTIONAL TOURS

REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 1979 [1
(UNAUDITED — SEE ACCOUTrrAETS’ COMMENTS)

U
REVENUES

Travel guide $ 39,125

Yukon Territorial Government 31,385
Klondike Visitors Association 15,939
Overseas marketing 351 $ 86,800

EXPENDITURES
Travel guide 29,686
World of Alaska Tour 20,649
Overseas marketing 7,834
Toronto show 3,442
chicago show 7,142
Minneapolis show 5,861
San Francisco show 5,100
Anaheim show 4,943
Edmonton show 2,666
Miscellaneous 294

87,615

EXPENDITURES RECOVERED (1,081) 86,534

EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES 266

TRANSFERRED To ADMINISTRATION (Statement 1) (266) U
$ NIL

U
U

LI
U
U
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PAC #27

SUPI%RY OF RESULTS

2.9W INQUIRY C(ThERSIW SURWY

FBRUARY, 1.978 R. U. Gwwi
DEPARThENT OF TOURISM
GOvERNMENT OF YUKON



I FORWARD

The 1977 Thquixy Conversion Survey is an analysis of people. inquiring
about Yukon t’ave]. in 1977, either from sending in an adv&tsing coupon!
reader service card, or from visiting a Yukon booth at a travel show. The
sirvey had three obj ectives:

1. to mesure the effectiveness of various media as advertising
medhuns;

2. to gather information about people who inquired about, but
did not visit Yukon in 1977;

3. to gather information about people who inquired about and
visited Yukon in 1977.

A total of 14,735 inquiries C coupons) were received from ail sources, and
of these, 2980 were sent questionnaires. Samole ratios ranged from 10%
to lao% for each magazine, depending on the actual mather of inquiries.
The retuni rate for questionnaires was 44%, which is quite good for a
mail-out survey. The offer of a free travel poster for retined
questionnaires was undoubtedly a factor in getting this response.

Fesults from the questionnaires were tallied by means of a standard SF55
computer pro’am, and fun printouts are available in the Deparinent of
Tourism office. This report is a swrrrary of the highlights from titse
computer printouts.



II 1977 ADVERTiSING EFFECTIVBESS

The table entitled “1977 Advertising Conversion ArnJ.ysis” presents a

numerical suirarj of the effectivenss of each magazine in producing visitors
to Yukon. In cases where the rnnnber of conversions (visitors) is less than
10, the individual magazine results must be used with discretion. Hence,
the uost useful measure of a magazine’ s effectiveness is probably the
“Direct Advertising tbilar Return”, although certainly other factors must

be taken into account as well.

From these data, we can draw the folla.th-ig conclusions regarding media

selection:

A. BEST BUYS

1. ALASKA Magazine is clearly the best buy in the grouo: a direct dollar
return nxzn than twice that of any other magazine; the single highest
ntrther of conversions; second highest conversion ratio; and so on. The
cost per coun.Dn is fairly high (over $7.00), but this is acre than
offset by the high conversion ratio.

2. HOLIDAY turned in a solid perfoniEnce even though its conversion ratio
is only half the group average. This is offset by the lowest cost per
coupon ($2.06) anong all media, and by the highest-spending visitors
ancng the “Best Buys”. Finally, the magazine’s proj ected dollar return
is the highest in the group.

3. B.C. OUTDOORS shows an ext’snely high cost per coupon ($23.24), but
this pays off because the magazine shows the highest conversion ratio
in the group, and a good advertising dollar return. The magazine ‘5
visitors also stayed in Yukon longer than the average, although they
spent less ucney per day.

4. OUTDOOR CANADA shows a relatively sttng performance despite its 7%
conversion ratio: the direct dollar return is above average, as are

the length of stay and daily expenditures of its conversions.

B. MARGINAL BUYS

1. TRAVEL Magazine deserves a close look as a future media buy on the
strength of its low cost per coupon and long length of stay of its’
conversions. Other ratios tend to be medioa’e.

2. NATIONAL R2HIC has been a consistent perfonner in the past, but
slips badly in this 1977 camEaigr. The length of stay of conversions
is the magazine ‘s stongest zint, and ‘ conversion percentage is
respectable, but the dollar retris are uoDr.

3. AJJSKA SUPPL1T oresents a paradox as a media buy: the ad received
trnendous exposure (through the “supplement” or insert in SUNSEI,
TRAVEL 6 LEISURE, TRAVEL, SWflIRN UVThG and AUDUBON) and pulled over
half the total coupons at a cost of $2.90 each. This one ad, on the



[1
other hand, used over 4a% of the advertising budget and produced only U16% of the camoai-t’ s direct revenue. This revenue did not even pay
the cost of the ad, which is usually enough reason to drop that medium.
Furtherrnre, its’ conversions’ length of stay in Yukon is haJ± the Ucoup average. What keeps the Supplenent in the “irerginal” category is
its average conversion ratio (14%) which gives it a projected dollar
return anong the top four. The $22 ,000 u1d probably be better spe2-it,
however, in the ‘best buy” media.

C. NEVER BUYS

There is nothing to indicate that we should place future advertisements
in any of these media:

1) BAQAC€R
2) B.C. WILDUFE FERATIa’J NEWS
3) SIGNATURE
4) TRAVEL S LEISURE
5) SEAflIZ TIMES
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III INQUIRERS +1O DID NUt VISIT uai

Of the 1315 people who inquired about Yukon travel, il34 did not visit
the territory in 1977. A profile of a typical person in this group
would be:

• He is male (75%)

• He is 35—49 years old (26.8%) or 50—64 years old (25.9%)

• He lives in the eastern United States (46%)

• He earns over $20,000 (44%)

• His occupation is “professional” (28%) or he is retired (15%)

• He would take a pleasure trip north to see both Yukon and Alaska (74%)

• He is mainly attracted by the “natural beauty” of Yukon (57%) and
only partially (8%) by the lQondiice GD1d Rush.
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U
IV INQUI WHO DIII VISIT YIJKIJI 1]
Of the 1315 people who inquired about Yukon travel, 181 visited Yukon in
1977. The breakdown by magazine of these “conversions” is presented in
the table, “1977 Advertising Conversion Analysis”.

________

U
DD1RAPHICS

A deingraphic profile of a typical visitor in this group would be: U
• He is male (73%)

• He is 18—34 years old (34%) or 50—64 years old (33%)

• He lives in eastern United States (33%) or in Washington/Oregon!
California (27%)

He earns over $20,000 per year (50%)

• His occupation is “professional’t (27%) or he is retired (24%)

TRIP GARACIThISflCS

In addition to this denographic infontation, the questionnaire asked for
a variety of ir±onnation on the trips taken to Yukon in 1977 by these
resnDndents. Following is a sirurary of The results.

1. The main attraction was “natural beauty” (46%) although ?.DnndiRe Cold [1Rush was si-d±icant as well (19%). It is interesting to note the rise
in attaotiveness of the lQondiflce Cold Rush for visitors as opuosed to
non-visitors. fl

2. The average party consisted of 2.46 persons; they spent 7.2 days in Yukon
cannared to 12.5 days in Alaska and 32.4 days on their entire trip; they
spent an average of $720 (or $41 per person/day) in Yukon during Their
stay.

3. The majority of pecole (58%) thought Yukon and Alaska were about the sane Uin price comoarisns or had no opnn , 20% thought Alaska was note
expensive; 17% 1± ht Yukon was nore expensive.

4. Based on a GOOD/AVERA/PO0R rating food and accodation received [
over 50% GOOD ratings; attractions were rated 81% GOOD; roads were rated
25% GOOD, 46% AVERA and 29% POOR. Other items listed by respondents
received mainly GCCD ratings (i.e. people, campgrounds, scenery),
indicating a high degree of satisfaction with their trio.

S. Things enjoyed irost by respondents were scenery (22%), attsphere (10%), Uand specific points of interest (24%). Things enjoyed least were roads

U
Li



(20%), ntsquitces, costs and driving (each 8%). Sifficant1y, 15%
said they did not have a “least enjoyea” am.

6. Visitors fravelled to Yukon by car (15%), car and ftafler or camper
(27%), air (15%), and bus (il%). 15% used the ferry or a boat, and
13% took the railroad. Of these, the air aveilers spent by far
the irost tine in Yukon: 7 nights for “plane only” traveilers, 13
rights for “plane and other” (fly/drive). These groups spent 7 and
10 nights respectively in Alaska. By comparison, those travelling
by treiler or camper spent 8 nights in Yukon and 17 nights in Alaska.
The air traveilers spent an average of $80 per day; The trailer?
camper users spent $24 per thy.
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For purposes of the TEll, Yukon was divided
into four regions: Southeast, Whitehorse,
IGuane and IQondilce. Boundaries are shown
on the adjacent map, and a profile of
establishments and mans/sites is given
below. The various Till reports presented
here give results on the basis of these
four regions, and for Yukon as a whole.

IIm)tels 7/11’.

1 7 3 I. TUFAL

15/ 551 11/ 19’. 37/1013

Ittels 9/110 0/ In 13/I’i’. 10f III’. ‘.0/ 569

Ibstels 1/ 120 0 - 1! ‘.0 2! 160

Cabins 2/ 3 0 ti! 11 3/13 9/ 27

caWaOI5
(&-r,icc’.i) 5/ 72 3/ 151 5/ 66 1/100 - l’i/ 309

Ctnptjwsvis
CI’,mr..,viccd) 17/366 7/ 176 11/237 73/ 635 56/1359

‘urn
32/665 31/1119 70/607 ‘.7/1126 130/3517

• 1-Southeast 2-Whitehorse
3 -Kluane LI -IQondilce

Page 7



1976 TOURISM D’CPENDITURES MODEL (YUKON)
RTXIONAL PROFILE

(Establishments/Rooms or Sites)

1 2 3 4 TOTAL

Hotels 7/114 15/ 551 4/154 11/ 194 37/1013

Motels 9/110 8/ 171 13/144 10/ 144 40/ 569

Hostels 0 1/ 120 0 1/ 40 2/ 160

Cabins 2/ 3 0 4/11 3/ 13 9/ 27

Campgrounds
(Serviced) 5/ 72 3/ 151 5/ 66 1/ 100 14/ 389

Campgrounds
(Unserviced) 17/366 7/ 126 11/232 23/ 835 58/1359

TOTAL
40/665 34/1119 37/607 49/1126 160/3517
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AGREEPIENT

Between

YUKON VISITORS ASSOCIILTION

GOVERNMENT OF TEE YUKOEI TERRITORY

Covering the period

April 1, 1978 to N4rch 31, 1979

Signed this 29th day of April, 1978

at Watson Lake, Yukon Territory

For the Yukon Visitors Association:

u Athol in-11ack Pryident

L 7 IHg Dv.n.zttr i:yersç Executive—Director

Doug Bell,1 Deputy Commissioner

____‘__ ____

Karl ‘.. Crosby, Xrci(tt:cr o:r

Tourism

‘pfr.
PAC #30

Fort of Yukon:



Terms of Reference

An Agreement Between

YUKON VISITORS ASSOCIATION AND GOVERNMENT OF YUKON

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Tourism Industry development by Yukon Visitors Association (YVA).

II. BACKGROUND

While tourism in Yukon can be traced to the Kiondike Gold Rush,

the industry had its modern beginnings in the 1950’s in the

hands of local volunteer groups such as the YukonTourist

Association and the Klondike Visitors Association. The Yukon

government formally entered the picture in 1962 with the

formation of the (then) Travel and Publicity Branch. For a

decade, the private sector remained largely unorganized,

but in 1973 the Yukon Visi tors Association was re—activa’ted

as a Territory-wide industry association. In 1976, YVA hired

its first full-time Executive Director to carry out the goals

of the Association. In April of 1977, YVA and the Yukon

Government signed an agreement which covered the year ending

March 31, 1978.

III. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of YVA are clearly stated in its constitution:

1. to foster and promote travel to and within the Yukon,

2. to encourage the increase and improvement of visitor

facilities, services, and attractions throughout the

Yukon, and

3. to enhance and stimulate the business climate in the visitor

industry in and around the Yukon in order to attain the

greatest possible degree of prosperity for all.

These objectives parallel and complement those of the Yukon

Territorial Governmet in the area of tourism. The purpose of
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this agreement is to provide a framework within which both YVA
and YTG may achieve their objectives of improving Yukon’s
tourism industry.

Specifically, the objectives of this agreement are. as follows: U
1. to continue development of a unified, Territory—wide

association which represents the private sector of Yukon’s Utourism industry;

2. to increase communications and co-ordination with the
- Bindustry;

3. to develop and present certain projects involving industry
training, education and awareness;

4. to develop co-operative industry/government programs in the
areas of marketing and tourism establishment standards.

IV. RATIONALE 1]
Tourism presents many unique opportunities for industry/government
co—operation. In fact, such co-operation is essential if the

-industry is to be healthy and progressive.

The Yukon Government has long recognized that successful co—operation
hinges on the growth of an effective industry association, and has
therefore actively encouraged the development of YVA. Private and
public sector roles in tourism development should becomplewentary.
While government can best undertake tasks involving research,
planning and elements of marketing, private enterprise can do much
to help itself in such areas as employee training, group purchasing,

. U
operating techniques and standards, advertising and so on. YVA is
now capable, with some financial assistance from government, of Uundertaking many such projects. Current economic and political
realities in Yukon indicate that YTG cannot and will not underwrite Uthe total cost of developing and maintaining a tourism industry.
New ways must be found to involve the private sector in tourism
development, and the YVA is an obvious vehicle for achieving such
involvement.

U
U
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V. PROJECTS

In fulfilling the objectives of this agreement, YVA should

undertake the projects described below. Many of these tasks

will require close co-ordination with the Department of Tourism,

particularly those involving development of new programs; however,

YVA is expected to take an active part in seeing each project

through to completion.

1. Industry Comunication

Prepare a monthly newsletter (12 issues during the agreement period)

containing tourism-related news and features; distribute copies to
interested individuals in Yukon tj to selected parties outside the

Territory. This does not preclu a charge being made to subscribers,
but any charges levied should include only the costs of mailing and

handling the, newsletter.

2. Yukon Host

Prepare and present the Yukon Host program for 1978. The programn

developed should contain basic information in the areas of tourism

industry awareness, hospitality training, and local facilities and

points of interest.

Presentations should be made in Whitehorse, Watson Lake; I-laThes

Junction and Davison City as a minimum, and in other communities

which express an interest in the program. The course should be

presented in the spring prior to the peak tourism season. YVA will
be responsible for preparing the program content, scheduling and

organizing presentations, and preparing an assessment report.

The Department of Tourism.will provide techr4ical assistance for
production of the presentation, and a staff member to assist at
presentations.



u
3. Services to Industry

YVA should offer the following services to members of the ±ourism
industry:

a) Training — act as sponsor for industry training courses
required by the industry and arranged through Canada Manpower,
Federal Business Developrent Bank, Department of Education or
other agencies. As a minimum, YVA should offer two appropriate
courses during the contract period.

h) Mar Tert Assistanc2 — offer basic inforlt’cn an’! ‘zsiti:i
to managers of tourist establishments in such areas as marketing,
accounting, legal services, training aids, staffing and so on.

4. Marketing Ua) Co—ordinate industry participation on the Yukon Tourism
Marketing Council. This would include carrying out the private
sector’s part in all co—operative projects approved by Council,
and providing input to the Department of Tourism annual tourism
marketing plan. It is understood that the YTMC will adhere to
this marketing plan when co—operative projects are determined.
A total of $25,000 will be made available for co-operative marketing El
projects, on the condition that this amount by YTG is matched
dollar for dollar by the private sector. El
b) Publish and distribute a travel guide or circular for Yukon
visitors for the purpose of extending their stay in the Territory.
This publication should be printed in several editions throughout
the tourist season, and should include articles describing current
attractions, comunities and things to see and do around Yukon.
It is understood that YVA will sell advertising space in this
publication, but advertisements should not exceed 50% of the space
available in any edition. The retail sale price of this circular
should not exceed 25 per copy. The Department of Tourism will
assist with distribution of the publication through its visitor
information centers.

13
0
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5. Tourist Establishment Standards

Under the 1977/78 Agreement, YVA developed a draft proposal for

implementation of a program of voluntary standards within the

tourism industry. Work should continue on this proposal so that.

a decision can be made regarding implementation of a program fdr

the 1979 tourist season. The objective of this project, as

described in the 1977/78 Agreement, is to develop standards of

construction and operation for Yukon tourist establishments which

will present a positive and acceptdble image in the eyes of the

travelling public. This system of standards should meet the

following criteria:

a) it should acknowledge acceptable levels of comfort, courtesy, and

cleanliness, as well as other appropriate measures of services

available;

b) it must recognize Yukon’s unique tourism product, which often

includes basic, “rustic” facilities;

c) it must be acceptable to the majority of the private sector, and

should be enforceable through means other than new or direct

legislation.

d) standards must be communicated to the travelling public in order

to be effective.

VI. AGREEMENT ADMINISTRATION

It is expected that there will be an ongoing liaison between YVA

and the Department of Tourism throughout the period of this

agreement (April 1, 1978 to March 31, 1979). Regular meetings will

take place at least once per month to allow for YVA and Departmental

representatives to review progress, discuss problems and determine

future direction of projects described under this agreement.

In addition to these monthly status meetings, YVA will submit

a written anRual report to the Director of Tourism describing the

activities, problems, results and recormiendations pertaining to the

projects described under Section V.
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VII. COST

The amount of this agreement is $45,000 payable as follows:

$15,000 on signature of the agreement

$10,000 on August 1

$10,000 on November 1 -

$10,000 on presentation of a final report as described

in Section VI above. -
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-

YUKON TERRITORY -

CASADA

Whitehorse, Yukon

ORDER—IN—COUNCIt 1979/41

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRAT±ON. ORDINANCE

Pursuant to the instructions given to him by

the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development

under Section 4 of the Yukon Act, the Commissioner in

Executive Council is pleased to and doth hereby order as

follows:

1. Section 2, page 5, of the regulations

established by Commissioner’s Order

1979/71 is hereby revoked.

2. The annexed section 2, page 5 is

hereby made and established.

GIVEN under my hand and Seal of the Yukon Territory, at

Whitehorse, in the said Territory, this Q’i” day of

A.D., 1979. —

P:i’i.

_

I; Adminifttrato of Yu
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OFFICE OF ThE COMMISSIONER

YUKON TERRITORY

CANADA

Whitehorse, Yukon

COMMISSIONER’S ORDER 1979/71
C.

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION ORDINANCE

Pursuant to the provisions of the Financial

Administration Ordinance, the Corattissioner of the Yukon

Territory is pleased to and doth hereby order as follows:

1. The regulations established by Commissioner’s

Order 1978/300 an hereby revoked.

2. The annexed regulations are hereby made and

established. (on Did fro.i the let day of AprCZ,

4.0. 1979).

Dated at Whitehorse. in the Yukon Territory, this az day

of April , A.D., 1979.

Conunisszoner of the Yukon Territory



FinanciaL Ad,,iniatnticn Ordinanca
C.D. 1979/71

REGULATIONS R2SPECTING SIGNING NJTHORITIES

Made pursuant to Commissioner’s Order 1979/71

Dated the 12 day of April 1979

1. To make requisitions and give certificates required by the

Financial Administration Ordinance but limited to the maximum

of approved appropriations for which they are responsible.

Make requisitions and
give the certificate required

Position or Of fleer under section 19 and 20

Yukon Legislative Assembly
Clark of the Assembly Pun for the Dept.

Department of Administrative
Services

Secretary to the Executive
Con,nittee Fun for the Dept.

Department of Education
Superintendent of Education Full for the Dept.
Director of Vocational
Training Pull for the Branch

Department of Consumer and
Corporate At fiars

Director, Consumer and
Corporate Affairs Fufl for the Dept.

Department of Human Resources
Director of human Resources Full for the Dept.

Department of Municipal &
Community Affairs

Director of Municipal &
Community Affairs Full for the Dept.

Department of Tourism &
Economic Development

Director of Tourism &
Economic Developmttnt Full for the Dept.

Department of Justice
Director of Justice rul. for the Dept.

Department of Highways &
Public Works

Director of Highways S
Public Works Full for the Dept.
Mechanical Superintendent Full for Garage Operations

Revolving Fund

Public Service Commission
Public Service Commissioner Full for the Dept.

Office of the Pipeline
Co—Ordination

Director Pipeline Coordii,a— Full for the Dept.
tion

Department of Finance
Territorial Treasurer Full for the Dept.

U
U
U
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Nake requisitions and
give the certificate required

Position or Officer under section 18 and 20

Department of Library &
Information Resources

-

Director of Library &
Information Resources Full for the Dept.

Department of Renewable
Resources

Director of Renewable
Resources Full for the Dept.

Department of Health
Director of Health Full for the Dept.

Department of Government
Services

Director of Government
Services lull for the Dept.

Yukon Housing Corporation
General Manager Pull for the Corporation
Chairman of the Board Full for the Corporation

Worker’s Compensation Board
Executive Secretary Full for the Board

Yukon Liquor Corporation
General Manager Full for the Corporation
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2. Notwithstanding the authority under Section 1, no single contract, requisition, lease or purchase may exceed thefollowing limits

Area of Construction Requisition ServicePerson or officer Responsibility Contracts tO Purchase Contracts Leases
Yukon Legislative Assembly For Dept. Only Nil $ 15,000 $ 1.5,000 NilCloth of the Assembly

Departrent of Administrative Services
Secretary to the E>ecutive
Comittee For Dept. Only Nil 15,000 15,000 Nil

Department of Education
Superintendent of Education For Dept. Only Nil 40,000 30,000 NILDirector, Vocational Training For Branch Only Nil 15,000 15,000 Nil

Department of Consumer and
Corporate affairs

Director, Consumer and
Corporate Affairs For Dept. Only Nil 15,000 15,000 Nil

Department of Human Resources
Director of Human Resources For Dept. Only Nil 30,000 30,000 Nil

Department of Municipal £ ConununityId tairn
Director of Municipal & ConvnunttyAffairs

- For Dept. Only Nil 35,000 25,000 Nil
Department of Tourism &

-Economic Development
Director of Tourism &
Economic Development For Dept. Only Nil 15,000 15,000 Nil

Department of Justice
Oirector of Justice For Dept. Only Nit 15,000 15,000 Nil
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3. Notwithstanding Section 2, the following are authorized to:

(a) Director of Library and Information Resources

Authority to purchase all books for main and regionallibraries, also items for Archives and historical items.processed film or slides and sound recordings.

(b) Director of Human Resources

Full authoirty for purchase contracts, or AuthorizationOrders only.

Cc) Director of Supply and Services

The Director may delegate, in writing, the authority toDepartments to purchase specific goods and services as
required for the efficient operation of a department.

Cd) Nechanical Superintendent

Purchasing authority for Garage Revolving Fund amended toread “Authority to purchase ‘Numbered’ or ‘will fit’parts used in the repair or overhaul of equipment eitherat the repair shops or work sites. This also coverssmall repair parts and accessories not already on
authorized purchase orders that are required stock orfield repairs. These purchases subject to review byDirector of Supply and Services”.

4. To increase amount payable under contracts:

(a) Contracts entered into by Deputy Head:

As provided in Sections 7, 10, and 14 of the Government
Contract Regulations but subject to the respective limits
of authority granted in 2 above nay be increased by 10%
to a maximum of $5,000.

IS) Contract entered into by Commissioner:

Deputy Heads subject to the respective limits of authority
granted in 2 above may increase by 101 to a maximum of
$10,000.

5. To sign contracts and change orders, approved by Federal
Departments under Engineering Services Agreement or Alaska
Highway Maintenance Agreenlent or Ministry of Transport
Agreements.

Director of Highways and Public Works All Contracts

6. To sign reports of surplus for disposal of both equipment
and buildings based on original asset value:

Deputy Heads All

7. Delegation of Authority

A Deputy Bead may delegate his authority to make requisitions
and give the certificate required under Section 19 to 20 of
the Financial Administration Ordinance by completion of a
“I’legation of Authority’ form which should clearly outline
th. linitations of authority delegated.

When the deputy head redelegates signing authority all such
redolegntions must be submitted to the Treasurer on the
appropriate flolgation of Authority torn accompanied by the
appropriatc Specimen Signature Cards.
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B. Signing of Lease-, Requisition or Contract

The appropriate signature required by these Regulations

shall be deemed as certification that funds are

immediately available to meet the payment that may even—

tually be required, pursuant to Section 18 (1) of the
Financial A&pinistration Ordinance.

9. For the purposes of these regulations, Deputy Head shall

include all positions and officers named in Section 1 of

these Regulations.
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